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EDITOR’SNOTE

It has been 34 years since Dr. Vincent Schaefer placed a few pieces of dry
ice in a cold box at the General Electric Research Laboratory in Schenectady, New
York and watched the formation of a miniature snowstorm. This serendipitous event,
noteworthy because of Vince’s keen ability to recognize the importance of the ice
crystal production, was the single most important event which has stimulated so
many people along the path of cloud physics research and weather modification operations.
More than 30 countries are now involved in some aspect of operational programs.
For this reason, the Editorial Board thought it was appropriate to focus attention
on the applied aspects of weather modification technology. The papers in Volume 13
are largely of this nature.
But this volume of our professional journal contains much more than a collection of representative applied program summaries. In 1978 the "Early History of
Cloud Seeding" was published through the joint efforts of the NewMexico Institute
of Mining and Technology at Socorro, the State University of New York at Albany, and
the General Electric Companyat Schenectady. This historic document has "set the
record straight" on the work accomplished during the 1946-1952 period under Project
Cirrus. Because so many books and magazine articles are at strong variance with
historic facts, the WMAfelt it important to publish this report as a lead paper in
Volume 13. In the interest of space requirements, the index has been omitted. However, the full publication is available at nominal charge from Project Cirrus Fund,
(ES-328), SUNY,1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, NY, 12222.
Of singular importance are the commentspresented by Dr. Bernard Vonnegut in
regards the ice nucleation role of solid carbon dioxide. Several conflicting
views
have found their way into the scientific
literature
during the past several years
and we are grateful to Dr. Vonnegut for his clarification
of this very basic and
important phenomenon.A reply to Dr. Vonnegut from Dr. B. J. Mason has been included as a sample of the commentsreceived in response to queries on this matter.
The 30th Anniversary Meeting of the WMAwas appropriately held in Albany, New
York in October 1980. The theme was rightly titled,
"The Langmuir Connection". It
was an unusual opportunity to meet with, and be hosted by, the ASRCgroup under Dr.
Volker Mohnen. Of particular importance was the opportunity to share the thoughts
of such historic and very active individuals as Dr. Vincent Schaefer, Dr. Bernard
Vonnegut, Mr. RaymondFalconer and Dr. Duncan Blanchard. The comments from these
four persons, presented as a preface to the meeting in Albany, were so filled with
substantial background information we’ve also included their remarks in this volume.
The tone of Volume 13 continues to be one of expanding interest in applied
programs at the international
level. Nine of the total papers are from authors outside the United States. It is gratifying
to accept these summaries by our colleagues
in Canada, China, Bulgaria, India, Israel, Mexico, the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia.
Wehope this international
flavor will continue to be a strong part of future volumes
of the Journal of Weather Modification.

ThomasJ. Henderson,
Editor
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THESERENDIPITOUS
HAPPENINGS
WHICHLED TO WEATHER
MODIFICATION
Vincent J. Schaefer
Director Emeritus
Atmospheric Sciences Research Center
State University of NewYork

WhenI attempt to establish the occurrences
in my life which played a role in developing a
consuming interest in the natural sciences and, in
particular,
the atmosphere, it becomesapparent
that a very complex sequence of serendipitous
events guided my path in that direction for more
than sixty years!
As a youngster, three friends and I published
a monthly magazine called "Archeological Research"
and in its last year, "Exploration".
This was an
unusual undertaking for teenagers (we started it
when 14 and ended at 18 years of age). During its
four years of existence we met a very unusual
group of older people who were intrigued with our
initiative.
Amongthese was Attorney William Campbell, Mayor of Schenectady, Dr. Willis Whitney,
Director of the General Electric Research Laboratory (who later employed me), and Dr. Arthur
Parker, State Archeologist who when I was sixteen
invited me to participate in a summer’s archeological reconnaissance of the Finger Lake region of
central New York. It was Dr. Parker who awakened
my interest in science and the atmosphere. It was
during our train ride to Auburn, NewYork, that I
first noticed fast moving cirrus clouds which I
later determined was an indicator of the jet stream
location.
Whenyoung, (from the time I was five or
six years old) I spent the summersin the Adirondack Mountains of northeastern New York. My mother
suffered from "hay fever" an allergic reaction to
the pollen of ragweed. To get away from the source
of airborne pollen we went to the Bakers Mills area
of the Adirondacks where at that time ragweed did
not grow. Our rented rooms in a small house of a
mountaineer was located on the side of Eleventh
Mountain. A year later my father acquired a rough
cabin nearby which we have used up to the present
time.
Because of its exposure to a wind gap, Eleventh Mt. frequently caused the formation of orographic clouds. These clouds impressed me to such
an extent that in letters to my friends in Schenectady I designated our location as "Up where the
clouds are made".
In later years I learned that Crane Mountain
which dominated our southeastern view was called
by the Indians a name which meant "Homeof the
Thunderer". During our summers in the Adirondacks
I also spent time with a friend at Indian Lake
about thirty miles west qf our camp. There, with
Art Burgey I explored the lake and nearby mountains.
Upon climbing Snowy Mountain on a day when the sky
was filled with fair weather cumulus I becameaware
of their flat bases and that these were all at the
samelevel in the atmosphere.
During the summerof 1927 1 ran a field

camp

for Boy Scouts where we improved a portion of the
Northville-Placid
Trail in the Adirondack Wilderness. There I experienced drizzly orographic
rain, fort fire, early morning fog and similar
phenomenarelated to the atmosphere.
In 1932 with the advent of the Winter Olympics at Lake Placid I led a group of 25 outdoor
enthusiasts on a winter camping trip to Lake Clear
of Heart about ten miles south of the Winter Games.
Since this period was the depths of the Great
Depression, none of us could afford to stay in
town. Thus we stayed in several open face Adirondack leantos madeavailable to us by the Lake
Placid Club. This was the winter with little
snow so that it had to be transported to the ski
jump and bob run by truck and train. We encountered deep orographic-produced snow at our camp
and spent much of the week mountain climbing on
skis on Mt. Marcy and Mclntyre and visiting Indian
Pass where the first time I noticed soft hail
(graupel). At the base of the 1400 ft. vertical
face of Wallface Mt. I found more than three feet
of this interesting precipitation
type and discovered it to be the most delightful
skiing snow
I had ever encountered.
The following year I organized the Schenectady
Wintersports Club with the help of our Mohawk
Valley Hiking Club which I had formed in January
1929. The Wintersports Club rapidly grew into
one of the largest clubs in the northeast. Out
of this effort came the snow trains which ran
to the North Creek from Schenectady and eventually
NewYork City.
As a precursor to the snow train operation,
Dr. Irving Langmuir agreed to take me in his tiny
open cockpit Wacoairplane to scout out suitable
ski slopes close to our three available passenger
railroads.
Since this was my first
experience in
an airplane I was not properly dressed to make a
lengthy reconnaissance. After scouting the Catskills,
the Green Mountains and the Adirondacks,
we returned to the Schenectady Airport. In this
way I learned at first
hand about wind chill and
hypothermia. As I rememberits aftermath it was
several hours and much hot tea before I stopped
shivering!
With the "clouds" of World War II thickening
in 1940, Dr. Langmuir and I shifted our research
studies at the ~o,E. Research Laboratory of protein mono}~ers~±), to the filtration
of smoke
particles"~’.
At this tim~3 ~ discovered the way
to replicate snow crystals" ". Thus I suddenly
becamedeeply involved in exploring the weather
patterns which produced the different types of
snow crystals. Shortly after I had the challenge
to produce massive areas of artificial
fog.
I was quite successful in developing an

effective method to make such a fog by boiling a
heavy oil under ten pounds pressure which was then
released into the atmosphere at sonic velocity.
As
this superheated oil vapor emerged from a small orifice, the high velocity vapor entrained a tremendous volume of ambient air. This quickly chilled
the hot oil vapor to form a highly uniform aerosal
each particle having a diameter of 0.6 microns.
This fortunately is the optimum size for producing
the maximumscattering of visible light. I built
a tiny copper settling chamber which could be taken
into the dense cloud near the generator to measure
the particle size being produced. This simple device worked beautifully.
I then discovered that
when in such a dense smoke the sun had a distinctive
color. If the generator produced droplets larger
than 0.6 microns the suns disc would appear green
or blue. If the particles were smaller than the
optimum size the sun had specific tints of red.
We then devised a set of six color filters
which
could be used to determine whether or not the generator was properly adjusted. In this manner I learned
a great deal about the size of particles,
their
optical properties and the mechanismsby which they
grew,(~~came electrified,
and coagulated or evaporated’ i.
Our field measurementswere conducted in the
Scoharie Valley which served us as a giant wind
tunnel, ten miles long, a mile wide and a thousand
feet deep. We utilized
a vertical cliff
which rose
600 ft. above the flood plain. Our time lapse
cameras, infra red cameras, telescopes and other
instruments could be used better than in an airplane
to evaluate the screening capacity and effectiveness
of our fogs.
After World War II we learned that more than
50,000 of our fog generators were built and used
for screening troops, ships, ports, civilians
and
other potential targets from aerial attack during
the period before a practical radar was developed.
Following these smoke studies we becameinvolved
in submarine detection using hydrophones and binaural sound. After this activity
which produced
a "poor man’s" submarine detector for coastal defense we started a research program related to
precipitation
static, the phenomenonwhich produces
radio static noise when an airplane flies through
falling snow.
To study this phenomenonwe arranged to go to
the summit of Mr. Washington in the White Mountains
of New Hampshire to utilize the facilities
of the
Mt. Washington Observatory. We soon found that the
summit of the mountain rarely if ever encounters
a storm consisting of only snow particles.
Invariably the rapidly rising air caused by the orographic
effect produces supercooled liquid water droplets
mixed in with the snow particles so that all surface
objects were rapidly coated with rime ice. Thus,
the framentation of snow particles which causes
electrification
when they shatter on metal surfaces
could not be studied effectively
at the mountain
summit. Despite this problem we learned a great
deal about the supercooling of water and the measuring of cloud droplets and.precipitation.
Most of our precipitation
static studies were
eventually conducted on the roof of our laboratory
in Schenectady where I learned about the electF~al
properties of snow and of precipitating
clouds" ".
One of the most interesting of these observations
was the detection of what I called "ghost" clouds.

These occurred at the end of
successive convective clouds
instrumented observatory and
reversal in electric charge.
continued for several cycles
clouds had disappeared.

a snow storm as
passed over the
showed a cyclic
These alternations
after all visible

In 1944 we were asked to conduct a basic
study of aircraft wing and propeller icing.
Thus the difficulties
and problems we had encountered earlier at the summit of Mr. Washington
were suddenly transformed into assets. We were
thus able to use our experience with the intense
storms of Mt. Washington to study their physical
properties. With the remarkable insight possessed
by Dr. Langmuir and his enthusiastic personal
participation
in our work on the summit we soon
devised effective techniques for measuring liquid
water conten~71average
particle size and size
distribution ~ J. As an adjunct to these measurements we started monitoring atmospheric nuclei
especially those which produced ice crystals.
In 1948 1 commenceda routine observational
program of determining the concentration of ice
nuclei in the atmosphere at t~§~et~ur intervals.
These measurements indicated ~ ~ ~ thaC the
concentration of such particles varied by
several orders of magnitude and that different
air masses showed differing concentration patterns.
With the end of World War I~ financial support of our work was terminated by the military
departments so that our field reserach activities
was severly curtailed.
Our basic studies supported by General Electric was confined primarily
to the laboratory.
It was at this time (in early 1946) that
devoted most of my effort toward an attempt to
discover a means of producing large numbers of
ice nuclei under control.
Thus it was that on July 13, 1946, I made
another serendipitous discovery. While attempting to make my cold chamber cold enough to continue my experiments (on a hot hu~id s~mmerday)
I put a large chunk of dry ice into my chamber.
To my astonishment I saw a dense bluish cloud
of ice crystals.
Quickly removing the dry ice
from the chamber, flushing it until I again
could form a supercooled cloud I put in a
smaller chunk only to again see the instant formation of another dense cloud of ice crystals.
After several such sequences using smaller and
smaller pieces of dry ice, I finally
found that
by scratching ~ small piece of dry ice with a
nail, holding the dry ice a foot above the
supercooled cloud I could exert a reasonable
amount of control over the number of ice embryos
generaledas the tiny fragmentof dry ice fell
into the chamber.
Intensive studies and many experiments over
the next few months showed conclusively that the
effect o# the dry ice (or anything else colder
than -40uc (-40~F) was to produce a micro-environment that caused homogeneousnucleation. I
found that anythin~ colder than the critical
temperature of -40 C (sometimes called the
Schaefer Point) will cause homogeneousnucleation
in air supersaturated with respect to ice.
Thus considerably

more than 1012 ice embryos
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can be generated with a gram of dry ice in air
s~persaturated with respect to ice and colder than
OvC.
Unlike manypublished accounts (see Vonnegut
this Journal), the freezing of cloud drops near
the dry ice or the effect on other atmospheric
nuclei has little
relevance to the role played by
dry ice, liquid nitrogen or other very cold materials as they generate fantastic concentrations of
ice embryos. These relationships
were worked out
with a series:~experiments
using the Diffusion
CloudChamber’~’.
When Dr. Langmuirreturnedfrom a lecturetour
on the West Coast I showedhim the dry ice effect
on a supercooledcloud. He becamequite excited
and urgedme to make immediateplans to seed a
supercooled
cloudin the atmosphere.
I proceededto plan for fieldexperiments,
locatinga small plane,a pilotwho couldbe ready
to fly at shortnotice,and a sourceof dry ice.
I builtand installeda dry ice dispenserin the
airplane.We then waited for suitablecloudsto
appearin our vicinity~
It wasn’tuntilNovember13, 1946 that we had
what appearedto be a suitablecloudsystem.
Alertingour pilot and Dr. LangmuirI obtainedthe
dry ice, took it to the hangar,crushedthe dry
ice, storingthe fragmentsin cardboardice cream
containersand put them in the Fairchildmonoplane
with Curtis Talbotat the controls.By the time
we were airborneand reachedthe four mile long
alto cumulusbillowcloud at its altitudeof
14,000feet and a temperatureof -18.5~C,we were
aboveMount Greylockin westernMassachusettes
whichis 38 miles by airlineeast of the Schenectady Airport.I photographced
the cloud as we
approachedit. We enteredthe top of the cloud as
we approachedit. We enteredthe top of the cloud
with the dry ice dispenserrunning.After dropping
aboutthree poundsof the crusheddry ice from the
plane,the dispenserfrozeso that I endedthe
seedingrun by openingthe window,lettingthe
slip streampull the remainderof the dry ice into
the cloud. Emergingfrom the cloud we swung around
so that I couldphotographthe dramatictransformation which had occurredin the seeded cloud.Long
draperiesof snow hung in the otherwiseclearair
below the cloud. We flew around until the cloud
nearlydissipatedwhen I took a thirdpicture
Lz). We then returnedto Schenectadyto be
greetedby a very enthusiastic
Langmuirwho had
watchedthe seedingeffectson the cloudthat
occurredshortlyafter Curt announcedby radio
that we had startedour seedingrun. In retrospectI now know that the initialeffectthat
Dr. Langmuirwitnessedwas due to the formation
of ice crystalsin the supersaturatedair below
the cloud whichoccurredas the largerparticles
fell throughit and affectedthe air below.

I~Q,

Three @~tional successful experiments which
I conducted ~ J led to a renewed interest of the
U.S. Government in our research activities.
Early
in 1947 we received a research contract from the
U.S. Army Signal Corps which supported a continuation of our field studies. This was soon called
"Project Cirrus" following a suggestion I madeto
CommanderDaniel Rex who had been appointed Field
Director of our cooperative project.

ThrOughan interestingcoincidence,
Dr.
BernardVonnegutwho was a memberof our group at
General Electric du~ this period, on November
"~=" the remarkableeffective14, 1946 discovered
ness of silveriodideas a heterogeneous
type
nucleusfor ice crystalformation.This was the
day after my dry ice seedingflightpver Greylock
Mountain.
Followingthe formationof ProjectCirrus
we participated
in a totalof 272 fieldexperiments usingAir Force and Navy planesover the
Mohawk Valley,the Adirondacks,southeastern
Massachusettes
and in New Mexco near Albuquerque
and Soccoro,over the Atlanticeast of Florida
and in Puerto Rico. During this sam~ period
Dr. Langmuirmade a seriesof studiesin Central
Americaand Hawaiiwhile I observedthunderstorms
in northernIdaho.
None of our ProjectCirrusactivitiescould
in any way be describedas routineoperations.
Each studywas based on an evaluationof previous
experiments.
All of them were aimedat establishing the possibilities
as well as limitationsof
modifyingsupercooledcloudswith dry ice, silver
iodide,and warm cloudswith sodiumchlorideand
bulk water.Many interestingeffectswere observed,photographed
and analyzed.These results
were published(~5)(16)in a seriesof Final
Reportsand in scientificperiodicals.The interestingstory of ProjectCirruswas published
by GeneralElectricand has recentlwb@en annotated
by Vonnegutand Jiustoand reissued(17).
Follow-upexperiments
are stillunderway.
The Langmuirgroupwas reassembled
about fifteen
years ago by my effortsto form the nucleusof
the Atmospheric
SciencesResearchCenterat the
State Universityof New York,now directedby
Dr. VolkerMohnen.
(18) in
In a book I have just published
cooperationwith Dr. John Day, I have summarized
many of the basicexperimentsthat were developed
duringour ProjectCirrusactivities.
The LangmuirConnectionas our symposium
is calledis our heartfelttributeto a very
remarkablehumanistand scientist.Workingwith
IrvingLangmuir,NobelLaureate,of the General
ElectricResearchLaboratory,
"The Boss"as we
all affectionately
calledhim, was a profound
experienceand one that none of us will ever forget. His enthusiasm,knowledge,insight,hunches
and leadershipprovidedall of us with a modelof
scientificgreatness.We have all profited
greatlyfrom the privilegeof our association
with
him. Each of us has tried to perpetrateLangmuir’s
basicphilosophyand way of life with our students.
It continuesto be an excitingand rewarding
experience.
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THE LIGHTER SIDE OF LIFE WITH PROJECT CIRRUS
Duncan C. Blanchard
Atmospheric Sciences Research Center
State University of New York at Albany
Albany, NY 12222

Abstract. There is little science in this article about Project Cirrus. I intended it
that way. The scientific findings of the project are sun~marized in the Early History
of Cloud Seedin~ and in numerous papers in the technical literature. But litt].e has
been written about the scientists who made the project possible, and their day-to-day
activities. That’s too bad, for part of the excitement of science is knowing about the
people who do the science, and the things that hapl)en to them in the laboratory. And
lot of these things are funny~ Too many scientists forget that fun is a part of science.
The Project Cirrus scientists did not. Here then is a brief account of some of the
lighter moments I experienced with the scientists of Project Cirrus. Any history of the
project is incomplete without it.
It was a cold, clear night in February of
1948. Our cross-country skis moved easily through
the snow in the park in Schenectady, New York. Bob
Smith-Johannsen and I were training hard for a
cross-country race. Bob was an expert at the sport.
I wasn’t, but knew I could learn rapidly. I had
competed during my navy days and at college in
perhaps i00 foot races at distances from a half
mile to over six miles, and had done a lot of
downhill skiing. ~y not combine those skills and
compete in cross-country skiing? A month earlier,
I asked people at the General Electric Company in
Schenectady, where I worked, if anyone there competed in cross-country skiing. They told me about
Bob. I hunted him up, and soon we not only were
training in the park in the evening but often
rushed from our work at noon hours to a ski jump we
had built. We had time for a quick jump or two
before returning to work.
I arrived in Schenectady the previous summer,
freshly graduated from Tufts College with an
undergraduate degree in general engineering. GE
hired me on their Physics Test Program, an
arrangement in whicb you’d spend about three
months on each of several jobs in various sections
of the plant. Then you and the company would look
eyeball to eyeball and decide which job was to
become permanent.
I was approaching the end of my second
assignment in the company, and hadn’t the slightest
idea where I wanted to go next. I had a vague
notion I wanted to beco~e a scientist but no idea
whether I wanted to count electrons in atoms or
stars in the sky. My indecision ended abruptly
one noon hour as Bob and I were rushing back to
the company after a quick workout on the jump. He
knew I was looking for a new assignment, and said,
"Look, Dunc, we waste a lot of time when I drive
to the tube division to pick you up at noon hour.
l~y don’t you take your next assignment with us on
Project Cirrus? We could leave the lab together
and have more time on the jump." What Bob told me
about Project Cirrus sounded exciting, but exciting
or not, I agreed that my working there would give
us more time on the jump~
The exploits of the Project Cirrus scientists
were not completely unknown to me, for the newspapers during the previous year had carried many
stories on their work. I was soon to ].earn that
three momentous events on successive days in

November of 1946 Ied to the establishment of Project
Cirrus. These days have become landmarks in the
history of cloud physics. On the 13th Vincent
Schaefer carried out the first dry-ice seeding of
a naturai cloud. On the 14th Bernard Vonnegut,
with a laboratory cold box, discovered that silver
iodide was an effective seeding agent, and on the
15th a paper by Schaefer on his cold box experiment with dry-ice seeding appeared in the
magazine Science.
I visited Project Cirrus a few days after my
talk with Bob. The research group was small,
consisting only of Irving Langmuir, Vincent
Schaefer, Bernard Vonnegut, Raymond Falconer,
Robert Smith-Johannsen,and Katherine Blodgett.
They were all ja~ned into three or four small
rooms in one corner of the GE Research Laboratory.
Some of the lab benches had experiments upon
experiments that must have stretched far back in
time. They reminded me of the layers of material
in an archeological dig. Next to Katie’s desk in
one corner of the main lab a pile of Science
magazines rose precariously from the floor to over
six feet up. I wondered what might happen if the
pile ever fell over, and imagined an alliterationminded copy editor coining headlines in the local
newspaper--"SeriousScientist Suffocated by Science
Serials."
Vince Schaefer, a big man with an equally big
smile and laugh, listened to my request for an
assignment on Project Cirrus. He asked about my
interest in atmospheric physics. Not quite knowing what the subject was alI about, I told him I
found it very exciting. I was hired for a threemonth assignment. To this day I doubt that my
formal background in academic work had anything to
do with Vince’s decision to take me on Project
Cirrus. Both Vince and Irving Langmuir liked the
out-of-doors and liked skiing. While engaged in
these activities, they had made the crucial
observations that led to Project Cirrus. A real
interest in the out-of-doors and in natural
phenomena was almost a prerequisite for work on
Project Cirrus. Vince knew from Bob I had it,
thus I was hired. If I hadn’t such an intense
interest in skiing, I would not have begun my
research career with Project Cirrus.
These curious chance accidents that work to
one’s advantage, and which are often called blind
luck, are really examples of serendipity. At that

time, I had never heard of the word, but before
the year was out found that serendipity+ was the
guiding principle behind many of the discoveries
made in Project Cirrus, and indeed in all of
science. Irving Langmuir defined it as "the art
of profiting from unexpected occurrences."

On the day I reported to work on Project
Cirrus, the first of many stereotypes I had about
science was destroyed. My college and navy
experience had led me to believe that established
scientists treated young scientists-to-bemuch as
a foreman in a factory treats an apprentice, by
barking out orders on what was to be done, and by
giving exact instructions on how to do it. I
expected such treatment from Irving Langmuir
when I went to his office to get my research
assignment. I knew, of course, tbat he was a
Nobel Prize winner in chemistry and one of the
world’s great scientists. As for me, I had never
worked on a research problem of my own and bad
never written a paper.
Langmuir, a small man with intense penetrating
eyes, began talking immediately. He didn’t ask
about any of my college work, or wbat level of
research I felt I could handle, or even what kind
of research I wanted to do. He started to talk
about the formation of raindrops, and before long
had sketched out his ideas on the formation of
rain by chain reaction. There was excitement in
his voice as he discussed some of the problems,
and I could sense he was treating me not as that
factory apprentice but as a person whom he felt
could get equally as excited in the problem. Soon
he began to talk about the maximum size of a raindrop before breakup, and told me that the only
work done on that was by a German scientist,
Phillip Lenard, in 1904. Lenard, Langmuir said,
had built a vertical wind tunnel to suspend water
drops in free fall, but had not been able to
suspend Ills drops for more than a second or two.
Langmuir suggested I take on the job of designing
and building such a tunnel. Were I to succeed in
suspending water drops in a vertical wind tunnel
for an indefinite period of time, I would be able
to take pictures of drops in free fall, during
collision, and learn all sorts of things about the
dynamics of large raindrops.

serious-looking person in a starched, white lab
coat muttering incomprehensible equations, and I
was certain his la~ wo~l~l. ~e squeaky clean with
numerous exotic instrumentsneat]_5, arranged on
benches and shelves. That, I saF, was my conception. What I sa~.~ that afternoon was an ol~ room,
somewhat dark and dings’, in cemplet~ disarray
with bits and pieces of ~ire, old test tubes,
rubber tubing, and parts of sil.wer iodide
generators covering most of the bench space and
dribbling off onto the floor. But let’s hear
what Bernie’s brother Enrt has to say abo.ot this
lab. He described it in the prologue to his novel
Slapstick.
"Bernard worked for the General Eleclric Research
Laboratory in Schenectady, dew York, for a while,
where he discovered than silver iodide could
precipitate certain sorts of clouds as snow or
rain. His laboratory,.,’as a sensationalmess,
however, where a clnms>’ stranger could die in a
thousand different wa?-s, depending on ~where he
stumbled.
"The company had a safety officer who meetly
swooned when he sa~ this jungle of deadfalls and
snares and hair-trigger booby traps. He bawled
out my brother.
"My brother said this to him, tapping hi.s own
forehead with hJ.s fingertips: ’If you think
this laboratory is ~ad, yon should see what it’s
’~’
like in here.
I worked and h~d a desk in a cermet of
Bernie’s lab, and there I built my vertical wind
tunnel. And guess ~hat? Before long the mess
around my corner of the lab became the equal of
Bernie’s. And that too~ some doing~ I soon
realized that a "~ess~" lab, far from being a sign
of confusion and complacency, more often was a
sign of creative a.ctivity, a can-do attitude, and
the result of repeated experiments, each ~uilding
upon the failure of the preceding ones. In short,
controlled sloppiness, not squeaky cleanliness, is
the hallmark of a productive lab. I ].earned this
lesson from Bernie Vonnegut and have never
forgotten it.

That afternoon my second science stereotype
fell. Vince Schaefer took me across the hall to
meet Bernard Vonnegut, whose lab I was to share
for the next three months. Now, up until that
precise moment my conception of a scientist was a

I quickly mastered the art of controlled
sloppiness or, as some ca.ll it, the "quick-anddirty" experiment, and thus was able withJ~ a
month to run through a dozen or more workin_~
models of a vertical wind tunnel. I changed a bit
here, a bit there, and i~ each ~odel was able to
smooth the turbulence more than in the one before,
and to produce the proper horizontal velocity
profile. Finally, I had a tunnel in which I could
suspend a large water drop far longer than could
Lenard. Aesthetically, the tunnel was not pretty
to look at. Parts of it were made of wood, and
other parts of heavy construction paper, bits of
plastic, and metal sereer.ing. Since the top,
about 5 feet above the .’-!oor~was~obbly, I secured
it with several pieces of string that ran from the
top of the tunnel to nations supports around the
room. This was controlled sloppiness at its best’.

+I discussed the role of serendipity in Vincent
Schaefer’s discovery of dry-ice seeding in an
article "Science, Success, and Serendipity," published in Weatherwise, 32, 236, 1979.

Though I marveled at how Bernie and %~:ince
used this art to pTozress quieklF in the development of an experiment, f was not )~et completely at
home with it. Ma~,~e the5’ were just lucky. Perhaps
other scientists didn’t use it. But one day a

I left Langmuir’s office excited about the
challenge of the research problem he had given me.
But I had little idea how to go about starting,
for Langmuir had left that entirely up to me. All
he had given me was a copy of Lenard’s 1904 paper,
~ber Regen, which had been published in
Meteorologische Zeitschrift. He suggested I read
it. I had run into my first stumbling block on
Project Cirrus, for the only German I knew was
Hell Hitler~
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visitor came through the lab. This was not at all
unusual. Hardly a week went by without visitors
coming to see a demonstration of dry-ice and
silver-iodide seeding, and to talk to Langmuir,
Schaefer, and Vonnegut. What was unusual was that
the visitor was Charles F. "Boss" Kettering, Chief
of Research for General Motors, and perhaps the
best-known engineer in America. After a demonstration of the cold-box experiment, Vince brought
Kettering and his entourage to see a demonstration
of the floating of a water drop in the vertical
wind tunnel. I began by apologizing for the way
the t~nnel looked. Kettering broke in immediately
and s~id, "Look, my boy. Don’t ever apologize for
the way an experiment looks. It’s the results that
count. I wish more experiments looked like yours."
I waslelated! Vince and Bernie were right, after
all. iControlled sloppiness is a fact of life in
science. That, and what Vince was to say in the
years to come, "the will to do," is far more
important in scientific discovery than concern for
appearances.
***
Project Cirrus progressed rapidly. New ideas
were tossed back and forth among the members of
the Research Group, resulting in different
approaches to cloud seeding and a variety of new
instruments to be used in the field. These were
tested from the aircraft of the Operations Group.
Feedback between the two groups went well, and
often those of us from the lab went along on the
seeding missions.
The discoveries, both in the lab and the
field, received a lot of publicity. News
releases went out frequently from the General
Electric News Bureau, to form the basis for
stories written by the wire services and national
magazines. We had no control over these stories.
Some so angered other scientists, a few in the
Weather Bureau, that they were ready to come to
Schenectady to do battle with Irving Langmuir in
the good, old-fashioned way with no holds barred,
the winner taking two falls out of three.
Sometimes the stories in the magazines were
hilarious, giving us our laugh for the day. It
seldom did any good to try to correct them. You
always lost. Listen to what happened when I tried
to straighten out Newsweek magazine on a story
they did on the water drops I photographed in my
vertical wind tunnel. But first, some background
on drop photography. ~en I took the first
photographs, I was chagrined to find that most of
the light used for illumination passed completely
through the drop; about all that was photographed
were one or two highlights where light was
reflected directly back into the camera. I didn’t
know how to get around this until Vince suggested
a solution. He told me to add both a pinch of
silver nitrate and sodium chloride to my water.
They would react to produce silver chloride, a
milky-white, colloidal suspension that would
reflect light back from all over the drop, and
thus make photography easy. I tried it. It
worked beautifully~ All the stroboscopic photos
taken from then on were of water drops treated in
this way.
Some of these photos appeared in Newsweek
with a story that said our photographs proved that
large raindrops are not really tear-shaped in free

fall, as most everyone believed, but very flat on
the bottom and looked like hamburger buns.
Readers responded to this story, and some of
their letters were published. One said he wasn’t
fooled by those pictures. They weren’t water, as
claimed in the story, but drops of milk. Newsweek
printed a reply. They said they checked with the
General Electric Company and found that the drops
were indeed water but looked like milk because of
a special screen. How this "screen" had drifted
into the story we had no idea. Anyway, I wrote
to the editors of Newsweek and told them it was
really silver chloride that made the drops white.
An editor wrote back, saying in part...
"Thank you for your recent comments about the
photographing of water drops which appeared in
the Letters section of our May 30 issue.
"We checked with GE ~nd were told that the
original drops were indeed water, photographed
by a high-speed stroboscopic camera which
flooded each droplet with a large amount of
light. In reproduction it was necessary to use
a screen to hold the white in the picture of
the drop, thus accounting for the milky white
appearance. With all these facts, I have no
doubt you are acquainted."
As I said, you can’t win[
One reader wrote directly to me. He was
Vice President for Research of a large company
that manufactured motor oil. On the front of
each can of oil was a large tear-shaped oil drop.
Very pretty, and nicely colored too. He said
that the water drops in free fall may look like
hamburger buns but large oil drops, with their
higher viscosity, would be tear-shaped.
I bought a quart of his motor oil and put a
drop in the airstream of my wind tunnel.. It
floated there beautifully, but it wasn’t tearshaped. It wasn’t even hamburger-shaped. It was
pancake-shaped, very flat and very unbecoming. I
took a picture of this and sent it to the vice
president. I didn’t hear much from him after this.
The company continued to use the tear-shaped oil
drop on their cans for years to come. I didn’t
blame them for not using the true shape of a falling oil drop. Had they done so, they’d also have
to print a little sign, "True shape of a falling
drop of oil," along with an arrow pointing to the
pancake. And who would believe that?
Not only did we have fun reading what others
wrote about our work, but we had fun within
Project Cirrus. Science is too serious to be
taken seriously, and we could see humor in many
of the things we did. I remember one day when
Vince brought a large group of visitors to see a
demonstration of water drops floating in the wind
tunnel. I launched into my opening preamble,
telling them how important it was to be able to
study raindrops in free fall right before your
eyes. As always, there was a look of disbelief
that the experiment would work. At the proper
moment, with a bit of a flourish, I picked up an
eyedropper, filled it with water, inserted the
open end downward into the blast of air coming
from the top of the tunnel, and squeezed out a
large drop of water.
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Now I had done this successfully a hundred
times before, and each time I’d remove the dropper
to leave the drop floating freely. But on this
particular day the water was torn into tiny
droplets the moment it emerged from the eyedropper,
and carried upward to splat on the ceiling. I had
never seen such behavior before. With a weak
smile I told my visitors that the velocity of the
airstream must be too high, so I reduced the speed
and tried it again. The same thing happened, and
by new I could see the visitors getting impatient.
Beads of sweat appeared on my brow as I tried a
different eyedropper. It didn’t work. Nothing
worked. And then, looking to the back of the room,
I spotted Vince with a large grin on his face,
barely able to contain himself. The truth soon
came out. Earlier, he had put a few drops of
detergent in the beaker of water he knew I would
use for the demonstration. The surface tension
was so reduced that large drops simply could not
remain intact in the blast of air in the tunnel.
I replaced the water with tap water with its higher
surface tension and the floating-drop experiment
was successfully shown to the visitors. Their
faith in science was restored:

The scientists of Project Cirrus, and mainly
Irving Langmuir, destroyed the most engrained
stereotype I had of science. I believed there was
little chance to make discoveries by watching
common, everyday phenomena. I reasoned that since
they were so common, they had been observed by
thousands of people. If there was anything to
discover, some of these people would have
discovered it. How wrong I was. One summer’s day
I was on the roof of the research lab amusing myself by dropping large drops of water over the edge
of the building and watching them oscillate as they
fell to the grass several stories below. Langmuir
appeared. He suggested we pour water rapidly from
a beaker to produce hundreds of drops. We did. A
cloud of drops of many sizes appeared and fell
together, some breaking up spontaneously, others
breaking in a strange manner when they approached
close together. All sorts of interesting breakup
phenomena could be seen. Langmuir got very excited
and started talking in a rapid, clipped voice.
"Blanchard, do you see that? Note the oscillations
on those drops~ Much like what you found in the
wind tunnel. And do you see how they break in the
wake of the lower drop? Now I believe .... " and he
went on to list several hypotheses on what might
be happening. In this simple observation he was
able to see so much.
I learned a lot from Langmuir that day, a lot
about how to observe nature. Years later, I found
that his attitude about discoveries being made from
simple observations was shared by another Nobel
Prize winner, Albert Szent-GySrgyi, who said discoveries are made by those who "...see what
everybody else has seen, and think what nobody
else has thought."

I left Project Cirrus in September of 1949 to
start graduate school. I never returned. Three
years later the project came to an end, and the
scientists who had taught me so much began to go
their separate ways. Today, Bob Smith-Johannsen
has his o~ company on the west coast. Irving
Langmuir died in 1957 and Katherine Blodgett in

1979. In the early 1960’s Vince Schaefer started
the Atmospheric Sciences Research Center, and Ray
Falconer became the first member of the new center.
Bernie Vonnegut, who was then working at A.D.
Little, Inc., and I at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, joined the ASRC in 1968. Yo~r of us
from Project Cirrus were back togetNer again. In
some ways it was still the same, but in other ways
not. We still feel the exhilaration of scientific
discovery, but it is unlikely that any of us will
ever again be associated with such an a~venture as
Project Cirrus, whose discoveries ushered in the
modern era of cloud seeding.
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MISCONCEPTION
ABOUTCLOUDSEEDINGWITHDRYICE
Bernard Vonnegut
Atmospheric Sciences Research Center
State University of NewYork at Albany
Albany, New York 12222
In 1946 1 had the good fortune to be at the
General Electric Research Laboratory when Vincent
Schaefer made the fundamental discovery in his
cold chamber that a supercooled cloud can be
seeded with dry ice. He demonstrated that very
cold substances, such as dry ice or liquid air,
could create enormous numbers of ice crystals in
such a cloud. The concentration produced by a
tiny speck of dry ice was so high and the ice
crystals were so small, he recognized at once that
the crystal generation was caused by a spontaneous
nucleation process. In his original and subsequent publications, he provided evidence that this
process takes place in the gas phase and that it
does not depend on either foreign nuclei or on the
droplets in the supercooled cloud (Schaefer, 1946,
1952a, 1952b).
While I am familiar with studies that support
Schaefer’s findings, such as Langmuir (1948) and
Fukuta, et al. (1971), I am aware of no subsequent
experimental or theoretical work that contradicts
or sheds doubt on his results and interpretations.
I was, therefore, surprised to discover that many
cloud physics textbooks and articles present quite
a different mechanismof dry ice seeding. These
suggest that the dry ice creates ice crystals not
by nucleation in the vapor phase, but by the
freezing of the supercooled droplets in the cloud.
The following excerpts are typical examples.
"Solid carbon dioxide is effective in converting supercooled water clouds into ice crystals
because it chills the droplets in its vicinity
to temperatures far below their spontaneous freezing point." (Neuberger, 1951)
"A metal rod chilled below -38°F and waived
in a laboratory cloud would turn the entire cloud
into snow. The rod was cold enough to force a few
droplets to freeze. And once this happened, the
rest of the droplets froze too." (Cook, 1957)
"When a cloud is cooled below this temperature, the water droplets apparently freeze spontaneously, regardless of the presence or absence
of freezing nuclei. This is the process which is
involved when clouds are seeded with frozen C02,
dry ice." (Advisory Committee on Weather Control,
1957)
"...dry i ce...caused cloud droplets to
crystallize
along its path." (Lehr, Burnett,
Zim, 1957)

and

"He (Schaefer) discerned correctly that dry
ice...causes water droplets to freeze spontaneously." (Mason, 1961)
"The physical process in this case probably
is the freezing of many droplets by contact with
the dry ice surface." (Fleagle and Businger,
1963; revised in second edition, 1980)

"By ’seeding’ the supercooled clouds with
dry-ice pellets, which freeze some of the droplets
on contact .... " (Harper Encyclopedia of Science,
1963)
"Each pellet momentarily cooled a path of
droplets to a temperature where freezing would
occur homogeneously or otherwise, as the purity
of the droplets required." (Byers, 1965)
"Presumably, the temperature of part of the
water drops was depressed below -40°; the drops
then froze..."
(Riehl, 1965)
"...dry
ice introduced into the cloud may
cool enough drops to their freezing point to produce crystals for later growth by the Bergeron
process." (Miller and Thompson, 1970)
"...into
a supercooled water cloud in the
laboratory they dropped some dry ice (carbon
dioxide snow). Immediately some of the water
drops froze." (Longley, 1970)
"...pebble-size
pieces of dry ice descend and
freeze a large fraction of the droplets in their
path." (Rogers, 1976)
"When dry ice was thrown into an actual
cloud, it transformed the water droplets into ice
crystals."
(Monroe and Jackson, 1977)
"...pellets
of dry ice lower the temperature
of supercooled water. The lower temperature makes
the water form ice crystals."
(Wendland, 1978)
"...use of dry ice, which froze some of the
water droplets in a cloud, was first shown to be
effective in clearing supercooled cloud decks or
fog banks." (Weather Modification Advisory
Board, 1978)
"Schaefer quickly realized that the extremely
low temperature near the surface of the dry ice
pellet (-78°C) had caused the droplets along its
path to freeze. We cannot say whether or not he
also realized at that momentthat the tremendous
temporary supersaturation produced by the cooling
had activated manyaerosol particles as condensation nuclei, and that the droplets formed around
them had also frozen." (Dennis, 1980)
Because none of the sources quoted above
provides evidence or references supporting the
alternate explanation for the action of dry ice,
it is not possible to present the arguments in
its favor. It is possible, however, to recognize
some problems with this idea. For example, if
the ice formation process is produced by the
freezing of the drops, it is difficult
to explain
how dry ice produces its seeding effect even in
the absence of supercooled droplets, aerosol
particles,
or ions.

A calculation based on its heat of vaporization shows that one gram of dry ice would be
capable of cooling a volume of supercooled cloud
of only about I0" cm3 from -15°C to the temperature required for homogeneousnucleation of water
droplets, -40°C. If the cloud contained 103 droplets cm-3, their freezing caused by the gram of
dry ice would produce only IO T ice crystals.
Even if an additional I0" drops cm-3 caused to
form on condensation nuclei were to freeze, the
resulting concentration of ice crystals would
still
be orders of magnitude less than the I011
or more ice crystals per gram of dry ice reported
in atmospheric cloud seeding experiments
(Ho]royd, eta].,
1978). Although from time
time supercooled drops will be caused to freeze
when they are subjected to the low temperature
prevailing near to the dry ice, it is clear that
this process is of negligible importance when
compared to the spontaneous generation of ice
crystals resulting from nucleation in the vapor
phase.
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Every opportunity should be taken to inform
teachers and students of cloud physics that a
mechanismto explain the seeding effect produced
by dry ice that is based on the freezing of droplets in the supercooled cloud is unsupported by
either theory or experiment. So long as this
misconception persists, it will lead to serious
misunderstandings concerning the modification of
clouds by the dry ice seeding technique.
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METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE¯
LondonRoad,BRACKNELL.
Berkshire. RG122SZ
Telephone:
Bracknell(0344)20242,ext. 2389

D/DG Net 0/4/4

Dear

27th

January

1981

Bernie,

I’m sorry
to have been so long in
replying
to your letter
- I can only
plead
pressure
of other
business
which
has to take precedence
over cloud
physics
these
days!
I enclose
a reply
to xour note which
I hope will
help clarify
the misunderstanding.
I think
that
many authors
have thought
in
terms
of the dry ice freezing
the pre-existing
droplets
but no one who has actually
watched
what happens
in a cold chamber
could believe
that.

Of course, from the practical point of view,
it matters little
whether the crystals form by
this two-stage process or by direct deposition
from the vapour phase as Vonnegut suggests but it
does not seem likely that the molecules will condense directly into the ice lattice without first
going through the less ordered liquid structure.

If you are sending
your note to the
Journal
of Weather
Modification,
perhaps
you would be kind enough to send my note
as well.
With

kind

In e~ther3case Maybank and Mason’s figure
of 4 x I0" cm- for the maximumproductio~oof
crystals suggests a total of about 4 x 10 crystals produced by Ig of dry ice and this is close
to Holroyd’s (1978) estimate quoted by Dr. Vonnegut.

regards,
Yours^sincerely,

Dr B. Vonnegut
Dept of Atmospheric Scienc
State University
of New Yor~--~t
14OO Washington
Avenue
Albany
NEW YORK 12222

(1959) who showed that when a small sample
clean, filtered
air was expanded explosively in a
water-saturated cold chamber, ice crystals appeared
in large numbers only when the supersaturation
achieved by the expansion exceedec values at which
condensation could occur either spontaneously or
upon ions and if the terminal temperature fell
below -40°C. ’ The crystal concentration increased
as the terminal supersaturation iBcreased3but
reached a maximumof about 4 x I0 v per cm of the
air involved in the expansion. This was taken as
strong evidence that crystal formation was a twostage process -- condensation followed by spontaneous crystallizatioB
of the tiny droplets at
temperatures be]ow -40 C. The droplet/cr~stal~
-V
concentration was limited to about 4 x I0 v cm
as a consequence of the peak supersaturation and
minimumtemperature being restricted
by the release of latent heat and the abstraction of water
vapour by the growing droplets (Mason 1951).

~

Holroyd, E. W. et al,
1~7, pp 49-63.

1978 J. Appl. Meteorol.

Albany
Mason, B. J,, 1951, Proc. Phys. Soc., London,
B64, 773
Mayban, J. & Mason, B. J., 1959 ibid.
11-16.

THEMECHANISMS
OF CLOUDSEEDING
WITHDRYICE

B. J. Mason
Meteorological
Bracknell
Berkshire
England

I agree with Dr. Vonnegut that there appears
to be somemisunderstanding of the mechanismby
which dry ice produces large numbers of ice crystals in its wake while falling through a supercooled cloud. However, he seems to have missed the
point that the ice crystal production is probably
preceded momentarily by large concentrations of
tiny droplets formed spontaneously without the aid
of condensation nuclei.

Office

27 January 1980

Dr. Vonnegut is correct in stating that the
appearance of high concentrations of crystals in
the "condensation trails"
left by dry ice particles in a cloud chamber cannot be explained by the
spontaneous freezing of pre-existing cloud droplets
which are far too Aparse. ~n chilling
from the
air from, say, -lOVC to -78vC, enormous local
supersaturations are created, sufficient
to produce
very high concentrations of droplets by spontaneous
condensation (above the Wilson 8-fold limit).
These then freeze almost ~nstantaneously as
the temperature falls below -40vC. This view was
confirmed by the experiments of Maybankand Mason
(1959)
11
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FROMMT. WASHINGTON,
N.H. TO SCHENECTADY,
N.Y. ANDPRO4ECT
CIRRUS
RaymondE. Falconer, Research Associate
Atmospheric Sciences Research Center
State University of NewYork at Albany

On November13, 1946 as we know, Schaefer,
in a rented plane and with Langmuir observing from
the airport back in Schenectady, made a flight near
Mt. Greylock dropping dry ice pellets into an iso-.
fated cloud. As photos sho~, the cloud converted
to ice crystals and snowed out.

I had the exciting experiepce of working on
the top of Mt. Washington, N.H. (el. 6,288 ft.)
from December 1942 to December 1946. During my
assignment at the Mount Washington Observatory, as
an employee of the U.S. Weather Bureau, I had
occasion to becomeinvolved with a number of interesting experiments being carried on there by
visiting scientists who made use of the extreme
conditions of wind, precipitation,
cold weather
and persistence of clouds that is found on and
around that mountain.

Meanwhile I had talked with Schaefer about my
leaving Mt. Washington, and he suggested that I
might like to come to Schenectady to work with him
at the G.E. Research Lab. I made the wise decision
to do just that and consider myself ~ost fortunate
to have been working closely with Vince Schaefer
ever since.

It was in 1943 that I first had the pleasure
to meet Vincent Schaefer and Dr. Irving Langmuir.
They had come to Mt. Washington from the G. E.
Research Laboratory in Schenectady, N.Y. to do
experiments related to Precipitation
Static and
the Icing of Aircraft.
Rime ice formation is
prominent there during 8 to i0 months of the year.
Schaefer and Langmuir brought with them a number of
rotating multicylinders
and other sphere and trylon
configurations to expose in the wind driven fog.
We took many measurementsof rime ice collection
following short periods of collector exposure.
The data compilation helped in developing Langmuir’s
widely referred to reports on Mathematical Investigations of Water Droplet Trajectories and Supercooled Water Droplets in Rising Currents of Cold
Saturated Air.

After my arrival at G.E. Dec. #, 1946, Project
Cirrus soon came into being. One of my early jobs
was to help develop a suitable dispenser for dry
ice pellets. I worked closely with William Kearsley. I helped to supply some of the meteoro|ogical data related to studies of the many cloud seeding experiments. Shortly after I arrived at G.E.
Bernard Vonnegut joined the Cirrus Group and soon
discovered the use of silver iodide as a cloud
seeding agent.
In 1948 we were moved to the new Research
Laboratory at the Knolls just northeast of Schectady. There I was assigned to the penthouse of the
7th floor of the new building, and that is where I
set up a weather office which I occupied until I
left G.E. in May, 1957, only 3 months before Dr.
Langmuir passed away.

In the late winter or early spring of 1946
I climbed with Schaefer and Langmuir from Pinkham
Notch up over the Lion Head trail
to the summit of
Mt. Washington. As we started out I recall Langmuir saying, "Vincent, look at this completely overcast sky with only one snowflake here and one over
there coming out of it." The inference was, with
all that cloud and cold temperatures why wasn’t
there more snow coming out of the cloud? I have
always felt that Schaefer’s scientific
curiosity
was aroused by Langmuir’s remark (and others).
any event, we went back to the Research Laboratory
in Schenectady and during that spring and summer
devised an experiment which becamethe famous cold
box experiment. This showed that particles of dry
ice introduced into a fog, produced by blowing ones
breath into a deep freeze unit, could convert the
fog droplets into tiny ice crystals.
Schaefer and
Langmuir had visions of expanding that experiment
into one of dropping dry ice from an airplane into
a natural supercooled cloud hoping for the possibility
that the cloud would convert into ice crystals and ultimately fall out as the crystals grew
at the expense of the liquid droplets.

While still
at the downfown Schenectady works,
I decided to try sendimg dry ice up on a helium
filled weather balloon to see if any seeding effects
could be seen. There was no noticeable effect with
clouds. However, when dry ice hanging in a small
net was sent up in clear air with only a few clouds
around, we could sometimes see the trailing
smoke
from the dry ice flare into a larger cloud-like
formation for a short distance then ~ack to a line
of trailing
smoke. Those areas where the smoke
or cloud flared up was apparently a ~’egion of
supersaturation,
lhe dry ice produced tiny crystals which grew in the region of excess water
vapor into a visible clou~. In recent years Dr.
Vonnegut has had a student trying to make use of
this effect or at least determine ho~ often we
have such conditions in the hope that a cloud
might be produced on a night when frost might be
expected early or late in the growing season. If
a cloud could be developed it might cut down the
outgoing radiation enough to prevent the frost from
killing
the plants.

I recall that Schaefer came back to the Mount
Washington Observatory in about August of 1946,
just after he had madehis discovery in the cold
box. He told me of the plan to fly an airplane
over a supercooled cloud in the autumn as soon as
temperatures were cold enough; hoping they might
be able to show that water droplet clouds could
be converted to ice crystals by dropping dry ice
pellets into them.

In 1949 and 1950 it was decided to operate
a silver iodide burBer at Socorro, ~ew Mexico on
certain days of the week regardless of whether
there were clouds or not. The idea was to see if
there were long range effects of this type of seeding that could be detected downstream from the
source.
12
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I began wor~iDg over dai!y precipitatig~.occurrences at many s~a~lons over zne country, arzer a
few weeks I showed Dr. Langmuir some intereting
rainfall
patterns that suggested there might be a
periodic trend to the precipitation
at about 7 day
intervals.
From then on he became much interested
in having me maintain daily precipitation
data for
all major stations which were printed on the Daily
Weather Map series. We divided the country into 15
regions and for 40 weeks I was given the job of
working up the correlation coefficients,
variance
analysis and significance factors, etc. for the 15
precipitation
regions. The occurrence of precipitation seemedto be on a 7-day period, but at that
time, from Dec. 11, 1949 into July 1951, the precipitation
was greatest on Tuesdays and least on
Fridays and Saturdays as shown in Figure I.

, TOMAR,
TODEC,8,1956

The periodicseedingat Socorro,New Mexico
was stoppedin July 1951 becauseof GreatFloodsin
Kansas,the worst on recordup to that time. Langmuir felt therewas a chancethe seedingmighthave
contributed
so he requestedthat seedingbe discontinued.
Interestingly,
I followedthe precipitation
at just Albany,N.Y. for a 7-dayperiodicityfrom
July 24, 1955 untilMarch 3, 1957 with the striking
resultshown on Figure2. The accumulatedrainfall
or melted snow is shown by three monthtotals.An
mazing periodicityshows up. Precipitation
that
fell on all the Saturdaysand Sundaystotaledaround
12 incheswhileall the Tuesdaystotaledonly around
3 inches.Four times as much rain on weekendsas
on Tuesdays!A similarplot (noted in Figure 3)
for the periodfollowingfrom December9, 1956 to
April 27, 1958 showsthe minimumon Wednesdayand
Thursdaywith the maximumon Fridays.Rainy weekends generallymake more of an impressionon us
than rainyTuesdays,but it appearsthat weather
can be quite periodicat times.

SUN. MON. TUF-- WE:D, THU.

Rainfallat 20 groupA Stationsbefore
and afterthe startof weeklyseeding.

FIGURE3.

X - for 5 weeks 3 Nov. - 7 Dec. 1949
0 - for 9 weeks 8 Dec.’49 - 7 Feb. ’50
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SUN.

at
FIGURE2. Accumulateddaily precipitation
AlbanyAirportby day of the week
and by 3-monthperiods.July 24,
1955 to Dec. 9, 1956.

SUN MOll

FIGURE1.

FRI. SA’~

TU[

MID THU FRI

SAT S~N

Accumulated daily precipitation
at
Albany Airport by day of the week
and for 3 month periods, starting
December9, 1956.
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PREFACE
One of the pleasantest
writing assignments of my professional
General Electric
career was that of preparing the history
of Project Cirrus. Not only was the subject itself of great interest to me, providing as it did an opportunity
to learn
something about weather and meteorology,
but the work involved made it possible
for me to enter into an exciting atmosphere of scientific inquiry and to make
the acquaintance
of a number of splendid
people, with some of whom I was privileged to form lasting friendships.
Perhaps the greatest privilege of all was
the opportunity
to know and work with,
however peripherally,
that astonishing
genius, .Irving Langmuir.
Consequently,
when Dr. Vonnegut asked
me for my cooperation
in bringing this
25-year-old
history down to date, I was
delighted
to agree. In the course of
that undertaking,
I found that the subject had lost none of its fascination
and the associations
none of their appeal. For the reader’s benefit,
in order
that the revisions may not interfere with
the unity of the original narrative, the
updating material has been inserted
throughout
the text in the form of italicized indented paragraphs.
As an entirely personal side light on
the matter of the periodic cloud seeding
in New Mexico in 1949, and 1950, I found
it interesting
to recall that at that
time I was spending winter weekends at
my camp in the foothills of the Adirondacks. I quickly became conscious
there
of a recurring pattern of weather behavior over a period of many weeks, with
periods of clear weather and snowfall
alternating
with a regularity
difficult
to reconcile with the random behavior
with which I was familiar.
It was not
until I was later engaged in compiling
this history that I learned of some of
the debate concerning this complex issue.
Finally, I feel it is necessary to
point out that my role in preparing the
original account was and has been strictly
that of a chronicler,
contributing
nothing but the services of a professional
writer, and taking advantage of every
opportunity
to rewrite or lift verbatim
the original material of others where it
served the purpose. After all, this is
one of the necessary functions of a conscientious historian.
Barrington

S. Havens

Following the discovery of cloud seeding by Vincent J. Schaefer in 1946, an
extensive cloud physics research program
known as Project Cirrus was carried out
at the General Electric Research Laboratory under U. S. government sponsorship.
When this work drew to a close in 1952,

a history of its activities
was prepared
in accordance with the Laboratory policy
initiated several years earlier by
Dr. C. G. Suits, its director.
Barrington
S. Havens, a member of the Public Relations Services Division, who had wide experience as a professional
writer on the
General Electric Monogram and the General
Electric Review (no longer published),
was
given this assignment.
He began by collecting existing material and conducting
informal interviews with the various
participants.
From these, with the help
of the staff, he was able to prepare the
final version (History of Project Cirrus,
Report No. RL-756, General Electric Research Laboratory)
appearing here, which
met with everyone’s
approval.
This,
therefore,
represents as nearly an accurate account as could have been prepared.
During the period of years since Project Cirrus ended, I (B.V.) have encountered a number of books and magazine
articles dealing with cloud seeding in
which statements have been made about the
early history that are clearly at variance
with my own recollections
and the facts as
related in this history.
When I attempted
to set matters straight by communicating
with the authors, I discovered that almost
invariably they were unfamiliar with this
accurate account. This is not surprising,
for it was never made available to the
general public and appeared only in a
greatly abbreviated
form in the General
Electric
Review (1952). In view of the
continuing widespread activity and interest in cloud seeding, I think it is desirable that this careful history of its
beginning be published and made generally
available.
It seems worthwhile at the outset to
emphasize important and often unrecognized
facts concerning the history of cloud
seeding.
The initial discoveries,
that
clouds could be seeded with dry ice and
with silver iodide, were made not on a
government-sponsored
research project, but
were the result instead of an in-house research project in the General Electric
Company Research Laboratory.
It is worth
stressing that the investigations
that led
to both discoveries
were not conducted
with a view of learning how to modify
clouds or weather, but as basic research
to learn how nature operates.
Not until
after the basic discoveries
had been made
was it recognized that they provided the
foundation for techniques that could be
used to modify clouds in the natural atmosphere.
I (J.J.) began to teach a course titled,
"The Principles of Weather Modification".
Because there was no text available,
I
found myself resorting to papers in the
literature,
technical reports and several
other collected articles gathering dust
in my files. In order to present a reasonably coherent picture of the evolution
of the subject, an attempt was made to
track weather modification
concepts back
to their early origins. It was surprising how often the route led to the

Project Cirrus program.
Bernard Vonnegut called to my attention
a report titled, "History of Project
Cirrus". When he suggested
that this
document might be worth publishing in the
open literature,
my time-consuming
searches prompted
me to agree. Furthermore, the feeling of excitement and discovery that accompanied
that prolific
period is everywhere evident in the report; that too seemed worth exposing to
students and researchers.
We decided to add illustrations
and to
trim the report to manageable size but
in no way to alter the tone or scientific
content of the original manuscript.
In
order to link the past with the present,
and to reappraise certain ideas in the
light of a quarter-century
of progress,
the report was appropriately
annotated.
We hope these comments, and the epilogue
will prove as durable over the coming
years as most of the original Project
Cirrus findings.
Bernard Vonnegut
James E. Jiusto
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It has not been easy to organize the
raw material in any simple, logical fashion. As is so often the case, the project was very complex, with a number of
subdivisions
associated with the main activity. Some of these subdivisions
ran
consecutively,
some operated in parallel,
and others intertwined
or branched off in
variously divergent directions.
Where it was possible the material has
been arranged in chronological
or otherwise logical order. Where it was not
possible, the various subordinate
topics
have been taken up in as nearly a logical
order as possible.
As a result, cases
will be found where the story "gets ahead
of itself," and later it becomes necessary to retrace one’s steps to pick up
the thread.
The history, with the exception of the
Introduction
and Conclusion,
consists of
two main parts. The first is the story
of the early activities which led to the
formation
of Project Cirrus. The second
is the story of Project Cirrus itself.

I, INTRODUCTION
This history of Project Cirrus was prepared at the request of the General Electric Research Laboratory for three reasons. First of all, the project has been
--and still is, at this writing--of
such
unusual interest and significance,
that
the telling of the story is merited for
its own sake. Secondly,
the termination
of the project is bound to result in an
eventual dispersal of the various members
of its personnel.%
Already Dr. Langmuir
has retired from active General Electric
employ, and the other members of the
project are, and will be, more and more
engaged in new and completely different
activities.
And finally,
the broad aspects of the project have such wide implications
that it is particularly
important that the story be committed to paper
"for the record".

%Although most of the various members of
the Cirrus personnel did indeed disperse,
it is interesting
to note that Vincent
Schaefer, Duncan Blanchard, Raymond
Falconer, and Bernard Vonnegut are currently on the staff of the Atmospheric
Sciences Research Center at the State
University of New York at Albany.

Li,~ht

Velvet
(’hamber
h~sula~ion
Outer

Chamber

Rctlect~r
Co~ling Coil~

Schematic

Diagram
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U. S. Army, Navy, and Air Force personnel of Project Cirrus with
G. E.’s Langmuir, Schaefer, and Maynard (4th, 3rd, and ist from
right standing in the rear). Various instruments
used in the
research can be seen installed on the nose of the B-17 airplane.
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them to get the vapor mixed with air.
Then they quenched the mixture suddenly
by blowing in a large amount of cold air.
The particles grew in size, and by sudden
quenching they found they could stop the
growth at any desired point and also make
particles
of very small size. They were
surprised to find that, under certain
conditions,
the particles were of extraordinarily uniform size.
Further work and experimentation
showed
that the same thing could be done on a
large scale. Larger generators
were
built, tests were made, and the design
was adopted by the Army and used successfully on a large scale during the war
(i).

If,EARLYHISTORY
It would be difficult, if not impossible, to trace the complete lineage of
everything
leading up to Project Cirrus.
General Electric scientists were not the
only ones who studied many of the problems involved.
And even when restricting
consideration
to General Electric research projects, the situation is complicated. The following
material, however,
is confined as much as possible to work
that has a relatively direct bearing on
Project Cirrus research.

GAS MASKS

Several
years
later
this
technique
for
producing
~¢roso~s
by vaporization
and subsequent
quenching
and
condensation
~ applied
in modified
form b~ Vonneg~t
(2)
in the
design
of varrous
cloud
seeding
generators.
It was thereby
possible
to disperse
silver
iodide
~s enormous
numbers
of
submicron
particles.

AND SMOKE FILTERS

The earliest activity leading directly
to Project Cirrus was the study, beginning in 1940, of the fundamental
nature
of filtration
in gas masks. This work
was undertaken
by Dr. Irving Langmuir and
Dr. Vincent J. Schaefer at the request of
the U. S. Chemical Warfare Service (i).
Gas masks normally use charcoal to adsorb poison gases, but even in World War
I the possibility
arose that the enemy
might use toxic smokes which could not be
adsorbed by charcoal and thus would have
to be removed by a filter.
The first step in attacking the problem
was to make some smokes of the type for
which the filters would be used. In doing so, the scientists studied the particles which composed
the smokes. They investigated
such things as particle stability, concentration,
and measurement.
They obtained fairly successful
theoretical results and a better understanding
of
how to build a good filter. And incidentally, they acquired a great deal of detailed knowledge of how to make a smoke
which would be non-volatile
and would
consist of particles far smaller than
those of ordinary smokes, and they
learned much about their optical properties.
This work was done under a National
Defense Research
Committee
contract.
As
Langmuir and Schaefer neared the end of
the work, a form letter was received in
August, 1941, asking if anyone could
think of a way to make a white screening
smoke that could be used over large areas
to cut down the hazard from aerial bombardment.
Langmuir
and Schaefer wondered
whether they couldn’t do this by using
the methods they had adopted for making
smokes for testing filters.
They decided
to try.

SMOKE

PRECIPITATION

STATIC

Quite independently
of this work, the
Secretary of War asked in 1943 for research into the problems of precipitation
static (i). It was believed that the invasion by Japan would have to come very
largely from air attacks through the
Aleutian Islands, across Alaska, and from
the North.
The difficulty
in flying aircraft in
the Aleutians
was very serious.
One of
the big problems was icing of the aircraft, but even more baffling was the
complete loss of radio contact when the
planes flew through
snowstorms.
The
planes might become electrically
charged,
sometimes to a potential of 250,000 volts
or more, producing
corona discharges
from
all parts of the plane and causing such
electrical disturbances
that radio sets
could not receive
messages.
Pilots had
particular difficulty
in finding their
bases and getting down through foggy bad
weather.
What could be done about it?
Langmuir and Schaefer were interested.
They had no particular ideas on the subject, except that it had to do with
weather. In their opinion,
the best
place to investigate
similar conditions
was the well-equipped
laboratory of the
Mount Washington Observatory
on top of
Mount Washington in New Hampshire.
Mount Washington in winter has an average
temperature
of minus twenty degrees C,
the wind averages about 27 meters per
second, and most of the time clouds sweep
over the summit. It seemed to offer the
proper conditions for research of this
kind.
So equipment was installed at the summit, and Schaefer went there several
times during the winter of 1943 to conduct experiments.
But he discovered
that

GENERATORS

It was found that the easiest way to
make smokes and control the particle size
was to take some oil and put it into a
volatile
condition.
They heated oleic
acid and similar substances up to about
200°C and passed a stream of air over
20
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anything exposed there during the winter
immediately
became covered with ice, because the air was full of supercooled
water droplets.
He and Langmuir became
so interested that they hoped they would
not have to continue a long study of precipitation static.

AIRCRAFT

CLOUD STUDIES

AT MOUNT

WASHINGTON

The theoretical
calculations
worked
beautifully
in practice.
Langmuir
and
Schaefer began to acquire a very satisfactory understanding
of some features of
cloud structure and the growth of cloud
particles.
They became absorbed
in this
new interest.
Langmuir
found he could
apply to his smoke generator work the
same evaporation-condensation
theory he
had used to calculate the growth of smoke
particles (i0).
Although Langmuir and Schaefer felt
they had a fundamental
theory for some of
the factors that caused particles to grow
in clouds to the proper size, they didn’t
believe conditions
were right for further
study on Mount Washington.
It would be
far better to study cloud particle growth
with airplane penetration
of clouds.
That would require the development
of new
instruments.
It was late in 1945. They took the
question up with the Army Air Force and
the Signal Corps. They were led to think
that perhaps somebody might furnish aircraft for experimental
purposes of this
sort; it seemed that it would be desirable to know something about clouds from
a standpoint
of national
defense. Unfortunately,
the research was done on
their own to a large extent, testing instruments on Mount Washington;
they never
got approval for tests in aircraft.
By this time the pair were deeply
interested
in their cloud study. The
thing that.struck
them most was that, if
there are any snow crystals in a supercooled cloud, they must grow rapidly and
should tend to fall out. They concluded
that in winter, if there are supercooled
stratus clouds from which no snow is
falling, even though the temperatures
in
the clouds are below freezing, there
simply are no appreciable
numbers of effective snow nuclei. Such clouds could
apparently be supercooled
to very low
temperatures.
They thought this presented a problem
that should be investigated.
Why was it
that sometimes snow forms quite readily,
with apparently no lack of nuclei on
which crystals can grow, and at other
times there seem to be no nuclei at all?
They concluded there must be something
in the atmosphere that causes water droplets to change to ice only at certain
times and under various conditions.
They
decided to make some careful experiments
in the laboratory in an attempt to duplicate those conditions.

ICING

It so happened that the Army Air Force
was just as much interested in problems
of aircraft icing as in precipitation
static. This fitted in so well with the
new interest of Langmuir and Schaefer
that in 1944 they started a study of that
project (3). They had much assistance
from Victor Clark, Raymond E. Falconer,
and others of the observatory
personnel,
who were already working on riming and
icing. Langmuir
and Schaefer,
however,
were able to introduce some new and very
productive ideas.
Extensive mathematical
calculations
were necessary.
The first work of this
nature was done by Langmuir, and his results were used in connection with cloud
studies at Mount Washington.
During the
later stages of the Mount Washington
studies, Langmuir decided to make use of
a differential
analyzer for these calculations, and in preparing the material
for that purpose, he was assisted by
Dr. Katharine
Blodgett. Thus it was possible to calculate the percentage
of
water droplets which would be deposited
on a given surface under specific conditions. The information
was used on data
obtained on Mount Washington to determine
the number and size of water droplets involved in the formation of rime ice.
Langmuir
and Blodgett
(4)
computed
the collection
efficiencies
of cylinders,
ribbons
and spheres
for
impinging
droplets.
This
pioneering
work,
while
published
only
as an
Army Technical
Report,
is used
extensively
and described
in virtually
all
current
cloud
physics
texts.
The sphere
values
were also
employed
by others
in early
calculations
of
droplet
collision-coalescence
processes,
although
the
original
theory
applied
best
to the
collection
of
small
droplets
by large
drops.
The
importance
of raindrop
coalescence
as an effective
precipitation
mechanism has resulted
in continued
work on
the
collection
efficiencies
of spheres
with
theoretical
refinements
still
being
made (5)(6)(7)(8)(9).
The theoretical
studies
carried
out by Langmuir
on drop trajectories
represented
one of the
early
uses
of
a computer
to solve
a complex
scientific
problem.
It
involved
the
use of the
differential
analyzer
at General
Electric,
a version
of
the
original
one at MIT.

SCHAEFER’S

COLD BOX

During Langmuir’s absence in California
for three or four months in 1946,
Schaefer made what Langmuir described as
"some beautiful
experiments"
(i). During the previous winter he had been
studying the behavior of droplets on cold
surfaces to see how they supercooled
or
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froze as the temperature
dropped. He had
found he coul~ supercool water drops to
as low as -20 C on surfaces coated with
polystyrene
and similar materials.
He
had realized, however, that such experiments were not simulating supercooled
clouds and had sought a better method of
experimentation.
He decided to try a home freezing unit
of the type used for food storage. He
lined it with black velvet so as to get
a good view of what happened inside when
a beam of light was directed down into
the box. He then breathed into the box,
and the moisture condensed and formed fog
particles which were just like ordinary
cloud particl~s,
although the temperature
was about -23-C. No ice crystals formed.
He tried many different substances dusted
into the box to get ice crystals to form,
but almost never got any. He got just
enough to convince him that, if they were
present, he could easily see them.

to ice crystals

(~.I).

The fr#~z~.ng
~i supercooled
wate.~
has bec~ show~’~
.to be actually
a
~to~hasti~
p~oc~:ss
governed
by the
size
(volume~
o~ t/~
drop
and rate
of cooling
as ~’~.~@. as th~ d~gree of
supercooling.
~fowever,
th~ probabil~
i~ of ~eezi~g
and ge~ration
rate
of ice embryo~
~,~thin
a drop becomes
"
so lar~ ~ e at a~proxx.mately
-40 ~C .that
thi~
temperature
is customarily
referred
to as ~k~ ~pot~taneous
fr~.ezing point
of water
drops.

VONNEGUT’S EARLY WORK-CLOUD STUDIES AT M.I,I,
Meanwhile the stage had been set for
another important contribution
to this
pioneering
work in meteorology.
Before
Dr. Bernard Vonnegut became associated
with the General Electric Research Laboratory, he was employed at the Masssachusettes Institute of Technology,
where
he had been engaged in various studies
during the early years of World War ~I.
-o
In the laboratory of the Chemical Engin
eering Department he worked on smokes
for the Government’s
Chemical Warfare
Service.
He measured smokes, smoke penetration, and the effectiveness
of smoke
filters. Then he became interested
in
the problem of icing of airplanes and
went to work on that in the Meteorology
Department,
for the Air Force.
Meanwhile,
he had been doing some work
on the side in supercooling.
He found
that, by making an emulsion of water
drops suspended in oil, he could cool
water far below the normal freezing
point; it woul~ not freeze until a temperature of -20-C or lower was reached,
whereupon the whole mass froze very
rapidly (12).
Vonnegut joined the staff of the General Electric Research Labaratory
in the
Fall of 1945, and he continued his
supercooling
investigations
there.
In
various contacts with Langmuir and
Schaefer, he learned of the work they
were doing. Knowing that Schaefer was
already working on the supercooling
of
water, he switched his activity to the
supercooling
of metals, in order to avoid
duplication.
He found he could supercool
Woods metal by subdividing
it into many
small, independent
particles,
and he developed a technique of studying the
effect with x-rays. He also worked with
tin (12).
Vonnegut had been interested in the
work being done by Langmuir and Schaefer
and had kept in rather close touch with
it. In the fall of ~946, Langmuir
asked
if he would be interested in helping
with the quantitative
work being done on
the number of ice crystals produced by
dry ice. As a result, Vonnegut
applied
himself to this and other problems in
the general study of nucleation.

Schaefer’s
cold
box,
an elegantly
simple
piece
of apparatus,
was a
cor~erstone
in the
developments
of
Project
Cirrus,
not only
in the discovery
of seedi~
by dry ice,
but
a~so of silver
iodide
and in the
evaluation
of various
aerosol
gen~
erators
used
in seeding.
In contrast
to many important
innovations
made in
research,
which
are ofte~
the
result
of technological
innovations
that
have become
available,
this
beauti~
ful
experiment
was really
the result
of Schaefer’s
insight
alone.
Th~
simple
technology
necessary
for making the
cold
box had been available
for
several
hundred
years
before
Schaefer
did the
"obvious"
Finally, on July 13, 1946, when the
temperature
of the chamber was not low
enough, he put a big piece of dry ice
into it to lower the temperature.
In
an instant the air was full of ice crystals. The crystals persisted
for some
moments after he took the dry ice out.
Following this discovery, Schaefer
conducted a number of experiments
which
showed that even a tiny grain of dry ice
would transform the supercooled
cloud in
the cold box to ice crystals.
Quantitative experiments
were conducted which
showed that many millions of crystals
could be produced in this manner.
In order to find out if there was
something peculiar to dry ice which produced this effect, he worked with other
cold materials.
For example,
he showed
that, by dipping a common sew].n[[ needle
into liquid air and then passing it momentarily through the supercooled
cloud
in the cold box, similar spectacular
effects occurred. This demonstrated
that
the presence of a sufficiently
cold substance was all that was required to produce the effect. Schaefer devised methods and equipment for determining,
with
considerable
accuracy, the critical
temperature
at which the supercooled
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SILVER

However,
the
General
tists
did not become
Vollmcr’s
important
theory
of nucleation
after
the discovery
silver
iodide
seeding.

IODIDE

It occurred to Vonnegut that some substance very similar to ice in its crystal
structure might serve as the nucleus for
the formation of ice crystals in
Schaefer’s
cold box. He went through all
the known tables of crystal structure
and, from over a thousand compounds, selected three substances that he thought
might have possibilities:
lead iodide,
antimony and silver iodide (13).
He dropped samples of each of these
three substances
into the cold box. The
results were almost negligible,
although
he produced enough effect with the lead
iodide to warrant further experiments.
He and Schaefer tried iodoform and iodine
and obtained ice crystals in small numbers with them, too, but nowhere near as
many as with dry ice seeding. The problem continued to intrigue Vonnegut, and
on November 14, 1946, he decided to try a
metal smoke instead of the powder. He
introduced
some silver smoke into the box
by drawing an electric spark from a piece
of silver, and it produced a swarm of ice
crystals in the cold box.
The results were so spectacular
that he
decided to try silver iodide again, but
this time as a smoke, for the effect with
silver did not persist. First he vaporized silver iodide and then he introduced
into the cold box the smoke resulting
from the rapid condensation
of this
vapor. It was a complete success.
Further investigation
showed that his
earlier negative results with silver
iodide had been caused by the fact that
the silver iodide used was contaminated
with sodium nitrate.
Powdered
silver
iodide worked very well when it was
reasonably
pure. He also found that the
reason for the successful use of iodine
was again impurity--favorable
contamination with silver.

Electric
scienaware of
work on the
until
sometime
of dry ice
and

The problem then became one of finding
out how silver iodide worked and of finding methods of generating silver-iodide
smoke of small particle size on a large
scale. So many nuclei could be produced
with silver-iodide
smoke that calculations indicated all the air of the United
States could be nucleated at one time
with a few kilograms of silver iodide, so
that the air would contain 100 particles
of silver iodide per liter--far more than
the number of ice nuclei occurring normally under natural conditions (14).
If one assumes
I0 I~ particles
of
effective
silver
iodide
per gram,
a
cloud
airspace
10 km high,
and the
area
of the United
States
to be
eight
million
square
kilometers,
approximately
4 tons
of silver
iodide
would
be required
to yield
100 particles
per
liter.
In certain
rainmaking
concepts,
it is estimated
that
the
addition
of only
I nucleus
per liter
of air will
stimulate
precipitation;
under
these
circumstances,
the
hypothetical
quantity
required
would
reduce
to approximately
40
kilograms.
Thus,
while
Langmuir
considerably
overestimated
the
effectiveness
of silver
iodide,
the
general
argument
that
reasonable
quantities
are involved
is valid.

LANGMUIR’S

EARLY SEEDING

CALCULATIONS

Meanwhile Schaefer and Langmuir had
continued their study of the effects of
dry ice. In August of 1946 Langmuir made
a theoretical
study of the rate of growth
of the nuclei produced by dropping pellets of dry ice through clouds of supercooled water (17). He calculated
the
velocity of fall and time of dissipation
of the dry ice, the amount of ice particles that would be formed, their size,
the amount of snow which would result,
etc. With a reasonable
number of pellets
dropped along a flight path into the top
of a cloud, the limiting factor would not
be the number of nuclei but the rate at
which they could be distributed
throughout the cloud.
He also showed that such a formation of
ice and snow particles would raise the
temperature
of the cloud, and he calculated the amount of temperature
change.
Thus the air in the cloud would be
caused to rise, increasing its upward
velocity because of the seeding.
The
resulting turbulence would spread the ice
nuclei throughout
the cloud. He anticipated that it would only be necessary to
seed a stratus cloud along lines two or
three kilometers apart in order to give

It has come to light
recently
(15)
that
the
ability
of silver
iodide
to
nucleate
ice
formation
in supercooled
water
had been discovered
earlier
by
Bloch.
In 1936
he employed
this
substance
to initiate
freezing
of supercooled
water
in a temperature
controlling
device
for
a cryostat.
Tor Bergeron,
the
late
Norwegian
meteorologist,
enunciated
a theory
to explain
the formation
of precipitation
that
now bears
his
name.
He
suggested
that
snow,
and rain
if the
snow melted,
could
originate
by the
growth
of ice
crystals
in supercooled
clouds.
In reminiscences
concerning
the
development
of his
ideas,
he
stated,
"I knew not enough
physics
and hadn’t
read
Vollmer’s
’Phasenlehre’
Irving
Langmuir,
V. Schaefer
and/or
B. Vonnegut
evidently
had,
and it was really
a treat
when,
thanks
to Carl
Rossby,
my wife
and I
visited
Langmuir
in Schenectady
on
the
20th
of April
1947,
and he devoted
half
a day to us" (16).
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complete nucleation of the cloud
period of 30 minutes or so.

within

a

less than two minutes after we radioed
that we were starting our run, long draperies appeared from the cloud vicinity".
The first seeding flight was of tremendous significance.
Not only did it show
that the laboratory experiments
and calculations were justified, ~ut it also
contributed
new material to the rapidly
accumulating
store of seeding knowledge.
For example, it suggested that the veil
of snow that first appeared immediately
below the cloud could not have been produced by snow falling from the cloud but
rather was produced directly by the action of the dry ice pellets falling into
a layer of air below the cloud which was
supersaturated
wit~ respect to ice but
not with respect to water. T
Subsequent
experiments
proved that it
was also frequently possible to seed a
supercooled
cloud by flying just below
it and dropping
dry ice. The thickness
of the layer in which such seeding is
possible is about i0 meters for each degree C below the freezing point at the
cloud base. The ice crystals
thus formed
may be carried up into the cloud if the
cloud is actively growing by convection.
On November 21 Schaefer seeded a supercooled valley fog with dry ice. He found
that it was possible to reduce visibility
by generating more ice crystals than fog
droplets and also to dissipate the fog by
dispensing just enough ice crystals to
use up the fog droplets, each crystal
growing large enough to fall to the
ground.

Langmuir
recognized
that
heating
would
be produced
not only
from the
freezing
of the saperaooled
cloud
droptets,
but also
from the free.zing of supersaturated
water
vapor
that
is contained
in the
air between
the
droplets.
For many years
the
importance
of the
additional
heat
released
by seeding
received
little
a~tention,
and then
Joann~
Malkus
(18)
began
her classic
studies
the
almost
explosive
growth
that
sometimes
results
when cumulus
clouds
are seeded.

FIRST

MAN-MADE

SNOWSTORM

Thus the stage was set for an actual
experiment
with an airplane in real
clouds. On November 13, 1946, a Fairchild airplane was rented at the
Schenectady
airport, piloted by Curtis
Talbot, and Schaefer went aloft in search
of a suitable cloud (19). It was found
over Pittsfield,
about 50 kilometers east
of Schenectady,
at an altitude of 4.3
kilometers and a temperature
of -20°C.
What happened next is best described
by the following extract from Schaefer’s
laboratory notebook entry for that day:
"Curt flew into the cloud and I started
the dispenser
in operation.
I dropped
about three pounds (1.4 kilograms) [of
dry ice] and then swung around and
headed south.
"About this time I looked toward the
rear and was thrilled to see long streamers of snow falling from the base of the
cloud through which we had just passed.
I shouted to Curt to swing around, and as
we did so we passed through a mass of
glistening snow crystals! ..... We made
another run through a dense portion of
the unseeded cloud, during which time I
dispensed about three more pounds of
crushed dry ice ..... This was done by
opening the window and letting the suction of the passing air remove it. We
then swung west of the cloud and observed
draperies of snow which seemed to hang
for 2-3000 feet (0.6-1.0 kilometers)
below us and noted the cloud drying up
rapidly, very similar to what we observe
in the cold box in the laboratory .....
While still in the cloud as we saw the
glinting crystals all over, I turned to
Curt and we shook hands as I said ’We
did it!’
Needless to say, we were quite
excited.
"The rapidity with which the CO 2 dispensed from the window seemed to affect
the cloud was amazing. It seemed as
though it almost exploded, the effect
was so widespread and rapid .....
"When we arrived at the port, Dr.
Langmuir rushed out, enthusiastically
exclaiming
over the remarkable view they
had of it in the control tower of the
General Electric Lab. He said that in

OTHER EARLY FL[GHTS
There were two other seeding flights
made by Schaefer with a rented plane
that month, one on the 23d of November,
and the other on the 29th (20). These
tests were made on isolated cumulus-type
clouds. The whole of each cloud was
changed into ice within five minutes and
snow began falling from the base of the
cloud. Photographs
were taken from the
ground every i0 seconds, and these were
developed
and projected
as movies. They
showed that with orographic
clouds, the
air moves into one part and leaves
another part; in a matter of five minutes
or so an entirely new mass of air is
within the cloud. Thus it was found that
experiments
with small cumulus clouds are
usually of little interest, for the effects last but a few minutes.

%At that time I was editor of the General
Electric
Monogram.
The late Thurse
Sigman, an assistant editor, was on a
newsgathering
call at the General Electric News Bureau offices on the day in
question.
When he returned to the Monogram offices, he announced d~amatically:
"Well, Schaefer made it snow this afternoon over Pittsfield!
Next week he
walks on the water". (~.H.)
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Another flight test was made on December 20 (20). This time the sky was completely overcast, and by 9 o’clock in the
morning the Weather Bureau in Albany reported that it expected snow by 7 o’clock
that evening.
At about noontime,
Schaefer dropped about ii kilograms of
granulated
dry ice in the lower part of
the cloud at a rate of .3 to .6 kilograms
per kilometer, about 300 meters above the
irregular and ragged base of the overcast, at altitudes ranging from 2.1 to
2.6 kilometers.
A 1 kilogram
bottle of
liquid carbon dioxide was also discharged
into the cloud during this period.
Before and during the seeding flight, a
light drizzle of supercooled
rain had
been encountered,
which seemed to evaporate before it reached the ground. Flying back along the line of seeding, after
seeding was completed, it was found that
the drizzling rain had stopped and that
it was snowing.
But on reaching
the
point where the seeding had stopped,
drizzle conditions
were again encountered. Three more seeding runs were
made along the same line.
The plane then descended to 1.3 kilometers, where the visibility was better,
and made a reconnoitering
flight, checking the places where snow was falling.
By this method and through reports received, it was found that snow started to
fall in many places in the region. At
2:15 p.m. it started snowing in Schenectady and at many other places within 160
kilometers.
It snowed at the rate of
about 25 millimeters
per hour for eight
hours, bringing the heaviest snowfall of
the winter. While the seeding group did
not assume it had caused this snowstorm,
it did believe that, with weather conditions as they were, they could have
started a general snowstorm two to four
hours before it actually occurred, if
they had been able to seed above the
clouds during the early morning.

ESTABLISHMENT

OF PROJECT

CIRRUS

This, then, was the situation in which
the research workers found themselves by
the end of the year: their work on precipitation
static, and then on aircraft
icing, had developed through cloud studies into meteorological
work of profound
significance.
But, while their work on
precipitation
static and aircraft icing
had been done under government contract,
the work they were now doing on weather
research
was not. Their last contract
had expired at the end of June, 1946, six
months earlier.
At this point Dr. C. G. Suits, Director
of the General Electric Research Laboratory, reported some of the results of
cloud seeding to company officials.
While it was clear that weather modification and experimental
meteorology
were
remote from the research which had been
the traditional
interest of the laboratory and the Company, it was equally

clear that these new results were possibly of very great significance
to the
country. It was, therefore,
decided that
the work should be encouraged
and pushed
forward.
Because the results might have such
wide application
to the country generally
and because much government assistance
would be needed in the form of weather
data, airplanes, and flight equipment,
it
was decided a government
contract for the
continuation
of the work should be
sought. While the government
agency
which had sponsored the previous research
was not interested
in the new work, other
government
agencies were. Normal contacts with the Signal Corps, for example,
had kept that organization
in touch with
the new research, and Colonel Yates,
chief of the Air Weather Service, had
asked the Company to submit a bid covering this work in the latter part of September. A formal proposal covering
cloud
modification
and cloud particle studies
was submitted to the Evans Signal Laboratory at Belmar, New Jersey (a Signal
Corps unit) on September
20. Meanwhile
the weather studies were being conducted
at General Electric expense, although
General Electric anticipated
no benefit
resulting to the Company from the meteorological work.
The flight test of December 20 added a
powerful stimulus to the Company’s negotiations
with the government.
Although
the General Electric press release covering it did not claim that the general
snowstorm was caused by the seeding, the
coincidence
of the two events did cause
some independent
speculation
over the
possibility
of cause and effect.
This question was brought by Suits to
the attention of Vice President R. E.
Luebbe, general counsel of the Company.
It was recognized that the possibility
of liability for damage from cloudseeding experiments
was a very worrisome
hazard in this new form of cloud experimentation.
Since such a threat to the
share owners’ money would not be balanced
by any known gain to the Company’s products or business, there was great reluctance to incur risks of uncertain but
potentially
great magnitude.
This was another--and
particularly
important--reason
that any seeding experiments be conducted under government
sponsorship. No further seeding flights were
made until such sponsorship
was provided.
A contract was, however, received from
the Signal Corps covering "research study
of cloud particles and cloud modifications" beginning
February
28, 1947. It
included cloud modification
by seeding,
plus investigations
of liquid water content, particle size, particle distribution, and "vertical rise of the cloud
with respect to the base".
An important part of this contract was
a subparagraph
stating that "the entire
flight program shall be conducted by the
government,
using exclusively
government
personnel and equipment, and shall be

The name of "Project
Cirr~"
to the govern~e~t-,~
on cloud
see~ing
Vincent
Schaefer.
Tk~ act
o~ cloud
seeding
cause.~
t~e trans~,~n~tion
of
a cloud
made
drops
into
a
Since
such cl~,uds,
co~.si~ting
of
minute
ice
cr~l~,
meteorologists
as ~irrus,
h~ ~enceived
that
t~i~
wou~d
priate
name.
this,
who shortly
therea~te,~
proposed
this
de~ign~tlo~
at a ~ne~i~g
of the
Steeri~g
accepted
it
~s

under the exclusive direction and control
of such government
personnel".
The Research Laboratory
immediately
notified
all those involved in the research "that
it is essential that all of the General
Electric employees who are working on
this project refrain from asserting any
control or direction over the flight program. The General Electric
Research
Laboratory responsibility
is confined
strictly to laboratory work and reports"
The project had joint sponsorship
by the
U. S. Army Signal Corps and the Office of
Naval Research, with the close cooperation of the U. S. Air Force, which furnished airplanes and the associated
personnel.
The title of Project Cirrus was not applied immediately.
It went into effect
officially
on August 25 of that year.

Vincent

Schaefer

experimenting
with a rather
his cold box experiment.
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Vincent Schaefer, Irving Langmuir, and Bernard Vonnegut in
Schaefer’s
laboratory
where cloud seeding wa~discovered.
(Eric Schaal - Fortune Magazine 1947-1978,
OTime, Inc.)
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Neubauer, Robert Smith-Johannsen,
Duncan
Blanchard, George Blair, Myer Geller,
Victor Fraenckel, and Charles Woodman.
An Operations
Group was established
by
the Steering Committee early in the life
of the project to plan, coordinate,
and
control all project air operations,
assist in the assembly and analysis of
all technical data obtained, provide all
necessary meteorological
information
and
service required for the efficient conduct of the project, and take whatever
action necessary to fulfill those requirements.
This group would include all
military and civilian personnel necessary
to fulfill those functions and act under
the direction of an Operations
Committee
set up to "assume full responsibility
for, and, therefore,
exercise complete
freedom of action in the initiation of
plans for, and the control of, all project air operations
to be conducted in the
vicinity of Schenectady".
The Operations Committee,
like the
Steering Committee,
included representatives of the three services, plus Kiah
Maynard of the Research Laboratory
of
General Electric
as consultant.
It went
through numerous changes of personnel.
The initial me~[bership was as follows:

Ill,GETTING
ORGANIZED
As described in the preceding chapter,
the work done on Project Cirrus and the
activities
leading up to it were covered
by several contracts with the government,
as listed in Appendix
i. The first of
three Signal Corps contracts was signed
in February, 1947; the last of these remained in force until the end of September, 1952.
The total
funding
over
a five-year
period
resulting
from tI~ese
grants
amounted
to $790,116.
By contrast,
a contemporary
project,
such
as the
U. So National
Hail
Research
Experiment,
had a budget
for
1972 alone
of
approximately
$2.5
million.

and the formation of broad matters of
policy were entrusted to a Steering Committee consisting of representatives
of
the three military branches of the
government
cooperating
in the project.
Dr. Irving Langmuir and Dr. Vincent J.
Schaefer of the Research Laboratory
served as consultants
on the committee.
The governmental
personnel were as follows [alternates
and succeeding personnel
assigned to the projec t are listed in
Appendix 2]:
Signal
Corps

Dr. Michael J. Ference, Jr.%
Chief, Meteorological
Branch
Evans Signal Laboratory
Belmar, New Jersey

Navy

E.G. Droessler
Geophysical Branch
Office of Naval Research
Department of the Navy
Washington, D. C.

Air

Force

Lt. Comm. Daniel F. Rex, USN,
chairman;
Capt. C. N. Chamberlain,
USAF;
Roger Wight, S~gnal Corps;
Kiah Maynard.
The initial personnel of the Operations
Group consisted of six representatives
of
the Signal Corps, six of the Air Force,
and six of the ~avy.~ Although
the number of General Electric people working on
the project remained fairly constant at a
figure of six or seven, the government
representatives
varied widely in number.
As a consequence,
the total personnel of
the project varied also, running as high
as 40 persons at various times when activities
were at their peak. These included crewmen for the planes, weather
technicians,
and civilian employees for
such services as photography.
A total of
33 persons went on the Puerto Rico operation (p. 28), and 37 went on the second
trip to New Mexico (p. 29).

Major P. J. Keating
Chief, Weather Equipment
Flight Test Facility
Middletown,
Pennsylvania

The activities
of Drs. Langmuir,
Schaefer, Vonnegut and others of the
General Electric Company’s Research Laboratory staff were limited by the Steering Committee to laboratory work and
analysis.
The General Electric
scientific group came to be known to the
personnel of the project as the Research
Group. In addition
to Langmuir,
Schaefer
and Vonnegut, this group included Messrs.
Kiah Maynard, Raymond Falconer, Raymond

%If ever there was an impossible assignment, it was the one given to a government scientist in the early days of Project Cirrus. Me was told, "Go to Schenectady, spend all the time you can talking
to Langmuir;
milk him dry." The unfortunate man’s eyes took on a glazed appearance after only a brief exposure to the
prodigious and inexhaustible
torrent of
Langmuir’s ideas.

%Dr. Ference tells the story that later
in the project when he realized that
Langmuir was approaching
retirement age,
he asked how this would affect his activity. He received
the curt and rather
gruff response, "You’ll know when I’m
retired; I’ll be dead."
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FLIGHT

installed, as well as a Teletalk system
connecting
all offices.
This could also
operate a public-address
system in the
hangar and the ramp. In addition,
connections were made through two leased
wires to the Boston CAA control center
and the Army Airways control center at
Middletown,
Pennsylvania.
At first the number of aircraft assigned to the project was disappointingly
meager, but eventually
this situation was
corrected.
At one time as many as six
planes were available--three
from the
Army and three from the Navy. Active
flight operations began with the establishment of the project in March, 1947,
and then continued until August, 1950,
when the Operations Group was disbanded
at the suggestion of the Research Group.
(This move was made in the interests of
economy, for most of the objectives of
the flight program had by that time been
accomplished.)
A list of all the flights made by Project Cirrus is attached as Appendix 3.
This list includes the flights made in
rented planes before the establishment
of the project and the carefully numbered
and documented flights thereafter.

PROGRAM

At the outset, and until June i, 1947,
Project Cirrus test flights were made by
a Weather Squadron assigned to the Signal
Corps. A plane visited Schenectady
six
times, and a total of five seeding
flights were made. Olmsted Field at
Middletown,
Pennsylvania,
was the base of
its operations.
It was soon discovered,
however, that
many delays in carrying out flights could
be traced to this geographic
separation
of the Operations and Research groups.
Accordingly,
in the summer of 1947, all
flight operations were transferred
to
Schenectady.
Headquarters
for the Operations Group was established
at the General Electric hangar at the Schenectady
County Airport.
This
massive
cast
concrete
structure
was built
by General
Electric
for
use in developing
and installing
special
electronic
gear
for
the B-29
aircraft.
On the
platform
of its
control
tower
Langmuir
witnessed
and
photographed
the
first
cloud
seeding
conducted
by his assistant,
V. Jo
Schaefer,
on November
13,
1946.
With
the
establishment
of Project
Cirrus
in early
1947,
it was arranged
for
the
Project
Cirrus
flight
operations
to utilize
this
nearly
new facility
built
by General
Electric,
and during the next
five
years
(until
1952),
it was headquarters
of its
flight
activities
headed
by Lt.
Comm.
Daniel
Rex.
In later
years,
as the
General
Electric
Company
transferred
its
airplane
engine
development
to
Cincinnati,
the flight
facility
was
abandoned
and thus
reverted
to the
County
of Schenectady.
Early
in 1967 after
the
hangar
and
its
associated
offices
had been
abandoned
for
several
years,
the
State
Unive~ity
of New York
at
Albany
obtained
a lease
from Schenectady
County
and converted
it to a
major
field
station
and research
facility
for ten
years
to 1977.
Here
Schaefer,
Vonnegut,
Blanehard
and Falconer
continued
some of their
atmospheric
studies
which
had been
initiated
25 years
earlier!

GROUND

OPERATIONS

In addition to the flight program, the
Operations Group had the responsibility
for conducting numerous operations on the
ground. These operations
were of two
kinds: photography
and silver iodide
seeding.
When it became apparent that
such operations would be necessary as
part of the project from time to time,a
system of numbering each operation was
established.
A record of all 84 ground
operations conducted was maintained
by
the Operations Group (see Appendix 4).
Weather observation
being essential to
operations of the type carried on by
Project Cirrus, one of the first steps
taken by the Operations
Group was to set
up a complete weather-observing
station
as part of the facilities at the General
Electric
hangar. Daily radio contact
was established
with the Weather Equipment Flight Test Facility at Middletown,
Pennsylvania,
and circuits for weather
teletype services were installed.
The primary requirements
of the weather
station were as follows:
i. Preparation
of aerological
flight
data prior to take-off on flight tests.
2. Gathering of data after the flight
to supplement that obtained in the air
on seeding missions, for the area concerned during the time of test.
3. Cooperating
with the Research Group
in its study of weather analyzing instruments and test flights, and supplying it
with such special weather reports as
needed for analysis purposes.
In order to meet these requirements,
the Weather Station performed the following functions:
I. Daily small-cloud
maps were

The facilities expanded until, at the
end of 1948, they consisted of a total
of 170 square meters of office, operations, and storage space, including a
flight tower, weather office, administration office, photographic
dark room,
Navy cage, Recordak room, operations
office, analysis room, and a parachuteand-stock room. In addition to this,
about 60 square meters of conference
room was available whenever required.
A heated room in the hangar served for
aircraft installation
work and repairs.
To facilitate flight operations,
two
Weather Bureau teletype circuits were
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prepared of conditions during the last
hour before take-off on test flights,
covering an area having a radius of 300
kilometers
from the Schenectady
County
Airport.
2. Daily flights were made to record
the air conditions up to 2.4 kilometers
above the airport.
3. Radiosonde data above freezing level
were obtained daily from the U. S.
Weather Bureau at Albany.
4. Daily surface weather maps were prepared of the complete eastern United
States.
5. Data were obtained daily of the
winds aloft for the eastern United
States.
6. Local weather observations
were made
hourly.
7. After each test flight, cross-sections of the areas seeded were prepared,
based on reports of flight personnel and
teletype weather reports.
When the Operations Group was disbanded
in 1950 and the facilities at the General Electric hangar were abandoned, the
Weather Station was transferred
to the
penthouse of the General Electric
Research Laboratory at the Knolls.
Through the Office of Naval Research,
two Navy men had a lengthy assignment to
the project as aerologists,
and as such
they contributed
much valuable assistance
to the study of general and specific
problems encountered
in the various research studies. These men were Lt. (jg)
W. E. Hubert and H. J. Wells, AGC.

that a photographic
trailer was obtained
from the Signal Corps Engineering
Laboratories to relieve the congestion.
One print of each photograph
was, at
the time of the preparation
of this report, on file in the Knolls penthouse
weather station, plus virtually
all motion picture
film. All negatives
are
filed in the photographic
vaults of the
Signal Corps Laboratory
at Belmar, New
Jersey.

INSTRUMENTATION
A considerable
portion of the time and
activity of Project Cirrus personnel was
spent on the development
of special instruments, tools, and equipment essential
to the project.
As in any new undertaking in which there is little or no previous experience,
many new devices of
this type had to be designed, or old
ones had to be adapted to special requirements.
In addition
to Schaefer’s
simple cold chamber, which became a
standard item of meteorological
research
in the field of cloud physics, the more
important equipment developed was as
follows:
Dry Ice Dispenser.
One of the first
instruments
which had to be developed was
an automatic dry ice dispenser (20).
This was devised for use in an airplane,
to allow a continuous
release of dry-ice
pellets during seeding operations.
Dry Ice Crusher.
This was a device for
reducing blocks of dry ice to usable
fragments
for seeding purposes
(21).
greatly reduced the time required for
preparing this material for a seeding
run.
Silver-Iodide
Generators°
A number of
different methods for the generation
of
silver-iodide
smokes were studied by
Vonnegut early in the history of the
project.
One method vaporized
silver
iodide from a hot filament
(13). Another
involved the use of a small electric furnace (22). A third method vaporized
silver iodide from a string in a flame
and then caused a very fine smoke by
rapidly quenching the flame with a blast
of compressed air ll3} . A fourth introduced silver iodide into flares of the
standard fireworks
type (22). A fifth
technique produced silver-iodide
smokes
by first producing a silver smoke with
an electric arc and then converting
the
silver particles to silver iodide by the
addition of iodine vapor to the smoke
(13)
In addition, two other techniques were
devised which were well suited to largescale seeding. In one, a solid fuel,
such as charcoal impregnated
with a
silver-iodide
solution, was burned {22)
(23). The silver iodide vaporized
and
then condensed in the form of a fine
smoke. In the other technique,
a solution of silver iodide and acetone was
atomized in a spray nozzle and burned,
vaporizing the silver iodide (22,23,24).

PHOTOGRAPHY
Another very important activity essential to the success of the project was
photography
of various kinds. From the
outset it was found that complete evaluation of the results of the various seeding experiments
could not be made without
documentary pictures.
Both still and motion-picture
types of
photography
were used. In addition,
special techniques
were adopted. For example, by means of time-lapse photographs
it was possible to speed up movie projection in order to obtain a better grasp of
the changes taking place in a cloud.
Also, by the use of stereoscopic
equipment, it was possible to produce threedimensional
views of cloud systems.
So important was photography
considered
in the active phase of the project, when
the Operations
Group was functioning
and
regular test flights were being conducted, that many civilian professional
photographers
were employed in addition
to those provided by the Signal Corps.
On the second New Mexico test operation
(p. 29), six photographers
made the trip
from Schenectady
to Albuquerque.
During
the Puerto Rican test operation (p. 28)
over 100,000 frames of time-lapse pictures were taken in color. The load on
the darkroom at the General Electric
hangar in Schenectady
became so great
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Experiments
carried
out by the
Navy
showed
that
the
recording
condensation
nuclei
(CN)
meter
could
be used
successfully
to track
ships
and submarines
by detecting
and following
the
plume
of condensation
nuclei
released
by the
operation
of their
internal
combustion
engines.
Development of the
original
recording
condensation
nucleus
meter
devised
during Project
Cirrus
was continued
at
General
Electric
unde~
a later
classified
Navy contract
for
use in
antisubmarine
warfare.
Subsequent
versions
of the
CN meter
proved
useful
as a research
and monitoring
tool
for
air
pollution
studies.
They
have since
been produced
commercially
by General
Electric
and several
other
companies.

The silver-iodide
vapor rapidly condensed
when it mixed with the cool air of the
atmosphere,
to form a smoke of very small
particles,
the size of which could be
varied over a wide range. A later design
of this generator,
adapted for use in
flight, was found to be simple and reliable.
Spray-nozzle
burners
of silveriodide-acetone
solution
are still
the
most common type
of generators
in use.
As was found
then
(25),
order
to enhance
solubility,
some
soluble
iodide
had to be mixed
with
the
silver
iodide
and then
acetone
added
to yield
a I-2% AgI concentration.

Camera Clinometer.
It became evident
in early flights that it would be necessary, when photographing
seeded areas,
to know the vertical angle at which the
camera was pointed.
A very simple camera attachment was made to indicate this
angle (20).
Flight Instruments.
Standard instruments often had to be modified, and new
ones were occasionally
developed.
For
example, a device was evolved to record
the movement of the airplane "stick" for
correlation
and measurement
of vertical
acceleration
(20).
Weather Instruments.
It was in the
field of weather observation
and atmosphere studies that most of the instrument development
occurred.
Some of the
early devices were special rods to be
mounted on the airplanes to determine
the rate of icing (20); an air decelerator to assist in sorting out rain, snow,
dust, or cloud particles from the atmosphere as the plane passes through (20,
21); and a cloud-particle
gun for sampling the cloud-droplet
size distribution
in clouds (20, 21). An attempt was made
to develop a cloud-particle
ranging instrument for airplane use to provide a
continuous
record of the distribution
of
particle sizes in a cloud, but without
success.
Cloud Drop Meter. An important
early
development
was a cloud meter, designed
to provide a measurement
of the average
effective particle sizes in the various
portions of a cloud (26, 20, 21, 27).
This device, embodying a continuously
moving tape impregnated
with a watersensitive dye, gave a satisfactory
indication of the amount of cloud particles
collected.
Condensation
Nuclei Detector.
Another
important instrument was developed by
Vonnegut for obtaining a continuous
record of the concentration
of condensation nuclei in a given air sample (28).
This involved a simple adaptation of the
cloud-chamber
technique.
Also a very
simple pocket-size
unit was devised for
making spot checks of the relative numbers of such nuclei in a given sample.

Vortex Thermometer.
A development
of
muc-~--~nificance
was the design by
Vonnegut of a vortex thermometer
for use
by airplanes in measuring true air temperature (29). The usual type of thermometer is unsatisfactory
for this purpose because of aerodynamic
heating
caused by the rapid movement of the airplane through the air. The vortex thermometer reduced these aerodynamic
effects to a negligible
amount. Also, for
the first time, it made possible a quite
accurate measurement
of the temperature
in a cloud. Furthermore,
an indication
of true air speed can be provided by
measuring the difference in readings
given by a vortex thermometer
and one
exposed in the normal manner, because
the deviation from true temperature
of a
normal thermometer
varies with the speed
of the plane. But it was found that the
vortex whistle (next paragraph)
showed
grea~er possibilities
for this application.
Vortex Speed Indicator.
An outgrowth
of the development
of the vortex thermometer was the adaptation of the principles involved to the production of a
musical note. As the pitch of the note
thus produced varies with pressure, such
a whistle could be used as the basis for
measurement
of true air speed and air
mileage for airplanes (30).
Rain Catcher. A tool found very useful
in rain studies aloft was a rain catcher,
developed to give the average value of
the precipitation
in the air for approximately each thousand feet of flight. The
device involves the use of a rain scoop,
a tube whose exit velocity can be controlled, and a group of storage containers (31).
Portable Cold Chamber. A simple but
effective col---d--chamber was designed by
Schaefer, which could be carried about
for field studies. It consisted
of a
small rectangular
wooden box lined with
copper sheeting and having a copper inner
chamber.
A charge of five pounds of
crushed dry ice was found to hold the
temperature
below -10°C for three hours
(32, 33, 34).
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Ice Nuclei and Crystal Detectors.
Since one of the important properties of
the atmosphere
as related to the persistence of supercooled
clouds is the presence of ice-forming
nuclei, considerable
effort was expended in the development
of
an instrument which would provide a continuous, automatic record of the quantity
of such nuclei in the air at any given
time. Two developmental
instruments
were
devised, but difficulties
were experienced with both of them, and neither was
brought to a satisfactory
degree of perfection. One made use of the tendency of
a thin water-soluble
film of polyvinyl
alcohol to supercool.
The latter determined the concentration
of ice forming
nuclei by counting the ice crystals
formed in a cold box (35). Air from the
cold box was drawn rapidly past an electrically heated wire. When an ice crystal collided with the wire, it created a
sudden cooling and a decrease in electrical resistance,
which could be readily
detected electrically.
Uniform Particle
Generator.
A useful
tool in the study of cloud physics was an
apparatus for producing particles of uniform size, developed during the work on
one of the ice nuclei detectors (35).
With it, extremely uniform particles were
produced in sizes down to about i0 microns diameter by feeding water through
a fine glass capillary set into oscillation by a jet of compressed air.
Salt Particle Detector.
An apparatus
was constructed
that detects and counts
aerosol particles, such as salt particles, by the pulses of light they produce when they enter a hydrogen flame.
Observations
showed that the concentration of large sodium-containing
particles in the atmosphere is subject to
considerable
fluctuation
(36).
Cloud Chamber. A very simple but effective adaptation of the continuous
cloud chamber was developed by Schaefer,
using water instead of alcohol (37, 38).
It gave promise of considerable
value in
conducting
quantitative
experiments
with
a controlled
atmosphere.
It consisted
of a closed, vertical, glass cylinder in
which a constant moisture and temperature
gradient was obtained by humidifying
the
top with a moist piece of blotting paper
and cooling the lower part with dry ice.
This device produced regions of supersaturated vapor under conditions of extreme cleanliness
and provided a valuable
tool for the study of nucleation.
Aerosol Precipitator.
A very simple
apparatus was constructed
to precipitate
aerosol particles from the atmosphere on
a strip of paper. It was found useful
in the study of condensation
nuclei in
the atmosphere.
Snowflake
Recorder.
This device was
developed to record the type and concentration of snow crystals reaching the
ground during the storm period of the
winter season. It utilized a strip of
paper on which was rubbed a watersensitive dye (39).

Cloud TypeIndicator.
By measuring
the daylight
~ ~ mall portion
of the
northern sky, it was found that the variations in reflection
caused by blue sky
or various cloud types which passed this
area produced a curve which could be
interpreted
in terms of particular
types
of cloud (40).
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development
of instruments
and studies
of silver-iodide
smokes.
Robert Smith-Jo~annsen,
associated
with
the project during its earlier history,
was principally
c~ncerned with the study
of the supercooling
of water.
Duncan Blancha~
was temporarily
associated with the project in connection
with the study of water droplets.
M_~er Geller, temporarily associated
with the projectr contributed
important
calculating
work.
Charles Woodman~ temporarily
associated
with the project: contributed
important
mathematical
work.
Arthur Parr, a ~esearch Laboratory
mac ~-~t, built almost all the special
equipment and developmental
instruments
involved.

IV,LABORATORY
STUDIES
The interest and activity in cloud
seeding and the fundamental
physics of
clouds, following the initial experiments, were so varied that it is difficult to give an orderly account of the
progress
in this field. Research
both
in the laboratory
and in the atmosphere
continued to reveal new and interesting
facts. The following
pages contain summaries of the more important laboratory
studies which were conducted in this
field by the Research Group of Project
Cirrus.

PERSONNEL
It would be difficult, if not impossible, to list the names of all the people
contributing
to these laboratory studies,
but the following twelve persons played
important parts either continuously
throughout
the life of the project, or
at one time or another during its existence.
D_~r. Irvin~ Langmuir, under whose direction the project evolved, planned the
methods and techniques for the various
programs, analyzed flight results, and
set up procedures
for the routine analysis of such results.
He also provided
convincing
mathematics
for many of the
theories evolved.
Dr. Vincent J. Schaefer, who worked
with Langmuir in the planning of the
project, carried out both field and laboratory experiments
on the fundamental
processes involved in changes of cloud
forms.
Dr. Bernard Vonnegut also carried out
ex~-~nsive field and laboratory experiments on subjects associated with the
project.
Particularly
he concentrated
on theories and techniques associated
with the use of silver iodide for seeding.
Raymond E. Falconer worked on various
phases of instrumentation
of the flight
plans, on laboratory studies, and on
other related problems.
He worked
closely with Langmuir in his rainfall
periodicity
studies.
After the termination of the Operations Group, the establishment and maintenance
of a weather
station in the Knolls penthouse was his
primary responsibility.
Victor Fraenckel served as General
Electric representative
on the Steering
Committee and as contract liaison man.
Kiah Maynard was the Research Laboratory representative
on all flight tests
and on the Operations Group when it was
active. He gathered data and maintained
records of all flight tests. He was
associated
with Falconer in the operation of the weather station at the Knolls
penthouse.
Raymond L. Neubauer was associated with
the later stages of the project in the

ICE NUCLEI
One of the most important phenomena
associated
with the study of the physics
of clouds is the formation, distribution,
and relative abundance of nuclei for the
formation
of ice crystals. This subject,
therefore,
occupied the attention of the
principal members of the Research Group
to a large extent during the course of
the project.
Considerable
work was done in developing instruments
and methods for detecting the presence of, and counting, such
nuclei in the atmosphere.
Relatively
early in the history of the project, a
station was established
by Schaefer at
the observatory
atop Mount Washington for
regular observations
of the concentration
of such ice-forming
nuclei, and these observations continued over five years.
Subsequently,
Schaefer found in the laboratory that certain kinds of soils,
when dispersed as a dust, were moderately
good nuclei under certain atmospheric
conditions (41).
Other
investl~ators
kave
since
confirmed
tAat
~oil
particles
are
among the
most effective
ice
nuclei
occurring
in the
atmosphere,
and
Kumai (42)
i~ent~fied
soil
clay
nuclei
(kaoli~
and montmorillonite)
in snow cryst~£~
using
electron
microscopy.
H~e~er,
a clear
understanding
of th~ n~ture
and origin
of natural
ic~ ~clei
is still
lacking;
the
rang~
~ possibilities
varies
from
t~ bottom
of tke
atmosphere
to the
t~--from
soils,
plant
leaves
(43),
~e£ mill
effluent,
and automobil~
~haust
(44)
meteor
dust
(~)o
At the time of writing this report
[1952] the number of ice nuclei needed
to initiate a c~ain reaction in a supercooled cloud is not yet known, but evidence found early in the history of the
project, suggesting that a critical concentration is found in the range of
10,000 to 50,00~ nuclei per cubic meter,
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has consistently
been strengthened
since (46).
Observations
of ice nuclei were also
conducted at the Research and Development
Division of the New Mexico School of
Mines at Socorro, with whom the Project
Cirrus scientists
maintained a close
liaison.

had reported (51) that ice crystals could
be produced by this method, but he apparently had not appreciated
the enormous
numbers which are so produced.
Such vapor
trails
(produced
by
adiabatic
cooling
of air
in wing
tip
and propeller
vortices)
are
generally
transient,
small-dimension
phenomena
of lesser
importance
than
implied.
Condensation
trails,
involving
the
release
of water
vapor
in engine
exhaust,
can and do produce
persistent
streaks
or cloud
sheets
in ice-supersaturated
air.

New Mexico
Institute
of Mining
and
Technology
had,
through
the leadership
of its
President,
Dr. E. J.
Workman,
developed
a very
able
and
productive
group
of scientists
in
atmospheric
physics,
studying
such
phenomena
as cloud
circulation,
thunderstorm
electricity,
and aerosols.
Workman
and his
associates,
S. E. Reynolds,
Benjamin
Seeley,
and
William
Crozier,
contributed
much to
Project
Cirrus
through
discussions
and cooperative
research
programs,
as well
as by generously
extending
the
use of all
of their
apparatus
and facilities.
The friendships
and
exchanges
of ideas
between
scientists
of New Mexico
Tech and Project
Cirrus
continued
after
the
project
ended.
In 1963,
six
years
following
the
death
of Dr. Langmuir,
New Mexico
Tech completed
the construction
of
a cloud
physic~
observatory
on
Mount
Baldy,
near
Socorro,
which
Workman named L angmuir
Laboratory
(48).

It was found that the adiabatic expansion resulting from the bursting of a
rubber balloon a millimeter in diameter
produced over 10,000,000 ice crystals.
Schaefer made a popgun which did the
same thing, lending itself to careful
control of temperature,
pressure, and
humidity.
These air expansion experiments
provided corroboration
of conclusions
already reached with dry ice and furnished
additional quantitative
data on nucleation which were found very useful.
Chemical Effects.
An interesting
effect noticed by Vonnegut while carrying
out some studies of ice crystals in a
cold chamber was that the presence of
normal butyl alcohol caused the crystals
to form as hexagonal columns instead of
hexagonal
plates (52). This phenomenon
was studied by Schaefer in some detail,
but no practical application
of the findings was developed.
Spontaneous
Ice Formation.
Project
work done as early as 1946 indicated that
ice crystals formed spontaneously
in
water-saturated
air when the temperature
reached the neighborhood
of -35 or -40°C.
Schaefer conducted considerable
research
into this subject and determined that the
critical temperature
was -38.9 ± 0.1
degrees (53). This phenomenon
is probably of considerable
significance
in
relation to the formation of cirrus
clouds and ice crystal fogs in the free
atmosphere.
Crystal Structure, Growth and Multiplication.
---~--Schaefer’s
study of the various
types of snow crystals, which started
before the establishment
of Project
Cirrus, continued throughout the project.
In 1948 he published a simple yet inclusive list of ten types of solid precipitation for classification
purposes
(54)

A significant
fact resulting from the
Mount Washington studies was that relatively high concentrations
of active
ice-forming
nuclei rarely occur in the
atmosphere
(47). If the observed results are a true representation
of the
average mean condition of the atmosphere,
it is obvious that, by the artificial
introduction
of sublimation
nuclei into
the atmosphere,
man possesses a powerful
method of modifying many cloud systems.
One prolific source of ice-forming
nuclei might be the Great Plains and the
more arid regions immediately
adjacent
to the Continental
Divide. Wind storms,
dust devils, and strong convective
activity could easily account for the formation of ice-forming
nuclei aerosols
(47). It seems probable that the smoke
produced by forest fires is a poor source
of such nuclei (47). An attempt was made
to determine the role that bacteria and
the spores of fungi might play in this
respect (47) and to evaluate the role
industrial
smokes of various kinds (49).
Adiabatic
Expansion
of Gas. An important contribution
to t~ early knowledge
of meteorological
phenomena was made
through Vonnegut’s observations
that,
when gas is cooled to below -39°C by
adiabatic expansion, very large numbers
of ice crystals
are formed (50). For
example, the low temperature
produced at
airplane propeller tips and wings can
seed supersaturated
air or supercooled
clouds, resulting in persistent vapor
trails or cloud modification.
Cwilong

This
classification
of snow
(p.
22) was agreed
upon by the
International
Commission
on Snow
and Ice
in 1951.
It is still
widely
used
throughout
the
world
although
some researchers
now employ
the
more
detailed
classification
of Magono
and Lee (56).
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(b) Experiments
by Schaefer in 1949
indicated that snow particles tend to
shed minute fragments of ice when they
are placed in air slightly warmer than
their own temperature.
An ice-forming
nucleus appearing in a supercooled
cloud
grows rapidly, especially in the temperature range of -12 to -16°C, where the
difference
between the partial vapor
pressure of ice and of water passes
through a maximum. When the crystal becomes large enough, it sheds a considerable number of ice particles as it falls
through the cloud. These particles
then
serve as new nuclei and repeat the cycle.
In this manner, a few ice-forming
nuclei
in a cubic meter of cloud may start a
chain reaction which, within a few minutes, could shift a supercooled
cloud to
a mass of snow crystals (55).

introduced into a supercooled
cloud of
water droplets.
Even 50 minutes
after
introducing
a smoke sample into the cold
chamber, ice crystals could be seen to
form at a measurable
rate. The general
conclusion reached as a result of this
study was that the rate of reaction at
-13°C is 30 to 40 times faster than at
-10°C (25).
According
to this
interpretation,
nucleation
by silver
iodide
is a
stochastic
affair.
The probability
that
a silver
i~dide
particle
in a
supercooled
cloud
will
nucleate
an
ice crystal
witkin
a given
time
is
determined
only
by the
temperature
and is quite
independent
of the
length
of time
that
the
particle
has been
in the
cloud.
To date,
this
concept
has received
little
attention
in the
scientific
literature
of cloud
seeding,
and apparently
has neither
been accepted
nor rejected.

A fundamental
problem
confronting
cloud
physicists
today
is how to
account
for the
high
concentrations
of ice crystals
found
in some clouds.
These
enhanced
concentrations
of
crystals
are sometimes
I to 4 orders
of magnitude
greater
than
the ice
nucleus
concentrations
just
below
the
cloud
base.
An ice-multiplication
mechanism
is suggested.
One
possibility
is that
mentioned
above
[and updated
(57)],
while
Mossop
(58)
has listed
and evaluated
some
12 other
possibilities.
Recently
Hallett
and Mossop
[59)
have presented
rather
convincing
laboratory
evidence
that
a riming-splinter
mechanism
at temperatures
near
-5°C
may explain
many of the
field
observations.

SILVER

The first unambiguous
results in cloud
seeding using silver-iodide
generators
were obtained in 1948, when silveriodide nuclei produced by one of
Vonnegut’s
generators
installed in an
airplane resulted in cloud modification
similar to that produced by dry ice
(6O).
Most
investigators
all
over
the
world
had little
trouble
in duplicating
the
effects
produced
by seeding supercooled
clouds
with
dry ice.
This
was sometimes
not the
case,
however,
when clouds
were seeded
with
aerosol
particles
intended
to
serve
as freezing
nuclei,
suc~
as
silver
iodide,
rn some cases
the
failure
probably
resulted
from
using
substances
that
had little
or no activity
in nucleating
ice.
For
ample,
nuclei
c~nsisting
of lead
oxide
or potassium
iodide
were
used
in the
1948
Weather
Bureau
experiments
instead
of silver
iodide
(61).
In other
cases
negative
results
were
obtained
probably
because
the
silver
iodide
was improperly
dispersed
as an aerosol.
An a~count
of
this
is to be found
in reports
of
Australian
experiments
carried
out
in 1952,
in which
it is said
of
silver
iodide,
"This
agent
proved
to be much less
effective
than
dry
ice,
and in ~ost
cases
no visible
results
appeared."(62)

IODIDE

After the discovery that silver-iodide
smokes serve as excellent nuclei for the
formation of ice crystals, the project
was faced with the problem of finding
some way of generating the smoke efficiently and in quantity.
It was found that
smokes consisting of exceedingly
fine
particles could be easily produced by
vaporizing
silver iodide at a high temperature and then rapidly quenching the
vapor. This was readily accomplished
by
burning silver-iodide-impregnated
charcoal or injecting a spray of silveriodide solution
into a hot flame. Simple
generators
based on this principle were
made which could produce 10 ~ nuclei per
second--enough
to seed from 4000 to
40,000 cubic kilometers of air per
hour (14).%
A very interesting
discovery resulting
from one of Vonnegut’s studies is that
silver-iodide
particles do not react immediately as ice-forming
nuclei when

Experiments
were conducted to determine whether the burning of charcoal
particles
used in silver-iodide
seeding
from an airplane would be seriously
affected
by the moisture
in clouds. It
was concluded
that such burning is not
seriously affected if the charcoal is
thoroughly ignited (22).
Some experiments
were conducted to
discover the value of a turbojet burner

%Equivalent
to approximately
100 nuclei
per liter to i0 per liter, respectively.
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as a silver-iodide
smoke generator.
It
was decided that such a method might be
of value if larger generators were needed
than those already in use (23).
Experiments
were also made in tracing
silver-iodide
smokes after their release
by seeding generators (60).
The nature of silver iodide is such as
to suggest the possibility
that its effectiveness
as a seeding agent might be
reduced by the action of ultraviolet
and
near-ultraviolet
radiation from the sun.
Accordingly,
an investigation
was made to
determine its rate of decay under expected conditions of radiation in the
free atmosphere.
The results of work in
this field, not only by Project Cirrus
but also the New Mexico School of Mining
and Technology,
suggested that far
greater quantities of silver-iodide
particles might be required for seeding
operations
under conditions of bright
sunlight than would be needed at night
or under conditions
of cloud cover. But
later work and observations
indicated
that the effect of sunlight might not be
as bad as was forecast (63, 64).

starting
a chain reaction.
This could
be achieved by introducing
water drops
greater than 50 microns in diameter into
the actively growing part of the cloud.
Large drops in such a cloud would fall
at a greater velocity than would small
drops. In falling, they would overtake
and collide with the small drops and
thereby increase in size. In time the
large drops would become so large that
surface tension could no longer hold
them together, and they would break up
into two or more smaller drops. These
in turn would grow and break up, and the
number of large drops would increase in
this manner by a chain reaction.
The process would not be sufficient
to
produce large numbers of raindrops in a
cloud without a vertical
updraft. However, in the case of clouds with suitable
updraft conditions,
many stages of the
chain reaction are carried out, resulting
in the production of rain.
To determine the validity of several of
the important phenomena involved in this
theory, various studies were initiated in
the laboratory and experiments
were conducted in the field. Blanchard
devised a
splendid method for studying the properties of free-falling
water droplets in
air, using a vertical wind tunnel.

This
summation
appears
valid
despite
conflicting
results
of several
subsequent
investigators
that
indicated
photo-deactivation
rates
of
silver
iodide
anywhere
from a
~
factor
of 2 to 10
per hour.
Apparently
the
decay
rate
is inversely
proportional
to particle
size,
humidity
and purity
of the
aerosol.
Because
of the
high
humidity
within
clouds
and the
"impurities"
inherent
with
sofution
burners,
typical
silver iodide
seeding
operations
probably
involve
photolytic
decay
rates
of less
than
a factor
of 10 per
hour.

A large
variety
of these
vertical
wind
tunnels
are in use
today.
One
of the
largest
(1.8
m throat
diameter)
is at the
State
University
of New York
at Albany
(67).
A very
sophisticated
version
can be found
at the University
of California
at
Los Angeles
168~.
A series of striking stroboscopic
photographs
was made, showing the oscillations,
gyrations, pulsations,
and
fractures that go on as water drops fall
at their terminal velocity (65). Another
activity concerned itself with devising
means of sampling raindrops and measuring diameter (65). His chain-reaction
theory led Langmuir to postulate that
cumulus clouds having sufficient updrafts
could be seeded with a few large water
drops. Seeding with water drops was
carried out with apparent success in
tropical clouds (69), as will be discussed (p. 25).

Experimental
work showed that it is
possible to convert supercooled
ground
fogs to ice crystals by releasing silveriodide smokes (13).

RAINDROP

STUDIES

Although many of the details are still
lacking, studies conducted by Project
Cirrus began to provide answers to the
question of how rain is formed. In 1947,
reports were received of successful results obtained by dry-ice seeding of
cumulus clouds over Hawaii having a temperature above the freezing point.
Langmuir examined theoretical
calculations he had prepared in 1944 in studies
relating to work at Mount Washington
Observatory.
As a result he developed
a
theory which agreed very well with the
reactions reported (64).
According to Langmuir’s theory, actively growing cumulus clouds having an
average drop size of 20 microns, a liq3,
uid water content exceeding 2.5 g/m
and a vertical thickness of more than a
mile are in a favorable state for

CONDENSATION

NUCLEI

Condensation
nuclei play an important
role in the behavior of the atmosphere.
In 1948 Vonnegut devised a method of obtaining a continuous record of the concentration of condensation
nuclei in the
atmosphere
(28). Various experiments
were conducted with this equipment,
both
aground and aloft. The results suggest
that the continuous measurement
of the
concentration
of condensation
nuclei may
be very useful in meteorological
investigations.
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It iS now well
recognized
that
the
concentrations
of "large"
(greater
than
~ 0.I~)
condensation
nuclei
strongly
influence
the
microstructure
and stability
of clouds
Smaller
"Aitken"
nuclei
(less
than
0.1~)
measured
with
expansion
counters,
play
a significant
role
in
atmospheric
conductivity,
visibility,
haze,
gas-parZicle
reactions,
and several
yet-~o-be
defined
pollution
processes.

ELECTRICAL

STUDY

OF CLOUD TYPES

In connection with an investigation
of
snowstorm intensities,
Schaefer started
measuring variations
in sky brightness
using a light-sensitive
instrument.
Falconer subsequently
carried on the
measurements
in more detail.
It was
discovered
that the variations in the
curve made by this instrument
were a
rather good indicator of the type of
cloud cover prevailing during a day.
There seemed to be a typical trace for
each general
cloud type. Test installations were made by Falconer at various
points aground and aloft, and considerable data were gathered (40).
Such an instrument
might be useful in
automatic weather stations, to give some
indication
of sky conditions in remote
locations.

PHENOMENA

It was observed in 1943 by Schaefer
that interesting
atmospheric
electrical
measurements
could be obtained by connecting one end of a shielded cable to an
insulated needle presented to the sky and
the other end to a sensitive recording
microammeter,
one side of which was well
grounded (70). Among the interesting
observations
made during successive years
was that this instrument indicated the
passage of charged clouds over the observation point.
Continuous
records were kept by
Falconer from 1948 on, using the data
provided by this equipment, and an attempt was made to correlate the measured
corona-discharge
currents with other
meteorological
phenomena, such as frontal
passages, wind direction, precipitation,
and reflected light from the northern
sky, particularly
with apparently clear
skies (72).
When Workman and Reynolds announced in
1948 their discovery of the formation of
a large electrical potential when water
containing
small quantities of certain
salts is in the process of freezing,
Schaefer decided to check the experiments by an independent
investigation.
Accordingly,
test equipment was set up
and observations
were made. The WorkmanReynolds electrical effects were immediately observed.
The results of this experiment have very important implications
with respect to the development
of lightning in thunderstorms
(73).
Some qualitative
experiments
were made
by Vonnegut and Neubauer to determine the
effects of high voltage on the formation
of water drops (74). It was found that
streams of highly electrified,
uniform
droplets about 0.1 millimeter in diameter
could be produced by applying potentials
of from 5 to i0 kilovolts, ac or dc, to
liquids in small capillaries.
Aerosols
of Uniform size and having a particle
radius of a micron or less could be
formed if the capillary was positively
charged and if liquids having low electrical conductivity
were used. Aerosols
formed in this way showed the colors of
higher-order
Tyndall spectra.

ANALYTICAL

WORK

Of great significance,
both in connection with activities
of the Research
Group and with those of the Operations
Group, was the analytical
work performed
by Langmuir.
It constituted
one of the
most important contributions
to the
project.
From the outset he studied and analyzed
the various test flights, and extensive
reports were prepared analyzing cumulus
and stratus
cloud seedings.
His analysis
of the cumulus seedings over Hawaii and
the chain-reaction
theory of rainfall
which resulted have already been mentioned. Langmuir
paid particular
attention to the seeding operations
carried
on in New Mexico, and to the possible
effects of silver-iodide
seeding, and
these activities
are described more
fully in a later section of this report
(pp. 29, 37, et seq.).
Such a large quantity of data was accumulated by flight, field and laboratory
activities during the more active period
of the project that the Research Group
finally suggested early in 1950 to the
Technical Steering Committee that flight
operations
be terminated at Schenectady
in order that the accumulated
data might
be evaluated and reports prepared on the
findings.
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CODE
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o

A
Snow Crystal Classification
developed by V. J. Schaefer and
adopted by the International
Commission
on Snow and Ice
in 1951.
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some multiple of the effective number of
condensation
nuclei. Since these conditions for the ice-crystal
formation are
of a marginal nature, the variability
and often unique appearance
of true and
false cirrus clouds may be closely related to these spontaneous
crystal formation phenomena.
Based on this reasoning, Schaefer concluded that it is
likely that the concentration
of supercooled water droplets at the transition
temperature
of -39°C is of primary importance in the formation of cirrus
crystals (53).
Langmuir, analyzing the behavior of
cumulus clouds, described an action which
he called cirrus-pumping.
This occurs
when, with few or no nuclei present, the
cloud rises to great heights.
If it
rises to a height when the temperature
gets down to -39~C or thereabouts,
minute ice crystals are formed in great
numbers,
almost instantaneously.
These
have a lower vapor pressure than any
supercooled
water droplets present and
rapidly grow at their expense.
This, in
turn, liberates
a large amount of heat
simultaneously
over the whole top of the
cloud, and this upper part rises still
further, forming a cirrus crown shaped
something like a pancake.
The pancake grows in dimension and gets
thinner, and it sometimes drifts gradually off to one side, so that it assumes
the general appearance
of an anvil--a
type of cloud characteristic
of the
tropics.
One large cloud of this type,
said Langmuir, might sometimes produce
cirrus clouds which would spread over
25,000 square kilometers.
Outside of
the tropics, they may often occur during
the summer in semi-arid regions such as
New Mexico, Arizona, or Idaho (75).

Vo CIRRUS
ANDSTRATUS
STUDIES
CIRRUS

CLOUDS

The significance
of cirrus clouds and
the role they play in various weather
phenomena were, of course, subjects of
intense interest
to the Project. Various
studies of and experiments
with such
cloud forms were conducted, although more
attention was paid to stratus and cumulus
clouds.
A regular daily observation
program was
begun in 1947 to explore the possibility
of inducing the development
of cirrustype clouds under clear sky conditions.
It was believed that supersaturation
with
respect to ice probably occurs fairly
frequently
at temperatures
warmer than
-39°C in air devoid of foreign-particle
nuclei. Lacking such nuclei, a considerable degree of supersaturation
could develop, as is often shown by the generation of so-called vapor trails behind
high-flying aircraft.
To explore these possibilities,
Falconer initiated a project in which
balloons carrying dry ice in open-mesh
bags were released on a daily schedule
and followed
by theodolite.
Many of
these produced visible trails of ice
crystals, and in several instances the
trails were quite noticeable (20, 21,
27, 39).
Several seedings were also carried out
from an airplane in clear air, using
both dry ice and silver iodide. In clear
air supersaturated
with respect to ice,
the seeding operation produced a cloud of
ice crystals.
The results of these operations indicated that, if the humidity
is low, even at temperatures
below -39°C,
appreciable
supersaturations
with respect
to ice can exist without the formation of
ice crystals.
Ice crystals can then be
created, however, by seeding with either
dry ice or silver iodide (24).
In six of the Project Cirrus test
flights a considerable
effort was directed toward obtaining photographic
evidence of the appearance of the tops
of natural cirrus clouds. It was found
that, despite the various irregularities
seen from below, the tops of such clouds
are extremely flat.
Most meteorologists
and weather students agree that a cirrus cloud formation
is often associated with the overrunning
of cold air by a warmer tongue of moist
air. Whenever
the moisture conditions
in the warm overriding air reach saturation with respect to water and the colder
air below has a temperature
of -39°C or
colder, ice crystals will form spontaneously at the inversion
interface.
The
number of primary crystals that form will
depend on the concentration
of condensation nuclei and ice nuclei in the moist
air mass. The number and size of secondary crystals that form will probably be

STRATUS

CLOUDS

Much more attention was paid to stratus
clouds. The flight test of December
20,
1946, for example, was conducted when the
sky was completely overcast, and it produced snow (i). In the flight test
March 6, 1947, under the auspices of
Project Cirrus, seeding was conducted on
stratus clouds. Looking down on the
cloud, it was observed, first, that a
deep groove had been produced along the
top of the seeded area, and snow fell.
Soon the sky cleared up in a spectacular
fashion, so that there was a cloudless
area 32 kilometers
long and 8 kilometers
wide where the seeding had taken place.
There were no other breaks in the overcast in any direction
(76). Further
tests on stratus clouds produced similar
results.
The conclusion
was therefore reached
in the earliest days of the project that
cloud seeding could produce holes in
stratus clouds. Thus a plane should be
able to clear a hole for itself. The result would be not only to increase visibility but also to eliminate
icing
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These results
were duplicated
by
several
investigators
in various
locales
(78,
79, 80, 81).
Vickers
and Church (82) conducted
an extensive series
of experiments
to determine the optimum clearing
of stratus
clouds
with dry ice.
Among their
findings
wa~ evidence
that seeding
effectiveness
increased
linearly
with decreasing
cloud temperature
and that about 2 kilograms
of dry
ice per kilometer
constituted
an
optimum seeding
rate;
I kilogram
per kilometer
was near~y as ~ood,
but rates
less
than .5 kilograms
per kilometer
were generally
ineffective.
The clearing
of supercooled
fog
on an operational
basis
has been
accomplished
at many airports
around
the world (83).
Dry ice,
liquid
C02, or liquid
propane
are customarily
employed.
In this
country
the preponderance
of fog (~95%)
of the warm fog type (warmer than
0°C) where such nucleants
are ineffective.

conditions. Langmuir made an exhaustive
analysis of the photographic data obtained on these early test flights,
reaching some very interesting conclusions regarding the nature and behavior
of stratus clouds (77).
It was soon found that a very useful
technique in seeding stratus clouds was
to seed in patterns--L shapes, race-track
shapes, Greek gammas, etc. Thus it
would be possible to watch for modification of the clouds following the same
pattern. And invariably modification did
occur, agreeing with the pattern of the
seeding. In many cases clear areas were
produced in the cloud deck.
Among the stratus cloud studies made by
the project were:
(i) The effect of seeding supercooled
stratus clouds with various amounts of
dry ice and silver iodide;
(2) The optimum quantity of seeding
agent required to produce large cleared
areas in an otherwise solid deck of
supercooled clouds.
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the approximate maximum development of the modified
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Vl. CUMULUS
STUDIES
The most spectacular,
fruitful, and
controversial
results produced by the
activities
of the project were those
resulting from the work on cumulus
clouds. This work, which started in the
earliest days of the project, continued
throughout
its duration and led to some
other very interesting
activities.
Flight tests on November 23 and 29,
1946, were made on isolated cumulus-type
clouds. The whole of each cloud was
changed into ice within five minutes
after seeding, and snow began falling
from the base of the cloud (20). But
was realized that experiments
with small
cumulus clouds were of little interest,
for the effects lasted but a few minutes.
Other experiments
were conducted with
cumulus clouds in the early days of the
project and, although many of them were
made to snow, the results were of comparatively
little interest.
By the summer of 1947, however, some
spectacular
results were obtained with
cumulus clouds, especially with thunderstorms. These were so impressive
that
it was decided to make some studies of
cumulus clouds and thunderstorms
in New
York State’s Sacandaga Reservoir territory, not far from Schenectady.
This reservoir is situated just south
of the southeast corner of the Adirondack
Mountains.
Evidence
pointed to the probability that this large body of shallow
water provides the moisture which feeds
thunderstorms
in eastern New York State.
It was believed that the unusual conditions there could be used to observe the
effect of seeding the intense thunderstorms which developed.
Actually,
no
seeding was performed there, although
many photographs
were taken and considerable time was spent in a study of conditions in that area. It was found that
storms elsewhere were better developed
and less transient in nature, hence more
suitable for field investigations.

HONDURAS
In 1948 and 1949, Langmuir visited
Honduras, Guatemala,
and Costa Rica to
study tropical cloud formations,
and particularly to learn what was being done by
Joe Silverthorne,
a commercial cloud
seeder, in seeding clouds for the United
Fruit Company.
The work was being conducted for the purpose of testing out the
possibility
of controlling
rainfall, and
particularly
in the hope of stopping
blow-downs
that result from winds associated with thunderstorms,
which occasionally destroy large stands of fruit
trees.
At Langmuir’s
suggestion,
Silverthorne
tried out a number of experiments
early
in 1949 and made many worthwhile observations. It was sometimes
desired to

produce rain, and sometimes it was desired to prevent rain. On the one hand,
by overseeding
the top of a high cumulus
cloud, rain would be prevented.
The top
of the cloud would float off to a higher
altitude, where it would be blown away
by the counter
trade wind. If, on the
other hand, the cloud was seeded just
above the freezing level, heavy rain
might be produced.
Similarly,
water
seeding by means of water-filled
balloons
released from airplanes might dissipate a
cloud and produce rain at low altitudes,
but it seemed that in such instances dryice seeding would be much more effective.
April 18, 1949. The results of the
fl~-ght on th~s day, with Langmuir accompanying Silverthorne
aloft, were so outstanding as to merit detailed comment
(69). The following
is extracted
from
an account of the flight by Langmuir in
the Project Cirrus report to the government of July 30, 1951:
"We flew up to Point Sal and found a
mass of dry air above the moist air coming from the sea at an altitude of about
6000 or 7000 feet (2.0-2.1
kilometers)
..... From a height of about 8000 feet
(2.4 kilometers),
looking south, a whole
panorama of high cumulus clouds could be
seen rising above the smoke, which extended up to about 11,000 or 12,000 feet
(3.3-3.6 kilometers)
further inland, although it was much lower than this near
the sea.
"A large cloud was found which rose, I
believe, to a height of about 25,000
feet (8.3 kilometers),
and we seeded
by making a series of short passes into
the cloud at an altitude of approximately
21,000 feet (6.3 kilometers)--two
pellets [dry ice] about one inch (2.5 centimeters) cubed being dropped into the
cloud at 50-second intervals during
these passes. The whole circuit of the
cloud was made, and then the plane moved
off a short distance, enabling us to see
the effect produced.
"A band around the cloud, perhaps 500
(150 meters) or I000 feet (300 meters)
high, was observed which obviously consisted of ice crystals and which ultimately detached itself from the lower
part of the cloud and floated off as a
huge mass of ice crystals that could be
seen for a long time.
"After the top of this cloud had
turned to ice crystals and had detached
itself, there was left under this cloud
nothing but a group of lower clouds that
reached only about 14,000 feet (4.2
kilometers),
which was below the freezing level. Later we flew down among
these clouds and found that cloud bases
had gone down from 12,000 feet (3.6
kilometers)
to about 7000 feet (2.1
kilometers).
It was difficult
to see
whether any rain was falling because of
the smoke, but from the lowering of the
cloud base we concluded that rain had
fallen from the lower part, while the
top of the cloud had detached itself and
floated off towards the northeast.

"NON-REVIEWED,,
"Shortly after seeding this cloud with
i0 to 12 pellets, we picked out a smaller
cloud nearby whose top reached about
20,000 feet (6 kilometers)
and dropped
one single pellet of dry ice one inch
(2.5 cm) cubed on this cloud. About
8 or i0 minutes later we found that this
whole cloud had changed to ice crystals.
We flew through the ice crystal cloud
and verified the fact that they were entirely ice crystals.
You could see them
blowing into the cabin, and we also found
that the cloud gradually
dissipated.
It
probably rained out from the lower part
of the cloud but this was done in the
smoke level where we could not see it,
and the top of the cloud then gradually
mixed with the surrounding
dry air which
had been deprived of its source of supply
of moisture from below.
"In other words, on this day we had
beautiful examples of two effects that
can be produced by seeding with pellets
of dry ice. First the seeding of the top
of the cloud can cause the top to float
off from the lower part. However, in
this case some of the ice crystals reach
the lower part of the cloud and cause
rain to dissipate
it. In the other
seeded cloud, which was much lower and
reached only a few thousand feet above
the freezing level, the whole cloud
rapidly dissipated as the upper part
changed to ice and the lower part rained
out."
The results of the flight of April 18
constituted
for Langmuir a wonderful
demonstration
of the effectiveness
of
single large pellets of dry ice for
modifying
large cumulus clouds. It
quickly became obvious to him that the
set-up for carrying out cloud-seeding
experiments
in Honduras was unique.
Silverthorne
made flights virtually every
day, and, somewhere within a 150-mile
(240 kilometer) range, clouds were nearly
always found suitable for seeding. Such
clouds were almost always orographic and
associated
with certain mountains.
Many interesting
experiments
were conducted, and almost always the clouds
could be profoundly modified with single
pellets of dry ice. The latter part of
Silverthorne’s
seeding operations used
10-20 pellets, presumably to make sure
the crystals were more uniformly distributed.

PRIEST

RIVER

anxious to study thunderstorms
in a good
breeding ground, and Gisborne wanted to
see if anything could be done to reduce
forest fires by thunderstorm
modification. As a result, Schaefer visited the
Laboratory at Priest River, Idaho, in
July of that year (1948). He conducted
quite a study of conditions there and
made rather complete recommendations
for
a plan of future activity--a
plan which
should produce beneficial
results from
both standpoints:
Gisborne’s
practical
aspects and Schaefer’s
theoretical
ones
(74, 84).
Actually, the recommendations
were
never put into effect. A considerable
force for the completion of the project
disappeared
with the death of Gisborne.
Although the project is still incomplete, interest still exists, however,
both at Schenectady
and at Priest River.
In the
mid-fifties,
the U. S.
Forest
Service
resumed
its
interest
in attempting
to modify
lightning
damage
by cloud
seeding.
Project
Skyfire
was formed
which
involved
several
cooperating
groups
including Schaefer
(then
with
the
Munitalp
Foundation).
In 1956
a silver-iodide
ground
seeding
program
was initiated
in Montana
in hopes
of limiting
the
size
of crystals
and the
charge
separation
taking
place
in deep cumulus
clouds.
Preliminary
results
suggested
a 33% reduction
in the
number of lightning
strikes
but at a
statistically
insignificant
level.
Project
Skyfire
was expanded
to include
experiments
in interior
Alaska
where,
in 1957,
more than
5 million
acres
of forest
land
were burned
by
lightning
fires
(85).

RESULTSIN HAWAII
Further data, supplied from still
another source, had some unexpected
and
very interesting
implications
and results. Early in 1947 a request for information on techniques
of dry-ice seeding was received from the Pineapple Research Institute of Honolulu, Hawaii.
This information
was supplied by the
Research Group of Project Cirrus, which
had been supplying similar information
to meet numerous requests stimulated
by
the published reports of the historic
snowmaking flight over Pittsfield in
1946. But in this case there was an
unexpected aftermath.
In October, Honolulu newspaper accounts were received in Schenectady,
describing
experiments
carried out over
the island of Molokai by Dr. L. B.
Leopold and Maurice Halstead of the
Pineapple
Research Institute.
A few
weeks later, copies of a preliminary
report were received from these two men,
describing interesting
results obtained
by dumping dry ice into cumulus clouds
having temperatures
above the freezing
point.

STUDY

Meanwhile the study of cumulus clouds
had been approached from another angle.
Early in 1948 a visit was paid to the
Research Laboratory and Project Cirrus
by H. T. Gisborne of the Northern Rocky
Mountain Forest and Range Experiment
Station, United States Forest Service.
Gisborne was in charge of fire research
for Region No. i. He wanted to learn
more about cloud modification
studies.
This fitted in nicely with Schaefer’s
interest in the same subject.
He was
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instrumental
ia any ~ossible
modifications
o~ ~arm clouds.
Rather
the frost
that
{or~s
on ¯ dry ice
was
believed
to melt
a~t~r
the
dry ice
had sublimed,
l~avi~9
large
droplets
to seed
t~e cumuli.

This was an important
development.
Although Langmuir had given some thought to
the effects of seeding nonsupercooled
clouds, he hadn’t done much about it, and
this new work caused him to restudy theoretical calculations
he had prepared in
1944 in connection with the work at Mount
Washington
(86) (p. 4 ). He now had
new approach to the subject of weather
modification:
the growth of rain.

RAIN CHAIN

The outgrowth of this, in turn, was
considerable
work by Project Cirrus to
test Langmuir’s theory and apply some of
its principles
in practice.
For example,
to determine the validity of several of
the important phenomena
which his theory
postulated,
extensive laboratory
studies
were conducted
on the growth of water
droplets and of the behavior of droplets
floating in the air (65, 88). Later,
the Research Group did considerable
work
in the study of the drop size and size
distribution
of various types of precipitation (89, 66).
As another approach to the subject, an
extensive series of experiments
was conducted to explore the possibility
of inducing precipitation
or other modification in growing c~mul~s clouds by water
seeding (69).
The complete exposition of the theory
by Langmuir was a beautiful example of
theoretical
analysis and mathematical
calculation
(87). Among other things,
it reviewed the knowledge of cloud
physics which had already been gained in
the light of the new theory, summing up
the probable behavior of both stratus
and cumulus clouds. It went so far as
to suggest that the chain reaction could,
under the right conditions,
be started by
introducing
even a single drop of water
into a cloud, although the action would
be most rapid when ma~y large drops were
introduced near the top of the cloud.
It outlined the probable behavior of
self-propagating
storms. It postulated
that the phenomena that occur in artificial seeding with dry ice or with
water are essentially
no different from
those that occur spontaneously
in nature.
"However~" it went on, "there
will frequently
~e cases where the cloud
is not yet ready or ripe for spontaneous
development
of snow or rain, although it
may be possible to produce these effects
by seeding."
It concluded
with the following summary:
"When we realize that it is possible
to produce self-propagating
rain or snow
storms by artificial nucleation
and that
similar effects can be produced spontaneously by chain reactions that begin
at particular
~t unpredictable
times
and places, it becomes apparent that important changes in the w~ole weather map
can be brought about by events which are
not at present being considered by meteorologists.
I think we must recognize
that it will probably forever be impossible to forecast with any great accuracy weather phenomena that may have beginnings in such spontaneously
generated
chain reactions."

REACTION

Prior
to and during
the
period
of
the
Project
Cirrus
experiments,
the
prevailing
view
among meteorologists
was that
practically
all
rain
of any
importance
occurred
through
the
action
of the Bergeron
(ice
crystal)
process.
For a time
at least
this
view
was accepted
a£most
without
reservation
by the
scientific
staff
of Project
Cirrus.
This
assumption,
that
the
Bergeron
process
was the
primary
rain-forming
mechanism,
necessarily
engendered
the belief
that
the
newly
developed
techniques
of cloud
seeding
were more effective
and foolproof
than
we now know
them
t~ ~e.
As we now recognize,
much of the
rain
that
is formed,
not only
in warm, but also
in supercooled
clou~,
is produced
by a
rapid
droplet
collisional
process
that
may or may not involve
ice.
It is now generally
recognized
that
under
certain
conditions
cloud
seeding might
possibly
decrease
rather
than
increase
the
formation
of precipitation,
by turning
the
cloud
to
ice
crystals
and thereby
preventing
a~ efficient
drop ~oa£eseence
or
accretion
process
from taking
place.
The Hawaiian
observations
of the
acceleration
of rain
production
in
a nonsupercooled
cloud
and the
subsequent
observation
of warm cloud
precipitation
in Puerto
Rico
kindled
the
interests
of Project
Cirrus
in
rain
formation
in warm clouds
and
led
to Langmuir’s
formulation
of
the
chain
reaction
theory
of rain
formation
which
follows.
A typical large drop of water grows in
size as it falls through the cloud,
growing faster and faster until it gets
so big that it breaks up, producing
smaller droplets.
If there are rising
air currents, the little droplets will
be borne aloft into the cloud again,
growing in size as they go, until they
get so big that they start falling again.
This process continues in a chain reaction, causing the whole cloud to produce
heavy rain. Under the right circumstances, according to this theory, seeding with water would be just as good as
with dry ice (87).
It was recognized
cooling
effect
of

that
the ambient
dry ice
was not
44
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Langmuir’s
chain
reaction
hypothesis
relating
to the
continuous
breakup
of large
raindrops
was largely
ignored
for
the next
decade
or two.
Ironically,
at the
First
International
Conference
on Weather
Modification
in 1968,
sponsored
by the
American
Meteorological
Society,
several
independent
investigators
and papers
dealt
with
this
subject.
Thus,
there
is revived
interest
in and
more acceptance
of the mechanism
(91),
although
clear-cut
experimental
evidence
is still
lacking
192).

STUDIES

IN PUERTO

Also, a test mission had been conducted
at Albuquerque
the previous year, details of which will be found in the next
section of this report.
Despite the fact that no suitable
clouds were found for testing out waterseeding techniques during the period,
many valuable results were obtained
which it was expected would lead to a
much better understanding
of the formation of rain in tropical
clouds. One of
the very significant
results of the expedition was the observation
of the important effect of salt nuclei on the
formation of precipitation
in thin tropical clouds. Said one of the reports:
"This seems, on first sight, to be of
great importance in explaining the rain
showers which are of daily occurrence
and random distribution
in the vicinity
of Puerto Rico. Rarely is rain observed
from such clouds in the eastern United
States."
Said Langmuir:
"Observations
in Puerto Rico in 1949
and in the Hawaiian Islands in 1951 have
shown that the rainfall depends on relatively large particles of sea salt in
the air, in accord with the publications
of A. H. Woodcock and Mary Gifford.
Calculations of the rate of growth of salt
particles indicate that it should frequently be possible to induce heavy rainfall by introducing
salt into the trade
wind at the rate of about one ton per
hour in the form of fine dust particles
of about 25 microns in diameter.
The
heat generated by the condensation
may
liberate so much heat as to produce profound changes in the air flow and the
synoptic conditions in neighboring
areas" (93).

RICO

All these studies and tests which had
been made, and theories which had been
evolved as a result, with regard to the
nature, behavior, and modification
of
cumulus clouds were an important background to another significant
milestone
in the history of Project Cirrus. That
was the expedition to Puerto Rico in
February, 1949 (90).
The objective of this trip was mainly
to determine the type and physical characteristics
of the clouds that occur in
Puerto Rico during the winter months,
particularly
the month of February, and,
if suitable clouds were encountered,
to
develop and possibly to evaluate waterseeding techniques.
Considerable
personnel took part in the project, a supply of
planes was available, and a large quantity of photographs
was made.
At least two new precipitation
sequences were observed, and considerable
data were accumulated
to permit a better
understanding
of the processes involved.
Also studied was the trade wind inversion, a dominant feature which controls
cloud and precipitation
development
in
the West Indies region during February.
A better understanding
of this phenomenon should lead to a better understanding of tropical meteorology.
The cumulus clouds were observed to
have a different character than those
common in the eastern United States.
Contacts made with interested local
people in Puerto Rico were expected to
lead to the accumulation
of some excellent supplementary
data on raindrop size,
convergence
of winds, and the observation
of double orographic cloud streams from
the Liquillo Mountains.
The carrying out of successful groundair operations on three different occasions, using time-lapse photographs
as
part of the ground coverage, demonstrated
conclusively
to the members of the project the value of carrying out such studies of clouds which develop in definite
cloud-breeding
regions. Similar regions
in the United States known to possess
such developments
were Albuquerque,
New
Mexico, and Priest River, Idaho.
Schaefer had already visited Priest
River, and arrangements
had been made for
investigations
and experiments
there.

Several
groups
subsequently
have
experimented
with
the
seeding
of warm
clouds
with
water
to stimulate
precipitation,
the
most notable
effort
being
that
of the
University
of
Chicago
(94).
Clouds
were
seeded
from above
with
water
drops
(median
diameter
of 250~)
at reported
rates
of 300 liters
and 1000 liters
per
kilometer
in both
Puerto
Rico
and
the
central
United
States.
While
neither
seeding
rate
produced
observable
radar
echoes
in the
United
States,
the
higher
rate
did show a
statistically
significant
increase
in precipitation
in Puerto
Rico.
Thus some positive
results
were obtained
in maritime
clouds,
but the
amount
of water
required
to "prime
the
pump" was considered
impractical.
More feasible
is the
concept
of
releasing
large
(I0-20~)
salt
particles
into
the
~Ioud
updraft
to produce large
drops
capable
of stimulating
droplet
growth
by coalescence.
Initial
experiments
were conducted
by Mordy et al.
(95)
in Hawaii.
Encouraging
calculations
by Bowen
(62)
were followed
by further
trial
experiments
in East
Africa
(96),
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later
in India
(97,
98) and recently
in the
United
States
(91).
The Indian
experimenters
suggested
that
a 20%
increase
in rainfall
might
be expected
in summer
monsoon
conditions.

EARLY

WORK IN NEW MEXICO

Although interest in cumulus clouds and
thunderstorms
was high among the members
of the Research Group in 1948, the cumulus season passed in the vicinity of
Schenectady
without any significant
flights having been carried out. It was
realized that the best results could be
obtained from the seeding of cumulus
clouds in a region where storms priginate
rather than in a region which, like the
Schenectady
area, is traversed by storms.
Chairman Stine of the Operations Committee had experience as a forecaster in New
Mexico, and he strongly recommended
that
region as a base for experiments
with
cumulus clouds. This recommendation
was
seconded by Schaefer, who knew of the
work being done in this field by Dr. E.
J. Workman’s group at the New Mexico
School of Mines and who had obtained a
promise of cooperation
from Workman.
Accordingly, .it was decided to attempt
a flight to Albuquerque,
New Mexico, to
determine whether the radar and other
facilities
of Dr. Workman’s group would
be of assistance
in this respect.
In
view of the waning cumulus season even at
the location, preparations
were made to
carry out full-scale tests if proper
clouds were formed. As a result, members
of the project spent three days at Albuquerque during mid-October
of 1948. A
working arrangement
was quickly made with
Workman and his staff for radar tracking
and photography
of the tests to be made.
Two seeding flights were made, one on
October 12 and the other on October 14.
The second of these two flights was performed under such satisfactory
conditions
that the results obtained were considered
particularly
significant
(99).
For example, an exceptionally
complete
aerial photographic
record was made of
the conditions of the cloud that was
seeded from one of the planes, including
176 photographs
i0.i X 12.8 centimeters,
plus pictures taken every 45 seconds of
a group of instruments
giving time, altitude, air speed, heading of the plane,
and other pertinent
information.
Every
time a photograph was taken of the cloud,
another picture would be taken of a clock
and the other instruments.
In this way
an invaluable
flight record was made of
the test.
Further data were collected on the
ground. Time-lapse
movies were made of
the clouds as seen from the station, as
well as a series of still pictures, and
radar was used to detect any rain that
might fall. Although
some excellent
supporting data were thus obtained, unfortunately it was not as complete as it might
be, because of a failure of the radio

communications
between the airplane and
the radar station.
But significant
radar observations
were made, and photographs were taken of the radar scope,
giving a complete set of records of radar
observations
for a considerable
period of
time.
Fourseeding
operations
were conducted
on the October
14 flight. The details
of these seedings and the results obtained were discussed at considerable
length by Langmuir in an occasional
report (99). His findings
indicated
that
rainfall was produced over an area of
more than 100,000 square kilometers
as
a result of the seeding--about
a quarter
of the area of the State of New Mexico.
And substantially
all of the rain for
the whole of New Mexico that fell on
October 14 and 15 was concluded to be
the result of the seeding operations
near Albuquerque
on October 14. "The
odds in favor of this conolusion as compared to the assumption
that the rain was
due to natural causes are many millions
to one. "
An early estimate by Langmuir was that
about i00 million tons of rainfall was
produced.
Later, using the rain reports
from 330 stations given in a U. S.
Weather Bureau publication,
he concluded
that the original estimate was unduly
conservative
(99). Said he: "The evidence indicated that the rain started
from near the point of seeding shortly
after the time of seeding and then
spread gradually at a rate which at no
place exceeded 10 meters per second,
over an area of at least 31,000 square
kilometers north to northeast of AlSuquerque with an average of about 0.89
centimeters.
This corresponded
to
about 300 million tons."

SILVER

IODIDE

AT NEW MEXICO

So satisfactory
were the tests conducted at Albuquerque
in 1948 that it was
decided to make a further study of cumulus clouds at that location in the middle of July the following
year. Much
more elaborate plans were made for this
second expedition;
for example, not one
but a number of airplanes
took part, and
virtually all the members of the Research
and Operations Groups went along.
Prior to the arrival of the main body
of the project, Langmuir and Schaefer
investigated
the general cloud situation
in the various mountain regions nearby
and decided the cloud systems along the
Rio Grande Valley near Albuquerque
were
superior for their purpose to anything
they could find in other parts of Arizona
and New Mexico. In addition,
the excellent radar, photographic,
and shop facilities of the Experimental
Range of the
New Mexico School of Mines appeared to
be ideal for carrying out the operations
planned.
Between July 13 and July 22 a total of
ten flights was conducted,
on eight of
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which two or three planes participated.
Excellent cooperation
was enjoyed in
every phase of the operation,
and an extensive mass of data was obtained both
in the air and at the ground stations
which were set up. Seeding operations
with varying amounts of dry ice and the
ground operation of a silver-iodide
generator were the subjects for the flight
studies (75).
Again the dry-ice seeding was successful, and the results of the various airborne seeding operations were quite satisfactory. But a new factor was introduced
into this second expedition which put an
entirely different aspect upon the results and had a tremendous influence on
the course of future investigations
and
analysis.
This was the effect of ground
seeding with silver iodide.
As usual, close attention was paid to
changes in weather conditions,
in order
to observe any correlation
between such
changes and the dry-ice seeding. Although Vonnegut was conducting some
silver-iodide
seeding on the ground, this
was disregarded
by Langmuir, who was concentrating
on the airborne dry-ice seedings. Consequently,
when he noticed some
weather conditions which could not be
explained by the airborne seeding, he was
puzzled.
Then he suddenly became conscious of the fact that Vonnegut had been
trying to call the ground seeding of silver iodide to his attention, and he immediately realized that this might explain the discrepancies
he had observed.
Further study convinced him that this
was, indeed, the case.
Not only that, but the results of the
seeding activities in New Mexico the preceding year were reconsidered
in the
light of this development.
And it appeared reasonable
to conclude that the
similar widespread
effects produced in
October, 1948, were the result of the
silver-iodide
seeding which was done at
that time, rather than of the dry-ice
seeding, which had been the previous
interpretation.
Langmuir made, as was his habit, an exhaustive analysis of the available data
and presented a striking summary of his
findings (75) from which the following
quoted:
"I wish particularly
in this paper to
describe the more widespread effects that
were produced by the operation of the
silver-iodide
generator on the ground
during July, 1949, near Albuquerque.
The
first seeding with silver iodide during
this stay in New Mexico was on July 15,
1949, but the generator was not run for
more than a couple of hours on each day
thereafter
until the 19th, when it was
operated for a short time only, late in
the afternoon.
On July 20 it was not
operated at all, but on the 21st it was
operated for 13 hours, starting about
5:30 a.m. and using 300 grams, or a total
of 2/3 pounds of silver iodide.
"Tests made by Dr. Vonnegut have shown
that each gram of silver iodide dispersed

under these conditions produced 1026
sublimation
nuclei that are slowly
effective at -5°C but very rapidly effective at -10°C.
The statement
concerning
the
number of nuclei
per gram that
would
be
effective
at -5°C
was not based
on
actual
measurements
of the number
of
nuclei
effective
at this
temperature.
Instead,
it was an extrapolation
founded
on the
suggestion
by Vonnegut
that,
if
given
enough
time,
all
the
nuclei
becoming
effective
at -20~C
would
also
eventually
initiate
ice
crystals
at -5°C (see
annotation,
page 19).
This
estimate
of the
number
of
particles
active
at -5~C is probably
much too
high.
Even
granting
the
assumption
that
the
nucleation
process
is stochastic,
it is likely
that
most
of the
particles
will
either
be precipitated
or deactivated
long
before
they
serve
as ice
nuclei.
A more realistic
estimate
can be based
on cold
box measurements
[see
Fletcher
(100)].
The~e
show that
a well
designed
aerosol
generator
that
produces
1026 particles
per gram effective
at -20~C
and approximately
10 I~ per gram at
I~
-15~C will
yield
only
about
10
effective
nuclei
per gram at -5~C.
"The new probability theory ..... has
served [as] a valuable guide in devising an objective method of evaluating
the distribution
in space and time of
the rain which follows the operation of
the silver-iodide
generator on the
ground or in the airplane flights near
Albuquerque.
To illustrate
the results,
we will analyze the data obtained on two
days, October 14, 1948 (Flight 45) and
July 21, 1949 (Flight ii0).
"These days were chosen because large
amounts of silver iodide were used, but
no seeding was done on the immediately
preceding
days. Furthermore,
the wind
direction on both days was rather similar. On both days the Weather Bureau
predicted no substantial
amount of rain.
Both mornings were nearly cloudless,
and
on both days SW winds prevailed from the
cloud bases at 12,000 feet (3.6 kilometers) up to 20,000 feet (6 kilometers).
At lower and higher altitudes and later
in the day there were also winds from
the E, W, and NW. On both days, visual
effects indicated thunderstorms
and
heavy rain over wide areas were observed
a few hours after the start of the seeding operations.
"In the July operation our techniques
had been improved compared to those of
the preceding
October.
In October radar
observations
covered only a period of
about an hour in the afternoon, for at
that time it was not suspected that the
rain that lasted well on to the morning
of the 15th had anything to do with the
seeding.
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"On July 21, 1949, however, we had complete radar coverage from early in the
morning until late at night. Photographs
of the clouds were taken not only from
planes but from the ground, including
time-lapse
motion pictures with photographs every few seconds.
"Shortly before 8:30 a.m. on July 21,
1949, a single large cumulus cloud began
to form about 25 miles (40 kilometers)
of the field station near Albuquerque
in
a sky that was otherwise
cloudless.
This
cloud was located near the Manzano Mountains, and the silver-iodide
smoke had
been blowing from the N about 10 miles
per hour (4.5 meters per second) so that
it should have reached the position of
the cloud.
"Between 8:30 and 9:57 the cloud grew
in height slowly at the uniform rate of
160 feet per minute (.81 meters per second). At 9:57, when the top of the cloud
was at 26,000 feet (7.8 kilometers)
(temperature
-23°C), the upward velocity
of the top of the cloud increased quite
suddenly, so that the cloud rose 1200
feet per minute (6 meters per second)
until at 10:12 it had reached 44,000
feet (13.2 kilometers)
(temperature
-65°C).
"At 10:06, when the top of the cloud
was 36,000 feet (10.8 kilometers)
(temperature -49°C), the first radar echo return was obtained from the cloud at an
altitude of 20,500 feet (6.2 kilometers)
(temperature
-9°C). The distance given
by radar was 25 miles (40 kilometers)
an azimuth of 165 °, which was exactly
where the cloud was found to be from
visual observations.
The area of precipitation
in the cloud was about one
square mile at that time and was deep
within the mass of the cloud. Within
four minutes, the precipitation
area had
increased to seven square miles (18
square kilometers),
and within six minutes after the first echo appeared, the
precipitation
had extended upward to
34,000 feet (10.2 kilometers),
where the
temperature was -43°C.
"The chain reaction in this cloud
started at low altitude at a time and
place which agreed well with the trajectory of the silver-iodide
smoke.
"The first flash of lightning was seen
at 10:10, four minutes, after the first
radar echo was detected.
In all, perhaps a dozen flashes of lightning formed
from this cloud, and very heavy rain was
seen to fall to the ground. The top of
the cloud moved towards the W, but the
lower part of the cloud, from which the
rain was falling, moved gradually to
the NE.
"At 10:45, a second cloud about eight
miles (13 kilometers)
still further
the NE developed a radar echo, and from
that time on during the day there was an
increasing number of rainstorms giving
very heavy showers in the neighborhood.
During the late afternoon 1.2 inches
(3 centimeters)
of rain fell at the station where the generator was located.

The phenomena observed near and at
Albuquerque
from the ground and the
radio reports of exceptionally
heavy
rain at Santa Fe gave immediate evidence
of the success of this operation in producing heavy rain."
Langmuir’s
report then analyzes river
flow data and rain gauge data for the
region. In discussing
the rain gauge
data, he says:
"The Weather B~rea~ observer with
Project Cirrus in New Mexico stated that
he considered
it possible or even probable that seeding operations carried on
there could have increased the naturally
occurring rain by five per cent, but certainly not more than 10 per cent. If
this were true, it would be possible to
conclude that seeding operations
have
economic value only if experiments
are
carried on many hundreds of days, and a
statistical
analysis is made of the rainfall data for all of these operations.%
"The rainfall data actually show, however, that the rainfall on both October
14, 1948, and J~ly 2!, 1949, was exceptionally high and coald not have possibly been accounted for as the result of
naturally
occurring
rain. This proof is
made by the analysis described in this
paper.
"The map of the State of New Mexico,
which represents about 120,000 square
miles (307,000 square kilometers),
was
divided into eight octants or 45 ° sectors radiating out from Albuquerque.
Then concentric
circles having radii of
30 (4.8 kilometers),
75 (120 kilometers),
and 125 (200 kilometers)
and 175 miles
(280 kilometers)
were drawn on the map.
This divided the whole state into 27
regions whose average distances and
directions from Albuquerque
were known.
"By entering on the map for each of
these regions the average rainfall for
Flights 45 and l!0, a comparison
could
be made of the distribution
of the rain
on those two days. An objective
way of
evaluating
the similarity between such
two distributions
is to employ the statistical device known as the correlation
coefficient.
This was found in this
case to be +0.78 ~ 0.076. The chance
that such a high value would occur among
these figures if one set of them were
shuffled giving a ra,dom distribution
on two days could thus hardly be the result of chance. There must be an underlying cause.
"We believe that the close similarity
in distribution
is dependent not only on
the rather uniform synoptic situations
over the states that prevailed on these
days, but also depended on the fact that
on both days the probability
of rainfall
depended on the nuclei that spread
radially out from A~buquerque,
the

%A prophetic negative statement that now
appears to be the rule rather than the
exception.
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concentration
decreasing as the distance
from Albuquerque increased.
"The next step was to investigate
just
what characteristics
of this distribution were so similar on these two days.
On each of the.two days, nearly all of
the rain that fell occurred within four
of the eight octants.
If each sector
were divided into four to six parts arranged radially so that each would contain equal numbers of observing stations
(about eight per region), the analysis
showed that the average rainfall rose
rapidly to a maximum in intensity about
30 miles (48 kilometers)
from the point
of seeding and that in each of the four
sectors it decreasedregularly
as the
distance from the source of the silveriodide smoke increased.
In fact, this
decrease followed quite accurately equations (2) and (3), which indicated
the rainfall depended on the concentration of nuclei, and this, in turn, varied inversely in proportion to the distance from the source.
"This analysis makes it possible to
separate the effects of the artificial
silver-iodide
nuclei from that of the
background
of sublimation
nuclei that
were already present in the atmosphere.
" ..... We must conclude that nearly all
of the rainfall that occurred on October
14, 1948, and July 21, 1949, was the
result of seeding.
"The agreements between the intensity
of the average rainfall in separate regions and the theoretical
equations were
so good in each of the four sectors on
October 14 and July 21 that the probabilit~ factors for each sector ranged from
i0 to 103. Taking all the octants
together, the probability
factor rose to
about 108 to i.
"For each of the eight octants that
gave appreciable
rain, the rain started
progressively
later as the distance from
the source of the silver iodide increased. The advancing
edge of the rain
area thus moved from Albuquerque
on
July 21 at a velocity of about 14 miles
per hour (6.3 meters per second) and
October 25 at a speed of about 25 miles
per hour (ii meters per second).
These
velocities
agree well with the wind
velocities
observed at various altitudes.
"The method of correlation
coefficient can be applied to the relation of the
time of the start of the rain to the distance from Albuquerque.
This indicates
that there is another probability
factor
Which is the order of 108 to i.
"Taking these results altogether,
it
seems to me we may say that the results
have proved conclusively
that silveriodide seeding produced practically
all
of the rain in the State of New Mexico
on both of these days.
"I have not mentioned what happened on
the other days. The results, although
somewhat more complicated
due to the
overlapping
of the effect of seeding on
successive
days, are almost as striking
as those of Flights 45 and 110, in which

we used silver-iodide
seeding.
Very high
probability
factors are found, which help
confirm the results indicated by the
analysis of Flights 45 and 110.
"The total amounts of rain that fell in
the state on the two days as a result of
seeding were found to be 800 million tons
on October 14, 1948, and 1600 million
tons on July 21, 1949. If these units
are not so familiar to you, I may say
that on October 14, 1948, the total
amount of rain resulting from seeding
was 160 billion gallons and on July 21,
1949, 320 billion gallons.
"Dr. Vonnegut has measured the number
of effective sublimation
nuclei produced
by the type of silver-iodide
smoke generator used in our New Mexico experiments for each gram of silver iodide
used ..... One thus finds that, to get a
30-percent chance of rain per day within
a given area in New Mexico, the cost of
the silver iodide is only $i for 4000
square miles (i0,000 square kilometers).
"If similar conditions prevailed over
the whole United States, the cost per
day to double the rainfall would be only
of the order of a couple of hundred dollars. This verified an estimate
that I
made in November, 1947, in an address
before the National Academy of Sciences
that ’a few pounds of silver iodide would
be enough to nucleate all the air of the
United States at one time, so that it
would contain one particle per cubic
inch (60 per liter), which is far more
than the number of ice nuclei which occur normally under natural conditions.’
Such a distribution
of silver-iodide
nuclei ’in the atmosphere might perhaps
have a profound effect upon the climate ’ "
The report then discusses a new theory
which Langmuir had developed of the rate
of growth of snow crystals in supercooled clouds containing known numbers
of sublimation
nuclei. After a brief
exposition on the basis of this theory,
he says:
"From the probability
theory of the
growth of showers from artificial nucleation, one obtains the result that
the total amount of rain produced by
operating a ground generator increases
in proportion to the square of the amount
of silver iodide used. Thus, with three
times as much silver iodide one would get
nine times the rainfall.
The intensities
of the showers would be no greater, but
they would extend over a greater area.
Virtually
all
recent
precipitation
augmentation
experiments
refute
the
dramatic
rainfall
increases
suggested
above.
The effects
induced
by cloud
seeding
have proven
to be
extremely
complex,
and they
vary
with
locale,
season,
stage
of development
of a cloud,
and the
dominant
precipitation
mechanism(s)
governing
specific
clouds.
It
i~ now known
that
seeding
can reduce
rainfall
(101)
as well
as increase
it,
with
maximum
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increases
generally
being
of
order
of 10-20
p~reent--N~tional
Academy
of Sciences
Report
1966.

the

"It is very important that regular
tests on certain selected days of each
week be carried out throughout the year,
using amounts of seeding agents just
sufficient
to obtain conclusive statistical data as to their effectiveness
in
producing
widespread
rain. It is to be
expected that the results will vary
greatly in different parts of the
country, because of the changes in
synoptic situations."
The significance
of the two test projects at New Mexico is thus apparent.
They indicated not only the possibilities
of silver-iodide
seeding from the ground,
but they suggested a widespread effect
on the weather of the nation.
And, as a
result, the project conducted some experiments in periodic seeding which were
destined to have a profound--and
controversial--significance.

Vortex
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Thermometer
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New Mexico Cumulus Before Seeding. On a July morning in 1950 near
Socorro, New Mexico, these small cumulus clouds at 15,000 feet were
the only ones to be seen. At 9:58 a.m. one of these clouds, about
15 miles from Socorro, was seeded by making one pass through it at
2,500 feet above the base with a spray nozzle silver iodide burner
in operation.
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Cumulus Cloud After Seeding. The cloud tops soon chanqed
a hard white appearance
to a grey cirrus-like
structure.
minutes it had grown greatly in size.

from
In 20
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Fully
Developed
Seeded
Cloud.
The cloud
continued
to grow,
and in
a little
over
an hour
it had become
a small
thunderstorm,
producing
rain.
On the same
day some
distance
away
seeding
with
dry ice produced
similar
results.
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"Just before the start of the periodic
seedings, the correlation
coefficient
CC(7) based on the seven average values
for the successive
days of the week of
the 28-day period amounted to only 0.23,
but in the next 28-day period the value
of CC(7) rose to 0.91.
"Table 1 gives the average rainfall in
inches per station day during 140 days
at 20 stations designed as Group A in
the Ohio Valley Basin, representative
of
an area of about 600,000 square miles
(1,500,000
square kilometers).
The successive rows correspond
to five successive 28-day periods.
It will be noted
that the average rainfall on Monday was
0.272", whereas on Saturday it was only
0.064", a ratio of 4.3:1. The next to
the last column gives CC(28), the periodic correlation
coefficients
for each
28-day period, and the last column gives
the phases in the successive periods.
Taking the 35 separate values for the
4-week averages given in the table, one
gets CC(35) = 0.689 with a phase
1.60 days. This result is statistically
highly significant.
"These periodicities
in rainfall were
evident at almost any set of stations in
the northeastern
part of the United
States.
Table 2 gives the rainfall
on
successive
Tuesdays and Saturdays during
a 12-week period during the winter of
1949-1950 at Buffalo, Wilkes-Barre,
and
Philadelphia.
This periodicity
is almost the same as that found in the Ohio
River Basin but with a one-day phase
lag. The striking
contrast
between the
total rains on Tuesdays and Saturdays
runs parallel to the total number of
days on which rains of 0.1" (2.5 millimeters) or more occurred on Tuesdays and
on Saturdays.
"Maps have been prepared giving for 24
successive
28-day periods the distribution of correlation
coefficients,
CC(28),
among 17 subdivisions
of the United
States, these data being based on daily
weather reports of 24-hour rainfall at
160 stations.
During the first five
28-day periods there were always several
adjacent subdivisions
that showed high
weekly periodicities
in rainfall.
After
May 1950, however, the periodicities
became somewhat sporadic, although highly
significant
periodicities
over large
areas still occurred during more than
half of the periods after July 1950.
Presumably
the large amount of commercial silver-iodide
seeding in the western states (not done with a weekly
periodicity)
masks the effects of the
periodic
seedings
in New Mexico.
By a
map, the areas were shown in which known
seeding operations
have been carried on
in 1951. In 15 states west of the 95 ° W
meridian (excluding
Texas) about 550,000
square miles (1,410,000 square kilometers) or 37 percent of the total area of
these states were under seeding contracts during 1951.
"Maps for the months from December
1949 through 1950, taken from the

VII,PERIODIC
SEEDING
NEW MEXICO WORK
By this time, a rather close liaison
had been established
with Workman and his
co-workers
at the New Mexico School of
Mines. So, in view of the significance
of Langmuir’s
analysis of the effects and
possibilities
of silver-iodide
ground
seeding, and in order to test as soon as
possible his ideas on periodic seeding,
a schedule of operations on this basis
was established
without further ado at
New Mexico.
Starting in December, 1949, a silveriodide ground-based
generator was operated there on a schedule so planned as
to introduce,
if possible, a seven-day
periodicity
into the weather cycles of
the nation. Seeding was performed
eight
hours a day on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday of each week. This schedule
of
regular weekly periodic seedings used
about 1000 grams of silver iodide per
week, and it continued with a few modifications until the middle of 1951.
Data were gathered by Falconer, and
almost inamediately Langmuir found evidences of a definite weekly periodicity
in rainfall in the Ohio River Basin.
Again, he conducted an exhaustive analysis of the facts and performed mathematical calculations
to determine the
probabilities
that these variations in
weather could have taken place by pure
chance.
He reported his findings and his conclusions to the National Academy of
Sciences, October 12, 1950 (102); to the
American Meteorological
Society of New
York City on January 30, 1951 (102);
and also to the New York Academy of
Sciences
on October 23, 1951 (93).
pointed out that, during 1950, there was
a marked and statistically
highly significant seven-day periodicity
in many
weather elements.
The significance
was
so high, said he, that it could not be
explained on the basis of chance and
could not have occurred from natural
causes. The analysis involved
not only
rainfall but also pressure, humidity,
cloudiness,
and temperature
over much of
the United States.
In his paper to the New York Academy of
Sciences (93), Langmuir said:
"Almost immediately,
that is, during
December 1949 and January 1950, it was
noted that the rainfall in the Ohio
River Basin began to show a definite
weekly periodicity.
A convenient
way of
measuring the degree of periodicity
was
to calculate the correlation
coefficient
CC between the rainfall on the successive
days during a 28-day period, with the
sine or the cosine of the time expressed
as fractions of a week, the phase being
taken to be 0 on Sundays.
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Monthly Weather Review, illustrated
the
distribution
of abnormally
large rainfalls over the United States. The heavy
rains nearly always occurred in a band
extending from the southwestern
to the
northeastern
states.
"An analysis of the periodicity
in the
rainfall induced by periodic seeding was
presented in a paper read October 12,
1950, before the National Academy of
Sciences.
The areas having a high weekly
periodicity
were generally the same as
those showing the highest abnormalities
in rainfall.
Such heavy rains can only
occur if the winds and the barometric
pressures cause an adequate supply of
moisture to flow from the Gulf of Mexico.
The periodicities
in the pressure differences between Corpus Christi and Jacksonville were studied.
During the first
140 days after seeding began, there was a
highly significant
weekly periodicity
indicating
a periodic air flow from the
Gulf.
"The upper air temperatures,
even up to
the stratosphere,
showed a high weekly
periodicity
over more than half of the
United States. Nine stations representative of an area of 1,300,000 square miles
(3,300,000 square kilometers)
gave 950
temperatures
having CC(28) greater than
0.5. These data were published,
in detail for Chicago and in summary for eight
other stations, in the Dec. issue of ’The
Bulletin of the American Meteorological
Society’, and a statistical
analysis was
given which proved that these periodicities were highly significant.
Mr. William Lewis and Mr. E. Wahl, Bull. Amer.
Met. Soc. 32:192-3 (1951), and Mr. Harry
Wexler, Chem. Eng. News 29:3933 (1951),
maintained,
however, that these data on
the periodicities
in temperature
were not
truly significant
and similar weekly periodicities
have frequently occurred in
the past.
"The degree of periodicity
in upper-air
temperatures
observed in 1950 during
April, July, and November shows a statistical significance
of a much higher order
of magnitude than those referred to by
Lewis, Wahl, and Wexler. To illustrate
this, an analysis has been made of the
temperatures
at the 700 mb level at nine
stations in the United States at the
intersections
of the 80, 90, and 100 ° W
meridians with the 35, 40, and 45 ° N
parallels.
"The value of CC(28) at these nine
points of intersection
ranged from 0.50
to 0.85. The area represented
is 1.5
million square miles (3,800,000 square
kilometers).
"Recently we have extended this grid
of regularly spaced stations to include
the intersections
of the 45°N parallel
with the 70°W and II0°W meridians, these
points giving CC values of 0.66 and 0.65
respectively.
The 30°N, 80°W intersection just off Jacksonville,
Florida, also
gave a correlation
of 0.65. We thus have
an area of two million square miles or
2/3 of the area of the United States in

which CC(28) exceeds 0.50 with a mean
value of CC(28) = 0.67.
"We have also examined these periodicities at corresponding
points for preceding and for following
periods. The
28-day period in May showed low correlations. On the other hand, the two preceding periods gave highly significant
values. Apparently
the high periodicity
in the upper air temperatures
started
about January 25, 1950, and continued on
until about May i, 1950, covering an
average area of about half of the United
States.
"For the nine points of intersection
during a 28-day period in April, 1950,
the total variance of the temperature
was determined by taking the total sums
of the squares of the deviations of
these temperatures
from their mean and
dividing by 27, the number of degrees of
freedom. The data obtained in this way
are called the ’total variance’
By
multiplying
these values for each of the
nine stations by the corresponding
square of the correlation
coefficient
CC(28), one obtained the ’periodic component of the variance’
"Exactly similar calculations
were
made for a 28-day period in April, 1949,
when there was no periodic seeding .....
The average values for all these nine
points show that the ’periodic variance’
in 1950 was 18 times as great as in 1949.
"Table 4 gives the corresponding
values of the ’residual component of
variance’ obtained by subtracting
the
’period variance’ from the ’total variance’. These data then indicate how all
the other kinds of periodicities,
beside the seven-day periodicity,
compared
with one another in the two years. It
will be seen that there is only about
i0 percent difference between the average variance of this type for 1950 and
1949.
"It seems, therefore, that the temperature fluctuations
in 1950 essentially
differed from those in 1949 only in the
superimposition
of an extremely high
seven-day periodicity."
As indicated in this extract,
Langmuir’s conclusions
were contested
by representatives
of the United States
Weather Bureau.

EASTERN U,

S,

WORK

In addition to the periodic seeding
conducted in New Mexico, similar seeding
was initiated in the Schoharie Valley,
New York, and at the base of Mount
Washington.
An interesting
result of
the seeding at Mount Washington was observed by Joseph B. Dodge, who has
charge of the Appalachian
Mountain Club
lodges in the White Mountains for skiers
and mountain
climbers.
Dodge, who knew
nothing of the seeding, pointed out
that, judging by the maps of snow coverage in Maine and New Hampshire there
were two bands of snow running at a
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diverging angle in the direction of those
two states and coming to a point back at
Mount Washington.
This was a season in
which there was not much snow, but along
the line of these two bands there had
been exceptionally
heavy snow. The results of further study indicated that the
lack of snow may have been caused by
overseeding,
but that along the two lines
of heavy snow there had been just a light
amount of seeding.

LATER

Langmuir, in analyzing the data thus
obtained, observed that it would be
difficult to determine cause and effect.
In other words, it would be difficult to
know whether the periodicity
in weather
was caused by periodic seeding or vice
versa, for commercial
seeding organizations generally do not seed at any random time but rather choose for seeding
those days when weather conditions
are
propitious.
If the conditions
are
"good" for the production
of rain, the
operator
seeds. As a result, although
it might rain naturally,
the seeding may
increase the quantity of rain--and it
may produce rain when none would have
fallen naturally.
On the other hand, if
conditions
are not right for rain, the
operator does not seed, for seeding will
not produce rain except when meteorological conditions are suitable.
Meanwhile,
F. H. Hawkins, Jr., of the
U. S. Weather Bureau, in the May 1952
issue of the Monthly Weather Review,
called attention to the same periodicity
and stated that, as far as could be determined, no seeding which was under way
that spring could compare in periodicity
with the marked spacing of rainfall at
that time.
Langmuir,
ho~ever, examined the data on
western seeding operations and was able
to show that the observed periodicity
in
weather conditions
coincided with the
schedule
of commercial
operations.
He
reported his findings to this effect at
the annual meeting of the Znstitute of
Mathematical
Statistics in East Lansing,
Michigan, on September 4, 1952.

PERIODICITY

Early in 1952, during the course of
their normal analyses of weather conditions throughout the United States,
Falconer and Maynard again found evidence
of periodicity.
Further study showed
that the periodicity
was on a seven-day
basis and that it progressed regularly
from west to east. The correlation
coefficients
were calculated by Maynard
and found generally to be of a very high
order. For one 28-day period the correlation coefficient
was the highest so far
obtained for the country as a whole.
It was thought possible that this phenomenon might be caused by a corresponding periodicity
in the commercial seeding going on in various parts of the
west. Inasmuch as the periodicity
in the
weather progressed
uniformly across the
United States, it was possible to trace
it on a map back to a likely point of
origin. The commercial
seeding organization active in that area was then asked
by Schaefer for a schedule of its seeding operations,
which it willingly furnished. It was found that the commercial seeding had a periodicity
corresponding to that observed in the weather.
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Irving Langmulr at his desk at the time of Project Cirrus.
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undercast,
separated by large breaks
through which the surface was often
visible.
An exceedingly
active squall
line, appearing as an almost continuous
line of cumulonimbus
with cirrus tops to
an estimated 60,000 feet (18 kilometers),
was observed as a spiral extending
out
from the center-base
at 20,000 feet (6
kilometers)
near the outer wall, lifting
to 35,000 feet (10.5 kilometers)
at the
edge.
"Approach to the storm center was effected from the southwest, this course
bringing the group into the storm’s
right rear quadrant.
After a brief reconnaissance
flight around the outer
wall, the decision was made to seed a
track over the uppermost cloud shelf and
at a distance from the center sufficient
to permit the control aircraft to fly
contact 5000 feet (1.5 kilometers)
above
the seeding aircraft.
"A formation intrail was used, with the
seeding aircraft (B-17 No. 5560) leading
at cloud top level. The photoreconnaissance aircraft (B-17 No. 7746) followed
the seed ship, 3000 feet (.9 kilometers)
above and 1/2 mile (.8 kilometers)
astern, with the control aircraft (B-29
No. 816) trailing 500 feet (150 meters)
above and 15-20 miles (24-32 kilometers)
astern.
"Seeding commenced at 29.8 degrees
North, 74.9 degrees West at 11:38 EST at
an altitude of 19,200 feet (5.8 kilometers), the outside air temperature
being
approximately
-5°C. Continuous
seeding
was effected along a straight course to
30.2 degrees N, 73.9 degrees W, thence
to 30.8 degrees N, 73.1 degrees W, at
which point (12:08 EST) seeding was
stopped.
During this 30-minute
period
80 pounds (36 kilograms)
of solid carbon
dioxide was dispensed along the ll0-mile
(180 kilometer)
track. In addition,
two
mass drops of 50 pounds (22 kilograms)
each were made into a large cumulus top
at 30.7 degrees N, 73.4 degrees W.
"Upon completion of this phase, all
planes flew a reverse course back along
the seeded track, taking visual and
photographic
observations.
No attempt
was made to penetrate through the wall
of the storm into the eye or to seed in
or near the above-mentioned
squall line,
owing to the failure of the group’s homing aids (radio, compass, and visual
flares).
It was thought that such an
attempt, although desirable,
would likely
result in a separation of the aircraft,
with subsequent
abortion of the primary
mission.
"Visual observation
of the seeded area
showed a pronounced modification
of the
cloud deck seeded.
No organized
trough
was observed; rather, the overcast previously observed appeared as an area of
widely scattered
snow clouds. The disturbed area covered perhaps 300 square
miles (770 square kilometers).
No convective activity was seen to follow the
seeding process at any time during the
mission."

VIII,
HURRICANES
ANDFOREST
FIRES
In addition to the normal studies and
tests with which Project Cirrus concerned
itself, there were two additional activities in which it engaged early in its
history.
One was a study of tropical
hurricanes
and the other, an attempt to
cause rain in a forest-fire
area. Both
took place in 1947.

HURRICANE

STUDY

The hurricane study was planned by the
various participating
government agencies
for the purpose of determining
whether
seeding operations could be carried out
in such storms. These agencies hoped
that the experience thus gained would
permit the planning of further operations
in the future, with the hope of possibly
steering or in other ways modifying
tropical hurricanes.
It was planned to study a "young" storm
as soon as possible after it had assumed
the form of a hurricane.
A group of
General Electric personnel was requested
to act as consultants
on these operations.
After a week of intensive organization
and briefing, both groups were maintained
in "stand-by"
position, but the season
progressed
for some time without any
suitable storms occurring.
Finally on
October 10, 1947, word was flashed from
Miami, Florida, that a storm was forming
below Swan Island in the Caribbean Sea.
Plans were immediately
activated, and
the next evening the project’s two B-17’s
were at Mobile, Alabama.
The storm had
traveled with such high speed, however,
that by that time it was crossing Florida.
The unit flew to MacDill Field, Florida,
the next day, joining forces with the
53rd Weather Reconnaissance
group. Plans
were laid for take-off early in the morning of October 13. The storm was expected to be from 480 to 640 kilometers
east of Florida by that time.
The following account of the observed
features of the storm, the seeding operation, and observed effects was prepared by Lt. Com. Daniel F. Rex, at that
time chairman of the Operations Group
(27):
"The storm consisted of an eye approximately 30 miles (48 kilometers)
diameter, surrounded by a thick wall of
clouds extending from about 800 feet
(240 meters) up into the cirrus overcast
at 20,000 feet (6 kilometers)
and being
some 30-50 miles (48-80 kilometers)
thick
radially.
Several decks (4 or 5)
stratified
shelf clouds extended out from
the outer wall, the upper-most deck having tops at 10,000 feet (3 kilometers).
These shelf clouds appeared as large
areas (100-200 square miles) (250-500
square kilometers)
of solid, thin (i0002000 feet thick) (300-600 meters)
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a northeasterly
.to a westerly
course
that
took
it across
the
coast
into
Georgia.
Conceivably
this
unusual
behavior
may have been the
result
of the seeding;
however,
an analysis
by Mook, et al.
(104),
suggests
that
the track
was " .....
the normal
outcome
of accompanying
anomalies
in the general
circulation
.....
"
Fifteen
years
were to elapse
before
a concerted
field
program
to
assess
hurricane
abatement
was
launched.
In 1962
Project
Stormfury--a
joint
Department
of Commerce
(NOAA) and Department
Defense
(Navy)
program--was
formed
with
its
principal
objective
experimentation
to reduce
the
intensity
of hurricanes.
From 1962
to 1971,
only
three
hurrieanes
were seeded
because
of rigid
safety
precautions
imposed
on when and where
a tropical
storm
could
be seeded.
Hurricane Debbie,
seeded
on 18 and 20
August
1969,
gave
some evidence
of
responding
to the
treatment
by a
measured
decrease
in maximum
wind
velocity
on both
days
(105).
elaborate
system
of seeding
and
monitoring
such
storms
has been
developed
as well
as numerical
models
(106)
to aid in interpret~
ing the results.

In addition to this account by Rex, the
following brief conclusions
were prepared, after the test, by Schaefer, who
carried on observations
from the.B-29
(103)
"i. Many suitable clouds for seeding
operations
occur in this type of hurricane.
"2. The seeding operation produced an
area showing snow showers and stable
snow clouds with light rain in the abovefreezing region. The stable snow clouds
covered considerable
area and might have
persisted long enough to affect other
supercooled
clouds. I concur with the
estimate of Commander Rex that about 300
square miles (770 square kilometers)
showed modification
due to seeding operation.
"3. The region where profound effects
might have been produced was in the extremely active squall line mentioned by
Commander
Rex. This was not attempted
for the reasons indicated.
"4. No build-ups were seen following
the seeding operation.
This was to be
expected, owing to the thin character of
the supercooled
clouds along the seeding
path.
"5. Owing to the complex structure of
this ’old’ storm, it is believed that a
’young’ hurricane would provide much more
satisfactory
data for estimating the effect of seeding operations.
"6. The operation pointed out the importance of making future studies a part
of the hurricane reconnaissance
program.
Experimental
seeding should be made by a
group quite familiar with the structure
of the particular
storm, stationed in
fairly close proximity, so that a number of forays would be made in rapid
succession.
"While the hurricane study project secured important information
and provided
excellent training for the Project Cirrus
personnel,
the time required for planning
such an operation and in analyzing the
data raises the question of whether the
results justify further activities of
this kind by this particular group until
the urgent and much simpler operations
are completed at Schenectady."
Langmuir made some interesting
observations with regard to the nature of the
hurricane
(I). Speaking
of the results
of the seeding test, he said: "The main
thing that we learn from this flight is
that we need to know enormously more
than we do at present about hurricanes."
He concluded:
"It seems to me that next year’s program should be to study hurricanes away
from land, maybe out considerably
beyond
Bermuda, out in the middle of the Atlantic ..... I think the chances are excellent that, with increased knowledge,
we should be able to abolish the evil
effects of these hurricanes."
An interesting
seeding
experiment
hurricane
changed

feature
of
was that
its
motion

OPERATION

RED

On October 29, 1947, a flight operation was carried out in Vermont and New
Hampshire.
At that time severe forest
fires were raging uncontrolled
in various parts of New England.
Although
it
was not the policy of Project Cirrus to
carry out such a widespread operation,
it was felt that it would be worth the
additional effort required to make such
a flight for the experience to be gained,
particularly
since it would be possible
to use Schenectady
as the base of operations.
The flight was well planned from an
operational
point of view, but the results were not spectacular,
because of
the absence over much of the area of
suitable clouds--contrary
to a forecast
the previous
day. Instead of encountering a cloud deck at 5.4 kilometers
as
indicated by the forecast, the top of
the stratus was about 3 kilometers,
with
isolated cumulus reaching a maximum of
about 4.2 kilometers.
Seeding operations
were carried out by
two B-17’s, the one normally in use by
Project Cirrus and another furnished by
Major Keating of Olmsted Field of the
Signal Corps Weather Squadron.
The site
of operation was over some of the
stratus near Montpelier,
Vermont, and in
the cumulus developments.
Practically
all of the latter showed the effect of
seeding after five to eight minutes.
Subsequent reports indicated the development of some fairly intense local
showers along the flight path.

the
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The next day word was received from
Alan Bemis of the Massachusetts
Institute
of Technology
Radar Research Group that
there had been a sudden increase in radar
echoes in the vicinity of Concord, New
Hampshire shortly after the seeding runs.
Fortunately
Bemis had learned of the proposed operations
and had made it a point
to obtain complete radar coverage of the
area in which the two planes operated.
He subsequently
supplied the Operations
Group with a reel of 35-mm film of the
radar scopes as recorded by his group on
October 29.

The results obtained by the radar group
under Bemis emphasized
to the members of
Project Cirrus the effectiveness
of this
type of instrumentation
as an adjunct to
their cloud-modification
studies.
It
raised the hope that a close relationship
between the two research groups might be
effected.
In the opinion of Langmuir the result
was inconclusive,
because scattered
showers began to form that day, starting
about one or two hours before Project
Cirrus seeded.

Clear Air Seeding. When the moisture in the atmosphere
is supersaturated
with respect to ice but unsaturated
with respect to liquid water, seeding
can produce ice crystal cloud formation.
These clouds were produced
by
dispensing crushed dry ice under such conditions.

6O

Clear
Air Seeding.
This
cloud
of ice crystals,
about
five
miles
in
diameter,
was produced
by releasing
silver
iodide
from
a B-17 airplane
at an altitude
of 25,000
feet.

UNITED

WITHOTHERPROJECTS
IX, COOPERATION

RESEARCH
HAWAII

HONDURUS

On preceding pages an account was
given of the work done by Joe Silverthorne in seeding clouds for the United
Fruit Company in Honduras.
This work
was carried on for the~purpose
of testing the possibility
of controlling
rainfall, and particularly
in the hope of
stopping blow-downs
that result from
winds associated with thunderstorms,
which occasionally
destroy large stands
of fruit trees.
Langmuir visited Honduras in 1948 and
1949 and cooperated actively with
Silverthorne.
His observations
convinced him of the effectiveness
of
single pellets of dry ice in modifying
large cumulus clouds; almost always the
clouds could be profoundly modified with
single pellets (69).

It was only natural that the activities
of Project Cirrus should stimulate others
to undertake experiments
in cloud seeding. Considerable
publicity
resulted
from Schaefer’s
historic snow-making
flight over Pittsfield in November, 1946,
and the fact that the Research Laboratory
of the General Electric Company was involved took the affair out of the class
of cheap sensationalism.,
and provided a
background
of authenticity
that provoked
the interest of scientists and weather
students the world over, as well as
others with varying motives. Continuing
pubcility of further General Electric and
Project Cirrus weather research and experiment caused further interest. Many
inquiries were received asking for information in general, and assistance in particular, in connection with specific
projects.
No attempt will be made to
list all of these, but some are of particular interest.

PINEAPPLE
HONOLULU,

FRUIT COMPANY,

NEW YORK CITY

WATER

SHORTAGE

This famous case received a great deal
of publicity.
In order to keep the
record straight as to what happened and
the part played by Project Cirrus, a
brief account of the case, as told by
Langmuir, is incorporated.
Although the work was done by and for
New York City, it was another case of
General Electric having some connection
with the activity.
When Langmuir
presented a paper on weather modification
to the American Meteorological
Society
in New York in 1950, New York was in the
midst of a water shortage.
At a news
conference associated
with the AMS meeting, newsmen asked Langmuir if seeding
could be of any use in alleviating
New
York’s water shortage.
He replied that
he knew nothing about New York; his
only experience had been in the west.
The newsmen then asked what Langmuir
would advise for New York. He replied
that the best thing for New York to do
would be to get a good meteorolgoist
and
have him look into it. That advice was
reported by the New York Herald Tribune.
Later, when the supply of water was becoming less and less, this paper ran an
editorial saying that things were getting desperate and that it was up to the
city to do something
about it. Seeding
was mentioned
in the editorial,
and also
Langmuir’s advice to get a good meteorologist.
As a result, Stephen Carney, then New
York’s water commissioner,
got in touch
with Langmuir and arranged for a meeting.
Carney and two ohhers visited Schenectady. Schaefer
recommended
Dr. Wallace
E. Howell, director of the Mount Washington Observatory,
who had been actively
associated with Project Cirrus and the
General Electric scientists even before
the project started.
Howell’s
services
were retained as a result.
Howell’s experiments
have never been
published, and opinions vary about the
results obtained.
An interesting
result

INSTITUTE,

On March 24, 1947, a request for dryice seeding techniques was received from
the Pineapple Institute of Honolulu,
Hawaii. Although the records do not show
it, presumably
the information
was needed
because of the importance of rain on
pineapple growing in Hawaii, and the
Institute wanted to keep abreast of any
developments.
At any rate, available information
was
supplied
by Project Cirrus. Later newspaper accounts were received at Schenectady describing
experiments
carried out
over the island of Molokai in 1947 by
Dr. Luna B. Leopold and Mr. Maurice
Halstead.
Still later, copies of a preliminary report (!07) were received from
these men, describing interesting
results
obtained
by dumping
dry ice into cumulus
clouds having a temperature
above the
freezing
point. As described previously
(p. 27), this led to Langmuir’s famous
theory of the chain reaction of a rainstorm.

MILLIKEN AND FARWELL
MOBILE, ALABAMA
For two or three seasons, some time
about 1947 and 1948, experiments
were conducted in the cloud seeding of thunderstorms with dry ice by the firm of
Milliken & Farwell, a sugar company of
Mobile, Alabama. Activities
concentrated
on big cumulus clouds in the neighborhood
of the Mississippi
delta. Information
was requested from Project Cirrus, and
Langmuir
cooperated
actively.
He later
reported very interesting
results and
said the photographs
taken were the best
he had ever seen.
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was a group of lawsuits totaling in the
neighborhood
of $2,000,000.
The possibility of such suits had been mentioned
in the general discussions
which preceded
the actual seeding, and at that time
Langmuir had commented that it would be
entirely possible that such suits would
be cheap compared with the results which
might be obtained.
The city, he said,
had already been committed to spend
$600,000,000
to add from 20 to 30% more
water to its available supply, and if
they could get as little as 20% more
water by seeding, it would be worth the
$2,000,000 and any interest on it.

COMMERCIAL

SEEDING

the atmosphere for an almost indefinite
period, and although its usefulness
can
be inhibited by sunlight, the practical
effects of such photochemical
decay are
not significant
when the silver iodide
is within or below the clouds. Finally,
the described analyses and calculations
of Langmuir indicate that periodic
silver-iodide
seeding in New Mexico produced a tendency toward periodic rainfall and temperature
fluctuations
that
extended significantly
all over the
United States. Currently,
some members
of the Research Group feel that there is
a definite possibility
that some abnormal flood conditions of recent years
have been caused, at least to a contributing degree, by commercial seeding
operations in the west.

IN THE WEST

A tremendous amount of interest in the
possibilities
of controlling
precipitation was aroused in the west, especially
in the great agricultural
regions where
an adequate supply of water is highly
important and a drought can have catastrophic consequences.
Many cooperative
groups of water users were formed, and
organizations
sprang up for the purpose
of engaging in cloud seeding on a commercial basis. At the time of writing (May,
1952), some 1.4 million square kilometers
of the United States west of the Mississippi were subject to cloud seeding by
commercial
operators, according to current estimates (News release, James
Stokley, for release May 12, 1952).
Although many private individuals
have
undertaken
to do their own seeding, most
of this work has been done by a small
number of commercial
organizations.
Topping the list is the Water Resources
Development
Corporation,
with offices in
Denver, Colorado, and Pasadena, California, whose rainmaking
contracts were reported to cover an area of over 1.2
million square kilometers,
or about 12
times the area under irrigation in the
United States. "Farmers
and ranchers
paid millions of dollars for the services
of this organization,
which contemplates
extending its operations to Central
America, South America, South Africa and
Europe."%
Others include the Precipitation Control Company, Phoenix, Arizona;
North American Weather Consultants,
Pasadena, California;
Olson & Taylor
Corporation,
Shelby, Montana; and
Wallace E. Howell Associates,
Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
So many and so active are the organizations for this purpose, that there has
been some concern over the effects of
introducing
such quantities of silver
iodide into the atmosphere.
Studies by
the Research Group of the project indicated that silver iodide can continue in

Few cloud
physicists
would
subscribe
to this
view
today;
precipitation
increases
by seeding
are far
more modest
,than
then
supposed.
The Rapid
City,
South
Dakota,
flood
of 1972,
when nearby
seeding
was
under
way,
brought
this
~uestion
into
sharp
focus
(108).
In addition to the commercial operators, who seed for the benefit of others,
at least one electric power company has
done extensive work in this field for
its own benefit.
This is the California
Electric Power Company of Riverside,
California.
This company’s
use of seeding stems from its concern over an adequate supply of water to operate its
hydroelectric
generating
stations.
Not
only does it credit the seeding with
increasing its hydroelectric
output by
many millions of kilowatt-hours,
but it
also declares it has produced millions
of extra tons of water for the city of
Los Angeles.
Interesting
cloud-seeding
experiments
were also conducted by John A. Battle,
consulting meteorologist
of Beaumont,
California,
in California,
for the San
Diego County Weather Corporation
and the
Santa Ana River Weather Corporation.
The experiments
were conducted over the
entire, area of San Diego County plus the
Santa Ana River drainage area in Orange,
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties.
The two corporations
responsible
represented various water agencies in those
regions, where the relative scarcity of
water makes any possibility
of increasing
the annual rainfall attractive.
Silver iodide was used in the seeding.
Unseeded areas were used for control
zones, in comparison with seeded areas.
About 20 percent more rain fell in the
target area than in the control area;
in other words, 1.7 billion cubic meters
of additional
water. Statistical
analyses indicated that the chances that the
cloud seeding did not have a positive
effect on the measured precipitation
varied anywhere from 1 in 12 to 1 in
10,000, depending on the area involved
(109).

%Page 2, Senate report #1514 (5/12/52)
"Creating an Advisory Committee to Study
and Evaluate Experiments
in Weather Modification."
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Much of the cloud seeding
currently
taking
place
in this
country
is still
concentrated
in the west,
where the
need for water is mo~e acute.
For
example,
the Bureau of Reclamation
initiated
a 5-year
pilot
program in
southwestern
Colorado
in 1970 to
determine
whether
the winter
snowpack
could be increased
to add to the flow
o~ the Colorado
River
(]10).
This
rrver
provides
water for seven states
and, by treaty,
the country
of
Mexico.
Prior experiments
in Colorado
(111) suggested
that a 16% increase
(or 2.3 n~llion
acre-feet)
(3 X
cubic
meters)
of water could
be
added to the Colorado
River Basin.

These and ~an~ more c#untri~
are
now engaged
iN various
theor~ica£
and experime~ta~
studie~
of ~ather
modification.
In 1911 the first
International
@one,fence
on ~ather
Modification
~a~ ~¢£d in Can@~ra,
Australia,
~tt~tZ~g
to
wide interest
i~ tAe subZ~ct.
Two
subsequent
international
~atA~r
modification
e~erences,
~p~ored
by the World ~eteoro~ogic~£
Organization,
were h~ i~ Tashkent,
~SSR,
in October
I~ (~QO participants
were present
~e~r~senting
nations),
and in B~u~der,
@o~orado,
in July 19~6 ~ith kigk participation.
The WMOis
national
fie~d
e~periment
to assess
the rain-making
~o~entia~
iN a
country
wit~
the so-call~
Precipitation
Enkancement Progra~

WORK OE OTHER GOVERNMENTS
Active research in cloud seeding has
been carried on in many foreign countries. Again, the work was stimulated by
the reports of successful tests made by
Project Cirrus, and in virtually all
cases the foreign work was based on information either obtained by direct
contact with Project Cirrus or through
the study of published data. Among the
foreign countries engaged in such work
are Canada, Cuba, Peru, England, France,
Switzerland, Israel, Algeria, Tanganyika,
Union of South Africa, Formosa, Japan,
and Australia.

HOLES F’OR
THERMOCO~IPLEEXC.
PLATE
PUTT~( SE~,L
SUPPLY
GLASS WALLS
LIGHT SEAM
WATTLAMP
~GROUND’WIRE

BOX
---S IDE ~/ALLS

SEAL

PLATE
ROD
SINK

Continuous Cloud Chamber
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Racetrack pattern approximately
20 miles long produced by dropping
crushed dry ice from an airplane.
The safety pin like loop at the
near end of the pattern resulted when the dry ice dispenser was inadvertently
left running as the airplane began climbing to attain
altitude from which to photograph the results.

Modifying
Orographic
Clouds.
Orographic clouds, which fo--~-{ moist air
is forced to rise when it encounters a
barrier such as a mountain range, are
very common in mountainous
regions, and
they often form continuously
for many
days. Relatively
little precipitation
from them reaches the earth, except as
rime deposits
on trees and rocks or as
scattered
snow crystals.
If techniques
could be devised to cause a widespread
and effective precipitation
of such
clouds, the depth of the snow pack in the
vicinity of mountains might be markedly
increased.
Such a result would be of
much importance,
since the snow pack on
mountain slopes is very valuable in
stabilizing
the streams which flow from
such regions.
These streams are important for electric power and water supply.
(See contribution
to this knowledge by
California Electric Power Co., p. 70.)
Producing
Regions of Ice Nuclei. The
production
of high concentrations
of ice
nuclei or potential ice nuclei in specific regions of the free atmosphere
is
an interesting
possibility.
Cold middle
clouds, even though having no appreciable
moisture, may be used as "holding reservoirs" to store ice crystals until they
come into contact with lower clouds of
greater thickness or are entrained into
cool or cold cumulus.
An example of this type of seeding occurred during the hurricane project in
October,
1947 (p. 41). A relatively
thin
layer of stratus clouds covering an area
of nearly 770 square kilometers
was
transformed
to snow crystals.
The subsequent fate of the crystals is still a
moot question, but if a considerable
number of them had been entrained into the
lower levels of a line of towering cumulus observed during the flight and situated in the southeast quadrant of the
storm, the entrainment
might have exercised a profound effect on the subsequent
development
of those cumulus clouds.
Similarly,
the ice crystal residue from
seeded, but small, cumulus clouds may be
entrained at a low level into much larger
cumulus forming in their vicinity.
In
this way, an effect of considerable
magnitude is produced as the supercooled
regions are injected at a lower level
than would otherwise be possible.
It will take much careful study to establish methods for utilizing this type
of seeding.
Eventually,
it may become
of great importance.
Modifying
Stratiform
Clouds.
The
widespread modification
of stratus
clouds by artificial means is possible
at the present time whenever such clouds
are supercooled.
Under such conditions,
the clouds may be either further stabilized by overseeding,
or precipitation
may be triggered
by using the optimum
number of ice nuclei. Observed
results
of the seeding of stratus clouds indicate that holes can be made by this
method, which is bound to be of value
in aircraft operations.

X,CONCLUSIONS
Contract DA36-039-sc-15345
(thelast
in
the series) terminated September 30,
1952, after a little over five years of
the active life of Project Cirrus as a
government-sponsored
activity.
By that
time all the early exploratory
phases of
cloud seeding and allied research concerned with the physics of clouds were
virtually
complete.
So many other research projects had been stimulated that
continued progress in the search for new
basic knowledge of weather phenomena
seems assured.
OVER-ALL

RESULTS

It is not, of course, easy to predict
the ultimate results of the work done by
Project Cirrus.
But it seems certain
that the pioneering and spectacular
work
of the General Electric scientists in
cloud physics, cloud seeding and weather
modification
will eventually have a profound influence on domestic and world
economics.
Says the report accompanying
Senate
Bill 2225:
"If practical, weather control promises
tremendous
benefits for a small investment. Research
work in the field involves no test plants or production
facilities
and very little expensive
equipment.
The seeding agents, carbon
dioxide or silver iodide, are inexpensive, yet when used in small quantities
they apparently
produce weather phenomena
of the highest magnitude.
If these phenomena cause only a small increase in
precipitation,
this small increase can be
economically
important.
"An inch of rain, converted into runoff
and concentrated
into a reservoir,
can
produce electric power worth hundreds of
thousands
of dollars. A small fraction
of an inch of extra rain, falling on
crops during the period of germination,
can greatly increase
crop yields. But
artificial
nucleation may have useful potentialities
in addition to that of
stimulating
rainfall.
It may have possibilities
for increasing snowpack in
mountainous
areas, for holding back and
’softening’
rainstorms,
thereby reducing
soil erosion, for inhibiting
hail, for
breaking up hurricanes,
and for precipitating out and thereby cutting holes in
clouds so that aircraft can operate."
Some of the possibilities
inherent in
cloud seeding as evaluated by Project
Cirrus scientists follow:
W.idespread
Weather Modification.
The
results of the various New Mexico tests,
coupled with observations
of the effects
of other ground seeding with silver iodide, point to significant
possibilities
in the widespread
modifying of weather
conditions.
Such work could easily have
profound economic, political, and military effect.
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would report weather and cloud conditions and, whenever serious supercooled
clouds occurred, would carry out seeding operations.
In flying through a supercooled
cloud,
the airplane itself may produce a fairly
effective
modification.
The vortices
which form at the trailing edges of the
wings and particularly
from the propeller tips form large numbers of ice
crystals.
Modifying
Thunderstorms.
It may be
possible that silver-iodide
seeding from
ground generators
would be particularly
useful in modifying orographic "towering"
cumulus to prevent their growth into
thunderstorms.
By determining
the air
trajectory
from the ground into the cold
part of the cloud, potential ice nuclei
may be sent aloft by a very simple procedure. If subsequent
experiments
indicate that it is important to seed such
clouds at a temperature
only a few degrees colder than the freezing point, it
may become necessary to use dry ice dispensed from planes or carried into the
clouds by free balloons or projectiles.
Towering cumulus also forms over flat
country at times when the atmosphere
is
conditionally
unstable.
Dangerous
and
often deadly lightning strokes, torrential rains, destructive
winds, and sometimes hail and tornadoes are the end
products
of such developments.
Since
the high, vertical thickness of a supercooled cloud seems to be the basic requisite in the formation of a thunderstorm,
it may be quite feasible by proper seeding methods to prevent this phase from
developing.
The manner in which the seeding is done
may produce a wide variation in the end
results obtained.
By seeding each cumulus tower with large numbers of crystals
shortly after it rises above the freezing
level, the cloud would be continuously
dissipated
and no extensive regions of
supercooled
cloud could develop.
On the
other hand, it might be desirable to seed
such clouds to realize the maximum possible energy release.
This presumably
would involve seeding each cumulus tower
just previous to the point of its maximum development.
If this could be done
effectively,
it might be possible to
build the storm into a much larger one
than would develop under natural conditions.
Preventing
Hail. The possibility
that
hailstorms
might be prevented by seeding
techniques is of considerable
economic
importance.
A great amount of basic information is needed on the various properties of storms that produce hail. In
some parts of the country where severe
hail damage is frequent, storms are
formed over certain mountain ridges and
peaks that serve as cloud barriers.
Such clouds should be particularly
suited for modification
by ground generators, since the air trajectory is
definitely related to the flow of air
up the mountain and into the clouds.

Modifying Supercooled
Ground Fo~s.
Supercooled ground fogs. formed by advection or radiation may be modified and
even dispersed if care is exercised to
prevent overseeding.
Too high a concentration of ice nuclei introduced into
such fogs might actually make the fogs
worse.
As previously
mentioned,
the
clearing
of supercooled
fogs
has
been accomplished
at several
airports
around
the
world
with
modest
amounts
of nucleating
agents.
In
theory
one should
be able
to overseed
a supercooled
fog and make so
many tiny
crystals
that
they
remain
suspended
and worsen
fog visibility.
In practice,
however,
it
has
proven
difficult
or impossible
to
overseed
fogs,
or clouds,
even
with
extremely
large
quantities
of
dry
ice
or silver
iodide.
It
appears
that
sufficient
crystal
growtk
still
occurs
and that
crystalcrystal
aggregation
to form larger
falling
snowflakes
can take
place

(11~).
The prevention of the formation of ice
fog is another possibility
from the
proper manipulation
of seeding techniques. By introducing
an optimum number of sublimation
nuclei into the air
in regions where such fogs are troublesome, it may be possible to continuously
remove from the air the moisture responsible for the formation of this interesting but often troublesome
type of
ground fog.
The ice crystals generated in the
vortices of airplane propellers plus the
moisture added to the air by the combustion exhaust of the plane are the causes
which generally lead to the formation of
ice fogs at airports.
Whether the removal of supersaturation
with respect to
ice by seeding methods will be of sufficient magnitude to prevent the icefogging effects produced by plane operations can be determined most conclusively
by actual experiment.
Protection
of Aircraft.
There is no
question about being able to modify icing clouds in the vicinities of airports
and along heavily traveled air lanes.
The problem rather, is whether it may
have a practical
application.
Low
clouds which restrict visibility for
landing approaches around airports,
thick clouds in which planes must cruise
as they wait for permission to land, and
thick clouds which might deposit a serious icing load on the plane as it tries
to climb up through them--these
comprise
hazards to safe plane operations.
And
when such clouds are supercooled,
they
may sometimes be profoundly modified.
The simplest means for carrying out
such cloud modification
would be to employ a plane, well equipped for flying
under serious icing conditions,
for
patrolling
the air lanes. The plane
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Over
the past
decade,
one of the
most actively
pursued
weather
modification
efforts
has been hail
suppression.
The concept
of heavy
seeding
with
silver
iodide
or lead
iodide
to reduce
the
sizes
of hail
pellets
(via
competition)
has been
employed.
In Russia,
claims
of crop
damage
reduction
of up to 70 to
90 percent
have been reported
(114).
Conversely,
the National
Hail
Research
Experiment
in the
United
States
led
to inconclusive
statistical
results,
with
the suggestion
that
the
seeding
~ethod
involved
may actually
have
increased
hailfall
(115).

APPARENT

used
by Hought#~
and Radf~rd
(119),
one of the
~w scientific
weather
modification
programs
preceding
Project
Cirrus.
Another weather situation where no
method of relief is now apparent is in
the case of drought.
This condition
generally
results from the stability
of
a complex weather pattern in a manner
which, at present, is not very well
understood.
Drought
is generally
accompanied by either cloudless skies or
clouds of small vertical and horizontal
development,
because of strong inversions or thick layers of dry air.
The development
of convergence
is an
important feature in the formation of
appreciable
amount of rainfall in many
parts of the world. As a rule, such
developments
are generally accompanied
by the occurrence of natural precipitation, which continues so long as the
convergent
movement
is present.
About
the only thing that artificial modification of clouds might do under such atmospheric conditions
is to initiate the
precipitation
cycle a few hours before
it would start naturally,
or under
some conditions,
to delay the onset of
precipitation
by overseeding.

LIMITATIONS

As in any of the physical phenomena,
there are definite limitations
to the
degree in which experimental
meteorology
may be employed in modifying clouds in
the free atmosphere.
Some of these apparent limitations
may disappear as our
knowledge increases, although most of
the restrictions
now recognized are imposed by known physical lawso
Foremost of these restrictions
is the
factor of cloud type and size. Certain
clouds, such as the fair-weather
cumulus,
have such a small volume and restricted
area that, even though they are easily
modified when supercooled,
their total
liquid-water
content is inconsequential.
Another complicating
factor is that the
air below larger clouds is sometimes so
dry that a considerable
amount of precipitation
evaporates before it reaches
the ground°
Another type of cloud which is difficult to modify is the warm ground fog
formed by radiation
or advection.
Such
fogs are often extensive and of considerable economic importance,
especially
from
the standpoint
of airplane traffic control. But the natural structure
of a fog
precludes any simple method of modifying
it. Generally,
the vertical
thickness
is not more than i00 meters or so, with
a cloudless
sky above. This rules out
the possibility
of modifying from above
by forming precipitation
in higher clouds
to "rain out" the fog.

Another
posslbilit~
is that
appropriate
seeding
~igkt
increase
the
amount
of preeipitation
beyond
what
would
naturally
#ccur.
This
premise
underlies
~eral
recen~
projects,
recognizing
that
rigorous
~tatistical
design
o~ ~xperiments
becomes
increasingly
important
in order
to
distinguish
between
natural
and
modified
rainfall
[119).

CONTROVERSIAL

ASPECTS

As is so ofte~ the case with the proposal of strikinq or revolutionary
new
concepts in science, the validity of the
observations
and conclusions
of the members of the Research Group, both before
and after the establishment
of Project
Cirrus, was challenged
by many. As a
result, quite a school of opposing
thought has been built up. This is a
normal, healthy condition of affairs, and
the results would be of no particular
consequence
were it not for the fact that
the possibilities
inherent in artificial
weather modification
have such great
economic significance.
Although criticism and challenge have
by no means been confined to any one
person or group, the spearhead of the
opposition,
so to speak, has been the
United States Weather Bureau.
This unit
has kept a watchful eye on all the developments associated
with Project Cirrus. In many cases it designated
observers to work with the project on specific operations.
It has conducted
experiments
of ~ts own to test the
validity of Project Cirrus findings,

A highly
practical
means
of modifying
warm fog has eo~Ltinued
to
elude
weather
modifiers,
although
some effective
results
have been
obtained
by rather
costly
heating
of the
air (British
Project
Fido;
U.S.A.F.
Arcata
and Vandenberg
A.F.B.
experiments;
Paris
OrlyAirport
System).
More marginal
techniques
have produced
limited
clearing
by helicopter
downwash
of
dryer
air
from above
(116)
and
seeding
the
fog with
giant
hygroscopic
nuclei
(117,
118).
The
latter
technique
represented
a variation
of the
air-drying
approach
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notably the Cloud Physics Project,
jointly conducted by the. Weather Bureau
and the United States Air Force.
The running controversy
between representatives
of the Weather Bureau and
Langmuir is summarized in an article
(120) available in his office files.
In it Langmuir discusses and answers the
various criticisms
and challenges.
He
summarizes
the importance
of the situation in the following paragraphs:
"The possibility
of such wide-scale
control of weather conditions,
of course,
offers important military applications,
but since nearly all meteorologists
are
much influenced
by the opinions and the
attitudes of the Weather Bureau men, the
opposition
on the part of the Weather
Bureau and other groups has, up to the
present, prevented the starting of any
military
applications.
It was, therefore, of the utmost importance
to clear
this matter up without getting too much
publicity."
Langmuir has since explained orally
that, in view of this situation, he has
resorted to the use of publicity only
when other methods of bringing matters
to a head had failed. At the time of the
preparation
of this report, however, both
he and the other scientists associated
with Project Cirrus had begun to feel
that it would only be a matter of time
before the Weather Bureau would change
its attitude.
It is believed
that the
described results obtained by the California Electric Power Company (p. 46)
have had a great deal to do with that
change of attitude.
Some picture of the Weather Bureau side
of the controversy
may be found in testimony (121) presented during hearings
before Senate subcommittees
on three
bills, as follows:
S.5, a bill to provide for research
into and demonstration
of practical means
for the economical production,
from sea
or other saline waters, or from the atmosphere (including cloud formations),
of water suitable for agricultural,
industrial, municipal, and other beneficial
consumptive
uses, and for other purposes.
S.222, a bill to provide for the development and regulation
of methods of
weather modification
and control.
S.798, a bill to authorize the Secretary of Agriculture
to conduct research
and experiments
with respect to methods
of controlling
and producing precipitation in moisture-deficient
areas.
The attitude of the Weather Bureau is
summarized
in a statement presented to
the above groups on March 14, 1951, by
W. F. McDonald, assistant chief of the
United States Weather Bureau, and a
further clarification
of Weather Bureau
views is found in the subsequent questioning of Mr. McDonald by members of
the committees.
The fact that the challenges to the
validity of Project Cirrus claims are not
confined to the Weather Bureau is also
indicated during the same Senate

hearings.
Statements
were made at those
hearings by other individuals
not associated with the Weather Bureau, and some
of those individuals
did not agree with
the findings of Project Cirrus. Among
them were Hans H. Neuberger, professor
of meteorology
and chief of the Division
of Meteorology,
Pennsylvania
State College, Charles L. Hosler, a staff member
of that college, and Henry G. Houghton,
professor of meteorology
and head of the
Department
of Meteorology,
Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
The Weather
Bureau
(now the
National
Oceanic
and Atmospheric
Administration)
has assumed
a major
role
in the
investigation
of weather
modification
potential.
Their
recent
projects
include
Project
Stormfury
(hurricane
modification
as
mentioned),
Great
Lakes
snowstorm
redistribution
(122),
Florida
cumulus
rainfall
enhancement
(123,
124),
participation
in the
National
Hail
Research
Experiment,
lightning
abatement
(125),
fog modification
and numerous
basic
research
studies
in weather
modification.

LEGISLATION
For various reasons, national legislation has been suggested, and actually
introduced,
to regulate and control artificial weather modification.
Of the
three bills referred to in the preceding
paragraphs,
two (S.222 and S.798) specifically covered this proposed regulation and control (S.222) and authorized
the Secretary of Agriculture
to conduct
research and experiments
(S.798).
Since that time a new bill was drafted
and introduced in the Senate, 82d Congress, second
session:
S.2225.
This
bill would create a temporary advisory
committee of nine persons to study and
evaluate experiments
in weather modification, continuing no longer than
July 30, 1955. The committee
would report to Congress at the earliest possible
moment on the advisability
of the Government regulating,
by means of licenses
or otherwise, the activities of persons
attempting
to modify the weather. The
advisory committee would consist of five
members appointed from public life by
the President plus the Secretaries
of
Defense, Interior, Agriculture,
and Commerce, or their designees.
The bill was
referred to the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce on October 8, 1951,
and reported out with amendments on
May 12, 1952.
The General Electric attitude toward
legislation
was summed up at the above
hearings by Vice President and Director
of Research, C. G. Suits, and by Schaefer
and Vonnegut, who accompanied
him to the
hearings.
Said Suits, in part:
"These facts which underlie experimental meteorology
are not in the
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controversial
area; they have been demonstrated and proven. What controversy
has
arisen has been concerned with such matters as (i) the economical importance
induced rainfall--by
’induced rainfall’ I
mean artificially
induced rainfall
(2) where long-range effects of cloud
seeding exist, and (3) whether induced
rainfall may not have occurred naturally
in the absence of seeding.
There is a
great mass of information
bearing on
these questions,
and it would not be possible to discuss it all here.
"It is my considered opinion, however,
that the results of the most recent work
are of the very greatest importance to
the Nation. We have at hand a means of
exerting a very considerable
degree of
control of weather phenomena.
Precisely
how much control can be accomplished
will
come from further study. Much work remains to be done, and it would be a
national tragedy if legislation
did not
provide a proper framework for developing
the full potentialities
of weather modification methods. It would be hard to
imagine anything more important to the
country than weather modification
and
control°"
Another extract from the Suits statement :
"I wish to be very clear on one point.
The work my company has done in this
field, initially at our own expense and
more recently under a Signal Corps contract with the participation
of the
Office of Naval Research and the United
States Air Force, has had no single practical application
within the Company.
The work originated as an unexpected result of one of the many fundamental
investigations
which we undertake in the
search for new knowledge.
It was continued because the leaders of my company
and responsible
representatives
of the
Government
believed that the possibilities of weather modification
might be of
great importance
to the Nation as a
whole. On December
27, 1950, my company
announced that for the present and until
further notice it does not intend to enforce any of its patents relating to
weather modification
by the artificial
production
of snow and rain.
"A contractor of the Government for research in this field, where the general
public is the intended beneficiary,
should not be subjected to the uncertainties of legal liability hazards which are
inherent in experimental
weather modification. The provisions
of S.222 would
greatly minimize the legal hazards which
now exist. Some such solution
of this
problem must be found if private agencies
are to engage in research in this field,
and by that I mean under contract with
the Government."
Other aspects of the need for legislation were voiced at that time by
Schaefer.
The following
quotes from his
statement illustrate these other aspects:
"It is very important, in my opinion,
that weather studies involving

experimental
meteorology
be conducted in
such a manner that all of the modifications attempted by man-conducted
seeding
operations
be known and controlled.
If
this is not done, the effort of attempting to understand the reactions which
occur is a hopeless one .....
"It is obvious that some type of
national legislation
is of the utmost
importance
at this time to protect the
public in the future from unscrupulous
individuals
who would play on the gullibility, hope, or desperation
of individuals or groups in need of water or
other relief from an undesirable
climatic
situation."
Vonnegut,
also, in his statement read
at those hearings,
urged the adoption of
suitable
legislation.
In addition
to the
reasons voiced by Suits and Schaefer,
he added others, which are found in the
following extract:
"The problems of weather control are so
large and of such nationwide
importance
that only Federal legislation
can insure
that this powerful new tool will result
in the greatest good for the largest number of people. In the absence of this
legislation,
I believe that the development of the benefits to be derived from
cloud seeding may be greatly retarded or
prevented and that possibly much harm can
result from storms, droughts, or floods
produced by uncontrolled
seeding.
"Theory has predicted and experiments
are confirming the fact that a few pounds
of silver iodide released into the atmosphere in the form of fine particles can
exercise a profound influence over the
weather hundreds of miles away from the
point of release.
Clearly no private
individual or group can be permitted to
carry on operations
likely to affect
weather conditions
over thousands or
hundreds of thousands of square miles.
"The potentialities,
both for good and
bad, which attend silver-iodide
seeding
are so large that the development
and
use of this technique must be placed in
the hands of the Federal Government.
"Secondly, it is highly desirable that
the Government pass laws regulating
cloud seeding, in order to promote the
rapid development
of this science.
Many
facts are yet to be learned concerning
the best methods of seeding to obtain
desirable
results.
These facts can be
determined only by experiments
in the
atmosphere.
The analysis
of the results
of cloud-seeding
experiments
is a complicated and difficult
problem.
If, as in
the case at present, many seeding experiments are being independently
and simultaneously carried out in many places,
the problem of analysis becomes even
more difficult and frequently
impossible.
Federal regulation
is necessary to insure
the rapid development
of the benefits of
cloud seeding.
"Thirdly, the science of weather control can be of such great benefit to the
entire country that the responsibility
for its advancement
must rest with the
7O
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Government.
Legislation
should provide
funds for research by Government and by
private groups into fundamental
scientific problems connected with the
weather."
At the time of the preparation
of this
history, no national legislation
had yet
been enacted to cover any of the needs
outlined in the foregoing.

The Federal
Government
now makes
adequate
provisions
for
reporting
field
activities
and requiring
Environmental
Impact
Statements
(Public
Law 205,
92nd
Congress),
but has refrained
from
entering into
matters
of licensing
and control.
The latter
is generally
deemed
the
responsibility
of individual
states.
While
more than
half
the
states
have some
form of weather
modification
statutes,
few are considered
to be ideal
(126).

This photograph of Langmuir (Raymond Falconer on his right) was taken
in 1956 when he appeared on the NBC television
show, "Today", with
Dave Garroway.
He utilized this opportunity
to urge again that some
governmental
agency carry out hurricane seeding experiments.
In 1963
such a program was initiated by the U. S. Navy and the U. S. Weather
Bureau.
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Epilogue

breakup,
and the importance
of latent
heat release
in cloud development
and
modification.
The extensive
studies
of silver
iodide
and many other
ice nucleating
substances
continues.
Other inorganic
materials,
such as copper
o~ide,
copper sulfide,
and
cuprous
iodide,
have been found to nucleate ice formatio~
at temperatures
only
several
degrees
below the freezing
point.
Some of these
~bstances
have a crystal
structure
apparently
unrelated
to that
of ice.
By suitable
modifications
of
their
surface,
the ice nucleating
~apability
of silicate
particles
possibly
may
be improved
(128).
Organic
~u@stances
bearing
little
similarity
to ice have
been found to serve
as effeetiv~
nuclei,
for example,
phloroglucinol
(12~) and
metaldehyde
(13~).
Studies
have ~een carried
out to investigate
the effect
of crystal
lattice
parameters.
T~e ~tructare
o~ silver
iodide,
which is approximately
1.5%
larger
than ice,
has been reduced
in
size
by the substitution
of either
bromine
for the iodine
or by copper for
the silver
(131,132),
with an i~provement
of the ability
of these
modified
crystal
substances
to nucleate
ice formation.
These and other
studies
have sh~n that
the efficacy
of ice nuclei
is a very complicated
matter
~epending
on a variety
of factors
acting
together,
such as lattice
parameter,
surface
electrical
potential,
solubility,
photochemistry,
particle size,
the surface
distribution
of
hydrophilic
sites,
t~e nature
of the
soluble
iodide~
~ed in producing
the
solutions
of the silver
iodide,
etc.
It
appears,
however,
that the disc#very
of a
material
greatly
.~uperi~r
to silver
iodide
is not very likely.
Project
Cirrus’s
investigations
of ways
that man can intentionally
a~feet
the
weather
cast a new light
on how man’s activities
might ~nintentionally
have a
large
influence
~ weather
processes.
Along with the scientific
study
of deliberate
weather
modification,
~ new vigorous research
activity
is developing
to
explore
how man ~ay be affectin~
his environment
by the gases,
aerosols
and keat
he emits
into
the atmosphere
in the
course
of his m~ activities.
Studies
indicate
that there
may be far m~re unintentional
cloud seeding
as a result
of
pollution
than was appreciated
during
the
early
days of Project
Cirrus.
I~ recent
years
several
international
workshops
on
inadvertent
weather
modification
have
been held.
These are undoubtedly
only
the first
of man~ similar
ones that
will
be held in the f~ture
on this
sabject.
Environmentalists
have been j~stly
concerned
that
cl~d seeding
might disrupt
ecological
balances
and pose hazards
when
seeding
materials
enter
the water supply.
Recent
studies
(~33,
13~) s~ggest
that
there is little
~ause ~or cow, tern on this
score.
One might anticipate
beeaus~
Project
Cirrus
involved
the cooperative
activity

(1978)

In retrospect,
it appears
accurate
to
state
that Project
Cirrus
activities
stirred
the imagination
of scientists
the
world over.
It also incurred
the skepticism of some and stimulated
the profit
motive
of a few anxious
to capitalize
on
a new technology.
An important
byproduct,
if not the most important
effect,
was the stimulus
the weather
modification
discoveries
provided
to the
field
of cloud physics.
McDonald (127)
recounts
the very slow progress
being
made in cloud physics
during
the 1900’s,
when such research
was apparently
only of
academic
interest.
He states:
"When, after
1946, there
seemed to exist some prospect
of control
over a natural phenomenon
whose economic
value is so
high,
support
of cloud physics
research
jumped by what I would estimate
must
surely
have been a factor
of two to three
orders
of magnitude,
and total
numbers of
workers
in the field
must have increased
by a factor
of something
like
two orders
of ~ magnitude."
Led by a vital
Nobel Laureate
and comprised
of several
investigators
unique
in
their
own right,
the small Project
Cirrus
group in slightly
more than five
years
accomplished
what must be considered
remarkable.
During that
short
span,
theories
were expounded
on precipitation
mechanisms
in cold and warm clouds;
effective
cloud seeding
agents
including
dry ice and silver
iodide
were discovered; ground and aircraft
generators
were
developed
not too dissimilar
from those
in use today;
and a variety
of new instruments and techniques
was devised
to monitor cloud behavior.
Amidst
all this,
over 180 aircraft
experiments
and 84
ground experiments
were conducted--from
Puerto
Rico to Honduras to Hawaii and in
some dozen states
in between.
As Havens’
account
suggests,
few of the
weather
modification
concepts
being pursued today were overlooked
by the Project Cirrus
group,
although
in-depth
study
obviously
was not always
possible.
The
work on supercooled
stratus-type
clouds,
which the project
title
denotes,
has
solidly
withstood
the test
of time.
Ironically,
as a portion
of the research
turned
to deep, complex
cumulus
clouds,
some of the arrows went wide of
the mark. Langmuir’s
convictions
on
rainfall
periodicities
and the degree
to
which rainfall
could be increased
were
far too optimistic
according
to present
views.
Considering
the variability
of
weather
and the extent
to which statistics
can lead to conflicting
interpretations
even today,
perhaps
one should
not
be surprised.
Not to be overlooked
were
Langmuir’s
pioneering
theoretical
efforts
in droplet
growth by diffusion,
hydrometeor collision
efficiencies,
the chainreaction
mechanism
involving
droplet
72
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of personnel
derived
from four separate
and frequently
competitive
organizations--the
U. S. Army Signal
Corps,
the
U. S. Air Force,
the U. S. Navy, and the
General
Electric
Company--that
this
would
have posed serious
organizational
prob~
lems.
Such was not the case.
What rivalry existed
was friendly,
morale was
high,
and a strong
spirit
of cooperation
existed
throughout
the course
of the
project.
It seems apparent
that the coming years
should
witness
a definitive
evaluation
of
several
weather
modification
concepts.
Progress
in the field
may come grudgingly
because
of budgetary
priorities,
environw
mental
and legal
concerns,
and the reali
zation
that substantial
data are needed
for statistically
significant
findings.
Since
the termination
of Project
Cirrus,
two powerful
new tools
have become available
to investigate
cloud seed~
ing.
The modern computer
makes it pos
sible
by modeling
to study the effects
on systems
ranging
in size
from small
clouds
to giant
storms.
Weather
satellites
now provide
a new detailed
view
from above of the dynamics
of weather
processes
that
will doubtless
give new
insights
into
how seeding
affects
the
behavior
of weather
processes.
Inadvertent
weather
and climate
modification
likely
will overshadow
planned
modification--if
not already
the case--as
the global
population
increases
and becomes more industrialized.
The problems
will
be both challenging
and exciting,
but in terms of rapidly
mobilizing,
coordinating,
and executing
a cooperative
program similar
in pioneering
scope to
Project
Cirrus,
history
is not likely
to
repeat
itself.
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APPENDIX
i
CONTRACTUAL HISTORY
The two research projects, involving
first the work on gas masks and smoke
filters and then the work on smoke generators, extended over a period from
October 1940 through February 1944. This
work was done under two contracts (NDCrc104 and OEMsr-131) with the Office of
Scientific Research and Development.
From October 1943 through June 1946,
precipitation
static research was carried
on under Signal Corps contract W-33-106sc-65 and, subsequently,
under Air Force
contracts W-33-038-AC-9151
and W-33-038AC-15801.
The meteorological
research which became Project Cirrus, was supported for a
time by the General Electric Company.
In February 1947, the first of three
Signal Corps contracts (W-36-039-sc32427, W-36-039-sc-38141,
and DA-36-039sc-15345) was signed. The last of these
remained in force until the end of September 1952.
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APPENDIX
3
PROJECT

DATE

CIRRUS

UNNUMBERED

FLIGHT

TESTS

LOCATION

OPERATION

11/13/46
11/23
11/29
12/20

Pittsfield
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady

DI
DI
DI
DI

03/06/47
03/07
03/12

Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schdy-Westover,
MA
Schenectady
West Point
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schdy-Indian
Lake
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schdy-Mitchell
Field
Olmstead, PA-Brookley,
Brookley-McDill,
FL
Florida
McDill-Olmstead,
PA
Olmstead-Schdy

DE seeding
DE seeding
DE seeding
DE seeding
DI and SI seeding
Instrument check
Instrument check
Weighing
Instrument calibration
DI and SI seeding
SI seeding
Instrument check
Instrument check
DI and SI seeding
DI and SI seeding
Instrument check
Instrument check
Instrument check
Dry run for hurricane
Instrument check
Instrument check
Tracing SI
Hurricane study
Hurricane study
Hurrlcane study
Hurrlcane study
Hurricane study
Hurrlcane study

o4/07
05/08
o8/o5
08/06
08/07
08/11
08/13

08/15
08/18
08/20
08/21

08/25
08/27
08/28
08/29
09/19
09/25
09/30.
10/07
i0/i0

10/11
10/12
10/13
10/14
iO/i5
05/31/48
06/02

AL

seeding
seeding,
seeding,
seeding

isolated
isolated

cumulus
cumulus

11/30
12/14

Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady

Water drop tests, pumping
Water drop tests, balloons
DI seeding
Stereoscopic
camera test
Info. Flight #3 - balloon soundings

02/07/50

Boston-Schenectady

Observation
Operation

lO/18

PROJECT

FLIGHT
NUMBER

DATE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13

09/11/47
10/20
11/12-13
11/17
12/11/47
12/12
01/13/48
01/14
01/22
01/28
02/02
03/09
03/31

CIRRUS

NUMBERED

LOCATION

- tie-in
#75

with Ground

TEST FLIGHTS

OPERATION

Schenectady
New Hampshire
Olmstead, PA; Brookley,
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Middletown,
PA
Schenectady
Schenectady
Sacanadaga Reservoir
81

AL

DI seeding
Forest-fire
seeding;
Water seeding
Racing SI
SI seeding
DI seeding
DI pattern seeding
DI seeding
None
Servicing
DI pattern seeding
DI pattern seeding
Training

Oper.

Red

FLIGHT
NUMBER

DATE

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
7O
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

o4/o7

78
79
8O
81
82

03/25
03/30
03/31
04/07
04/08

04/07
04/08

04/13
04/15
04/19
04/21
04/28
04/28

o4/29
04/30
05/07

05/07

05/18
05/21
06/03
07/09
07’16
07/20
07’26
07/30
08/03
O8/O4
08 ’06
08/09
08/10
08/31
09/01
09/16
09/22
i0 ’12
10/14
10’13
10’14
ii ’15
ii ’16
ii ’17
11/23
ii ’24
11/24
12/01/48
12/08
12/09
12/21
12/22
01/14/49
02/04

02/05
02/05
02/06
02/08
02/08
02/10
02/11
02/11
02/12
02/12
03/03
03/04
03/i0
03/15
03/16
03/17
03/24

OPERATION

LOCATION
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Cape Cod
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Off New Jersey Coast
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Lake George
Glens Falls
Catskill, NY
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Lake George
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
East of Albany
Schenectady
Schdy and Amsterdam,
Schdy and Rome, NY
Schdy-NW of Albany
S of Utica
N of Schenectady
E of Albany
Albany & East
W of Coxsackie
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
S of Lake Ontario
Sprakers, NY
Albany
W of Syracuse
Ft. Dix, NJ & return
Schenectady
Schdy-Rome-MiddletownAmsterdam
E of Albany
Schenectady
Albany vicinity
Schenectady
Schenectady

NY

DI seeding
DI pattern seeding
DI seeding
DI pattern seeding
DI seeding
DI seeding
DI seeding
DI pattern seeding
Observation
DI seeding--MIT
project
Seeding
Water seeding
Nothing
DI pattern seeding
DI seeding
DI cumulus seeding
Water seeding
DI seeding
DI and water seeding
DI seeding
DI and water seeding
DI seeding
Water Seeding
Water seeding
DI and water seeding
DI seeding
DI and water seeding
Water seeding
Calibration
Photography
Water ice and DI seeding
SI and DI seeding
Water ice and DI seeding
Water ice seeding
DI seeding--pattern
DI seeding--pattern
DI seeding--pattern
DI pattern seeding
DI pattern seeding
DI pattern seeding
DI pattern seeding
DI seeding
DI seeding
SI & DI seeding; pattern
DI seeding; pattern
DI seeding; pattern
Survey
Survey & water seeding
Water seeding
Survey
Water seeding
Survey
Survey
Survey
Survey
Survey
Survey
DI & SI seeding; pattern
Temperature
soundings
SI seedingt pattern
DI seeding
Testing vortex thermometer
Temperature
soundings
Testing cloud meter; photo
Testing vortex thermometer
DI pattern seeding
DI pattern seeding
Testing vortex thermometer
DI seeding
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FLIGHT
NUMBER

DATE

LOCATION

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

04/18
04/22

05/24
05/24
05/27
06/09

Schenectady
West Point & return
Schenectady
Rome, MY, & return
Schenectady
Schenectady
Ashokan Reservoir
Schenectady
Schenectady
Little Falls & Rome
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schdy-Rome & return
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady

99
i00
i01
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
ii0
iii
112
113
114
115
116
117

06/17
06/22
06/29/49
07/06
07/13
07214
07/15
07/16
07/18
07/19
07/20
07/21
07/22
07/23
08/24
09/01
09/02
09/06
09/20

Ballston Spa
Winchester,
VT
Schenectady
Schenectady
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley

118
119
120

09/23
09/26
09/27

Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady

121
122

09/28
10/12

E of Schenectady
Schenectady

123

10/13

Schenectady

124
125

10/18
10/17

Schenectady
Rome

126
127

10/24
ii/01

Albany
Schenectady

128
129
130
131
132
133

ii/i0
11/16
11/17
11/16
11/30
11/30

Schenectady

134
135

12/Ol
12/13-14

Indianapolis-Schdy
Schenectady

136

12/15

Schenectady

137
138
139
140
141
142

12/16
01/04/50

Cape Cod
Mr. Washington
Schdy-Mt. Washington
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady

04/25
04/28
o5/03
O5/O5
05/05
05/09
05/10
05/ii
05/16

05/18

Ol/2O
01/30
Ol/3O
02/03

OPERATION
SI pattern seeding
Testing vortex thermometer
Instrument testing
Observation
Testing condensation
nuclei meter
Instrument testing
DI seeding
Instrument testing
Instrument testing
Instrument testing
Instrument testing
Instrument testing
Testing condensation
nuclei counter
Instrument check
Testing vortex thermometer
Testing vortex thermometer,
high
altitude
Salt water seeding
DI seeding
Instrument test
Instrument test
DI seeding
DI, liquid CO 2 & water seeding
DI & liquid CO 2 seeding
DI seeding
DI & SI seeding
DI seeding
SI ground & DI air seeding
SI ground & DI air seeding
SI ground & DI air seeding
SI ground & DI air seeding
Observing ground seeding
Observing ground seeding
Observing ground seeding
Observing ground seeding
Observing ground seeding--tie-in
Ground Operation #13
Testing vortex thermometer
Testing vortex thermometer
Testing vortex thermometer--tie-in
Ground Operation #16
DI seeding; Ground Operation #17
Temperature
sounding; Ground Operation #24-25
Instrument testing; Ground Operation #26
Observation
Temperature
soundings; Ground
Operation #34
Observation
Temperature
soundings; Ground
Operation #34
Observation;
GO-39
GO-41
GO-42
Instrument test; GO-41
Instrument test; G0-46
Instrument test & weather observation
Instrument test; G0-47-48
Calibrating vortex thermometer;
GO-53-54
Snow replicas; vortex thermometer;
GO-55
DI seeding; joint with MIT
SI detection; GO-63
Instrument check; DI seeding
Snow replicas; GO-71
Calibrating
vortex thermometer;GO-71
DI clear-air seeding

Schenectady
Schenectady
Schdy-Indianapolis
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FLIGHT
NUMBER

DATE

143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157

02/06
02/10
02/20
02/28
02/28
03/03
03/17
03/20
03/21/50
03/22
04/10
04/12

158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173

05/08

174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181

07/12
07/13
10/26
05/15/51

o4/18
04/19
04/25-26

05/23
06/06
06/23
06/26
06/27
06/27
06/28
06/29
06/30
07/01

o7/o5
07/06
07/07
07/08
07/11

04/08
04/24

o5/09
o5/15

LOCATION

OPERATION

Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schdy-Dayton,
Ohio
Dayton-Schenectady
Schenectady
Schdy-Amsterdam
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schdy-Boston-BangorMassena-Rochester-Schdy
Mt. Washington
N of Schenectady
E Troy & Albany
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NM
Albuquerque,
NMBurbank, CA
Burbank-Gt.
Falls, Ont.
Gt. Falls-Schdy
Mt. Washington
Mt. Washington
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady
Schenectady

84

Snow replicas; vortex thermometer
Photos: snow replicas
Clear-air seeding
DI seeding; snow replicas
DI seeding; snow replicas
Attempted vapor trails
Instrument calibration
Snow replicas
Weather reconnaissance
Weather reconnaissance
Snow replicas
SI seeding; GO-83
Observation
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
DI clear-air seeding
DI seeding
DI cumulus seeding
DI cumulus seeding
DI cumulus seeding
DI cumulus seeding
DI cumulus seeding
DI cumulus seeding
DI cumulus seeding
DI cumulus seeding
Tracing ground SI; DI seeding
Tracing ground SI; DI seeding
DI seeding
DI & SI seeding
Gathering weather data
Gathering weather data
Gathering weather data
DI seeding (joint)
SI seeding (joint)
SI & DI seeding
Observation
DI, liquid C02 & SI seeding
DI & SI seeding
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NUMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

CIRRUS

DATE

LOCATION

03/08/49
03/23
04/06
06/06
07/02
07/24-29
08/23
08/25
08/30
08/31
09’07
09 ’08
09/20
09/21
09/22
09/27
09/28
09/29
10/04
10/05

Schdy Co. Airport
Schdy Co. Airport
Schdy Co. Airport
Schdy Co. Airport
Schdy Co. Airport
Albuquerque,
NM
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schdy Airport
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schdy Airport
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schdy Airport
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schdy Airport
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schdy Airport
Schdy Airport
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley

10/05
10/06
10/11
10/12
10/12
10/13

io/i8

10/19
10/20
10/20
10/25
10/26
10/27
ii/01
11/02
11/03
ii/08
11/09
11/10
Ii/15
11/16
ii/17
ii/22
11/23
11/29
ii/30
12/01
12/01
12/02
12/06
12/07/49
12/08
12/13
12/14
12/15
12/20
12/21
12/22
12/27
12/28
12/29
01/03/50
01/04

GROUND

OPERATIONS
OPERATION
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Time

photography
photography
photography
photography
lapse movies

SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding--tie-in
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
Time lapse movies
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding--Flight
Time lapse movies
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding
Time lapse movies
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding--Flight
Time lapse movies
Time lapse movies
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding--Flight
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding--Flight
85

(still)
(still)
(still)
(still)

Flight

#117

#120
#121

#122
#123
#124

#127

#128
129,
#130

131

#132,
#134

133

#135
#135
#136

#138

NUMBER
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

DATE

LOCATION

OPERATION

01 ’05
01/10
01 ’ii
01/12
01/16
01/25
01/26
01/30
01/31
02/01
02/02
02/07
02/O8
02/09
02/14
02/16
02/21
03/07

Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schdy Airport
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schdy Airport
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schoharie Valley
Schdy Airport

SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
Time lapse movies
SI seeding
SI seeding
Still photos; Flight #140,141
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding--Flight
unnumbered
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
SI seeding
Time lapse movies

04/12
04/24

Schdy Airport
Schdy Airport

Time lapse movies;
Still photos
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Flight

#154
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"Meteorological
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.
VI.

VII.

2.

Production of Ice Crystals by
the Adiabatic Expansion of Gas
Water
II. Nucleation of Supercooled
Clouds by Silver Iodide Smokes
III. Influence of Butyl Alcohol on
Shape of Snow Crystals Formed
in the Laboratory

REPORTS

Bernard Vonnegut, W-36-039-SC-32427,
15 September 1948.
8. Occasional
Report No. 6: "Variation
with Temperature
of the Nucleation
Rate of Supercooled
Liquid Tin and
Water Drops", Bernard Vonnegut, W-36039-SC-32427,
15 October 1948.

Research"

General Summary of Cloud Studies
Project
Vincent J. Schaefer
Summary of Results Thus Far Obtained in Artificial Nucleation
of Clouds
Irving Langmuir
Techniques for Seeding Clouds
with Ice Nuclei
Vincent J. Schaefer
Instrumentation
Developments
for
the Cloud Study Project
Raymond E. Falconer
Nucleation of Ice Formation by
Silver Iodide Particles
Bernard Vonnegut
Typical Data Obtained from
Photographs
of a Seeded Area
Raymond E. Falconer
Proposed Flight Plans for Cloud
Studies
Irving Langmuir, Vincent J.
Schaefer, and Bernard Vonnegut

9.

Ii. Occasional
Report No. 9: "The Detection of Ice Nuclei in the Free Atmosphere", Vincent J. Schaefer, W-39039-32427, 1 February 1949, RL-138.
12. Occasional
Report No. i0: "Studies
of the Effects Produced by Dry Ice
Seeding of Stratus Clouds", Irving
Langmuir, W-39-039-32427,
1 February
1949.
13. Occasional
Report No. ll: "The Possibility of Modifying Lightning
Storms in the Northern Rockies",
Vincent J. Schaefer, W-36-039-SC38141, 1 February 1949, RL-134.
14. Occasional
Report No. 12: "Report
Cloud Studies in Puerto Rico",
Vincent J. Schaefer, W-36-039-SC38141, 1 April 1949, RL-190.

Report No. l: "The Pro3. Occasional
duction of Rain by a Chain Reaction
in Cumulus Clouds at Temperatures
Above Freezing", Irving Langmuir,
W-36-039-SC-32427,
15 April 1948.
Occasional
Report No. 2: "A New
Plane Model Cloud Meter", R. E.
Falconer, V. J. Schaefer, W-36-039SC-32427, 15 May 1948.

5.

Occasional
Report No. 3: "Some Experiments on the Freezing of Water",
Robert Smith-Johannsen,
W-36-039-SC32427, 1 June 1948.

Occasional
Report No. 7: "Observations on the Behavior of Water Drops
at Terminal Velocity in Air", Duncan
C. Blanchard, W-36-039-SC-32427,
1 November 1948.

10. Occasional
Report No. 8: "A Method
for Obtaining a Continuous Record of
the Type of Clouds in the Sky During
the Day", Raymond E. Falconer, W-36039-SC-32427,
1 March 1949, RL-145.

"Meteorological
Research", Supplement
to Section V, General Electric Progress Report on Meteorological
Research. This portion of the report,
by Bernard Vonnegut, dealing with
various techniques for generating
silver iodide smokes, was originally
given the classification
of Confidential but was later declassified.

4.

No. 5:

I.

Note: These reports were prepared
by
members of the Project Cirrus staff and
were widely distributed.
Most of them
were subsequently
published as papers in
scientific journals.

i.

Report

on

15. Occasional
Report No. 13: "Silver
Iodide Smoke, Bernard Vonnegut, W-36039-SC-38141,
1 July 1949, RL-227.
16. Occasional
Report No. 14: "Vortex
Thermometer
for Measuring True Air
Temperatures
and True Air Speeds in
Flight", Bernard Vonnegut, W-36-039SC-38141, 1 September 1949, RL-247.
17. Occasional Report No. 15: "The Distribution of Raindrops in Natural Rain"k
Duncan C. Blanchard, W-36-039-SC38141, 15 November 1949, RL-283.

6. Occasional
Report No. 4: "Smoke from
Smelting Operations as a Possible
Source of Silver Iodide Nuclei",
Raymond E. Falconer, Bernard
Vonnegut, W-36-039-SC-32427,
15 July 1948.

Report No. 16: "The Use
18. Occasional
of Sooted Screens for Determining
Raindrop Size and Distribution",
Duncan C. Blanchard, W-36-039-SC38141, 15 November 1949, RL-284.
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19. Occasional
Report No. 17: "Experiments with Water Drops and the Interaction Between Them at Terminal Velocity in Air", Duncan C. Blanchard,
W-36-039-SC-38141,
15 December 1949,
RL-285.

31. Occasional
Report No. 29: "Detection
and Measurement
of Aerosol Particles
by the Use of an Electrically
Heated
Filament", Bernard Vonnegut and Raymond Neubauer, W-36-039-SC-38141,
1 September 1951, RL-555.

20. Occasional
Report No. 18: "Some Correlations Between Variations in the
Atmospheric
Potential Gradient at
Schenectady
and Certain Meteorological Phenomena",
Raymond E. Falconer,
W-36-039-SC-38141,
1 December 1949,
RL-287.

Report No. 30: A Vortex
32. Occasional
Whistle", Bernard Vonnegut, DA-36039-SC-15345,
1 November 1951, RL599.
33. Occasional
Report No. 31: "Spray
Nozzle Type of Silver Iodide Smoke
Generator for Airplane Use", Bernard
Vonnegut and Kiah Maynard, DA-36-039SC-15345, 15 February 1952, RL-635.

Report No. 19: "Continu21. Occasional
ous Recording Condensation
Nuclei
Meter", Bernard Vonnegut, W-36-039SC-38141, 1 January 1950, RL-300.

34. Occasional
Report No. 32: "A Continuous Cloud Chamber for Studying
Small Particles in the Atmosphere",
Vincent J. Schaefer, DA-36-039-SC15345, 1 March 1952, RL-654.

22. Occasional
Report No. 20: "The Occurrence of Ice Crystal Nuclei in the
Free Atmosphere",
Vincent J. Schaefer,
W-36-039-SC-38141,
15 January 1950,
RL-308.

35. Occasional
Report No. 33: "The
Formation of Ice Crystals in Ordinary
and Nuclei-Free
Air", Vincent J.
Schaefer, DA-36-039-SC-15345,
1 March 1952, RL-655.

23. Occasional
Report No. 21: "Progress
in Cloud Modification
by Project
Cirrus, Irving Langmuir, W-36-039SC-38141, 15 April 1950, RL-357.

36.
24. Occasional
Report No. 22: "Cause and
Effect Versus Probability
in Shower
Production",
Irving Langmuir, W-36039-SC-38141,
15 July 1950, RL-366.
25. Occasional
Report No. 23: "A Gamma
Pattern Seeding of Stratus Clouds,
Flight 52 and a Racetrack Pattern
Seeding of Stratus Clouds, Flight 53,
Charles A. Woodman and Irving
Langmuir, W-36-039-SC-38141,
1 June
1950, RL-363.

Occasional
Report No. 34: "Thin
Films of Supersaturated
Solutions for
Detecting, Counting, and Identifying
Very Small Crystalline
Particles",
Bernard Vonnegut, DA-36-039-SC-15345,
15 April 1952, RL-677.

37. Occasional
Report No. 35: "The Concentration of Ice Nuclei at the Summit of Mt. Washington",
Vincent J.
Schaefer, DA-36-039-SC-15345,
1 August 1952, RL-722.
38. Occasional Reports Nos. 36 and 37:
"Production
of Monodisperse
Liquid
Particles by Electrical
Atomization",
Bernard Vonnegut and Raymond L.
Neubauer; "Multiple-Stage
Dilution of
Aerosols by Use of Aspirators",
Bernard Vonnegut, Myer Geller, and
Kiah Maynard, DA-36-039-SC-15345,
1 October 1952, RL-747.

Report No. 24: "Results
26. Occasional
of the Seeding of Cumulus Clouds in
New Mexico", Irving Langmuir, W-36039-SC-38141,
i June 1950, RL-364.
27. Occasional
Report No. 25: "Study of
Tropical Clouds", Irving Langmuir,
W-36-039~SC-38141,
I July 1950,
RL-365.

39. Occasional Reports Nos. 38 and 39:
"Counting Sodium-Containing
Particles
in the Atmosphere by Their Spectral
Emission in a Hydrogen Flame", Bernard Vonnegut and Raymond L. Neubauer;
"Effect of Halogens on the Production
of Condensation
Nuclei by a Heated
Platinum Wire", Bernard Vonnegut, DA36-039-SC-15345,
1 October 1952,
RL-748.

Report No. 26: "Periodic
28. Occasional
Fluctuations
in the Ohio Basin Moisture Balance, LTJG W. E. Hubert, H.
J. Wells, AGC, U. S. Navy, W-36-039SC-38141, 15 January 1951, RL-485.
Report No. 27: "Seven-Day
29. Occasional
Periodicity
in Upper Air Temperatures
Induced by Localized Silver-Iodide
Seeding", LTJG W. E. Hubert and H. J.
Wells, AGC, U. S. Navy, W-36-039-SC38141, 15 January 1951, RL-486.

40. Occasional
Report No. 40: "Variations in the Concentration
of Condensation Nuclei in the Atmosphere",
Raymond E. Falconer, Kiah Maynard,
and B. Vonnegut, DA-36-039-SC-15345,
15 April 1953, RL-825.

30. Occasional
Report No. 28: "Concentration of Ice Crystal Nuclei Under
Various Weather Conditions",
LTJG W.
E. Hubert and H. J. Wells, AGC, U. S.
Navy, W-36-039-SC-38141,
15 June
1951, RL-541.
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THE PRECIPITATION
STIMULATION
PROJECT
OF THECITY OF NEWYORK,1950
Blue Hill

Wallace E. Howell
Observatory, Harvard University*

Preface. - World War II upset New York City’s plans for water supply development, and
by 1946 demand exceeded minimum safe yield. Through 3 years of normal rainfall
the city
stayed lucky. Then in 1949 drought struck. LIFE ran a photograph showing stone walls on
the bottom of Croton Reseroir that had been covered since 1852. By Christmas, Cardinal
Spellman had asked the faithful
to pray for rain, Mayor O’Dwyer had outlawed car-washing,
and Water Commissioner Steve Carney had launched Shaveless Fridays. Restaurants served
water only on request.
On January 25, 1950, when Irving Langmuir read a paper at a New York meeting of the
American Meteerological
Society, reporters
were ready. Could cloud seeding help the
city? "Highly probable," said Langmuir. "* * * ought to be consulted,"
said a New York
Times editorial.
In mid-February, Langmuir came to visit
Carney. When they emerged from
the Commissioner’s office to face the reporters,
they were smiling. No, for liability
reasons General Electric
would not seed the city’s
clouds, but they would recommend "a
meteorologist of the new school of thinking."
That day Vince Schaefer telephoned me. ."You might get a call from NewYork City," he
said. I called Ken Spengler for advice, not knowing at the time that he had been in close
touch with Dr. Reichelderfer,
Chief of the Weather Bureau, about how to keep the city’s
enthusiasm from going off the track. "It might as well be you," he told me, and added "It
would benefit the profession if you asked a top fee, $100 a day."
The LaGuardia terminal had just opened. WhenI got off the airplane there a few days
later, I hurried through its cold, sagging arms where the fill
was still
settling,
unaware
that a red-carpet delegation with reporters in attendance was waiting to conduct me to the
Mayor’s office.
By bus and subway, I beat them to City Hall. On February 21st O’Dwyer
announced my appointment as special rainmaking consultant,
and by March 15th a plan of
action had been agreed upon and funds appropriated. Weather modification turned over a new
leaf.
Exactly a week later, a process server handed O’Dwyer a summonsin a suit to keep the
city from spoiling the tourist season in the Catskills.
No restraining
order was issued,
so the city would go ahead anyway. For once, justice moved swiftly.
On May llth,
Justice
Pecora for the NewYork Appeals Court handed down the first
weather modification decision
in history.
"This Court must balance the conflicting
interests
between a r~note possibility
of
inconvenience to the plaintiffs’
resort and its guests with the problem of maintaining and
supplying the inhabitants of the city of New York and surrounding areas, with a population
of 10 million inhabitants,
with an adequate supply of pure and wholesome water. The relief
which the plaintiffs
ask is opposed to the general welfare and the public good; and the
dangers which plaintiffs
apprehend are purely speculative. This Court will not prevent a
possible private injury at the expense of a possible public advantage."
Then the Palisades AmusementPark offered me $200 a day to quit.

On November 7, 1950, Impelletieri
was elected Mayor and Commissioner Carney was out.
Three weeks later, Esopus Creek rose up out of bed, shucked off several bridges, and lay
down in a new bed. A lawyer named Gottlieb rounded up some Catskill
villages and filed
suit against New York City - - - and me - - - for $2.5 million.
Nothing came of the suit,
but the seeding stopped. WhenI handed in my final report, the city’s Corporation Counsel
tucked it into a black attache case, which he locked.
Now, after a sleep half again as long as Rip Van Winkle’s, here is that report. Plus
ca change, plus c’est la m~mechose.
* Present affiliation,
Office of Atmospheric Resources Research, Water and Power Resources
Service, Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225. Originally dated February 20, 1951, this
report is published now for the first
time in its 30th anniversary year as a matter of
historical
interest.
Several appendixes, omitted for the sake of brevity, may be obtained
from the author.
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I.

SUMMARY

In an effort
to augment the water supply
of the city of NewYork, cloud seeding was carried
out in the region of the Catskills
on 36 occasions
when the weather was judged auspicious,
over a
period of 31 weeks between April and December1950.
The precipitation
in the Catskill
region during
that period exceeded the amount that would have
been expected, on the basis of comparison with
precipitationamountsin surroundingareas, by an
amount tentatively estimated at slightly over
4 inches.On severalseparateoccasionswhen cloud
seeding was done, there was relatively greater
rainfallin areas where the seedingmight reasonably have been expected to be effective. It
appearslikely,from the evidence,that the cloud
seeding augmented the precipitationon several
occasions,and that it causedthe rainfallover the
Catskills during the test period to be about 17
percentheavierthan it would otherwisehave been
yielding about 24 billion gallons of additional
waterto the city.
If these tentativeresultsare substantiated,
the dependableyield of the Esopus and Schoharie
watershedscan be increased as much by rainfall
stimulation as by the addition to them of the
Rondout and half the Neversink watersheds, at
approximatelyone two-hundredththe annual cost
of watersheddevelopmentfor equivalentnew yield.
Becauseof eventuallarge savingsin new construction that may result,
if dependable yield of
watersheds now developed and under development
can be increased as much as the present study
indicates,
a 5-year program of study and experimentation is recommendedfor the purposeof making
a more thoroughevaluationof artificial
precipitation potentialitieswhile at the same time helping to protect the city against recurrence of a
criticalwater shortage before completionof the
Delawaresystem.
II. INTRODUCTION

the project.
Finally,
tentative
findings
are
stated and recommendations are made with regard to
further extension of the work.
III.

ADMINISTRAT~OIQ
Origin~

The origins
of the rainfall
stimulation
experimental project across the interference
with
the normal program of the city #or the construction
of waterworks that was caused by shortage of
materials during tke recent war. Construction of
new watershed and aqueduct systems that were
planned for compleCl~n in the mid-1940’s was halted
during the war, aBd will ~ow not be complete until
1956. In the meantime growth of the city, and of
demands for water, continued unabated, until in
1946 the use of ~ater exceeded the safe minimum
yield of the supply system. Du~ing the following 3
years, rainfall
was near or above normal, and no
shortage was experienced; but in the summerof 1949
deficient
rainfall,
combined ~ith unusually high
demand, brought abo~t a critical
situation.
A
broad campaign of publicity
for water conservation
was instituted
in the autumn of 1949, and many
regulations governing both private and industrial
uses of water were p~omulgated. Continuation of
the drought through the autumn caused the situation
to worsen until early December, when the reservoirs
reached a low of abo~t 30 percent of capacitx at a
seasonwhen storageis normallyincreasing.
In the meantime, the first experimentsthat
indicatedthe possibilityof artificialstimulation
of rainfalland snowfallwere conductedin 1946;
and during 1949, wide publicity was given to
experimentsconductedim New Me~ico and elsewhere
by the GeneralElectricCompanythat gave promise
of outstanding results for the augmentation of
water supplyin deficientareas.
Organization

The rainfalland snowfallstimulationexperimental project conductedby the city of New York
has had two objectives. The first, and most
immediate,was to help replenishthe reservoirsof
the water supply system,which in the late months
of 1949 reached a serious stage of depletion,
necessitating a widespread publicity campaign
coupledwith stringentregulationson the use of
water in the city, to avoid failure of the water
supply. The second objective,concernedwith the
longer-range
view of the water supplyproblem,was
to evaluatethe artificialstimulationof precipitation as a means of increasingthe minimum safe
yield of the watershedsnow in use or under construction, in order to make possible the more
efficientuse of these works, thus postponingthe
requirementsfor furtherconstruction.
In order to
contributeas much as possible to alleviationof
the shortage that existed when the project was
initiated, actual cloud seeding was begun as
soon as possible, and was continued, with some
interruptions,
until the weathersituationmade the
production of more rainfall undesirable. The
evaluationof the activitiesfollowedthe actual
operations.
The following sections of this report give
accounts of the inceptionof the project and its
administration,the operations carried out, an
evaluation of the results, and a discussion of
their significance
with regardto the objectivesof

Hoping that artificial stimulation might
help to alleviate t~e critical water shortage in
New York City, officials of the Department of
Water Supply consultedwith expertsof the General
ElectricCompanyand o~hers,and in February1950
asked the author of this report to prepare a
detailed plan for an experimentalprogram to be
conducted by the city for rainfall stimulation.
This programis appendedto this reportas appendix
I.
On the basis of the proposed plan, the
precipitationstimulationproject was instituted
on March 14, 1951, by Mayor O’Dwyer and the
New York City B~ard of Estimate,and established
as an activityof the Departmentof Water Supply,
Gas, and Electricity,with the active cooperation
of the Police Depar~men~AviationBureau to supply
necessary flight services.The project was under
the general supervision of the Commissioner of
Water Supply, Gas~ and Electricity, and under
the immediate direction of the Meteorological
Consultant.
Full cooperationin the project was offered
by the Chief of t~e U.S. Weather Bureau, and
after consultalioB with him the cooperation of
the Weather Bureau was arranged to apply to
three specificactivities: issuanceof special
forecasts of cloud levels, winds aloft, and
temperaturesaloft, for cloud seeding missions,
to be prepared by t~e Airways Forecast Center at
go
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LaGuardia Airport; a climatic study of the precipitation climate of the Catskill region to be carried
on jointly
with the staff
of the project,
to
provide a basis For evaluation of the results of
the experiments;
and the good offices
of the
Weather Bureau in attempting to obtain on loan from
the U.S. Air Forces a radar set for the use of the
project staff.
The Department of Water Supply, Gas, and
Electricity
arranged to supply operating crews for
silver iodide smoke generators to be located in the
region of the Catskill
watersheds and to supply
chemicals for the generators through its laboratory
division.
It was recognized that circumstances making
the stimulation
of rainfall
undesirable
might
arise,
even during the water shortage, due to
the threat
of flood or other circumstance
of
public or engineering importance. The Commissioner
of Water Supply, Gas, and Electricity,
therefore,
undertook to pass upon the plans for each individual
cloud seeding mission and to suspend the operation
at any time that a threat to the safety of property
or the general public appeared likely,
and at any
time that engineering considerations made operation
undesirable.
These responsibilities
were dicharged largely through the Chief Engineer of the
Department of Water Supply and his Deputy.

selected that would afford excellent radar coverage
of the watershed region and the area to the southwest of it. Attempts to lease one or another of
these sites for the erection of a field operations
and radar station
met with considerable
local
feeling as well as legal complications.
By early
summer, with the program of seeding operations
going satisfactorily
and with the availability
of a
radar set still
uncertain, plans for the station
were postponed and later abandoned.
During the course of the experimental period,
a series of conferences
was held between the
project director and representatives of the
ScientificServicesDivision of the U.S. Weather
Bureau, regarding the climatic and evaluation
study mentioned previously.
It was arranged
that the city of New York would advancea certain
sum toward the cost of the study, representing
reimbursementfor the clericaltime spent on it,
whilein view of its interestin the subjectmatter
the WeatherBureauwouldcontributethe servicesof
its professionalstaff and machinerecordsequipment, as required.Delays in effectingthe transfer of funds held up the work for a considerable
period of time, and the study had not, at the end
of the experimentalperiod,reacheda point where
results applicable to the evaluation had been
achieved.
In orderto fill the gap left by the deferment
of resultsfrom the joint study with the Weather
Bureau,arrangements
were made late in the experimentalperiodto carryout some salientfeaturesof
the evaluationstudywith the assistanceof student
help on a per diem basis. It is the results of
this evaluation that are reported in a later
sectionof this report.

Execution
Soon after the beginning of flight
operations
on March 28, 1950, it became apparent that the
radio navigation equipment in the Police aircraft
was insufficient
for the accomplishment of instrument flight
procedures required for the cloudseeding missions, and the use of these aircraft by
the project thereafter
was li~nited
to occasions
when all necessary flying over civil airways could
be done under contact flight
rules. This limitation,
in combination
with restriction
of the
altitude range by lack of oxygen equipment, proved
so severe that very few missions using the aircraft
were attempted.
After the first
mission attempted with the
Police aircraft
had failed
because of weather
operating
limitations,
the Sperry Gyroscope
Company offered
to afford
the city
use, for
cloud-seeding missions, of one or another of its
three "flying
laboratories,"
airplanes outfitted
with experimental and demonstration radio navigation equipment. However, only one mission was
flown for the project by the Sperry plane, difficulties being experienced because of other demands
on the airplanes,
legal complications
regarding
indemnification
in case of possible suits for
damages, and finally
the outbreak of the conflict
in Korea. Although othe~ attempts were made to
make satisfactory arrangements for flight services,
none were found feasible within the budget limitations.
A Type APQ-13radar set was promised for loan
from the ~.S. Air Force, through the good offices
of the U.S. Weather Bureau. The majov components
of the set were received at Mitchel Field in April
for transfer to the city of New York, but several
essential componentswere missing from the shipment. Attempts to obtain these parts were fruitless, and the radar set was never put into service
for the project.
Surveys were made to locate possible sites
for an operating base for the project in the
Catskillregion,and three satisfactory
sites were

IV.

OPERATIONS

Immediately upon insitution
of the rainfall
stimulation project on March 14, 1950, construction
of silver iodide smoke generators was begun at the
maintenance shops of the Department of Water
Supply, Gas, and Electricity,
and modification of
two of the airplanesof the PoliceAviationBureau
was begun to fit it for the dispensingof Dry Ice
from the air. Equipmentfor storingand granulating the Dry Ice was procuredand installedat the
hangarof the AviationBureau,and on March 26 the
projectwas preparedto begin.
Betweenthe time when equipmentfirst became
available and the termination of the project,
omittingperiodswhen operationswere interdicted
by order of the Commissionerof WaterSupply,Gas,
and Electricity,there was a period of 210 days
available for rainfall-stimulation
experiments.
During this period, a total of 36 cloud-seeding
missions were carried out, on occasions wi~en the
weather conditions were judged suitable for rainfall stimulation.
A summary of these missions is
shown in table I. One mission was by airborne
operation alone; two were conducted both from the
air and from the ground, and the r~nainder from the
ground alone.
Most of the time, both silver
iodide smoke
generators were used on the cloud-seeding missions,
but occasionally only one was dispatched. Operations were interdicted from April i to April 5 and
from April 21 to April 25, 1950, because of high
water in Esopus Creek due the spring melting and
the consequent risk of flood, again from November
26 to November 28, 1950, due to high water, and
from December 4 until the end of the period due to
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Table I. - Cloud Seeding Operations
During Rainfall Stimulation Experiments

Date

April 1
April 5
April 13
April 19-20
April 21
April 25
April26
April 29-30
May i
May 6
May 11
May 15
May 18
May 20
May 23
May 26
May 31
June i
June 3
June 10
June 24
June 27
June 29
July 5
July 11
July 12
July 13
July 17
July 30
July 31
Aug 1
August7
Sept 10
Sept 15
Sept 19
Oct 3
Oct 9-10
Oct 10
Nov 2
Nov 9
Nov 25
Nov 26
Nov 28
Nov 29
Dec 3
Dec 4
etc.

Type of
operation

Amountof
Agl used
(g)

Interdicted
Airborne
Ground

Amountof
rainfall
(in)

510

0.23
1.20

155
940
260
385

0.09
0.64
0.07
0

656

0.19

296
340
560
630
905
1765
1800
1465
350
995
200
815
1108
658
665
433
375
1200

0.02
0.05
0.23
0.07
0.67
0.59
0.98
0.44
0
0.30
0.31
1.12
0
0.48
0.02
0.04
0.18
0.16

Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Interdicted

533
572
275
425
35
90
130
125

0.05
0.05
0.01
1.16
0.88
0.17
0
4.27

Ground
Ground

95
150

0.07
0.18

Interdicted
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Interdicted
Ground
Interdicted
Air and ground
Ground
Air and ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Interdicted

Interdicted

turbidityof the water and the poor conditionof
streambanks.On May 11, May 18, and from August 7
to September 10, operationswere interdictedfor
otherthan technicalreasons.
There were seven occasions when missions
that should have been conducted were missed
because of imperfect advance weather forecasts.
There were approximately25 occasionsunfavorable
for cloud seeding from the ground when airborne
missions should have been operated if suitable
aircrafthad been available.
Detailed descriptions of the individual
cloud-seeding missions, the related weather
conditions,and the ensuingrainfall,are included
in appendixII.
In addition to doing cloud seeding, the
project provided vortex thermometers and two
portable cold chambers for instrumentation of
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the two Police aircraft
assigned for the project.
The vortex thermometers make possible the measurement of true air temperaturewithin a cloud, and
the cold chambersmake possibledetectionof silver
iodidesublimation
nucleiin the air.
V. EVALUATION
The fundamental problem in the evaluation
of resultsof the rainfall-stimulation
experiments
is the establishmentof a "measuringstick" for
use in. comparing the rainfall observed in the
course of the experiments with the amount of
rain that would be expectedto have fallen naturally,if no seedinghad been done.
Since it is not possible to repeat the
rainfall-stimulation
experimentsunder controlled
conditions,comparingthe resultson each occasion
of seeding with those of a repetitionof exactly
the same situation without seeding, an indirect
comparisonmust be substitutedfor the direct one.
This substitution
introducesinexactitudeinto the
comparison,whichcan be overcomeby considerations
of a sufficiently large body of data so that
reliablemeanscan be established.
As a first step in accomplishingthis end,
two areas far enough from the Catskillwatersheds
to be outside the area influencedby seeding but
near enough to be affected
by the same storms
were selected,
and storm-rainfall
amounts at
each of these areas were correlated,
storm by
storm over the record of several years, with the
storm-rainfall
amounts in the watersheds. -Fhe
tabulation and analysis of these data were carried
out by the Scientific
Services Division of the U.S.
Weather Bureau under a cooperative agreement with
the city of NewYork.
One of the two areas selected for comparison
was the vicinity
of Binghamton, N.Y., chosen
because it contained several stations
having a
long period of record and becaus~ it lay amost due
west of the watersheds. (It had been shown in
previous study by Thorn that stations lying in an
east-west line show a higher correlation
of rainfall amounts than stations equally far apart on a
north-south
line.)
The second comparison area
selected was the vicinity
of Mount Pocono, N.J.,
chosen because the terrain
there most nearly
resembled that of the Catskills.
In order to make possible the employment of
statistical
concepts such as the corre|ation
coefficient,
it was necessary first
to find means
of overcoming difficulties
posed by the extreme
skewness of the distribution
of natural rainfall
amounts, amounts less than the mean being encountered many more times than amounts greater than the
mean. It was found by the Scientific
Services
Division
that the normal Gaussian distribution
function can be transformed mathematically by the
use of the incomplete Gamma
function to a distribution that very closely resembled the observed
distribution
of precipitation
amounts. This
transformation was employed to convert the precipitation quantities
into quantities
that could be
analyzed by standard statistical
means to derive
the correlation
coefficient,
the standard error of
estimate, and other parameters of the probabi|ity
method. This work will be reported upon separately
by the responsible investigator.*
* Thom, H.C.S.:A statisticalmethod of evaluating
augmentationof precipitationby cloud seeding.
Tech. Report No. 1, Final Report of the Advisory
Committeeon WeatherControl,Vol. II, U.S. Government PrintingOffice,1957,pp 5-25.

The tabulation and correlation
of the precipitation
amounts at the
two selected
areas with
that
in the Catskills
showed that the
correlation
was not sufficiently
o~.t
high to detect
an artificial
effect of the magnitude anticipated
on the precipitation
in the Catskills.
This approach was therefore _~.~c~.~
given up, and it was decided to
o~
attempt selectionof control areas
as near as possibleto the zone of
expectedinfluencefor each seeding
o~,,,
missionindividually,
dependingupon
the location of the silver iodide
smoke generatorsand the direction
of the winds at the ground and
aloft. Work on this phase of the
evaluationis still underway in the
ScientificServices Division, but
results are not available at the
date of this report, delays having
been experienced in approval
of fundsfor the work.
When it becameevidentthat the
evaluationbeingcarriedon cooperatively with the U.S. WeatherBureau
would not arrive at a point where
returns would come from it before the end of the
experimental period, a separate evaluation was
begun by the consultant, with the assistance of
severalstudentsat the Massachusetts
Instituteof
Technologyemployed on a part-time basis for the
purpose.It was the purposeof this evaluationto
arrive as quickly as possible at a qualitative
representation of the results by methods as
rigorous as possible under the limitations of
time, and if possible by methods permissive of
quantitative
interpretation
as well.
The methodselectedcomparesthe precipitation
amount measured at a particular gauging station
for a particular storm during the experimental
periodwith the precipitation
amountsof all storms
at the same station during a comparison base
period, to determine,for example, whether it is
most nearly equal to the heaviest, or the second
heaviest, or third heaviest, etc., precipitation
amount that occurredin individualstorms during
the base period.By this comparison,each precipitation measurement is assigned a number that
representsits rank-standingin comparisonwith a
large number of other storms at the same station.
The numberi, for example,would indicatethat the
precipitation amount was most nearly equal to
the heaviest precipitation amount for a single
storm during the entire base period, while the
number 46 would indicate a precipitationamount
equalingthat of the 46th-heaviest
storm duringthe
base period. If the base period is sufficiently
long to containa representative
sample of storms,
then each rank number has an equal probability
of recurrence.
Representation of the storm
intensity by its rank-standingthus avoids the
difficulties introduced by the skewness of the
natural rainfall distribution.
At the same
time, since the precipitaionat each station is
compared with the previous performance at the
same station, the expressionof local influences
(such as position of the gauge with respect to
nearbymountains)that remain unchangedthroughout
the base period and the experimentalperiod is
eliminated,and only differencesin the intensity
of the storm remain when comparison is made
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Fig.1.

Precipitation
gaugingstations

between one station and others surrounding it.
The details of the method by which precipitation
amounts were converted into rank-standingsfor
the nearly 100 stations that were used in the
evaluationsare describedmore fully in an appendix
to this report.
The period from Januaryi, 1937, to December
31, 1949, was used as the base period for the
evaluation,since it is the longestperiod during
which an adequate network of stations was available. This period encompassed more than 1,400
precipitation-bearing
storms.
Evaluation of individual cloud-seeding
missions was accomplished for the 12 missions
fin 11 storms)that were followed,by occurrence
of 0.31 inches or more of rainfall averagedover
the Catskill watersheds. Since these 11 storms
yielded a total of 12.74 inches of rain, as
againsta total of 2.19 inches for the.remaining
24 missions, the evaluation embraces more than
85 percent of the rainfall that ensued in the
Catskill watersheds after the seedings. The
resultsof theseevaluationsare shownin figures1
to 12. These figuresare maps of the rank-standing
of each storm at each gauging station, together
with the location of the silver iodide smoke
generatorsand the directionand strengthof the
wind at the freezing level (generally between
10,000 and 14,000 feet above sea level) this wind
generallybeing representative
of the directionof
travelof showers.The longerarrow representsthe
travel of the air in 1 hour at that level. The
shorterarrow representsthe directiononly of the
wind near the ground level. The map is on a scale
of 1:1,000,000.
The numbers represent rankstandings, reports of zero precipitation being
indicatedby a dash (-). The few entriesof clock
times representthe time of ending of the hour of
heaviest rainfall, as indicated by a recording
rain-gauge.The locationsof the smoke generators
are shownby bulls’eyes.
Figure 1 shows the gauging stationsused in
the evaluation. The position of the Esopus and
Schoharie watershedsin this and the succeeding
figuresis shownin dottedoutline.

For the State, as a whole, this
was the most damaging storm of
record, although western and
extremenorthernportionssuffered
no serious major losses. Elsewhere damage was severe. Trees
were blown down in forests and
across highways and power and
communication
lines,as well as on
~’- buildings and automobiles.
Buildings were unroofed and
demolished,
show windowsblownin,
signsblown away,and telephone,
telegraph and electric poles
toppled.Towe~s of severalradio
stations were overthrown. In
the coastal sections of Long
Islandwind-sweptwaterand high
tides inundated several areas,
forcing inhabitantsto abandon
their homes.Floodingenforceda
closingof the fieldat LaGuardia
Airport.Thousandsupon thousands
of buildingsthroughout
the State
were withoutelectricserviceand
thousandsof telephoneswere out
Fig. 2. Ranknessof precipitation,
Nov. 25, 1950
of service.* * * The storm was
reportedto have been instrumental
in the death
Figure 2 representsthe occasionwhen the
of 32 personsin the State.The numberof those
heaviestrainfallfollowedcloudseeding,in the
injuredby fallingtrees,buildings,
and signs,
extraordinarystorm of November25, 1950. This
and by flying glass and wind-blownobjectsis
storm was so unusualthat extendedcommentupon
unavailable,
but undoubtedly
is in the hundreds.
it is in order. The followingdescriptionof it
Hundredsof bunterswere maroonedin the Adironby Mr. E. C. Johnsonof the WeatherBureaustation
dacks untilfallentrees could be removedfrom
at Albany,New York, is quotedfrom the Weather
roadsand trails.Heavyrain resultedin serious
Bureaupublication
,,Climatological
Data".
flashfloodingin portionsof the Catskillarea,
whilesome floodingwas reportedin the Genesee
On the morningof November24th a very cold mass
RiverValleyand otherscattered
areas.However,
of air was presentin the interiorof the country
streams returned rapidly within their banks
and advancing
southeastward
overthe GulfStates.
afterthestorm."
A low pressuresystemwith warm and moist air
appearedover North Carolinaand Virginia.The
Quoting also from a description of the
normaleastwarddrift of the lattersystemwas
same storm by Mr. L. F. Conover, head of the
blockedby a near-stationary
high pressurecell
U.S. Weather Bureau station at Harrisburg,
in the NorthAtlanticOcean.Consequently,
the
Pennsylvania,
as carriedin the same publication:
low pressure area advanced northward across
Pennsylvania
to New York State and then curved
During this memorable 25th day of November,
westward to Ohio and lower Michigan, before
windsrose to hurricaneforceover many eastern
occluding on the 26th. Under the dynamic
counties,heavyto excessiverainssent streams
processesof the contrastingair masses,the
above flood stage in southeasterncounties.
low pressuresystemrapidlyincreasedin intenExtremely
low barometric
pressure,
combinedwith
sity and magnitude.
Its windsincreasedto gale
hi.ghonshorewinds,producedrecordhigh tides
force and were accompaniedby heavyprecipitawhich inundated the tidal areas. The gales
tion.In the warm sectorof the storm,precipitcauseddamageas far inlandas Clinton,Centre,
Huntingdon,and FranklinCounties.Heavy rain
ation was in the form of rain but on the cold
side it fell in the form of snow.Twentyinches
fellover the Susquehanna
Riverbasin,withsleet
or more was reportedin southwesternNew York.
and freezingrain over much of the centraland
westernmountainsectionsof Pennsylvania.
** *
The courseof the storm reachedNew York State
on the 25th,with winds increasingin velocity
The heavy, drenchingrains reachedtheir peak
in the earlymorning,and reachinggale velociduringthe earlyafternoon
of the 25th over most
ties later in the day and evening.Some peak
of the eastern counties. Streams rose above
gusts that were reported are as follows:
banks rapidly, and moderate flooding was in
New York International
Airport94 m.p.h.,Utica
progressfrom the headwatersof the Allegheny
91, Syracuse,90, Albany83, New York City 76,
River basinto the DelawareRiver.A numberof
Binghamton70. Sustainedvelocitiesof between
stationsin the Reading-Scranton
area reported
50 and 60 m.p.h,were generally
reportedin much
new 24-hourprecipitation
totals. Pottsville
of the state,whilea velocityof 66 m.p.h,over
had 6.86 inches.* * * In the Philadelphia
area,
a 5-minuteperiod was recordedat the Albany
crestsapproachedthe 1936 leve~s;much damage
Airport.In a few instances,
the highestvelocresultedfrom standingwater unableto run off
ity of record was reportedby WeatherBureau
rapidlyenoughby naturaldrainage."
Stations.
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~’
This, then was a storm of
extraordinary
magnitude,one that at
many stationstoppled records that
had stood for decades,both within
the Catskill watersheds and in
places that were entirely outside’
the zone of possible influence of
~’~
the cloud seeding.
The center of the storm passed
northwestward near the southwest
corner of the map, figure 2.
9~
Immediatelyto the right of the path
lies a regionof very heavyrainfall
(low rank numbers) undoubtedly
associated with the region of
strongestdynamicconvergencein the
storm. Another area of very low
rank numbers lies in the eastern
portion of the Catskills, with a
small region in the Schoharie
watershed where the rainfall
$0 IO0 200
exceededthe maximumobservedduring
the 13-year base period. This.
region lay almost exactly in the
path of the silver iodide smoke as
F’~g.3. R(rnkingsof precipitation,
Oct. 9-10, !950
carried by the wind aloft between
10,000and 14,000feet above the sea
level (long arrow), while the
southernend of the region of very heavy rainfalls
more or less even rainfall or snowfall observed
coincidesalmostexactlywith the carryof the wind
there. This observation suggested that cloud
near the ground (short arrow) from the point
seeding, after all, might have an infl.uence
seeding(bull’seye).
in stimulating the more energetic formation of
The rain that fell in the Catskill regions
these showerlets.Occasionwas, therefore,sought
conformscloselyto a patternthat might have been
to seed cyclonicdisturbances
during the course of
expected to result from the influence of the
the experiments. Since in most cases frontal
mountainsin causing the air to rise in its flow
zones cannot be effectively seeded from the
over them; the heaviestamountsare in the region
ground,and suitableaircraftfor airborneseeding
of highest terrain. The fact that this mountain
were not available,there was little opportunity
effect seems to have found such a large degree of
to carryout this type of seeding.
expressionin the seeded area as comparedwith its
October9-10, 1950.
The storm associated
magnitudeelsewhereraises but does not answer the
with the rainfallpatternshownin figure 3 passed
question whether the seeding may have stimulated
northward across Ohio during the early morning
the precipitationof water from clouds that might
of. October9th, stagnatednear Detroituntil the
otherwisehave carriedtheir burden onward until
10th, then moved north-eastward,
passingclose to
it would have been at least partiallyreevaporated
Buffalo late on the 10th. The belt of heavy
as the wind blew down the farther slope of the
rainfallsthroughcentralNew York Stateappearsto
mountain region. A contribution to the answer
be associated with the path of this center. In
would be a comparisonwith the rainfallpatternof
contrast to the general decrease of rainfall
this storm with those of other storms of the same
farther to the eastward, an area of low rank
general character. The limitations of time did
numbersappearsover the easternCatskills,in the
not permit this comparison to be carried out.
area where the cloud seedingwould be expectedto
The storm of November 25th, together with
have its maximum influence. Once again, the
those of October9-10 and April 19-20, which will
pattern strongly suggests an influence of cloud
be describedin a later paragraph,constitutethe
seeding, especially since there is very little
only reported seedings of clouds in the frontal
evidence of any orographic effect of the high
rain systemof extratropicalcyclones,althoughit
ridges south of the East Branch of the Delaware
is understoodthat other such seedingshave been
River.
accomplished but not reported. It has been the
In the evening of October 9th, when the
consensus of professional meteorologists that
seeding began, there was a well-marked frontal
cloud seeding would not materially stimulate
inversion that inhibited vertical motion and
rainfallin a region of the atmospheresuch as the
probably prevented the smoke from reaching an
frontal rain area of a cyclone, where rain was
elevation where it could become effective.Howalready falling. Nevertheless,a study by means
ever, as convergence continued the inversion
of radar of the formationof precipitationin the
weakenedrapidlyduring the early hours of October
upper portions of frontal cloud systems revealed
lOth, and by the evening of that day had disthat the precipitationprocess,rather than being
appeared completely and had been replaced by a
continuous,begins over and over anew in the form
steep lapse rate, indicativeof conditionsfavorof many small showers that tend to merge as they
able to verticaltransportof the smoke by turbufall toward the ground and finally forming the
lent airmotion. Since the seeding was done at
first from the summitof a mountainridgenear Bear
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heavy rainfall;
and since the smoke
generator was located in the floor
of a valley at Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, there is presumably little
likelihood
that
the smoke was
carried
high enough to become
effect ive.
The precipitation
pattern
is
[~" ~ .~, .."
.~
relatively
flat.
The region
of
/ J’~l" ]
/’"t ,, ~°
~, "~._e,".
:..
ZOO
relatively
low rank numbers in the
....
vicinity
of Binghamton corresponds
to the path of a slight
wave disturbance
along
the cold
front.
The path of the seeded air is, in
general, a region of light rainfall
except
in the extreme
northern
part of the Schoharie
watershed,
where an island
of heavy rainfall
appears
that
corresponds
well
in position
to the expected influence of the orography. By comparison with
figures
2 and 3, the
pattern is singularly
devoid of any
big indication
of either seeding or
1oo 2o0 ~// 2~o
orogr aphic effect.
July 12, 1950.
The rainfall
pattern of figure 5 resulted from a
Fig. 4. Rmnkings of precipitation,Apr. 19-20, 1950
day of thunderstorm
activity
that
was associated
with an indistinct
Mountain, above the base of the frontal
inversion,
region of convergence not characterized
by frontal
activity.
It shows that one or more heavy showers
it is highly probable that the smoke was carried
aloft
during the active
portion
of the storm to
developed in the vicinity
of Balsam Lake and moved
the region where it could become effective.
east-northeastward
in the direction
of the wind
near the freezing level (about 13,000 foot elevaApril
19-20, 1950. - The rainfall
pattern
shown in figure 4 was associated with the point of
tion).
The location
of the showers coincides well
occlusion
of frontal
systems that sprang from a
with the expected location
of the seeding effect,
storm far to the northwestward,
over the southalthough the more southerly
generator appears to
eastern
part of Hudson Bay. The air remained
have had no influence.
No other showers of comparstable near the ground throughout the episode of
able magnitude occurred nearby. Unfortunately,
the
showers did not pass over any recording
rain
gauges, so that the hour of their occurrence could
’ not be determined.
June 10, 1950.
The rainfall
of this davy was associated with the
passage
of a squall
line
that
reached
the watersheds
in the
evening.
Figure
6 shows that
a
shower
developed
in the hour
preceding 7 p.m. in the vicinity
of
Do~msville,
directly
downwind from
the more southerly
silver
iodide
smoke generator at Thompson, Pennsylvania, and moved eastward across the
southern
part of the Schoharie
watershed,
reaching Hudson during
the hour ending at 9 p.m. A second,
smal|er shower developed near Relay,
downwind from the smoke generator at
Deposit, passing Prattsville
during
the hour ending at 8 p.m. A third
shower of considerable magnitude was
reported at only a single station,
West Shokan, probably
outside
the
influence
of the seeding.
One or
more of these showers regenerated
after
reaching
the highlands
east of the Hudson Valley, yielding
heavy rain at Spencertown.
The
speed and direction
of motion of
the showers coincide well with the
wind travel
at the freezing
level~
about 13,000 feet.
June i, 1950. - Cloud seeding
F~g. 5. Rankin~s of Precipitation,July 11-12, 2950
on this date was done following
the
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passage of a slow-moving cold
front, and the winds aloft showed
that colder air was flowingin from
the northwest and west at the
time. Only scatteredlight showers
occurred in the mountains (figure
7), one near Andes being perhaps
attributableto the generatornear

~o
,,o ¯

theWalton.
Seeding
had beenMay
done
on
preceding
evening,
31,
near Port Jervis, and may have
allowed the air that settled near
the ground during the night to
remain contaminated with silver
iodideuntilthe frontapproachedon
June 1, since the winds near the
ground were nearly calm. Heavy rain
which the generatorswere seeding,
and where silver iodide may have
.
remainedfrom the previousday. The
rain affected the southeastern
~00
portions of the watersheds. The
~,-~
coverage
of
the
map
is~.~ not
suffic ~.~
......
ient to indicate whether these
Fia.
June 104 1950
~ 6. Rankingsof precipitation,
showersin any way were distinguishable from others that may have
formed elsewherealong the front. It may be noted
The rainfallpatternshown in figure 8 shows
that heavyshowersdevelopedalongthe front in the
a broadband of somewhatheavierrainfallextending
forenoon as it passed the vicinity of Binghamton
from southwestto northeastward.
Close.inspection
and Sidney,but that the frontthen becameinactive"
of the figure show~ that there is a center of rain
during its passageover the mountains,a somewhat
activityover the higherCatskillssurroundedby a
unexpected circumstance. It is interesting to
narrow band of decidedly lighter rainfall(ranks
speculatethat this inactivitymay have been the
300 or greater)that bounds it on the south, west,
result of overseeding of the clouds, and that
and northwest.This band appearsas if convective
stimulationmay have taken place over the Hudson
activity in the warm air aloft had been enhanced
Valley at a distancesuch that the smoke was more
over the higherCatskills,the rising air currents
dilute and its activitymore greatlydiminished.
there causing compensatory descending currents
For this speculationthe narrowneck
of light rainfall a short distance
south of Kingston is of interest,
sinceit lies wherethe smoke clouds
from the two generators,as carried
by the winds near the ground,would
have overlapped and reinforced
one another.
April 29-30, 1950. - The
seeding of this date was done in
relativelycalm air beneatha warm
front that was associated with a
wave moving eastwardsome distance
south of the watershed.Throughout
nearlythe wholeperiodof rainfall,
the watershedslay near the northern
boundary of the rain area. The
nearly stagnant air near the
groundwas characterized
by moderate
instability up to an altitude of
about 5,000 feet, topped by a
very stable layer about 2,000 feet
thick, above which was the unstable
tropicalair from which the precipitation came. Because of the presence of the stable air beneath the
warm front, it is quite probable
that very little of the silver
iodide reachedthe region where it
could become effective,even though
the stagnantconditionof the lower
...~
air favored accumulation of a
relatively high concentration of
Fig. 7. Rankingsof precipitation,
June I-2, 1950
silver iodide over the area in
the lowerlevels.
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location coincides well with the
expected area of influence of the
silveriodide.
July 13, 1950. - Figure 10
shows the distributionof rainfall
that accompanied the passage of a
rapidly moving cold front in the
evening. Small areas of locally
heavy rainfall appear in the
western portion of the Catskills
that may have had a connectionwith
the seeding. Although operation
ceased an hour before the showers
began, the relatively light winds
probablypermittedmuch of the smoke
to remain for at least that long a
period in the vicinity of the
~ountains.
June 24, 1950.- The passageof
a rapidly moving squall line that
reached,the watershedsin midafternoon caused the precipitation
pattern shown in figure 11. Heavy
thunderstorms had occurred in
central New York State early the
same morning,the last holdoverfrom
Fig. 8. Re~nkingsof precipitation,
Apr. 29- May 2, 1950
the activity of the previous day
in Ol~io, but only a few sprinkles
had reachedthe Catskillsbeforethe
that diminishedthe rainfall in the immediately
renewed activity began in the afternoon. The
surroundingzone.Whetherthis additionalrainfall
figureshowsthat a narrowtongueof heavyrainfall
may h~ve been the result of silver iodide carried
developedthat coincidesexact|ywith the downwind
aloft by the turbulenceengenderedwhere the wind
directionfrom one of the two smoke generators.It
passed over the higher mountains is a question
passed south of the Esopus and Schoharie watersheds, however.It is noteworthythat the line of
that cannot yet be adequatelyanswered, but the
rainfallpatternis at least highly suggestivein
heavy rainfall,altl~oughexactlyalined with the
view of the fact that the average orographic
smoke cloud,does no~ bear any discerniblerelationeffectis eliminatedby the methodof presentation.
ship to the principalmountainridges,indicating
that the latter apparentlyexertedno influenceon
June 3, 1950. - The rainfallon this occasion
accompanied the passage of a slow-moving cold
the developmentof the shower. A later shower at
Front which passed the watersheds in the late
Poughkeepsiemay be traceableto one or the other
evening of the 3rd. Areas of heavy rainfall, as
of the generators.
shownin figure9, developedat aboutmidnightnear
July 5, L950. - Thundershowersdevelopedon
this day in scatteredareas,in the warm sector of
Downsville and moved east-northeastward.Their
- b..
. a weak disturbance, causing the
pa~ches of rainfall indicated on
figure 12. Seeding was done from
~t~O~,o,
Grossinger Airport, near Liberty,
........
~~~~
for a short time in the late afternoor~.
The heaviest rainfall
(~
’,-~~,~ I(~~~~.#~.,
~
in the Catskills ensued at Balsam
Lake, directlyin the line of drift
¯ .. ~o
~o~,,{..
....
,~
oF the smoke cloud. However,
.."~~,O~,o
,o,..
this shower did not pass over any
~*"
,o
~ ,~ ~’’.
recording gauge, so there is no
,,~
¯
~,~..
indication of the hour of its
(_
’~
~
~~~,)~"~,
".
~°
Other occasions. - Because of
~
~/// ~-W~’%,~, j,,-.~
~,, y... /~
~
,,-.-
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Fig. 9. Rankingsof preaipitation,
June 3-4, 1950
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limitations
of~ime,
o~lythestorms

¯ described in the paragraphsabove
were evaluated, these being the
occasionswhen the ensuingrainfall
in the Esopus and Schohariewatersheds had been greatest. Although
many of the remaining occasionsof
seeding were not followed by more
than very lightrainfallanyvinerein
the region of the seeding,several
of them were followed by heavy
showersthat eitherwere so limited
in area within the watershedsthat
they did not result in an average
rainfallas heavy as those analyzed
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Orentirely.else
felloutside
these
watersheds
50~__"’~~
No matterhow impressiveor how
dubiousmay be the resultsof a few
occasions, as illustrated by the
/C~O0 :~,,
~..
evaluationsdescribed above, their
,,~)~ "2~ .__ ,’~-"~
( L ¢3.~’~ ,~7
value for the purposeof increasing
the water supply depends upon the
"
./~,i,##’~#~’~r~.~o,~
.."
accumulated results throughout
fX’
.,
~’."
the period of the experiment.For ~"~
that reason,in additionto studies
of individual occasions of cloud
,~o
~--"-~,o
seeding,an analysiswas made of the
.,,/./,~
rainfallfor the entire period that
~’~
was available for cloud seeding,
even though by no means all the
storms during that period were
seeded.If the rainfallstimulation
increasedthe precipitationin the
Catskills,this increaseshould be
discernible as a local feature in
the generalpatternof the rainfall
"
distribution for the period. To
~
test for the presence of a feature
in that pattern, the amount of rain
falling during the entire experimental period (figure 13) was
Fig. I0. .Ra~ki~g~ o~ preoCp~t~o~,
?~’I.~ 1~-14,1950
compared with the mean annual
rainfallof the 13-yearbase period
(figure14), and the result,reducedto the approtwo tonguesof heavy rainfallshown on figure 16.
priate fractionof a year, was mapped as percentIt is also clear from figure 17 that the tongue
ages of mean expectedrainfall.
over the TaconicMountains,incompletelyshown on
The resulting pattern of actual rainfallis
figure 16, must be closelyboundedon its eastern
shown in figure 15. It is so burdened with
side. It is not unreasonable,
on the basis of this
confusing details, however, that in order to
comparison, to assume that the tongue of high
separateout the salientfeaturesof the pattern,
rainfall over the Catskills may be the result of
it was smoothedby lO-milesquares,a singlevalue
rainfallstimulation,and that the tongue over the
beingplottedat the center of each lO-milesquare
Taconics is a secondary effect derived from the
representingthe mean of the four values at its
regenerationof storms such as that of June 10,
corners obtained from figure 15. The resulting
which formed over the Catskills apparentlyas a
patternis shown as figure 16. Its most prominent
resultof seeding,skippedover the Hudson Valley,
featuresare a tongueof high percentagesextending
and regenerated
in the Berkshires.
from a small center in extreme
northeastern
Pennsylvania
northeastward to the highest part of the
Catskills,with isolatedcentersof
high percentagenear Slide Mountain
and near Prattsville;a trough of
low percentages over the Hudson
Valley;and a second tongueof high
values over the southernBerkshires
and TaconicMountains.
Before these features can be
given any interpretation, it is
necessaryto compare them with the
general precipitationpatternin a
larger frame for the same period.
Figure 17 shows the rainfall
anomalies,as publishedby the U.S.
Weather Bureau, summed for the
months from April through November
1950 (omittingAugust,since nearly
all of that month was interdictedas
far as seeding was concerned).The
anomaly chart shows that the
general trend of the rainfall
marchedfrom a regionof deficitin
northern New Hampshire and western
Maine to a region,of surplus near
extreme southern Ohio, with the
gradient trending more or less
smoothlyin the region between.One
would not expect,from this largeFig. !1. Rankingsof precipitation,
J~ne 24-25, 1950
scale pattern,to find eitherof the
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indicating
estimated stimulation of
17 percent above the unstimulated
precipitation.
Since the total
precipitation
during the experimental period was 28.89 inches, of
which 14.93 inches
fell
from
seeded storms,
and if all
the
stimulation is presumed to come from
the seeded storms,
then these
must have been stimulated by about
39 percent.
Because of the approximations
that have been used at various
stages in the evaluation,
particularly
in the estimation
of the
precipitation
that would have fallen
if seeding had not been done,
the results
presented
must be
considered as tentative,
subject to
confirmation
by refinement
of the
procedures of evaluation
and by
additional experimentation.
It is
believed, however, that they indicate reasonably well the general
scale of magnitude of the results
that are to be expected from cloud
seedi ng.

Fig. 12. Rankin~s.of precipitation,
July 5-7, 1950
VI. DISCUSSION
In order to obtain an estimate of the degree
of rainfall
stimulation,
based on the assumption
General
that without seeding the pattern of figure 16
would have conformed with that of figure 17, the
During the first
season of experimentation,
former was redrawn (see figure 18), omitting the
attempts to stimulate rainfall
were limited to the
two tongues that are presumably due to the stimulaCatskill
watersheds, for a number of reasons. In
tion, and new percentage values were interpolated
the sparsely settled
Catskills,
there is less
in the region of the watershed. In comparison
likelihood
of interference
with normal activiwith the mean value of 90 percent derived from
ties than in the thickly populated Croton and Long
figure 16 for the watershed area as a whole, the
Island watersheds; and for anticipated
airborne
mean value of the estimated percentage of normal
operations, the freedom from commercial air traffic
rainfall
obtained from figure 18 is 77 percent,
over the Catskill area was an important considera’
,
.
tion,
while only a very small
"~
’~IO I~.
,o’*
portion
of the Croton and Long
~o~ ’~
Island areas lay outsSde of the
~
"" ,,.~,
~r
civil
airways. Furthermore, it was
....
f,~
&~,,,,
e×pected that the mountains them~
~9.~,
z2.,,
-selves would tend to intensify
and
/
:’~°"
localize
the effects
of cloud
seeding,
and would increase the
=, ’""
frequency with which favorable
/
,~,
.... weathersituationswould be encoun,~,
.,.
.
( ¯
~""
tered.
While,
in general
these
,o~
~~"
,~.~.,...~,,
.. ~.s.,
latter expectationswere fulfilled,
~---’~.~,
"~’~
’~
nevertheless
it was found that
~ ~.~
~,,.~"~."7
~
.....
stimulationappearedto be effected
.....
~.~.~.;~ ...."’-~’~,,~]/
/
~
~ ’~’~
~.~_~
~t
on severaloccasionsin the western
Catskills
where the terrain
is
~ ~~’~’~’~(~’~’~)’
/
~
scarcely more rugged than that of
~"~,.,~
, ....
/
~,~ °’ ~,~"
the Croton watershed, although at a
/ ~,.~
,~,~" ~’:."~ . .-’~="""’~
~ "~’~"
/
,~I’~-"
/-#
~ ,,.o,
~,,
~-~
~
somev/nat higher elevation.
It is
~~,’"
~"
~
....
~| ....~
likely, therefore, that rainfall
-- ~
’~"
.....
stimulation
may be effectively
~w~;~,=
carried out over the Croton water""
""’°
~ I
~0 .....
~
shed if the need should arise.
~
As a pioneeringinvestigation,
/7
Z"
undertaken in a newly developing
,@~$
~
....
field of science without a back,
---’~,
2S"
~round of previous experience,the
~’~ ~~ z"~
programhad as its primaryobjective
/~H
~ ~~ ....,o.,. 7
to gather
data and attempt
to
;~’,
.... ~" .,.~
~"
establish the salient facts about
¯,.,, ~,,, ,
’:’"
the effectiveness of rainfall
13. ~recipitation
in inchesdu~ing periodof tests
stimulation.
For this purposeit was
necessary to accept the risk that
I00
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cloud
seeding
might
sions causeheavyrains and possibly
damage property, and that on
other occasions seeding might be
done and storm damage might later
occur without any causal reladisproven.Now that even tentative
indications have been obtained
of the degree of rainfallstimula-~,-,
t ion that may be expected, it will
be possible
to avoid seeding
operations in the great majority of
occasions when d~age might ensue,
either
causally
The risk of damage, therefore may
be expected to diminish sharply with
the growthof experience.

on

some
occa
......
~
~.~
~.~ ~"~
~~.~,
~ ....
/
/
__~~~~."’""~.J...~

-

)
..

-’
....
~o ~

.....

~-~.,,~
..~/ .....
~....

or

by

chance
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~~’~l~~.~,~__,~.

:rll
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Interpretationof Individual
Seedings
Interpretationof the results
of individual cloud seedings presents an extremely difficult
problem because of the enormous
variability of natural rainfall
from one place to another and from
Fig. 14. Mexn annual precipitation,
1937-1949
one storm to another.This natural
variability creates bold patterns
such as thosethat appearon the rainfalldistributhe influence will be substantiated.Figure 19,
tion maps of the preceding section, patterns in
which shows the position of first occurrenceof
which it is perhaps too easy to see a wishful
accentuatedrainfall,as relatedto the positionof
connection with the cloud seeding. It is well
the generators and the wind directions at the
known that cloudiness and rainfall, especially
ground and at the freezing level, offers many
instancesof apparentconfirmationof these hyposhowers,are accentuatedover mountainousterrain;
and it was this same terrain at which the silver
theses; but the body of data is too small to
iodidesmoke was aimed.The showerof July 11 1950
determinewhetheror not the instancesare due to
(figure 5), to take an example, began over some
chance.
of the highest terrain in the region, the most
The three occasions of seeding of cyclonic
favoredby naturefor showeractivity;whetherthis
storms (figs. 2, 3, and 4) deserve especialmenshower was initiated or intensified by silver
tion, since the normal distributionof rainfall
iodide from the smoke generatorfavorablylocated
"" 70
to influence that same area is a
question that cannot be resolved on the basis of this single
occasion, or any other single
occasion. Nevertheless,repeated
observationof accentuatedrainfall
in the seeded areas createsat least
a presumption that there may be a
real effect. If such accentuation
of the rainfall could not have
been observed on individual occa(~z)
~l~oz
sions,seriousdoubtwould have been
cast on any other indications
_
of success.
(93)
93
Further substantiationof the
effect of seeding may be sought by
attempting to determine whether a
relationship exists between the
locationof the smoke generatorsand
w)
~100-the areas of accentuatedrainfall,
other than that created by the
terrainor other naturalinfluence.
For instance, if it can be shown
that the regionof heaviestrainfall
lies,with significant
frequency,in
~
,~ I H,,o,~] I
a directionfrom the smokegenerator
determinedby the winds aloft,or at
a distance determined by the
amount of vertical air motion and
the height of the freezing level,
Fi~. 15. Pereentof normal preoipitation
during test period
i01

(’)o)

observable
in them.
Whileno specificattentionhas
yet been given to the possibilityof
widespreadeffectsdue to seedingin
the watershedareas,the apparent
regeneration
of rainshowersover the
Berkshiresaftercrossingthe Hudson
Val}ey,such as that of June 10,
1950,seemsto substantiate
the idea
that rainfallat a greaterdistance
will be, if anything,increased
ratherthan decreasedby the
seeding.The anomalypatternsto be
discussedin a later paragraph
appearto confirmthe evidenceof
an effectover the Berkshiresbut
revealno influenceat any more
remotepoint.
Interpretation
of Average
Results
P~E
C/,~I TAT /ON

Anotherway of seekingto
substantiate
the realityof the
seedinginfluenceis to suppose
that,if some of the accentuation
of
rainfallis due to initiationor
Fig. 16. Percentof precipitationdurin~~est periodsmoothedby 10-milesqu~esintensification
of showersby the
see6~n~, the re~ion of
influence will stand out, by comparison with
from cyclonic storms is quite differentin charsurrounding regions, in its deviation from the
acter from that due to showery conditions. One
normal rainfall. This test is, furthermore,the
would expect the map for such storm to represent
finalproof of the puddinginsofaras effectiveness
mostly the track of the storm itself, without
of the seeding is concerned for the purpose
particular regard for the type of terrain over
of increasingwater supply,since it involvesnot
which it passes, especiallyin view of the fact
only the effectivenessof individualoccasionsof
that the method of representation
cancelsout the
seedingbut also the frequencywith whicheffective
mean influenceof terrainon the rainfall.It is
seeding can be carried out. However, it cannot
quite surprising and suggestive, therefore, to
avoid, on the one hand, dilution of the data
find that such pronouncedareas of local rainfall
with occasions of unseeded unseeded rainfall
accentuationexist at all, aside from the fact of
without,on the other hand, involvinga selection
their locationin the most likely area of seeding
of the data that might falsely bias the results.
influence. Because a large proportion of the
Dilution must be accepted as the lesser evil.
rainfallreachingthe CatskillwatershedsoriginThe fact that the seeding of a portion of
ates from cyclonic storms, the question of the
the storms during the experimental period did
susceptibility
of thesestormsto stimulation
is an
apparentlycreate a local featurein the rainfall.
important one. It will therefore be worthwhile
anomalypatternis an encouragingindicationof a
to undertakea detailedstudy of otherstorms that
real influence,but it cannotbe regardedas proof;
have brought heavy rainfallto the Catskills,in
for there is still the possibility that this
order to determine whether similar patterns are
feature may have occurred by chance. The probability of its chance occurrencecan be established
only by statisticalmethodsthat have been beyond
the scope of the evaluationso far undertaken,and
it is for this reason that the results so far
obtainedmust be regardedas tentative.In view of
the close correspondence between the observed
anomaly and the expected effect of the seeding,
however,it seems very likely that a more refined
analysis will confirm the tentative findings.
7-E~T PEglOD

Estimateof YieldIncrease

Fig. 17. Precipitation
anomalyin inchesduring test
period,afterU.S. WeatherBureaumaps
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Before the effectof the rainfallstimulation
on the actual yield of the watersheds can be
estimated,losses in the form of evaporationand
transpirationmust be considered.The losses are
expressed in the statisticsof the Departmentof
Water Supplyby listingthe yieldof each watershed
for each month as a percentage of the no-loss
yield, the differencebetweenthis percentageand
100 percent being considered the loss. However,
the losses are not, in actuality,proportionalto
the precipitation; for they proceed at a rate
determinedlargelyby the temperature,whetheror
not there is precipitation. The additional
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by stimulation
)ut proportionally
the yield without
increasingthe losses,
osses,although
althoughthe
~
".~"
......
"".:... \
mewhat increased
latter are somewhat
~
¯
allyin
in the
the case
case of
thereby.Especially
..
\
~s,then,
then,the
theactual
actual
the warmermonths,
increaseof yield
d by
by stimulationof
;
~"
the precipitation
,nis underestimated
is
underestimated
....
if the overall "percentageyield" -~°~
~"~..~
"
k.~.
.........
coefficientis applied to it as a
multiplier.Nevertheless,lacking
data in any otherform regardingthe
losses, these percentagesof yield
were used in the presentinstanceto
%
gain a conservativeestimateof the
%
increase of yield due to stimula"8O
tion. The results are shown in
table II. Since the data are
insufficient to permit individual evaluations of the rainfall
anomaly patterns for the separate
months, the overall estimated
percentages of stimulation are
appliedto the precipitation
amounts
of each month in this tabulawithoutseedingduring
tion, and the resultstherebysuffer Fig. 18. Estimatedpercentof normalprecipitation
test period
from an additionaldegreeof approximation. The estimated total
additionalyield due to stimulationof 2.19 inches
Applications
is equivalentto approximately24 billiongallons
In the 7 months of its operation,according
of water, of which 1.18 inchesor about 13 billion
gallonswas realizedbefore August 1, 1950. It is
to this estimate,the rainfallstimulationproject
likely that the program of artificial rainfall
produced about as much additional water as the
water-conservation
campaignsaved in a littleover
stimulation made at least this much contribution to the timelyeasingof the watershortageand
2 months. In making this comparison,however,it
the lifting of restrictions on water use, even
is essentialto note that there is a fundamental
though the tide of later events brought such an
differencebetweenabstentionfrom the consumption
oversupplythat a far greaterquantityof waterhas
of water and the provision of a more adequate
since flowed to waste over the spillways. The
supply.The consumptionof water is productiveof
estimate is conservative in that it takes no
value, both in the form of revenue for the city
accountof the quantityof stimulatedrainfallthat
and in the course of purposiveuse, industrially
may have been recovered through the emergency
or domestically. Water conservation decreases
intakeon RondoutCreek,the watershedof which was
this purposive use, and hence diminishes the
withinthe regionof seedinginfluence,and to some
realizationof value from the water supply system
extent also, possibly,throughthe Croton system,
as a whole, while augmentationof the supply by
sincea few of the showersapparentlycausedby the
artificialstimulationtends to maintainpurposive
seeding moved in the direction of the Croton
use unrestricted.It is highly probablethat in a
repetition of the shortage of 1949-50, timely
watershed.
renewalof rainfallstimulationactivitieswould
TableII. - Precipitation,
percentageyield,and
greatly shorten the period when conservation
estimatedstimulation
for individualmonths
measureswould be necessaryand avertthe necessity
duringexperimental
seedingperiod
for the more drastic restrictionson water use.
Of perhaps greater significancein the long
Mean prerun is the use towhich artificialstimulationof
cipitation
precipitation may be put for increasing the
from seeded Estimated Mean
Estimatedefficiencyof the watershedsnow in use or under
Month
storms
stimulationpercent increase construction.If the tentative results obtained
Esopus, by seedingyield
of yield in the first year of experimentation
are confirmed
by furtherstudy and experimentation,
the prospect
Schoharie
for full development of artificial rainfall
stimulationas a meansof increasingthe dependable
April
0.61
yield of existing watersheds before additional
2.16
0.61
75.7
May
ones must be developedis most inviting.In order
0.63
0.18
72.0
0.13
to realize the benefits of increased dependable
June
2.98
O.35
0.84
42.0
July
2.15
0.60
0.09
yield, it is only necessary to stimulate the
15.4
August
0.16
0.00
rainfallduring the one or two driest seasons in
0.04
7.0
September 0.10
0.01
10 years or so, with correspondingly
low cost for
0.03
24.4
October 2.05
0.12
operationsand compensationfor possible damage.
0.58
21.4
November 4.51
0.83
The rainfall stimulation carried on in 1950
1.26
66.0
appears to have been as effective in increasing
December 0.18
0.05
96.0
0.05
the yield of the Esopus and Schohariewatersheds
Total
14.93inches
2.19
as if the Rondout and half of the Neversink
4.19
watersheds had been added to the former two.
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To gain an idea of the financial
significance
of
this increase in yield, let us compare the expense
of rainfall
stimulation
with the expense of an
equal increase of dependable yield by the development of new watersheds. A generous estimate for
the cost of a rainfall
stimulation
program is
$50,000 per year. Applied to the nearly 800 square
miles of watershed now developed or under construction in the Catskills,
it appears capable of
increasing
the dependable yield as much as the
addition of 135 square miles of new watershed.
Assuming the cost of development is approximately
one million
dollars
per square mile and that
taxes, interest,
depreciation, and operating costs
together amount to 6 percent of the capital valuation,
the new watersheds would cost $8 million
annually,
a hundred and 60 times as much as the
rainfall
stimulation.
Even if the tentative
estimates of stimulation were a hundred percent too
high and damage claims cost the city a million
dollars during each of the few dry seasons when
seeding was done, the comparison would still
be
overwhelmingly in favor of rainfall
stimulation.
The potential usefulness of rainfall
stimulation, and the long-range economies that may be
realized by its use, justify
the most thorough
study of the experimental results so far achieved
and confirmation of them by further experimentation.
The power to stimulate rainfall
will introduce
a new complication into managementand operation
of the watershed system. Up to the present time,
it has been possible for the Department of Water
Supply to operate efficiently
with a minimum of
attention
to the hydrological
aspects of the
problem, simply by going on the assumption that
every gallon of water falling
on the watershed
will eventually,
subject to normal losses, end up
in one reservoir
or another.
Since rainfall
stimulation
raises complex questions of public
convenience and necessity and exposes the city to
claims for danages, it will become necessary to
base decisions authorizing
rainfall
stimulation
activities
on the most complete information
possible
regarding
available
water supplies,
including
ground water. Furthermore, since the
Catskill
system will take on the characteristics
of a multiple-use
hydrological
development when
present plans are fulfilled,
involving considerations of power generation and the fulfillment
of
interstate
commitments regarding streamflow, other
complex considerations
for the management of the
watersheds are to be anticipated, considerations on
which the hydrology of ground-water
storage,
evaporation, etc., will have a direct bearing. In
planning
to meet these needs for specialized
hydrologic information, it may be well to consider
the establishment of a hydrometeorological office
in the Department that would be in a position to
keep track of the current hydrological situation of
the watersheds, to make operational
analyses of
watershed management problems, and to carry out
rainfall
stimulation when required. An example of
the type of operational
analysis that might be
undertaken is a study of the relative advantages,
at different
levels of storage and different
seasons of the year, of minimizing evaporation by
completely emptying as many reservoirs as possible
and concentrating
storage in the deepest one
(thereby minimizing
the area of exposed water
surface),
or of minimizing
the possibility
of
spillage by adjusting the voids in each reservoir
according to the drainage area and mean rainfall.
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Vll.

FINDINGS

The most important findings
resulting
from
the rainfall
stimulation experiments may be stated
briefly as follows, subject to the limitation
that
the findings are tentative,
subject to substantiation by further experimentation and study.
1.
Artificial
stimulation
of rainfall,
almost entirely
through ground-based operations,
stimulated precipitation
during the experimental
period (including both seeded and unseeded storms)
by about 17 percent.
2. This artificial
stimulation
increased
the precipitation
from seeded storms by about 39
percent, on the average.
3. Artificial
stimulation
was effective
both for showery rainfall
and for cyclonic rainfall,
when vertical
air motion was insufficient
to carry the silver iodide smoke aloft.
4. Artificial stimulation was chiefly
effective over mountainous regions but was not
limitedto them.
5. Secondary stimulation
of rainfall
over
the Berkshires
was observed, but effects
at a
greater
distance from the Catskills
were not
noted.
6. On most occasions in summer, and on a
few occasions in winter, cloud-seeding
missions
can be effectively
carried out from the ground by
small crews using mobile equipment.
7. Airborne cloud-seeding
missions, under
the conditions of climate and air traffic
prevailing in the vicinity
of New York City, require
full-equipped,
long-range
aircraft
capable of
sustained instrument flight
and radio navigation
for periods up to 8 hours. The most favorable
base for airborne operations is northeast of the
watersheds, in the direction of Albany.
VIII.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The tentative
conclusions
obtained from
the rainfall
stimulation
project
indicate
that
rainfall
stimulation,
undertaken during periods of
rainfall
deficit,
can at very small expense
increase
the minimum safe yield of existing
watersheds by an important amount. Further invest.igation for the purpose of establishing the conclusions on a more substantial
basis, and thorough
consideration
of their significance
for water
supply plans and operations,
are therefore
in
order, and the following recommendations are made
accordingly.
1. It is recommended that the data obtained
during the 1950 experiments
be subjected
to
further analysis in order to refine the tentative
conclusions:
a. By extension
of the rank method of
rainfall
representation
to all seeding
occasions;
b. By application
of the rank method
of rainfall
representation
to a number of
rainfall
occasions when seeding was not
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done, particularly
to occasions meteorologically
similar
to the outstanding
occasions of seeded rainfall;

g. Information
obtained from the sLudy
of the behavior of convective cells should
be applied to the experimental results of
cloud seeding as an additional.means
of
evaluating the effectiveness
of the cloud
seeding.

c. By statistical
analysis of the relation
between the position
of seeding and the
position of accentuated rainfall.
2.
It is recommendedthat an experimental
rainfall
stimulation program should be established
to be conducted over a period of i0 years, for the
following purposes:

3.
It is recommended that consideration
should be given to the integration
and operation
of plans for artificial
sti~nulation
with other
planning and operational aspects of water supply.
a. By study of artificial
stimulation
as
an alternative
to enlargement of existing
watersheds.

a. To protect
the city
of New York
against recurrence of a critical
water
shortage during the period before completion of the East Branch watershed development;
b. To provide additional
data and experience upon which to base decisions regarding
long-range plans for the utilization
of
rainfall
stimulation as a means of increasing the dependable yield of the watersheds
during seasons of deficient
rainfall.
This program should
features:

include

the following

a. Cloud-seeding
should be limited
to
periods when the total supply is below
90 percent of capacity and the Catskill
reservoirs
are below 100 percent
of
capacity;
b. Cloud-seeding
should be limited
to
occasions when unusually heavy precipitation,
that might cause floods,
is not
expected to ensue;
c. Cloud-seeding should be limited,
for
the time being, to ground-based operations;
d. A radar observing station
operating
in the three-centimeter
band should be
established
having the best possible
coverage of the Catskills
and the area
immediately to the southwest;
e. If a radar observing station cannot be
established,
then the present network of
precipitation
gauging stations should be
supplemented by the addition of 24 recording
precipitation
gauges at the following
stations:
Arena
Neversink
Balsam Lake
NewKingston
Brown Station
Oak Hill
High Falls
Parkston
Cairo
Phoenicia
Highmount
Relay
Kortright
Slide Mountain
Lackawack
Sundown
Lake Delaware
Tannersville
Lake Hill
Walton
Lewbeach
Westerlo
Lexington
Windh~
f. Using the observations
obtained
by radar and from the recording
rain
gauges, the behavior of a large number of
precipitation-forming
convective ceils in
the atmosphere should be studied,
and
preferred locations for the first formation
of convective
ceils should be mapped
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b. By establishment within the Department
of Water Supply a Bureau of Hydrometeorology.
4. It is recommended the work of the past
year be reviewed by the Mayor’s Advisory Committee
on Precipitation
Stimulation,
and by the New York
City Board of Water Supply, as well as by the
Department of Water Supply.
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i
March 2, 1950
MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Stephen J. Carney
Commissioner of Water Supply, Gas
and Electricity
NewYork City, N.Y.
SUBJECT: Proposals

for rain-st~mulation

project

THEPROSPECT
FORRAIN-MAKING
In my opinion, based on all the reports on
the subject so far published, on discussion with
scientists
who have worked on the problem, and on
my own studies of cloud physics, the prospect that
the natural rainfall
and snowfall over the Catskill
watersheds might be increased by a significant
amount - a few inches in the course of a year - by
artificial
means is good enough to justify
a
concerted and sustained attempt to do so. If
successful, it would not only help to relieve the
present water shortage but would also increase the
dependable yield of the water supply system. It
is not possible, however, to give assurance that
the outcome of the experiment will be successful.
It is quite probable that no positive conclusion
could be reached unless the experiment is carried
on for 6 months at least, and preferably
for a
full year.
Limited operation of the program proposed
below could be ready within a week of the time it
is authorized.
Full operation
can be reached
within 6 to 8 weeks.
THESCOPE
OF THEPROPOSED
EXPERIMENT
The art of rainfall
and snowfall stimulation
is by no means a perfected one. Experimentation
with new techniques and thorough study of the
physical changes brought about in clouds promise
quite as much, and maybe more contribution
to a
successful outcome than application
of techniques
so far developed. Provision should therefore be
made for fundamental studies of the physics of the
process, to be carried on in connection with the
actual operations.
Natural rainfall
and snowfall are very variable. The variations that can be produced artificially will probably be smaller than the natural
variation,
and will be significant
only if they
trend persistently
in the desired direction.
The
value of the effort can be judged only by distinguishing between natural and induced variations.
To do so will
require
careful
sifting
of the
climatological evidence.
An adequate program must therefore

include:

a. Operations, in the air and on the ground,
aimed at stimulating rainfall and snowfall over the
Catskill watersheds;
b. Efforts,
by theoretical
and experimental studies, to perfect the art of rain- and
snowfall stimulation;
c. Comprehensive observation of the effects
of the operations on clouds and on the rainfall
and
snowfall from them;
d. Evaluation of the climatic
resulting from the operations;

trend,

if

any,
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e. Interpretation
of the results achieved in
terms of the climate and hydrology of the Catskill
region and the utilization
of the watersheds.
POSSIBLE SECONBAK~EFFECTSOF THE EXPERIMENT
If the experiment is successful in stimulating
rainfall
in the Catskills,
a certain
amount of
additional
rain and snow will fall over outlying
regions,
despite
the fact that the mountains
themselves will to a considerable degree limit the
effects
of cloud modification
to that region.
However, any effect felt outside the region will
in all probability
be hard to distinguish from the
ordinary
year-to-year
variations
of rainfall.
Although fears have been expresssed in various
quarters that stimulation
of precipitation
over
the Catskills
will cause deficient
rainfall
over
adjacent areas where rain may be needed, there is
as yet no evidence of such an effect;
in fact,
evidence has been adduced which, it is claimed,
shows that artificial
stimulation of showers tends
to make further showers out of the same air mass
more rather than less likely.
The question is by
no meansdefinitely
settled, however.
PROPOSEDOPERATIONS
It is recommended that the experiment be
carried out by a team composed of a control group,
an operating
group, an observing group, and a
statistical
group.
The control
group would
comprise the project
director
and a full-time
meteorological assistant, with the help of certain
special assistants from time to time. In order to
free the project
staff
from the necessity
for
doing a large amount of routine work connected
with weather forecasting,
forecasts
would be
obtained from a suitable weather service.
The operating
group would comprise four
mobile units,
two on the ground and two in the
air. The two ground units would be motor vehicles
manned by Water Supply Department employees,
operating
silver
iodide smoke generators.
The
generators may be mounted on light trucks or on
light trailers
to~ed behind passenger cars. The
two air units would be light twin-engined airplanes
equipped to dispense either silver
iodide smoke
or dry ice. Suitable airplanes and flight
crews
can be made available by the City Police Department.
The observing group would comprise the Water
Supply Departmemt employees who regularly
make
rainfal~ observations (they would be equipped and
trained to make more elaborate observations than
now), volunteer
observers
in and around the
Catskills,
and a mobile radar unit Operated by a
qualified
electrical
engineer with one assistant.
The radar is capable of "seeing" the development
of rain within a cloud where it is hidden from
view, and can be used to guide aircraft
so that
they may operate to best advantage.
The statistical
group would be organize4
within the Water Supply Department, staffed for
the most part by regular Department employees, and
charged with t~e task of assembling and analysing
data in connection with the operations.
A constant
watch on the weather would be
kept by the meteorological
service.
When the
weather is forcast to be favorable for operation,
the project director would be notified.
He would
decide whether an operation would be undertaken
and, if so, make a plan of operation directing
v~at units should be used, where, and wf~en. The

control group would then set the plan in operation,
ordering the operating and observing units into
service
and coordinating
their
activities.
Records of the operation would be transmitted to
the statistical
unit for processing.
During the periods between operations,
the
control group would be occupied with theoretical
and experimental studies, climatological
studies,
etc.

APPENDIXIll
DERIVATIONOF RANKSTANDINGS
OF STORMRAINFALL*

PLANTANDEQUIPMENT
The control group should be located in quarters
in the Catskill region as well located as possible
for radio communication with the mobile units. It
should be equipped for meteorological observation
and radio and telephone communication. In addition, an office and a small laboratory should be
provided there for the project director
and his
meteorological assistant.
Most of the operating equipment, including
silver iodide smoke generators, dry ice dispensers,
and some of the instruments,
may be built in the
shops of the Department of Water Supply at very
reasonable cost. It is recommended that certain
instruments, such as recording rain gauges, nephoscopes, and certain equipment for the laboratory,
be acquired by purchase.
It is understood that suitable aircraft
can
be made available
by the Police Department. In
addition to smoke and dry ice dispensing equipment,
these planes should be equipped with additional
instruments, including one to measure the concentration of sublimation nuclei in the air, true air
temperature in clouds, etc.
The mobile radar unit should be a threecentimeter set, APQ-13 or similar,
and should be
equipped to make a continuous photographic record
of the plan-position indication.
ESTIMATED
EXPENSES
FORAN INITIAL 6-MONTHPERIOD
Salaries
Consultant fee, at $100/day
Consultant’s expenses
Meteorological assistant
Radio operator, lab assistant
Radar engineer*
Radar assistant*
Services
Weather forecasts
Special assistants
Telephone, telegraph,

etc.

Equipment
Radar set and truck*
Radio equipment
Smokegenerators
Weather instruments

$1,080
2,500
1,800
2,100
1,200
1,800
1,000
7OO

~ 3,500

$8,50O
2,500
650
4,800

Supplies
Dry ice, chemicals, etc.
Miscellaneous supplies

$-i5,000
1,500
$ 2,000

* Not needed if the Armed Services will
radar observations.

furnish

Sincerely yours,
WALI.ACE
E. HOWELL
Meteorological Consultant
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To evaluate the rain stimulation,
the best
possible comparison of rain at one station was
desired with rain at others nearby, or with previous records at the same station,
in a way that
suppresses differences caused other than by stimulation.
Precipitation
at each station is affected
by gauge location relative to terrain, trees, etc.
These effects are often large, causing annual mean
precipitation
within the region studied to range
from about 35 to nearly 60 inches.
For the evaluation, precipitation
at each of
six stations in every storm from 1937 through 1949
was listed
in decreasing order, and the amounts
were numbered from heaviest
to lightest.
The
stations used were:
Station
Westerlo
Lexington
Lackawack
Claryvi]le
Frost Valley
Elka Park

Inches meanannual
precipitation
34.43
40.52
44.87
50.62
54.00
59.69

Numberof
storms listed
1092
1170
910
1144
1100
1172

From this list,
each observed precipitation
amount was assigned a number that ranked that storm
in comparison to all storms during the base period.
These rank numbers have two desirable properties.
First,
they measure the intensity
of each storm
independently of local terrain and exposure effects
insofar
as these are constant during the base
and experimental periods.
Second, with a minor
restriction
due to chance deviations,
each rank
number has an equal probability
of recurring in a
given storm, so that the very skew distribution
of
natural storm amounts is avoided.
Limitations of time and cost prevented listing
of all storm amounts at each of the more than 100
stations in the study area.. A graphical schemewas
therefore
set up to interpolate
between the six
stations tabulated. From each rank list,
cumulative totals were formed from the lightest
up, and
these were plotted against the square root of the
corresponding
ranks. The resulting
curves lay
nearly parallel
and equidistant
fr~ one another,
so interpolation
on the basis of mean annual
rainfall
could be done with relatively
high confidence. A second graph of ranks smoothed for each
5 inches of mean annual precipitation
was used to
obtain the rank standings
plotted
in figures
2-12.
In spite of the interpolation
and smoothing,
the rank numbers thus obtained retain in essence
the two important properties: they may be compared
directly from one station to another as a measure
of the intensity
of a storm; and they have equal
probabilities
of recurrence.
* This is the first
known use of nonparametric
statistics
in evaluation of weather modification.
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THE ISRAELI RAINFALLENHANCEMENT
EXPERIMENT
A PHYSICALOVERVIEW
A. Gagin
Department of Atmospheric Sciences
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Jerusalem, Israel

Abstract

This paper will attempt to give a summaryof the findings obtained during the
period in which the two Israeli (I and II) cloud seeding experiments were conducted.
It includes a synthesis of all the information obtained through extensive measurements
of cloud and cloud system properties ranging from mesoscale characteristics
of t~e
cloud systems to the microphysical structure of the cloud elements that form these
systems.
It is suggested that the positive effects on rainfall,
under seeding, obtained
in the course of these two experiments can be attributed to the follo~ing:
The organized winter
Israel almost always
systems. They consist
nental in nature with
2.

cloud systems responsible for most of the raim in
form in the cold sector of the prevailimg low pressure
of cumulus cloud elements which are typically
contia fairly high degree of colloidal stability.

The modal values of the clRud top temperature distributions
in the range of -15_to -22~C. Cloud temperatures are fairly
buted around 5 to 8UC.

on rain days are
uniformly distri-

The nature of the cloud droplet spectra in these clouds is such that ice
crystal formation and its subsequent growth by riming seems to be the major
rainforming process rather than that of the collision-coalescence
mechanism.
On the average, the chain of events from initial
ice
through graupel formation to the arrival of raindrops
be described on a quantitative basis to suggest that
effects can increase the precipitation
efficiency of
of ~op temperatures of -i0 to -20 C and particularly
-20~C.

crystal formation
on the ground, can
seeding for "static"
the clouds in the range
in the range of -15 to

Statistical
analyses of the rainfall
data taking into account p~ysical measurements lend the Israeli experiments the strongest support, namely that of p~ysical plausibility.
They suggest that:
The positive effects of seeding on all days can be stratified
according to
the daily modeof the cloud top temperature distributions
to indicate a
gradual and systematic increase of detectable seeding effects la~d their
statistical
significance)
in clouds converging from both ends of the cloud to~
temperature spectrum towards the most amenable range of clouds with
between -15 to -21 C. Thus, confirming both our field studies and microphysical predictions.
2°

The area
the line
buted to
released

of maximumseeding effect, at a distance of 35-50 km downwind from
of seeding, which has consistently been found to e~ist, can be attrithe known patterns of turbulent diffusion of the seeding material
at cloud base altitudes.

While far from being complete the above studies and analyses provide a fair basis
for understanding and accepting the statistical
results and thus also indicate which
criteria
should be used to transfer this knowledge.
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i.

INTRODUCTION

This paper offers a summaryof the findings
obtained during the two Israeli cloud seeding experiments, I (1961-67), and II (1969-75). The cloud
physics research component of these experiments was
fairly extensive. As early as 1960, it was decided
that, while randomization and statistical
analyses
would play a major role in the process of assessment of the results, a strong emphasis would be put
on outlining an extensive program of cloud physics
research which was expected to provide the necessary
physical plausibility
to the statistical
results.
Wenow realize that the transferability
of knowledge,
results and techniques can only be accomplished on
the basis of factual information obtained through
extensive measurements of cloud and cloud system
properties ranging from the mesoscale characteristics of the cloud systems to the microphysical
structure of the cloud elements that form these
systems.
While our cloud physics research is incomplete
and still
under way, we will attempt to describe
what are thought to be at this time, some of the
major findings that may enhance understanding of
the statistical
analyses. The concluding paragraphs
will also outline the gaps in our knowledge as well
as the areas of uncertainty which we hope to clarify
during the course of Israeli III, the current experiment, begun in 1977. As a result of the general
recognition in Israel, and perhaps also abroad, of
the validity of the results indicating highly signigicant positive effects due to seeding, it has
been decided that, in parallel with Israeli III
after 15 years of experimentation, a program of
operational seeding should be initiated
in the
north of Israel applying the techniques which were
tested during the experiments to fully realize the
effects of seeding on all days.

2.

SUMMARY
OF STATISTICALANALYSES

Before outlining the physical aspects, we
summarize some of the major statistical
findings
relating to the two Israeli experiments (Gagin and
Neumann1981):
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a. The earlier overall results of Experiment
I, namely those indicating rainfall
increases of
the order 15%, significant
at the 2% level, have
been confirmed in Experiment II, i.e., 13%increase
at a 2.8% significance level.
b. The larger increases due to seeding in
the "interior"
areas of Experiment I, some 35 to
50 km downwind from the seeding line (Gabriel,
1970, Gagin and Neumann, 1974) of the order of
22% significant
at 1.3%, have been confirmed again
in Experiment II, i.e.: increases of 18 to 27%
at corresponding significances of 2.4 and 0.6%
respectively.
In Experiment II the iine of seeding was shifted eastwards to realize these maximumeffects in the more eastern catchment area of
Lake Kinneret. Despite this shift~ the pattern
of maximumincreases was conserved.
c. Stratification
of data indicates that
increases in daily rainfall
vary systematically
with the modal value of the daily distribution
of cloud top temperatures. Thus, Gagin and Neumann
(1976, 1981) found that seeding effects peak
from both ends of the top temperature distribution
for those days when the modal value of the daily
distribution
is between -15 and -21C. Under such
conditions the effects are indeed very large~
i.e., +46%at 0.5% significance,
or increases within the confidence interval of 13 to 173%and i0
to 243%at confidence bounds of 90%and 95% respectively. On days when the modal valu~ of these
distributions
is either warmer than -10 C or colder
than -21~C, overall seeding effects are either
nonsignificant or nil, respectively.
d. Stratification
of the data according to
daily precipitation
in the control area shows that
the days with large natural precipitation
contributed much less to the end result. Rather, the
effect of seeding is most pronounced and consistent
on most days (82%) when the daily rainfall is equal
to or less than 15 mm, the meandaily rainfall
being 8.8 mm. Gagin and Neumann(1976, 1981) suggest that this result reflects the relation between cloud top height and temperature distributions and rainfall~ associating heavier rainfall
days with clOudotop distributions
with modal values
colder than -24 C.

of cloud properties, which would then be used to
form and test the required mathematical model of
precipitating
clouds.

e. Statistical
analyses (Gagin and Neumann,
1976) of data from our recording rain gage network
led us to conclude that the positive increases in
rainfall
probably can be attributed to effect of
seeding on the duration of rainfall,
which also may
be due partly to an increase under seeding of the
number of rain periods. These effects were significant at the 1.7% and 4.2% levels, respectively.

Therefore, we now turn to a summarydescribing the rain producing clouds and cloud systems.
Following this descripti~n, we summarize the studies, and conclusions e~e~ging from them, which
we think could support someof the statistical
findings.

Recently analysis by Sharon (1977) indicated
that seeding effects enlarge the area covered by
rainfall.
More specifically,
he indicated an average increase of about I0 km in the linear dimensions
of rainfall
areas on seeded days. This work also
suggested that the expanded rainfall
areas have a
twofold effect on the augmentation of the total
rainfall
yield of individual storms:.

3-a.

an increase in point rainfall resulting
from prolonged exposure to the moving cloud
systems and,
iio

an increase in the total

area affected.

We now describe the physical studies accompanying these experiments.

3.

PHYSICALASPECTS
OF CLOUDS
ANDCLOUDSYSTEMS

At the outset of Israeli I, in 1960, general
guidelines were drawn for the cloud physics research
that was to accompanythe seeding project. These
guidelines were directed mainly to testing the hypotheses underlying the theory of seeding with ice
forming nuclei. In short, these studies had to
answer a few basic questions and clarify
five problems (Gagin and Neumann,1974):

iii.

Vo

These cloud systems as observed by satellites
are shown in Figs. I, 2, 3, and 4 and as observed
from our research aircraft flying above cloud tops
in Figs. 5 and 6. Dist~ibutions
of cloud-top
heights and temperatures of these cumiliform clouds
are shownin Fig. 7.

Most, if not all, of these systems occur in
the post cold-front regions of the cold sector
of the closed low pressure systems affecting the
Eastern Mediterranean. The air masses, as will
be pointed out below, are continental air masses
originating predominantly in either Central or
East Europe or ~ester~ Asia.

Is heteorogenous nucleation solely responsible for ice formation in the local
clouds? Are there conditions when a deficiency of such nuclei responsible for a
delay, or even a failure,
in the initiation
of precipitation?

3-b.

Microstructu~e

oY local

cumuiliform

clouds

Cloud condensatiom nuclei (CCN) (Terlius
Gagin 1971) have beem shown to be typically
continental in nature. ~hBTaverage spectrum for rain
days b~ing C = I£78 S~’ where C is the number
per cm and S the supersaturation
in %. Airmass
trajectory analyses indicated that the airmasses
which originate im the continents of Europe or
Asia spend a very short time over the rather narrow (N-S) Mediterrameen and hence do not appreciably change tMeir continental aerosol properties.
Furthermore, quite often these airmasses, after
crossing the Mediterranean Sea, north to south,
are changed again with CCNparticles as they move
from the southwest. Consequently, droplet size
spectra measure~ at various elevations above the
bases of the prewailing clouds have been shown to
be fairly narrow, with almost no drops larger tha~
20 ~m. Examples of droplet spectra and their variations with height.are given by Gain and Neumann
(1974) and Gagin (19751. Both the absence of such
large drops, eve~ at t~e highest elevation in clouds

Will introduction of artificial
ice nuclei
having higher threshold temperatures of
activity,
and the associated increases in
concentrations of ice crystals, lead to
precipitation
increase?

iv.

The rain-producing cloud systems in Israel
are predominantly those associated with cold, winter, low pressure systems affecting the Eastern
Mediterranean region. Description of 8 types of
such cloud systems with details about their frequencies, relative contribution to rainfall,
duration, orientations,
movementsand dimensional
characteristics,
has beeB prepared by D. Rosenfeld
of our department (Table I). Except for the very
rare warm front (one occurrence in two years) all
systems consist of bands or clusters of cumuliform
elements.

Recent studies utilizing
a computerized system consisting of a remotely located C-band radar,
a vertically
pointing X-band radar and a disdrometer colocated under the clouds yielded information on the relation between depth and rainfall
rates of these cum~uliform clouds. Fig. 8 displays
the relationship
from Gagin (1981). Cloud base
altitudes have b~e~ reported by Gagin (1974)
be around 800 m 15 to 8~C).

To define the predominant mechanismfor the
formation of precipitation
in local clouds;
more specifically,
are ice crystals and
their subsequent growth essential factors
in initiating
the rain-forming mechanisms
and determining their efficiency?
ii.

Clouds and cloud system characteristics

Can we reach a better understanding of the
quantitative aspects of seeding?
Could overall positive results be a superposition of strongly positive, negative
and nil effects? Can we identify the
conditions when seeding effects are most
favorable?

The most logical way to obtain the necessary
answers outlined above would be by computational
evaluations applied to a realistic
cloud model. The
latter, we thought, could be obtained only through
an initial
extensive program of actual measurements
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TABLE l
Types of Cloud Systems and Their CharacteristicsResponsible for Rai~ in Israel
Type of
Cloud
System

Cold Fronts
Open Benard
Cells
Coastal
Fronts
Vertical
Bands
Scattered
Cells
PostFrontal
Bands

Avera~%e t~tio~of Clouds13irection
Relative Relative
Relative Average
~f MoveFrequency Contributio~ Duration Durat~.on
;0rientatio~ Within Cloud
of
To Overall
(%)
Per
(dega.)
~ysteln
neat minus
Occurrence Rainfall
Event.
Speed [ Direction:)rienta(kin/ I (deg.)
tion
(%’)
(hrs.)
(deI~s.)
hr.)
/ ....
6.7
235
45 i
260
10-50
23.3
30.2
20.0

36

283

46

260

45

260

-

42

265

8.2

235

29

270

21.1

20.1

31.7

16.3

7.8

18.2

12.6

17.6

I0.0

10.6

7.5

8.1

6.7

10.6

3.6

5.9

27.8

9.9

22.3

260

I,ongitudihal Bands

2.2

0.4

1.7

8.1

300

29

310

Warm Fronts

1.1

negliBihle

0.6

6.3

-

25

235

-5-+10

Band Char~ct~ristics
No. o~ Width ~ Separation
Bands
(kin)
I
(kin)

1-2

1

-~0-120 40-50

10-~0

-

i-5

lO-lO0

50-80

0-55

1-5

10-30

30-100

0-+20

2-3

10-20

60-100
-

" Excluding StationaryFronts.

with tops ~ -16C, and calculations
indicatingthat
the observedlimitedbroadeningof spectrumcan be
solelyattributedto condensational
growth,(Gagin
and Neumann,1974),led us to the conclusionthat
the collission-coalescence
processis probablyineffectivein the local cloudswhen the latterhave
tops that are lowerthan about5 km or warmerthan
about-20C.

multiplication
mechanisms.In particular,as
also brieflydiscussedabove,the characteristics
of cloud dropletspectraat about -5C in such
cloudsare also the key factorin determiningthe
ice budgetof the cloudsas it affectsthe timing
and the natureof the rimingprocessesthat lead
to ice crystalmultiplication
by the Hallett-Mossop effect(Hallettand Mossop,1974).

Supercooledliquidwater contents(LWC)
these cloudshave been reportedby Gagin and Neumann (1974)and Gaginand Steinhorn(1974)to
dependenton clouddepth ~creasingto an average
maximumof about 0.75 g m for clouds having tops
at about35to 6 km. Rarely did clouds reach values
of 3 gm . AveragingLWC for the whole width of
the clouds,ratherthan takingthe maximumvalues
for each cloud traverseand plottingthe vertical
profilesof LWC in cloudsof variousdepths(Gagin
and Steinhorn,1974),wouldyielda~ averagevariation with heightfrom about0.2 gm-~ at cloudbase
toppingat 0.75 gm- for the deepestclouds studied,
i.e.,5 km.

While,as statedabove,graupelconcentrations
seem also to dependon temperature,
they were
alwayslowerby aboutone orderof magnitudethan
thoseof ice crystalsat the same temperature.
Thus,no graupelparticleswere detected300 m
below cloud tops -I0C or warmer.This important
deficiencyhas also been attributedto the inability of cold continentalcloudsto generatelarge
drops at such low and warm levels.The onset of
rimingby columnarcrystals,typicalof the ice
crystalgrowthdomainof -3 to -10C is known to
depend on two major factors:the minor axis of
such crystalsshouldbe longerthan 60 Nm, and
dropletsshouldhave diameterslargerthan 20 Nm,
preferably30 to 40 Nm. These two conditionsare
not met in the localcold cumuliformcloudswith
top temperatures
in this range(Gagin1975).
Indeed,rain is detectedin clouds with tops 3
km (Fig.8).

The variationof ice crystaland graupelparticle concentrations
about 300m below cloudtop, as a
functionof cloud top temperature,
has been studied
quite extensively(Gagin,1975).Concentrations
both theseice formshave been shownto be temperature dependent.
Concentrations of ice crystals and of ice nuclei correspond within about an order of magnitude.
This limited discrepancy could be attributed partly
to insufficient
secondary production of ice crystals
and partly to our inability
to account, instrumentally, for the activation of nuclei through such
mechanisms as contact nucleation. Therefore, we
suggested that continental cumuli at -5 C+ 2 do not
provide conditions for strongly effective-ice
iii

Graupelconcentrations
are roughlyalways
lowerby one orderof magnitudethan ice crystal
concentrations,
and theirobservedconcentrations
increaseby abo~ta factorof ten for a temperature
drop of about5 C (as is also the case for ice
crystalconcentrations).
Hence, the transformation
of crystalsto graupelparticlesundermicrostructuralcharacteristics
of the local cloudsstated
above,with top temperatures
-12 to -20C,takes
placealonga clouddepthwith a temperaturespan
of about5C or 0.8 to I km.

Fig. i.

Fig.

A coastal front north of Egypt and central
Israel.
Ooen Benard
cells over the east Mediterranean.
Longitudina|
bands in the central Mediterranean
and a vertical
band over Rodes.

2. A cold

front

over Israel

and post-frontal

112

bands behind

it.
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Fig. 3.

Scattered cells

over Israel

and the east Mediterranean Sea.

9o12o77 0811ZFI-’¢-6435
Fig. 4.

Weak post-frontal

bands following
113

the passage of a cold front.

Fig. 5 & 6. Typical appearance of cloud tops as observed from our research aircraft.
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Frequencydistributions
of cloudtop heightand top temperatures
on
days with differentamountsof rainfall.

Another important feature of such clouds (Fig.
9) is the clear relationship between raindrop concentrations on the ground and cloud top height
(Gagin, 1981). This relationship
was interpreted
as an indicating one-to-one relationship between
graupel particle numbers in clouds and concentrations at the ground of raindrops produced by these
clouds.

4.

-50

lets, apparently ice plays a major role in formation of precipitation
elements. Taking this conclusion in account and the observations mentioned
above on the limitations
imposed on both the formation of ice crystals through secondary processes
and their inability
to subsequently form graupel
particles,
Gagin (1971, 1975) proposed that such
clouds are rendered even more colloidally
stable
so that their precipitation.likelihood
is reduced
significantly
compared to that of maritime clouds.
These differences are clearly manifested (Fig. 8)
and by the observations of Peppler (1940) and
Battan and Braham(1956), relating to the similarly colloidally
stable continental clouds of
central Europe and New Mexico. In this connection,
Gag!n (1975) postulated that warm, summercontinental convective clouds are not colloidally
stable,
because conditions caused by their warmer cloud
bases will promote formation by condensation-

IMPLICATIONS
ON "SEEDABILITY"

Considering the efficiency of the collisioncoalescence theory, Hougton (1950), Squires (1958)
and Squires and Twomey(1958) have defined continental clouds, distinguished from clouds with maritime
microstructures, as colloidally
stable entities.
In cold continental clouds, lacking "larger" drop115
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between cloud top height and raindrop concentration

collision and coalescence of larger drops which will
either increase the rate of ice formation or generate precipitation
particles rather efficiently.

and an ineffective
collission-coalescence
process.
The time element in such clouds is so short that
even a~tificially
induced ice crystals, formed at,
say -5~C, will not grow to the s~ze of columnar
crystals, typical of this temperature domain, which
are capable of rfming. Furthermore, even if this
were possible, the colder bases and the shorter
times available for particle growth in such shallow clouds do not allow condensational growth to
produce droplets large enough for riming by such
crystals.

Thus, cold continental clouds may be more
amenable to static-seeding than all-season maritime
clouds or summercontinental cumuli. The observations about graupe] formation, given above, suggest
that cold-based cumuli with tops warmer than -10C
will not be favorable to static seeding, even though
they may have a relative deficiency of ice crystals
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numbers. These theoretical
estimates agree well
with the observations of graupel aloft (Gagin 1975)
and raindrop concentrations at the ground (Fig. 9).

In conclusion, we tend to postulate that, since
collision
coalescence mechanismsare very efficient
once initiated,
and since clouds capable of promoting such mechanismwill also, if supercooled to
about -B°C, produce secondary ice crystals, maritime-like clouds or summercontinental cumuli are
much less amenable to seeding aimed at augmenting
rainfall
by static effects. We also tend to conclude that, by the virtue of their microstructure
and top temperature distributions,
Israeli clouds
are basically more amenable to seeding of this type
These criterial
constitute the necessary conditions
for a successful seeding operation.
4-a.

Static

3. Clouds having top temperatures warmer than
-10 to -12 C are unlikely to be affected by seeding
with Agl particles having a threshold activation
temperature of -5C.
4. If a concentrationlof
precipitation
elements of the order of 1 litis assumed to be a
necessary minimumfor an efficient
rain process,
then convective clouds having top temperatures
in the range of -12 to -20C seemmost favorable
to the type of seeding discussed above. In fact,
within this temperature range, seeding can be
allow~ to produce even higher concentrations than
1 lit without completely glaciating
the clouds.

Seeding Conditions

We now suggest some conditions that should be
met to apply static-seeding
on safer grounds. A
low precipitation
efficiency of a cloud or a cloud
system would suggest that the processes of nucleation and particle growth rates, throughout the
lifetime of the cloud, are less than the rates at
which moisture is released by vertical motion.

As mentioned earlier,
on a typical rain day
in Israel a substantial fraction at the total daily
cloud population is within the -12 to -20C temperature range (Fig. 7). Gagin and Neumann(1976)
showed on the basis of physical-statistical
analyses, that seeding seems to be exceptionally posi-rive when cloud top temperatures were -15 to -21C.
For clouds in the warmer range of top temperatures
of -12 to -15C, they suggest that although the
"natural" rate of water consumption by the growing
elements is far less than that of the rate of
condensate formation, the lower output of our Agl
generators at -5 to -IOC, the temperature level
in such clouds at which embryonic crystals form a
concentration that later determines the graupel
concentrations, prevents the realization of potential seeding effects.

This precipitation
efficiency can be increased
in either of two ways. One is static seeding to
increase the autoconversion rates through increases
in nucleation rates, which subsequently use the
naturally available conditions for more efficient
growth rates of these nucleated particles.
Or,
cloud growth can be enhanced by dynamic-seeding
which leads to an increase in cloud dimensions and
hence to an increase in moisture release rates. The
latter effect would then be a result also of the
increases in nucleation rates and growth of particles for a prolonged period of time.
Statistical
analyses have shown that, in
Israel’s clouds, static-seeding is probably ineffective in ~louds with tops warmer than -I0 C or colder
than -21C. This result is explained by modelling
hydrometeor growth in clouds with a wide variety of
depths and top temperatures and known stratifications of LWC, temperature, ice crystals and graupel
contents (Gagin and Steinhorn, 1974). These models
account for the interactive processes resulting from
the effects produced by nonlinear processes of crystal growth rates, which are operative on different
time scales determined by the clouds’ updraft vertical profiles.
Because both these factors determine the rates by which moisture is removed by
precipitation,
we found that:

4-b.

Radar Studies

To improve previous studies on the quantitative relationship between ice crystals and graupel
particles in clouds of various depths, we have
applied (Gagin, 1981) a computerized observation
system. This consists of a remotely located (50
km) C-band radar, an X-band vertically
pointing
radar, and an adjacently located ground-based
distrometer. This system can provide real-time
cross-sections of clouds passing overhead together
with their raindrop characteristics
at the ground,
such as rain rates~ rain liquid water content raindrop concentrations and their respective mean volume diameters, at a 60-sec. temporal resolution.
Someof the major findings of these studies are:

I. In the absence of an alternative
rainforming process, normal ice crystal formation and
its subsequent growth by accretion can produce
precipitation
sized particles in only those convective clouds that have top temperatures colder than
-10 to -12C (equivalent to a cloud 3.25 km thick).

I. Both maximumand mean rain rates depend
quite clearly on cloud-top height. Correlation
coefficients
were 0.84 and 0.81, respectively.

2. The size and concentration of precipitation elements in various clouds are proportional
to cloud thickness and top temperature. The
shallowest cumulus cloud that is capable of producing precipitation
sized elements will produce 1.6mm
diameter raindrops at concentrations of only 0.02
lit.
-~, whereas a cloud having a top temperature
of -14C will produce l.~mm raindrops at concentrations of about 0.1 lit. These studies suggest
that graupel concentrations and subsequently raindrop concentrations, at cloud base, are determined
at a lower level (and hence at a warmer temperature)
than those of cloud top, thus confirming the above
mentioned relationship between crystal and graupel
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2. Clouds with tops lower than about 3 km
MSLrarely produce any rain which can be detected
at the ground, about 100 m below cloud base.
3.
raindrop
different
relation
and 0.73,

Both mean rain liquid water content and
mean volume diameters in the clouds of
thicknesses show similar positive corcoefficients
with cloud-top height 0.77
respectively.

4. The correlation
between the concentration of raindrops at the ground and the height of
the top of the clouds producing them is 0.75.
5.

Raindrop concentration

(~0.6 mln) roughly

first calculations the length of that line was
take~ to be 54 km, the speed of the airplan~ 50 m
sec- , the rate of rel~se of Ag~ 500 g hr -~ and
the mean wind 10 m sec . The starting
point for
the computations, from Slade (1968), represents
Gaussian model for the nuclei dispersal. In the
numerical calculation the line of seeding flight is
also assumed to consist of a succession of 2.7
long segments of instantaneous line sources. The
~rcentage of time in whichlthe concentration of
Agl particles is I0 literin the horizontal
flight
levellPlane is shown in Fig. 9. The value
of I0 literwas adopted as an adequate concentration, but now a concentration perhaps 3 times higher
might be more desirable.

corresponds, on the average, to g~au~el concentrations 300 m below cloud top for clouas in the range
of top heights of 3 to 6 km or in the top temperature range -10 to -22C.
Tentative conclusions are drawn to suggest that:
1. In winter continental cumuliform clouds of
the Eastern Mediterranean, the chain of events from
ice crystals via graupel particles to raindrops at
the ground can be described quantiatively.
2. Comparisons of observed raindrop concentrations with the calculations and observations mentioned above, as related to clouds with various top
temperatures, lend support to our earlier conclusions of the "seedability"
of local winter continental cumuli. In another type of clouds, those that
experience ice crystal multiplication,
riming by
graupel particles precede multiplication.
(Mossop,
1970). Under such mechanism, rain embryos form
prior to cloud glaciation.
Therefore, we propose
that, in the absence of such alternative rainforming process as collision-coalescence
in the clouds,
the initial
ice crystal formation is of crucial
importancein determining
the rain embryoscontent
of the clouds.Consequentlywe also concludethat
introduction
of "artificial"
ice nucleican play a
positivelyimportantrole in the initiationof an
efficientrain mechanism,if appliedat the early
stagesof the life of such clouds.

Under the above mentioned a~sumptions, we predict a concentration of 10 literabout 50% of the
time, approximatley 20 km from the line of seeding
(Fig. I0).. This location of the "time coverage"
maximumrelates rather closely to the location of
the maximumapparent increase under seeding in
the "interior"
sectors of the experiment areas,
i.e., 25 to 50 km downwindfrom the seedingline,
if in additionto thesecalculations
allowanceis
made for cloud movementeastwardswith the winds
at the 700 mb level.

3. The highlycorrelatedrelationshipbetween
clouddepthand rain rates was used to determine,
by comparisons
with one dimensionalmodelprediction
of rainfall,the adequateautoconversion
rates for
such highly colluidalclouds.The best fit between
the computedand observedrate rates was ~btained
for autoconversionconstant~of k== 10- and a
= 1.5, compared to k = 10- and a
0.5 used for
Floridacumuli.
This last resultindicatesthat the local
winterconteintnalcumuliformcloudsreleasetheir
rainfallat relativelylow precipitation
efficiencies.

5.

If we assume two seeding aircraft
flying
opposite each other, at minimal vertical separation, along the sameseeding line, the same assumptions adopted in connection with Fig. 10 indicate~
-~
a 100%coverage in time of concentrations of I01
at about the same distance from the line of seeding as from a single aircraft.
(Fig. 11).
view of these results we now plan to examine the
possibility
of letting two airplanes do the seeding and also increase the output of the aircraft
generators to increase the concentrations of ~gl
nuclei, active at temperature warmer than -10~C,
by applying AgI-NH~I solutions instead of the
previouslyused Ag~-Nalsolutions.
Increasing the Agl smoke output of a single
plane by a factor of 2 has not at all the same
effect as letting two planes fly in opposite
direction, each releasing Agl smoke at the rate
assumed in connection with Figs. 10 and ii. If
we increase the output of a single plane by a
factor of two, the maximum~m~coverage of Agl
particle of about I0 liter
increases from the
present figure of 50% in Fig. 10 to 70%, but not
to the 100%of Fig. 11.

AREASEEDINGFORSTATICEFFECTSANDTURBULENT
DIFFUSIONOF AGI FROMAIRBORNE
GENERATORS

Twenty years ago, at the outset of the Israeli
experiments, we realized that understanding the
quantitative aspects of seeding should be given due
attention.
The findings in Israeli I of increased
effects in the "interior
areas" (Gagin, 1970), and
subsequently the replication
of this pattern in
Israeli II (Gagin and Neumann,1976), where the
eastward shift in the location of the seeding line
resulted in a parallel shift of the area of maximum
effect, led us to initiate
some theoretical and
experimental studies in order to shed some light
on this rather complicated problem.

Before describing some observational work
concerning the diffusion of particles,
we must
point out that the vari, ous assumptions underlying
the theoretical ca|culations take no note of the
probably extremely complicated flow fields to be
found under cloudy conditions. Clouds, at times,
large clouds, develop, modify the flow field and
then die, often causing development or intensification of other clouds. These processes are so involved and our knowledge of their effects on the
flow field is so incomplete, that we cannot consider them at this time.

Dispersal from ground generators was studied
by Aroyo and Gagin (1971). The more difficult
matter of diffusion from airborne generators will
now be described briefly.
The calculations assume
a "smooth" windfield whose turbulence characteristics
are homogeneousboth in space and time. A point
source (the seeding aircraft’s
burners) is assumed
to travel at about 800 m msl, the usual height of
the bases of our winte~ cumulus clouds, along a line
forming an angle of 70- with the mean wind. In the

As indicated above, ice-crystal
concentrations have been measured at tops of clouds, using
our instrumented research aircraft (Aerocommander
680 FL) flying downwindfrom the seedingline. The
smallnumberof hours of such measurements
show
appreciablefluctuations
in concentrations.
Clouds
close(20 km or less) to the seedingline rarely
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Calculated percentage of time that
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abscissa and is directed from left
to right. Note the maximumtime
coverage at distances from about
20 to 40 km from the line of seeding.

exhibitedhigherconcentrations
than thoseof unseededclouds.However,at largerdistances,i.e.,
35 to 50 km, and at the same temperatures
(-15C),
cloudswith concentrations
of 30 to 50 crystals
per liter were more frequent,in fair agreement
with the locationof the maximumtime coverage
(Fig. 10 and 11). These preliminaryresultssuggest that perhapsseedingwas only partlyeffective,
areawise,in the IsraeliexperimentsI and II and
that the resultspresentedabove,significantboth
statistically
and economically
as they are, relate
to such a seedingefficiency.Only now, when operationalseedingis being appliedin Israel,can
attemptsbe made to supplementthe seedingin a
mannersuggestedby these studies.

6.

CONCLUDING
REMARKS

The IsraeliI experimentwas initiated,as were
many othersat the time,on the basisof some working hypotheses.Its final exploratoryresultsformed
the basisof the confirmatory
IsraeliII experiment.
The evolutionary
natureof the physicalresearch
that accompaniedtheseexperiments
has now provided
the basic knowledgeand recognitionof the general
validityof these assumptions.Thus, we tend to
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As Fig. 10, but not the calculation assumesthat two planes do the
seeding flying in opposite directions,
along the line of seeding, releasing
silver iodide particles.
Each plane
releases at the same rate as the
single plane of Fig. 9. The maximumtime coverage, from a distance
of about 25 km from the seeding line
is 100%in contrast to the 50%maximumin Fig. 9.

believethat the overallpositiveresultsare due
to a ratheruniformcloudregime,basicallyand
predominantly
one of cumuliformbandsof cloudswith
a high degree of colloidalstability.Their modal
depthsand top temperatures
make thesecloudsand
cloudsystemsparticularly
amenableto seeding.
Perhaps the most physically significant
result of these experiments is the statistical
stratification analysis of the data according to cloud
top temperatures. The gradual and systematic increase of detectable seeding effects (and their
statistical
significance) in clouds converging
from both ends of the cloud top temperature spectrum towards the most amenable range of clouds,
with tops between -15 to -21C, lends the Israeli
experiments the strongest support, namely that
of physical plausibility.
The relative predominance
of such clouds on practically
all experimented days,
is yet another factor contributing to the repeatability
of positive results. On 82% of all experimented days of Experiment II having rainfalls ..
smaller than or equal to 15mm,the overall effect
of seeding was +23%, significant
at the 0.5% level;
the mean daily rainfall
was 8.8 mm. The heavier
rainfall days associated with colder cloud tops contributed much less to the end result. The two
Israeli experiments have given us a fair basis,

supported by theoretical and experimental studies,
for estimating the area of maximumeffect due to
seeding.

Gagin, A. (1975): The ice phase in winter continental cumulus clouds. J. Atmos Sci. 32:
1604-1614.

The immediate and most complicated problem
facing the present Israeli rain augmentation project is to optimize the effects of seeding within
the framework of operational seeding, started
after 15 years of experimentation. The above
studies and analyses, while far from being complete,
provide a fair basis for understanding and accepting the statistical
results. They also indicate
which criteria
should be used to transfer this
knowledge.

Gagin, A., and J. Neumann(1976): The second
Israeli cloud seeding experiment -the effect of seeding on varying cloud populations. Sec. WMOSci. Conf. Wea. Modif.
(Boulder, CO), 195-204.
Gagin, A., and J. Neumann(1981): The second
Israeli randomized cloud seeding experiment final evaluation of the results. J. ~ppl.
Meteor., in press.
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"REVIEWED"

WEATHER
RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT
ON
THEKINGSRIVERWATERSHED
ThomasJ. Henderson
Atmospherics Incorporated
Fresno, CA 93727

In 1954 a cloud seeding program designed to increase precipitation
in the form
of rain and snow was initiated
over thewatershed of the Kings River in the Sierra
Range of California.
The project has been funded by the Kings River Conservation
District,
Fresno, California,
and operated continuously each season during the sevenmonth October-April period. In recent years, operations have been expanded to include
the total annual period except in those years when riverflow forecasts indicate annual
flows will exceed about 135%of normal. At the end of the first
three-year period, a
multiple regression analysis was developed utilizing
the unregulated historic flow of
the Kings River and the flow of adjacent rivers presumed to be unaltered by cloud seeding activities.
This statistical
analysis has been applied to the flow of the rivers.
During the 25-year seeded period 1954-1979, the analysis shows an apparent increase
in flow amounting to 6% of the total predicted by the regression analysis. This apparent increase is significant
at the 0.001 level.

1.

INTRODUCTION

931, p. 2463). In general, the administrative
structure and method of operation of the KRCD
are similar to those of irrigtion
districts.
In
the 1954-55 water year, the KRCDinitiated
an
operational research weather resources management
program designed to increase the annual flow of
the Kings River into Pine Flat Reservoir. The
program has been operated continuously since that
time during the winter seasonal periods from October through April. In 1971, as a result of a
three-year summercloud seeding research experiment, the District
authorized expansion of the
cloud seeding program to include the remaining
months of May through September. The entire
weather modification program is conducted by
Atmospherics Incorporated, Fresno, California,
under contract with the District.

The Kings River is one of the several streams
which originates in the high snowfields along the
western slope of the S~erra Rang~in California and
flows from its 1600 mi (4144 km ) watershed to the
rich San Joaquin Valley. Emerging from the foothills east of Fresno, the total annual flow has
ranged from a miBimwmof less than 400,000 acre
feet (4.934 x I0 ~ m~) to a maxi~um3of more than
4,000,000 acre feet (4.934 x 10 m ). The average
for the past 50Qye~rs has been near 1,500,000 acre
feet (1.85 x 10J m~).
Irrigation
development on the Kings River has
been extensive which explains, in part, why Fresno
County remains the richest agricultural
county in
the United States and probably one of the richest
farming areas in the world. There are presently
about 1,200,000 acres of irrigated land in the area
served by the Kings River. In years of normal
runoff, no water from the river reaches the ecean.
Present estimates indicate it takes nearly 140%
of normal runoff before surplus water would reach
the coast. Of course, this depends on the condition of the watershed, the amount of carry-over
storage, the manner in which the water runs out of
the basin and other hydrologic and meteorological
factors governing the flow of the river.

This rePort summarizes in some detail the
operation of the weather resources management
program and presents the results of the evaluation
for the total 25-year period. The location of the
Kings River operational area is shown in Figure I.

2.
2.1

There are three main damsin the watershed.
Two of these, Wishon and Courtright, are storage
reservoirs for power generation, built and operated
by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company. The other
is Pine Flat, a five million cubic yard concrete
dam built by the Corps of Engineers. The dam itself is 440 ft. high, providing a reservoir storage
of about 1,000,000 acre feet.

GENERAL
OPERATIONS
Meteorology

The normal winter storm meteorology, if there
really is any such thing along the western slopes
of the Sierra, involves a low pressure center positioned off the Washington coast with an associated
frontal system trailing
southwestward into the
Pacific. As the system moves southeastward over
Oregon and California the activityin
the frontal
zone diminishes. The Kings River ~Yatershed usually
marks the southern boundary of any intense weather
activity.
Precipitation
amounts usually diminish
rapidly south of this area.

The Kings River Conservation District (KRCD)
is a political
subdivision of the State of California. The District
was formed by the California
legislature in 1951 with the passage of the "Kings
River Conservation District
Act" (Stats. 1951~ c.

A second weather pattern, one which is less
commonbut produces very large amounts of precipi121
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tation in the southern Sierra, is associated with a
high pressure center in British Columbia which
shunts the low center further south off the coast
of northern or central California.
In this situation the freezing levels moveupward from the usual
4,000 ft. level to around 8,000 ft. asl.

The silver iodide chemical solution strength
has ranged between i~% and 4.~ silver iodide by
weight in acetone. Each generator consumes about
15 grams of silver iodide per hour depending upon
solution use rate. Propane use rate is 2.0 liters
per hour when the pressure is regulated at I0 psi.

A third and rather unusual weather pattern in
the southern Sierra is associated with the low
pressure center located off the southern California
coast. This produces easterly to southeasterly
flow along the Sierra crest with the eastern slopes
being favored for the larger precipitation
amounts.
This pattern usually produces large amounts of
precipitation
in the Los Angeles Basin and far
lesser amounts in the downslope regions along the
western portions of the Sierra.

The total number of silver iodide ground
generators installed each season during the past
25 year period has ranged from as few as 15 to
the present level of 25 units. From year to year
the actual locations of the individual generators
have been shifted in a number of cases. These
modifications have resulted from studies of windflow characteristics
throughout the watershed and
from ground and airborne silver iodide plume tracking during operational periods. In general, the
present silver iodide ground generator network is
reasonably well fixed. The main line of units
is along the southwest border of the target boundary with additional units scattered in certain
sections of the western and northwestern areas for
use during changing wind directions.

Troughs at the 500 mb level are usually associated with all these weather patterns and exert a
variety of influences on the total precipitation
amounts resulting from each system. However, in
each precipitation
period there is a tendency toward "bands" of precipitation
to move across the
valley area and seldom does the radar show long
periods of unbroken continuous precipitation.
These "bands" are most evident up to the foothill
areas but usually merge into areas of solid cloud
cover and more homogeneousprecipitation
areas at
the higher altitudes throughout the higher mountain
areas.

The total number of ground generators used
during any individual storm period has ranged between 2 and 24. The number is dependent upon the
intensity and duration of the part$cular storm.
Insofar as possible, the general method of operation involves ignition of units located along a
path perpendicular to the surface windflow. Every
storm period is seeded provided certain public
safety criteria
are f~Ifilled
and supercooled
liquid water is present. No ground generators are
used during the summermonths of May through September.

Through the years, storm typing has been a
fashionable exercise with 10 or 12 different types
now accepted as reasonably identifiable.
The numbers of storm types in these sub-sets seem to increase as additional forecasting uncertanties are
expressed with each "newly discovered storm type".

In the 24-year operational period a total of
3512 generators have been operated during the 607
storm periods. Total time logged as 40,913 hrs.
Total amounts of silver iodide consumedduring
this period was 574,3~2 gms (1265 Ibs.) an average
of about 14 grams hr- .

At the moment, a feeling still
persists on
the operational level that the most pronounced
seeding effects can be found during storm periods
when supercooled liquid water is high and ice crystal concentrations are low. Radar photographs and
aircraft penetrations within the general storm
systems continue to support this view. By these
same observations, there is further indication
that seeding is ineffective or may even produce
negative results wheno5OO-mb
temperatures are
colder than about -24 C. However, the 500 mb
temperature is only a guide to seedability because
there are extreme variations in the ratio of supercooled liquid water to ice crystals even when the
500 mb temperature is colder than any specific
number.
2.2

Silver iodide ground generator operations
d~ring the individual seasons are shown in Table I.
2.3 Aircraft
In the past 25 years of operation there have
been nine types of seeding aircraft used on the
Kings River Project: P-40 (War Hawk), F-51
(Mustang)~ FeF (Bear Cat), T-28 (trainer),
180, Piper Twin Comanche,Piper Apache, Piper
Aztec, and Piper Navajo. Since 1970 the Aztec
PA23-250T) and the Navajo (PA31-310) have been
the primary seeding aircraft.
These aircraft
are
equipped with turbochargers, complete deicing
equipment~ and all normal navigational aids. Under
flight configuration the altitude capability is in
excess of 25,000 ft. msl. These aircraft
have
performed well and have served as reasonably good
platforms for both nuclei dispensing equipment and
research instruments.

Ground Generators

During the early years of the project, the
silver iodide ground generator progressed from the
use of a chemical-propane mixture dispersed through
a standard paint spray.nozzle to a modified Wells
Fuquay aspirator type in which the solution was
drawn from a lO-gallon sto~age reservoir by the
passage of a propane jet across the tip of a
hypodermic needle. This finely divided mixture
was burned in a three-inch diameter flame chamber
at a temperature of about 980 C which produced
some 5 x 10~ nuclei per gram of silver iodide
effective at -20 C. In recent years the ground
generator configuration has returned to the more
sophisticated stainless steel spray nozzle and
the flame chamber temperature reduced to about
850°C.

The seeding aircraft has two main functions.
It has first served as supplemental equipment to
the overall ground generator network. Secondly,
it has provided a platform for certain research
equipment provided within the structure of the
total program. Terrain features, locations of
National Park boundaries~ and specific windflow
patterns makeit impossible to place silver iodide
ground generators in locations suitable for com123

TABLE1.
SUM~RY
OF SILVER IODIDE GROUND
GENERATOR
OPERATIONS
- 25-year Period 1954/55 through 1978/79 -

Year

Storm
Periods

Silver Iodide
dispensed

Number
Generators
Operated

Total Hrs.

1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59

16
23
18
23
15

87
277
241
258
145

783
2694
1715
2064
1276

9,788
30,981
25,725
26,832
17,226

1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64

26
26
23
24
18

275
225
195
184
120

3221
2677
3212
2401
1597

35,431
26,770
32,120
24,010
22,350

1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69

21
21
21
22
29

145
111
103
81
70

1964
1710
1561
281
1012

26,202
20,521
20,080
6,730
15,488

1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

23
29
25
37
38

84
94
94
128
146

1145
1311
1242
1969
1659

17,187
19,666
19,125
29,658
33,208

1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79

32
28
26
23
20

141
89
67
107
45

1807
782
573
1654
603

36,138
13,646
11,708
33,080
20,702

TOTAL

607

3512

40,913

574,382

24

140

1,637

22,975

AVERAGE

plete nuclei coverage in all areas of the Kings
River watershed. Silver iodide plume tracking,
under a program funded by the National Science
Foundation, indicates the seeding capability of
the aircraft is essential on this particular program.

unit is about 10 minutes and 24 are carried on
racks mounted aft of the wings. The flares can
be ignited individually
or in groups. The efficiency of these pyrotechnic seeding devices has
been checked at Colo~do State University and found
to be about 2.5 × iO ~ ~uclei per gram of silver
iodide effective at -20~C.

In most winter storm situations,
both aircraft
and ground generators are operated. In these cases
it is difficult,
and no attempt has been made, to
separate the effects from the individual sources.
However, there have been a number of cases throughout the period when the aircraft was used on cumulus clouds (post frontal and summerorographic)
which were not producing precipitation.
In some of
these cases the only clouds which produced precipitation were those which were seeded. These continue to be substantial evidence that the aircraft
is essential for any full-scale
efficient
cloud
seeding program in this particular mountain area.

Auger type dry ice equipment has been carried
on the aircraft with dispensing rates available in
the range of 1-30 |bs. per minute~ Silver iodide
seeding is accomplished at the -5 C level ~nd dry
ice is dispensed at cloud tops or near -15vC.
A total of 987 aircraft seeding flights nave
been made during the 25 years of operation. Total
silver iodide dispe~sed from the aircraft during
the 25-year period ~as been 92,846 grains (205 Ibs.).
During the four year ~eriod 1961-1965 a total of
8,393 Ibs. of dry ice was dispensed mainly in postfrontal cumulus clouds over the upper portions of
the Kings River watershed. In addition to the
flights conducted primarily for cloud seeding purposes, a total of abo~t 80 additional flights have

Silver iodide seeding is accomplished from
the aircraft by ignition of flare devices each
containing 20 grams of Agl. Burning time of each
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"REVIEWED,,
In 1960 a new radar system was desiune(1 o~d
built by Atmospherics Incorporated for use on the
Kings River Project. This 3.2 cm system also operated in the 9375-9400 MHzrange, producing a peak
power of 50 Kw. The system included two indicator
presentations of the 7-inch PPI type. One of the
indicators was used for general viewing and data
procurement as necessary for the direction of both
ground generator and aircraft
operations. A second
indicator was used exclusively for 16mmtime-lapse
scope photography of precipitation
echoes. The
installation
site for this system was movedwestward to a point about 14 miles NNEof Fresno at an
elevation of 350 ft. msl. The site provided an
unobstructed view of the total Kings River watershed and made it possible to view in considerable
detail precipitation
echoes as the storms moved

been conducted as part of basic research efforts.
A summaryof aircraft operations during each
year may be found in Table 2. Total nucleating
agents dispensed each year from all sources is
shown in Table 3.
2.4 Radar
The original radar system used on the Kings
River Project was a modified APS-15 military surplus system. It operated on a frequency of 9375
MHz and a peak power Ofo50 Kw. The antenna was a
30-inch parabola with 3 pencil beam radiation.
The system had a maximumrange of 200 miles and a
scope presentation
of the 7-inchPlan Position
Indicator
type.

TABLE2.
SUMMARY
OF AIRCRAFTSEEDINGOPERATIONS
- 25-Year Period 1954/55 through 1978/79 Aircraft Opez#ti_~o_n~..(w~R~!
...........
Agl
CO
2
Total
Total
Dispensed Dispensed
Flts.
Hrs.
(gm)
(lb.)
9
16
450
41
58
1300
66
153
3750
118
2950
49
1750
31
68

’:’ear
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59

.......
Storm
Periods
16
23
18
23
15

1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64

26
26
23
24
18

29
46
34
44
32

56
69
70
52
27

1430
37
387

1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69

21
21
21
22 ¯
29

54
24
21
23
21

52
25
30
45
41

948
695
1290
3210
3156

1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

23
29
25
37
38

15
27
21
36
34

32
38
33
59
67

2385
3008
2505
3376
3678

1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79

32
28
26
23
20

35
25
24
29"
7

81
40
39
38
12

6631
2963
2841
3240
2780

607

777

1319

54760
2381

TOTAL
*AVERAGE

24

31

53

Storm Total
Da~s Flts..

Total Dispensed
Hrs.
!~_~!~__

-

2065
2234
2658
1109
300

40
52

40
62

104
82

24,602
5,239

29
25
27

54
27
27

98
63
32

1,334
4,631
2,280

8393

173

210

379

38,086

1679

35

42

76

7,617

Averages are based on the actual number of years in which
an entry is made.
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TABLE3.
SUMMARY
OF TOTALNUCLEATING
AGENTS
- 25-Year Period 1954/55 through 1978/79 -

Year

Silver
lodide

Storm
Periods

Carbon
Dioxide

1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59

16
23
18
23
15

10,238
32,281
29,475
29,782
18,976

1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64

26
26
23
24
18

36,861
26,770
32,120
24,047
22,747

2065
2234
2635
1109

1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69

21
21
21
22
29

27,150"
21,216"
21,370"
9,940*
18,644

300
-

1969-70
1970-71"*
1971-72"*
1972-73
1973-74

23
69
77
37
38

19,572
47,276
26,869
33,034
36,886

-

1974-75"*
1975-76"*
1976-77"*
1977..78
1978-79

61
53
53
23
20

44,103
21,240
16,829
36,320
23,482

-

TOTAL

780

667,228

8,393

AVERAGE

31

26,689

1,679

-

Includes ignition of pyrotechnic units utilized on the ground
as a supplement to the liquid fuel ground generators.
Includes summeraircraft

seeding operations.

eastward across the San Joaquin Valley and into the
higher mountain areas.

Throughout the history of the Kings River
Project the radar systems have provided two important functions within the application of the total
cloud seeding program. As an operationa~ tool,
they have provided the meteorological information
necessary for proper direction of aircraft and
ground generators. Routine weather forecasting
procedures by individuals and agencies have not
been sufficient
for direction of a full-scale
cloud seeding operation and the radar has provided
the necessary supplemental information. Secondly,
the radar systems have provided a significant
input to the various basic research and evaluation
efforts which have played an important part in
this total weather resources managementprogram.

In 1971 a Decca II Weather Radar System was
added to the program and all radar equipment was
moveda few miles further west to the Atmospherics
Incorporated headquarters building near the Fresno
Air Terminal. This Decca system operated on a
frequency of 9380 MHzwith a peak power of 40 Kw
and a range of approximately 144 nautical miles.
In 1973 the first 5-cm type radar built by
Enterprise Electronics was installed for the Kings
River Project. This system operated on a frequency
of 5,550 MHz, a peak power of 250 Kw and a range of
250 nautical miles. An L-band interrogator/transponder unit also becamea part of the radar system.
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The numerous historic research efforts over
the Kings River and adjacent watersheds as sponsored by the National Science Foundation, Department of the Interior (WPRS)and the Naval Weapons
Center, have produced an enormous amount of information used to enhance our overall understanding of
precipitation
mechanisms and the application of
cloud seeding technology to both winter and summer
cloud systems over the Sierra Range of California.

2.5 Research
Beginning in 1960 the National Science Foundation provided modest funding for supplemental instrumentation considered essential to the total
Kings River Program. The actual equipment procured in this research effort,
such as time-lapse
cameras, temperature measurementdevices, calibrated
portable cold boxes, microscopes, potential gradient recorders, small particle detectors, and
miscellaneous laboratory equipment, permitted a
more definitive
examination of storms and seeding
effects within and beyond the boundaries of the
Kings River watershed.

3.

In 1964, a continuing cost-sharing contract
between Atmospherics Incorporated and the National
Science Foundation provided another three-year
period for "Physical Studies of Winter Storms Mechanisms as Related to Cloud Seeding Efforts in the
Sierra Range of California".
Under this research
activity particular emphasis was placed on an
expanded area of interest including the watersheds
of the Kern~ Tule, Kaweah, Kings, San Joaquin and
Merced Rivers. Of particular
importance was the
inclusion of certain watersheds along the eastern
slopes of the Sierra for purposes of determining
someof the downwind effect~ of cloud seeding activities further to the west.During the eleven year period 1966 through
1977, Atmospherics Incorporated conducted a number
of research efforts sponsored by the Naval Weapons
Center, China Lake, California.
These investigations
were largely related to the field application of
pyrotechnic nuclei generators and measurementsof
related parameters. Additionally,
certain airborne
investigations were conducted on the distribution
of small particulates which act as freezing and
condensation nuclei in precipitation
mechanisms.
These research programs focused on the development
and use of pyrotechnic seeding devices as sponsored
by the Naval WeaponsCenter were instrumental in
major modifications to the manner in which silver
iodide nuclei were generated and dispensed by aircraft over the Kings River area.

The 1978-79 season completed the 25th consecutive year of weather modification operations
on the Kings River watershed. During this period,
many months have been spent attempting to identify
a "most significant"
evaluation procedure.
One of the early attempts at evaluation dealt
with the comparison of raingauge figures. As in
many cases using raingauge data, particularly
in
mountain areas, the figures did not produce relationships with high significance
levels. In addition, the network of established raingauges over
the Kings River and adjacent areas is too small to
provide adequate sampling of the areas inside and
beyond the target boundaries.
In the early stages of the program an investigation of all snow survey courses and compiled data
was initiated.
These investigations
indicated a
more significant
relationship
between seeded and
non-seeded areas and the precipitation
comparisons.
However, even though these analyses produced rather
high positive indications of the success of cloud
seeding on the Kings River, the confidence levels
were considered inadequate. It is important to
note that many of these snow survey data comparisons served as strong clues pertaining to the
effects of seeding operations within certain areas
of the program and were not ignored during the
investigations of specific local effects.

In 1966 Atmospherics Incorporated becamepart
of a weather modification research program conducted
by Atmospheric Water Resources Research, Fresno
State College Foundation, under a contract with the
Bureau of Reclamation. This particular
research
effort, referred to as Sierra Cumulus I, II and III,
was designed to investigate the possible initiation
and enhancementof precipitation
from summerorographic cumuli which develop over the Southern
Sierra Range in California and to measure the resultant effects. The Atmospherics Incorporated
input to this research program involved the aerial
application of silver iodide to single randomly
chosen cumulus within a pair of selected cells, the
identification
of any possible seeding effects within high altitude sub-basins in the Sierra, and the
operational seeding of portions of the upper Kings
River watershed in order to supply supplemental
water during a very low water year. The results
from this particular
summerorographic cumulus
research effort led the Kings River Conservation
District
to expand their program over the summer
months of May through September.

Icost-sharing

STATISTICALEVALUATIONS

contracts NSFC-206, C-402.
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An examination of the streamflow records along
the western slopes of the Sierra Range yielded
additional basic data which were considerably more
meaningful than either the snow survey data or precipitation
figures. Furthermore, it seemed more
appropriate at the time to deal directly with the
amount of water available for irrigation,
and the
numbers dealing with acre feet of water were more
meaningful to the actual water users.
Applications of statistical
methods have been
applied to many of the streamflow figures from
rivers along both the western and eastern slopes
of the Sierra. The results of these analyses indicate a very high confidence level may be placed
on results from comparisons between the flow of the
Kings River and combinations of flows from the
Merced River to the north and the Kern River to
the south. The use of control streams from areas
both north and south of the target area seemed
appropriate in any search for methods of eliminating bias from years which contain a predominance
of either northerly or southerly type storms.
The possible bias from persistent storm
directions was not the only item investigated
in these original analyses. For example, the
total numbers of acre covered by forest fires in

both control and target areas was tabulated, methods
of streamflow measurements were checked, types of
measuring devices and locations of measuring points
were investigated, and the historic record of streamflow itself was repeatedly checked. All of the
possible items which may have had some abnormal
effect on the flows of either the control or target
streams were eventually considered insignificant.
It was thought desirable to keep any statistical analysis as simple as possible without resorting to complex transformations of the basic data
or to controversial
methodology. Consequently,
a straightforward multiple regression analysis
was used to indicate any possible change in the
flow of the Kings River. No peculiar manipulation
of these data has been made during the evaluation
period nor has there been any change in methodology
since the initial
choice was madein 1957.
Combinations of possible control streams were
examined and these included the Merced, San Joaquin,
Kern, Kaweah, Tule and Owens. The combination of
streams which resulted in the highest correlation
with the Kings River was found to be the Merced
River measured at Pohono Bridge and the Kern River
measured at Kernville.
Mathematical analysis tells
us the combination of these control streams which
best minimizes the departure during the base period
prior to any cloud seeding activity.
The analysis
also gives us the correlation coefficient between
the target stream and this best combination of the
two control streams.

where ~-~1 is computed by averaging the products of
the streamflow of the Kings and Merced Rivers over
the base period.
The result of the computations are as follows
where all values except the correlation coefficients
are expressed in thousands of acre feet.
~

= 1509.4

S
X

= 662.0

RXI = 0.947

~1

=

421.1

S
I

=

153.7

RX2 = 0.967

~2

=

497.0

S
2

= 226.6

RI2 = 0.876

These results indicated that the chosen control streams have a very high relationship
to the
flow of the Kings River and will produce a formula
which will predict the Kings River flow with a
high degree of confidence.
According to statistical
theory, the correlation coefficients
between the best possible combination of the two control streams and the Kings
River runoff is given by:
R2 = RX12 + RX22 - 2RxIRx2R12
1 - RI22
Substitution

A study of this analysis follows:

R2 = 0.978

= flow of the Kings River for any
water year

Let X

To see what improvement this represents over
the better of the individual controls, we computed
the standard error for each case. For the Kern
River alone, the standard error (thousands of acre
feet) is given by:

= flow of the Merced River for any
water year

CI

of numerical values leads to:

C2 = flow of the Kern River for any
water year

SE

Averages over the base period were denoted by
bars and standard deviations by S. Thus:

=

SX I~-Rx22 =

661.9 X

0.255 =

168.8

For the combination control figure,
meanannual flow (unregulated) of the
Kings River at Piedra during the base
period and

SE

standard deviation of the annual flow of
the Merced River during the base period,
etc.

Ro

The correlation
Thus,

coefficients

were denoted by

~

=

661.9 X

0.15

=

99.3

The control figure calculated from the Merced
and Kern Rivers can be denoted by XE" Then,
XE = b o + blC I 2
+ b2C
where b o = ~- blC I b2C
2

R12 = correlation coefficient between the annual runoff of the Merced and Kern Rivers
for the base period.

RXI =

SX

The use of the combination control figure
reduces the standard error by approximately
70,000 acre feet.

= correlation coefficient
between the annual runoff of the Kings and Merced
Rivers for the base period, etc.

The correlation coefficients
the standard formula,

=

bI =
X S
SI

~ RXI - R,~2RI2

b2 =
X S
S
2

~Rx2] RxIR12_1 R12 2 ]

I R12:- _j

were defined by

x~1 ~c 1
SxS
1
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Substituting

numerical values we found

single year. A tabulation of a~I streamflow
figures during the base period 1925-26 through
1949-50 is presented in Table 4. A tabulation
of all streamflow figures during the cloud seeding operational period 1954-55 through 1978-79 is
shnwn in Table 5.

XE = 1.85CI (Merced) + 1.72 2 ( Kern) - 124.4
Using the proportionsof the Mercedand Kern
controlstreamsas indicaLed,
~ foF,]ula~as resolvedwhich gave us a relativelyhigh cunfidence
prediction
of the flow of the KingsRive~in E, ny

FABLE4
STREAMFLOWS
IN ACREFEET*
25-Year Historic

Record 1925/26 through 1949/50 -

WATER
YEAR

WIN@$RIVER

1925-26
27
28
29
30

1,036,200
1,984,200
970,900
849,400
862,800

343,700
537,800
370,600
25~,0U0
277,800

299,00U
616,000
303.000
287,000
_’?99,uO~J

1930-31
32
33
34
35

465,800
2,083,500
1,180,900
658,800
1,621,300

144,700
506,700
289,900
187,300
527,200

I 77,000
5~5,0U0
]90.000
220,000
421,200

1935-36
37
38
39
40

1,876,500
2,340,800
3,275,100
974,400
1,790,400

504,400
493,200
849,300
252,600
499,500

634, 100
858,500
1,015.000
3~,3,900

1940-41
42
43
44
45

2,$42,~B00
2,005,300
2,026,600
I, 168,200
2,062,400

616,800
599,300
b37,~00
327,700
478,300

946.000
618,60(’)
802,500
443,500
665 700

1945-46
47
48
49
50

1,612,000
I, 107,300
996,200
960.700
1,281,000

497,900
309,700
387,/00
332,600
399,700

52~’~,200
355,500
301,400
271,800
39%100

TOTAL
AVERAGE

M~RCED~IVIR

37,734,500

I 0, 52 Z,B00

1.509,400

42 I, I00

KERNRIVERt" #3

12.4 ~’ 5,500
497,000

From Surface Water Records -- Annual Reports, U.S. Dept. of Interior,
Geological Survey, Sacramento, California.
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TABLE5.
STREAMFLOW
RECORDS
IN ACREFEET*
- 25-year Cloud Seeding Period 1954/55 through 1978f79 Kern River +#3
(near Kernville)
331,400
766,000
387,200
810,700
246,000

~.~ater Year
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59

Kings River
(incl. Mill & Hughes)
1,143,000
2,695,000
1,259,000
2,615,000
823,700

Merced River
(PohonoBridg~e_)

1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64

718,900
571,500
1,871,850
1,902,000
877,900

252,000
186,900
461,700
501,200
254,900

246,400
165,300
550,400
628,500
273,800

1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69

1,980,000
1,219,430
3,332,000
843,200
4,386,200

640,500
328,900
758,600
230,900
882,800

~75,100
335,100
I,]92,600
388,300
1,547,000

1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

1,330,600
1,175,000
859,600
2,135,400
2,095,900

422,200
402,500
325,200
519,600
566,800

~91,500
359,600
235,000
740,300
638,100

1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79

1,583,300
540,700
396,000
3,453,800
1,729,820

492,300
157,000
91,700
724,600
468,500

TOTAL
AVERAGE

296,200
783,700
361,700
613,100
241,700

~47,800
209,100
171,500
1,L38,000
504,800

41,539,700

11,689,800

14,517,500

1,661,588

467,592

580,700

*From Surface Water Records -- Annual Reports, U.S. Dept. of [nterior,
Geological Survey, Sacramento, California.
4.

CONCLUSIONS
-- 25 YEARPERIOD
If these unregulated ~]ow figures of the Kings
River are used in the statistical
formula, then
the apparent change in Kings River flow during the
25-year cloud seeding period is noted as shown
in Table 6.

The details of manyinvestigations,
oriented
toward the measurementof the flows of rivers both
along the eastern and western slopes of the Sierra,
will not be covered in this paper. These investigations have established that the figures, as submitted by the U.S. Geological Survey are reasonably
accurate and do reflect a true picture of the unregulated flow of all streams used in this analysis.
The flow of the Kings River, as published by
the U.S.G.S. is the result of measurementsat their
gaging station below Pine Flat Dam, plus the gain
and loss in the upstream reservoirs, plus an evaporation factor applied to the surface of these reservoirs. Two streams, Mill and Hughes Creek,
enter the Kings River between the dam and Piedra.
These streams are measured by the Kings River Water
Association and their flows added to the U.S.G.S.
figures. A sound reconstruction of the historic
and unregulated flow is obtained.
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The figuresappearingin the last columnare
the probabilitythat the observeddepartureis a
chancefluctuationas givenby applicationof the
standardstatisticalt-testto the observeddepartures. The one-tailedt-testhas been employed.
The indicatedtotalincreasein Kings River
flow from those yearswhichhave indicateda
positivedepartureis 1,884,930acre feet over
the 25-yearperiodrepresenting
an overallincrease of approximately6%. The probabilitythat
this total increasewas due to chanceis 0.001.

TABL[ 6.
SUMMARY
OF APPARENT
CHANGES
IN KINGSRIVER FLOW
25-Year Cloud Seeding Period 1954/55 through 1978/79 -

Unregulated
Flow in A.F.

Predicted
Flow from
Formula

1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59

1,143,000
2,695,000
1,259,000
2,615,000
823,700

993,600
2,643,000
1,210,700
2,404,200
745,800

Apparent Change
~\~................ ~;-+15.0%
+149,400
+ 52,000
+ 2.0%
+ 48,300
+ 4.0%
+ 8.8%
+210,800
+10.4%
+ 77,900

1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64

718,900
571,500
1,871.850
1,902,000
877,900

765,600
505,700
1,676,450
1,883,800
818,100

- 46,700
+ 65,800
+195,400
+ 18,200
+ 59,800

1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69

1,980,000
1,219,430
3~332,000
843,200
4,386,200

2,049,700
1,060,400
3,330,300
970,600
4,169,600

1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

1,330,600
1,175,000
859,600
2,135,400
2,095,900

1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79

1,583,300
540,700
396,000
3,453,800
1,729,820

Water
Year

TOTAL

5.

Probability
of Increase

+1.50
+0.50
+0.49
+2.12
+0.78

93.3%
69.9%
68.8%
98.3%
78.2%

- 6.1
+13.0%
+11.7%
+ 1.0%
+ 7.3%

-0.47
+0.66
+I.97
+0.18
+0.60

31.9%
74.5%
97.6~
57.1%
72.6%

- 68,800
+159,030
+ 1,700
-127,400
+216,600

- 3.5%
+13.0%
+ 0.5%
-15.1%
+ 4.9%

-0.69
+1.60
+0.02
-1.28
+2.18

25.0%
94.5%
50.8%
10.0%
98.5%

1,502,100
1,238,700
881,400
2,110,200
2,021,700

-171.500
- 63,700
- 21,800
+ 25,200
+ 74,000

-12.9%
- 5.4%
- 2.5%
+ 1.2%
+ 3.5%

-1.72
-0.64
-0.22
+0.25
+0.75

4.3%
26.1%
41.2%
59.9%
77.3%

1,556,570
531,975
340,225
3,173,470
1,610,580

+ 26,730
+ 8,725
+ 55,775
+280,330
+119,240

+ 1.7%
+ 1.6%
+16.4%
+ 8.8%
+ 7.4%

+0.27
+0.09
+0.56
+2.83
+1.20

61.3%
53.6%
71.2%
99.8%
88.5%

41,539,700

40,194,470

1,661,588

1,607,780

AVERAGE

Flow Change
In Standard
Errors
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ASSESSMENT
OF SUMMER
1979 WEATHER
MODIFICATION
EFFORTIN SOUTIIE&STERN
Chin-Fei Hsu and Stanley A. Changnon, Jr.
State Water Survey Division
Illinois
Institute
of Natural Resources
Urbana, IL 61801
Abstract. An operational cloud seeding project took place in southeastern
llTT~ois during a 40-day period in the summerof 1979. A historical
target-control
evaluation design, using NWSraingage data, indicated an
estimated rainfall
increase of 39.5% in the target. Three statistical
evaluation techniques - principal component regression, multi~le regressions
and double ratio, were employed and compared. The (randomization) significance levels were .I0, .26, and .26, respectively.
The possibility
of
the east control being contaminated was studied and found rather unlikely.
Investigation of the 1979 isohyetal pattern, based on a 92-raingage network
data revealed that within the target there were wide extremes, from very
low to very heavy, and a localized high existed in the target on seeded
rain occasions which was not present on no-seed rain occasions.

I.

INTRODUCTION
During the dry summerof 1978, a group of
citizens in southeastern lllinois
becameinterested
in the possibility
of obtaining additional rainfall
through the use of a weather modification program.
By the latter part of the summer, they had formed
a corporation called Southeastern Rain Incorporated;
raised funds, and launched a cloud seeding project
carried out by a weather modification firm in
August and early September. No scientific
assessment of this hurriedly assembled effort was attempted. The regional interest in this endeavor, and
the potential for agricultural
benefits deriving
from additional summerrainfall
in this area of
Illinois,
led the group to plan for a second summer
season project in 1979. During the spring of 1979,
a local fund raising program was conducted.

Interactions between the local county
cooperative extension advisors and staff of the
Illinois
State Water Survey, which was providing
scientific
and technical information on weather
modification, led to the decision that the State
Water Survey would plan and perform an assessment
of the rainfall
during the 1979 project. This
would provide information to local groups and state
officials,
and also test evaluation techniques and
concepts being evolved on an NSF-sponsored project
concerned with operational projects.
Survey officials
discussed the needs for
rainfall
data with county extension advisors. This
led to the establishment of a network of 92 raingages in a 6-county area embracing the 1979 "target
area" (Figure I) of about 2600 sq km. The Target
Area was defined as that area in which funds were
raised and was identified
as the site for cloud
seeding operations, based upon the contract between Southeastern Rain Inc., and Atmospherics
Incorporated, the company contracted to do the 1979
cloud seeding project. The Target Area embraced
most of Saline and Gallatin Counties, and parts of
Franklin, Hamilton, White, and Williamson Counties.
Plastic raingages were obtained, and given to
farmers who were to serve as observers of daily
rainfall amounts.

Results from this 1979 cloud seeding effort
are presented and assessed. It is ~z~por~ to
appreciate that the assessment of the 1979 summer
rainfa11, which involved comparisons of the rainfall pattern and a~ounts in the Target (seeded)
area with those in t~e s~rrounding (non-seeded)
areas, is not to infer oone~Z~ that the rainfall in the Target was either increased or decreased because of seeding. We ~e~s that it is
very unlikely due to the g~eat natural variability
of summer rainfall
in southern i11inois, that one
could decide whether cloud seeding during a period
of a few weeks altered the rainfall.
Rather,thesestatisticsare presentedwith
these e~om~ to achieve our objectiveswhich
are: l) to describethe rai,fallin and around
the Target Area,and 2) to comparethreeof many
statisticalevaluationtechniquesbeinginvestigated by the authors(Changnonetal., 1980),
The secondobjectiveis emphasize~here in interpretingthe subsequentanalyses.From a
scientificstandpoint,these data will hopefully
becomea part of a (arge~bank of data, including
radarecho data and cloud seedingoperationaldata
for 1979 (and subsequentyears and other projects),
which ultimately may provi~e sufficient
information
to allow some assessment of whether cloud seeding
in lllinois
actually l) al%ered clouds and their
behavior, and 2) altered rainfall
~ ~o~e ~£g~
degreeof certainty.
2.

DATA
By the middle of June 1979, a reasonably
dense network of 92 non-recording raingages had
been installed,
largely within the Target Area,
Figure I. Although the 92 raingages in the raingage network were not evenly distributed,
the
network represents a much denser sampling of
rainfall
than would be obtained without the
network.
The officialraingagesof the National
WeatherServicein t~e area are shownon FigureI,
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each denoted by a small triangle.
Typically,
there is only one such station per county in this
region of Illinois
and Kentucky.

3.1

The 1979 Isohyetal Patterns Based on Dense
Raingage Network
Daily rainfall
values were classified
according to three types of operational decisions
by the weather modification group which operated
its radar and seeding aircraft at the Marion
Airport. Rainfall data from days when cloud seeding occurred during all or a portion of the rain
in the Target Area, becamethe "seeded" rainfall
amounts. These included six occasions: 23-24
June, 29 June, 30 June, 8-9 July, I0 July, and
12-13 July. The rainfall
at each of the observer
gages and at the National Weather Service gages
for these six occasions were totaled and identified as the "seeded rains only."

Rainfall at these National Weather Service
stations and at the 92 raingages operated by the
local volunteer observers in the special network
was measured once daily, typically
at 0700 or
0800 CDT. Data were collected from the middle of
June (prior to the start of cloud seeding) until
late August (several days after operations
terminated). Daily rainfall
observations of the
cooperative observers were entered on postcards,
mailed to the county extension advisors, who in
turn transmitted the data to the Illinois
State
Water Survey. The daily rainfall
data of the
National Weather Service observers in the area
of interest were available in the published
records of that agency. These two data sets were
used for assessing the summer1979 rainfall
distribution in the Target.

It is important to realize that it rained on
other occasions during the operational period.
There were 17 rain occasions identified
that classified as "non-seeded rains." The reporting forms
from the cloud seeding operations indicated that
these could be further subdivided into two classes.
First were those when there were no cloud seeding
but when the seeding airplanes flew to observe and
measure clouds to see if they were amenable to
seeding. This inferred that the project meteorologists believed atmospheric conditions suitable
for successful seeding existed, and had the pilots
go aloft to monitor conditions. However, the
pilots concluded in these cases that the clouds
were not right. The second class comprised eight
rain occasions when there was no flying.
These
were situations in which the project meteorologists considered the conditions were totally
unsuitable for rainfall
modification.

The cloud seeding company was available and
ready to seed clouds from 23 June through 26
July 1979, and then, after a pause because local
conditions were too wet with lowland flooding, the
operations were available again from I0 August
through 15 August 1979. Thus, cloud seeding could
have been conducted, if suitable weather conditions
were available, for a period of 40 days within
this 23 June-15 August period. This period of
23 June-26 July and I0 August-15 August was called
the operational period.

3. ANALYSIS
In the following, we first
looked at the
1979 isohyetal patterns based on the network of
observer gages as well as the National Weather
Service stations during the operational period.
The purpose of this initial
analysis was to reveal
any unusual rainfall
patterns on an exploratorydata-analysis sense. Subsequently, we conducted
historical
target-control
comparison using only
the National Weather Service station data from
1949 to 1979 in and around the Target Area. All
NWSstations used possess continuous rainfall
records during the 31-year period.

These three categories of the rainfall
during the 1979 operational period were further
developed into five classifications:
I) Rainfall from these rain occasions when
cloud seeding occurred (6 rain occasions).
2) Rainfall from the non-seeded rain occasions but when aircraft cloud observations occurred (9 rain occasions).
3) Rainfall from the non-seeded rain occasions with no cloud observations (8 rain
occasions).
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4) Rainfall from both of non-seeded rain
occasions (a total of 17 rain occasions).
5) Rainfall from all rain occasions (a total
of 23 rain occasions).
The pattern from the total rainfall
in the
six occasions with cloud seeding is shown in
Figure I. A small but well-defined high rainfall
area occurred in the center of the Target Area.
Low rainfall
values fell in the northern and
western parts of the Target Area, rainfall
almost
as high as in the center of the Target is found
to the west, centered at Carbondale. The area
embraced by the 3-inc~isohyetal
line extends from
near Harrisburg eastward well beyond the Target
Area into southwestern Indiana and western Kentucky.
The isohyetalmap of the rains when no cloud
seedingoccurredb~b when aircraftcloudobservationswere made (Figure2), shows a rain pattern
similarto that of the seededrainfall(FigureI).

Figure 2. Rainfall

Figure 3. Rainfall

(inches)

A rainfall
high is in the center of the Target
Area and extends eastward beyond the Target. However, greater rainfall
highs are found to the
southwest of the Target. In general, the pattern
is remarkably similar to the seeded-occasion pattern, and the rainfall
totals, in general, are
comparable at many locations to those for the
seeded occasions.
Figure 3 presents the pattern of rainfall
on
the eight non-seed occasions without airborne
cloud measurements. These reflect atmospheric
conditions that were considered totally unsuitable
for cloud seeding well before the rain began and
during the rain. The pattern of these non-seed
rainfall
occasions is somewhatsimilar to those
of the seed and the other non-seed occasions with
cloud observations. A generalized west-east high
crosses the Target Area, but farther south. Rainfall in the center of the Target Area is much
lower than in the seed category, although rainfall values in the northern part of the Target

from rains without cloud seeding but with aircraft cloud observations.

(inches)

from rains without cloud seeding or cloud
measurement.
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Figure 4. Total rainfall

(inches) in 1979 period of weather modification.
are typically
called "control areas" for
comparison with the "Target Area."

Area (Franklin, Hamilton, and White Counties)
are higher in this non-seed category than in the
seed category or in the non-seed/cloud
observation category.

In order to make a fair comparison
considering different raingage densities, the
rainfall
data from only the available National
Weather Service (NWS) raingages in and around
the Target Area were used. The only NWSgages in
the Target Area were at Harrisburg and Shawneetown.
Prior to the seeding project (in early June 1979),
control areas to the north, west, south, and east
of the Target Area were defined and each included
two or three National Weather Service gages. The
groupings of these gages according to the various
controls are shown in Table I. For example, the
North Control Area comprised the rainfall
values
from the station gages at McLeansboroand Carmi.
In essence, the four control areas surrounding
the Target Area are shaped, at least conceptually,
as shown by the four boxes in Figure 5. They are
areas of a size equivalent to the Target Area,
and each has the same general raingage density
of approximately one gage per 1300 sq km.

Combining the values from the three categories of rain occasions gives the total rainfall
for the 40-day operational period(Figure 4).
west-east oriented ridge of heavy rainfall
runs
from Carbondale to the southwest corner of the
Target Area and then ENEacross the center of the
Target. It reaches a maximumof II inches (280
mm)between Harrisburg and Shawneetownand then
extends eastward into Indiana and Kentucky, where
amounts greater than II inches (280 mm)also
occurred. Rainfall values in the Target Area
ranged from less than 3 inches (76 mm) in one
locale between Benton and Harrisburg, to as much
as 11.22 inches (285 mm).
The danger of making claims for cloud seeding
from inspection of rainfall
patterns alone is
easily demonstrated by Figure 4. One might wish
to claim that the heavy rainfall
centered in the
Target Area was a result of cloud seeding. However, rainfall
totals as high or higher outside
of the Target were found to the southwest and
east. Within the Target Area, in the northwest,
the northern, and southeastern portions, rainfall
was as low or lower than those anywhere else in
the area surrounding the Target.

3.2.1 1979 Target-Control Comparisons. Rainfall
totals were defined to be that total during the
operational period (June 23 to July 26 and
August 8-15). Table 1 shows the total rainfall
values at each of these stations for the five
classifications
of rainfall.
The station values
(under the five rain categories), in the Target
and in the four control areas, were combined to
form areal averages. The areal averages are
plotted in the map portrayals (Figure 5) to permit
easier comparison and reveal differences between
regions. For example, on the seed occasions
(Figure 5a), one finds the Target areal average
3.50 inches (89 mm) with lesser area averages
all of the 4 surrounding control areas. The
average of all 4 control areas was 1.91 inches
(49 mm), and the difference between target and
control average, labeled T-C (or target minus
control),
is equal to 1.59 inches (40 mm). This
difference, expressed as a percent of the control
average, represents 83.2% more rainfall
in the
Target than in the Controls.

3.2

National Weather Service Gages
One of the problems in assessing the rainfall
data for seeding effects utilizing
the excellent,
dense raingage network established for the Target
Area relates to the fact that there was not a
comparable raingage network and rainfall
data
from the surrounding areas. This becomes a problem when one wishes to evaluate the Target Area
rainfall
by comparing it with that in surrounding
areas to derive conclusions as to its relative
magnitude. That is, was the Target rain higher
or lower than one might have expected? A timehonored approach to rainfall
evaluation of a
specific area has been to compare the rainfall
in a Target Area with that in climatologically
homogeneousregions nearby. The nearby regions

Similar comparisons for the two non-seed
rain categories appear as Figure 5b and 5c. Both
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the seeding operator in favor of more natural
rainfall
on days chosen for seeding. More
reliable and more bias-f~ee evaluation involves
use of the historica7 target-control
comparison.

show that the Target Area received less rainfall,
than did the average of the four control areas.
It was 11.4% less in the cloud observation/nonseed category, and 28.3% less in the non-seed
rains with no cloud observations.

3.2.2 Historical
Target-Control Comparison, All
Controls. The area precipitatiom
values from
1949 to 1978 were used as historical
observations.
Three statistical
evaluation techniques were
chosen before the actual evaluation efforts were
undertaken, namely, the pril,cipal
component regression (PCR), multiple regression (MR),
double ratio (DR). The choice of evaluation
techniques were largely based upon findings from
an NSF-funded research, which investigated performance of various statistical-physical
techniques in evaluating operational weather
modification projects (Chan~non et al., 1980;
Hsu, 1979). The decision ~ use three techniques
undoubtfully will raise the question of multiplicity, but the evaluation efforts a~e basically
exploratory, rather t~an to confirm the effectiveness of cloud see~ing o~er southeastern
lllinois.

Figure 5d presents the areal average rainfall
values combined for both categories of non-seed
conditions. One sees here that the Target Area
received more rainfall than did the North, West,
and South Control Areas, but noticeably less
than did the East Control Area. The difference
between the four control areas and the Target represents 0.90 inch less, or 19.4% less rainfall
in the Target than in the surrounding control
areas. It is important to note that rainfall
in
the East Control Area in both of the non-seed
categories (Figures 5a and 5c) were higher than
in the Target Area.
The combination of all the 1979 rains in
the operational period is shown in Figure 5e.
The Target Area rain of 7.24 inches (184 mm)easily
exceeds the averages of the North, West, and South
Control Areas but is considerably less than the
East Control Area. The four control areas had an
average rain of 6.20 inches (157 mm). The target/
control ratio is thus 1.17, a crude indication of
more rainfall in the Target Area than the control
areas. (For all gages the ratio is 7.24/6.55 =
I.II.)
However, this ratio cannot be used alone
as indication of any seeding effect, as certain
"selection bias" may have been introduced by
Table 1.

I. Principal Com~one~t Reqression. First,
a principal component analysis ~or the four
control areas using I~49-1978 ~istorical
data
was performed and t~e first
three components
were retained, which ~e~e used in t~rn as independent variables t~ ~un a regression en the
Target Area value. T~e pY~mcipal component
regression equation t~us ~e~ive~ was used to

Rainfall Totals at National Weather Service Raingages,
Operational Period, Southeastern lllinois
1979
Cloud Seeding Project.
Cloud
Seeded Flights
Occasions

Target Area
Harrisburg
Shawneetown
Average

No Cloud
Flights

Total
~oth ~ainfall

6

9

8

17

23

4.35
2.65

2.79
1.54

1.13
2.02

3.92
3.56

3.50

2.17

1.57

3.7~

8.27
6.21
7.24

0.63
1.95

1.47
0.90

1.21
1.55

3.31

1.29

1.19

1.38

2.68
2.45
2.57

1.51
1.87

1.00
0.87
0.94

2.19
q.44

3.70
6.31

1.69

1.19
3.57
2.38

3.32

5.01

2.13
1.30
1.80

3.11
1.06
1.34

2.32
2.03
1.22

1.74

1.84

1.86

5.43
3.09
2.56
3.69

7.56
4.39
4.37
5.44

2.96
3.09
1.90

6.89
4.09
0.85

1.84
4.40
5.45

2.65

3.94

3.90

8.73
8.49
6.30
7.84

|1.69
li.58
8.20
I0.49

North Control Area
McLeansboro
Carrel
Average

3.86

West Control Area
Benton
Marion
Average
South Control Area
Dixon Springs
Rosiclare
Fords Ferry
Average
East Control Area
Mt. Vernon
Henderson
Sebree
Average
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Area mean rainfall
in target and control areas during the Southeastern lllinois
Cloud Seeding Project in 1979 Values are based
on NWSdata.
the corresponding signiticance levelis 3/31 =
0.10. That is, the chance is about one out of
ten that this s~zeable increase is due to nature,
rather than to cloud seeding. Although the
1979 rainfall
increase is not statistically
significant
at the usual .05 level, due to the
very short ourat:on (one summer) of the present
project, the seeoing effect is usually difficult ~o detect than longer project, even
using m~)re powerful evaluation techniques.
Therefo,’e, this marginal significance of 0.I0
reveals, that the 1979 rainfall
increase may nct
have been completely due to natural variation,
buC whether this is due to cloud seeding or not
i~ far irom certain.

predlct 1379 ;drget Are~ rain; which was then
compared to the actual 1979 Target Ared rain.
The use of three compohents in the regression is
also dug to findings from the same research.
The resulting predictee rain for the 1979 ~arget
Are~ by ~sing 194£-1978 PCR~quation i~ 5.19
inci~es (~32 mn). The difference between this
and the ,ctua! rain val re, (".24-5.19), gives
an ~.stim~,ted ,’ainf.~ll
il~crease of 2.05 inches
(52 mm), or 39.5%.
To assess the significance of thi~
rainfall increase, a randomization prir, cipal
component regression was performed. One year
from 1949 to 1978 was selected as a hypothetical
"seeded"year, and all other years (including
1979) as historical
"control"
years. Then
principal component regression was performed on
this seeded-historical
setting, a predicted
precipitation
was obtained, and a rainfall
increase was computed.

2. Multi~}#__R.~gres!IS_!o_.n_.The four control
areas values were used as independent variables to regress on the Target Area values using
1949-1978 data. The resulting (historical)
regression equation was used to predict 1979
Target rainfall.
The predicted value, 6.15
inches (156 mm), and the actual 1979 Target
rainfall,
/.24 inches (184 mm), give an estimated rainfall increase of 1.09 inches (28 ram),
or 17.7%. A randomization multiple regression
was performed similarly
to that using principal
component regression. Table 2b shows a "stemand-leaves" display of the randomization dis-

This process was repeated by selecting
another year as "seeded" and so on, until a
distribution
of rainfall
increases was obtained.
A distribution
of 31 estimated rainfall
increases was obtained and shown in a "stem-andleaves" display (Table 2a). Two rainfall
increases are larger than the 1979 rainfall
increase (indicated by an asterisk in the table);
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words, the technique of principal component
regression indicates that the 1979 Target Area
rainfall
increases was more unusual than do the
techniques of MRor DR. Ibis result partially
supports findings obtained by Hsu (1979) that
PCRis more powerful than NR or DRin evaluating
cloud seeding under weat~er regimes similar to
the present one.

Table 2. Randomization Di.stributions
of Estimated
Rainfall Increases, All Control Areas.
2a

Stem
-2.00
-I.00
-0.00
0.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00

PRINCIPALCOMPONENT
REGRESSION
Leaves

00,04,09
08,09,19,60,67,70
11,23,42,47,57,58,74,95
10,19,23,43,48,48,68,69,88
55,75
05*
03
12

Cumulative
No.
%
3
9.7
29.0
9
54.8
17
83.9
26
28
90.3
29
93.5
30
96.8
31
I00.0

3.2.3 Historical
Tar~et-Comtrol Comparisons,
Excluding East Control Area. The Target Area had
more rain than the control areas except the East
Control Area (Figure 5e), where the average
10.49 inches (266 mm)in 1979 was much above the
other area rainfall
values. To find out whether
this large value occurred naturally or extremely
(in other words, was this an outlier?),
frequency distributions
of the rainfall
for each
area are shown in Table 3 with the 1979 rainfall
values marked by asterisk. The 1979 rainfall
values in the North and South Control Areas were
close to their respective medians; whereas the
1979 rainfall
values in the West and East Control
Areas were above normal (compared to their
medians).

2b MULTIPLEREGRESSION
Stem
-2.00
-I.00
-0.00
0.00
1.00
2.00
3.00

Leaves
02,07
00,08,08,11,40,45,54,66
02,28,33,36,41,57,82,97
03,10,38,50,72
09",19,36,47,92
07,69
63

Cumulative
No.
%
2
I0
18
23
28
30
31

6.5
32.3
58.1
74.2
90.3
96.8
I00.0

The deviation was unusually large in the
East Control Area, whose 1979 rainfall
value was
the second largest in the 31-year period studied.
This raises a question of possible extra-area
seeding effects there. Someinformation regarding seeding operations and the meteorological
conditions of the present project are available

2c DOUBLERATIO
Stem
.500
.600
.700
.800
.900
1.000
I.I00
1.200
1.300
1.400
1.500
1.600

Leaves
94
49
13,16,19,48,77,91
32,32,76,93,95
49,87
06,12,24,34,43,67,79
41"
06,70
17,81
02
37
44

Cumulative
No.
%
1
2
8
13
15
23
24
26
28
29
30
31

3.2
6..5
25.8
41.9
48.4
74.2
77.4
83.9
90.3
93.5
96.8
I00.0

Table 3. Ranked Distribution
of Areal Precipitation,
1949-~979.
Target
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

"1979 value
tribution
of estimated rainfall
increases using
MR; the significance level is found as 0.26.
3. Double Ratio. For the 1979 seeded year,
a double ratio is calculated as follows:
DR= TsCns/TnsCs
where Ts is the rainfall
total of the Target
Area in the year 1979, Tns is the averaged rainfall total of the Target Area in the non-seeded
years (1949-1979), and similarly
Cs and Cns.
randomization double ratio was performed, and a
"stem-and-leaves" display of the randomization
distribution
is shown in Table 2c. The double
ratio corresponding to 1979 is 1.141, or an
estimated rainfall
increase of 0.89 inches (23
mm), and the significance level is 0.26, the
sameas that of MR.
These three evaluation techniques give
non-identical significance levels to their respective 1979 estimated rainfall increases.
Only the estimated rainfall
increase using PCR
is marginally significant
at the 0.I0 level;
whereas the estimated rainfall
increases using
MRor DR are not as significant.
In other

1.70
1.91
2.33
2.44
2.97
3.23
3.77
3.80
3.88
4.19
4.23
4.39
4.73
4.82
4.88
4.92
4.93
5.06
5.21
5.38
5.57
5.61
5.71
6.49
7.01
7.24*
7.80
8.08
8.86
10.20
10.62
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North
I. 57
1.83
1.96
1.97
2.58
2.81
2.83
2.88
2.98
3.06
3.51
3.55
3.66
3.82
3.83
3.86*
4.01
4.18
4.2¢
4.27
4.72
4.95
5.13
5.13
5.6~
5.67
6.15
6.19
7.89
10.83
12.37

West
1.60
1.86
1.90
2.47
2.61
2.87
~.97
3.20
3.48
3.63
3.67
4.00
4.05
4.18
~. 25
~.28
4.49
z~.54
~.60
~.89
5.01"
5.05
5.08
5.13
6.08
5.64
6.84
7.23
7.32
II.86
12.01

South
1.21
1.24
2.66
3.07
3.69
3.69
3.76
3.81
4.21
4.30
4.57
4.72
4.81
4.92
5.08
5.42
5.43
5.44*
5.61
5.75
5.78
6.22
6.61
6.69
6.89
6.91
7.19
7.99
8.28
9.10
13.08

East
2.93
3.23
3.34
3.37
3.46
3.49
3.53
3.61
3.74
3.82
4.15
4.18
4.33
4.56
4.58
4.87
5.00
5.20
5.32
5.85
6.32
7.11
7.31
7.88
7.94
8.34
8.46
8.53
9.43
10.49"
11.30

from the operator, but they do not contain enough
details. Attempts to identify any extra-area
effect by examining this information is discussed later; whereas here, it was decided to
exclude the East Control Area to perform another
historical
Target-Control evaluation. This
second evaluation does not render the first
evaluation invalid, rather it only serves as an
auxiliary piece of information to complement
the first
evaluation in regard to the question
of extra-area seeding effect.

echo complexes moved beyond the Target. The
results shownin Table 5 reveal that there is lit.tle
possibility
of East Control Area being contaminated. Jt is surprising,
however, to note
that. the West and South Control Areas appeared
to be potential areas of contamination, which
suggests that the. previous estimation of 1979
T.-C differences as well as the statistical
significance of historical
T-C comparisons might
be conservative than they actually were.

Only the techniques of multiple regression
and double ratio were used. (Principal component
regression with three components is identical to
the multiple regression in this case.) Table
shows the randomization distributions
of estimated
rainfall
increases using multiple regression as
well as using double ratio. The significance
levels of both techniques are 0.I0. The estimated
1979 rainfall
increase using multiple regression
is 1.94 inches (49 mm), or 36.6%. The 1979 double
ratio is 1.437, or an estimated rainfall
increase
of 2.20 inches (56 mm).

Fable 5. Seeded Echo Motion.
._DaLe ....
June 20
June 22
June 23
June 29
June 30
July 9
July I0
July 12

Overall, the significant
estimated rainfall
increases using either all four surrounding control areas (39.5%, PCR), or using three control
areas excluding the East Control Area (36.6%,
MR; 43.7%, DR) were fairly
close. This suggests
little
likelihood that the East Control Area was
contaminated during the 1979 cloud seeding
period. The unusually large amount of the 1979
rainfall
value in the East Control Area was probably due more to ~atural variation than to
cloud seeding.

-2.00
-I.00
-0.00
0.00
l.O0
2.00
3.00

The 1979 rainfall
data alone cannot be
construed as evidence of any cloud seeding effect.
IIowever, the differences between seeded and nonseed values, particularly
as revealed in Figure
5, do suggest that a localized high existed in the
target on seeded occasions which was not present
on non-seed occasions. As one final caution,
one expects that cloud seeding in the Target
Area would be attempted under conditions that
were locally favorable for heavier rainfall
there, and a "selection bias" might have occurred.

MUI.TIPLEREGRESSION
Leaves

26
05,12,19,62,65,69,92
04,58,63,65,66,82,86,95,98
02,05,05,29,73,73,87,88
43,58,79,94*
53
95

Cumulative
No.
1
8
17
25
29
30
31

3.2
25.8
54.8
80.6
93.5
96.1~
lO0. O

A more bias-free evaluat.ion usin!j surrounding
cont.rol areas and historical data shows a marginally significant
39.51: estimated rainfall
increase
during 1979 cloud seeding period. If the question
of the East Control (extra-area effect) is concerned, evaluation using the other control areas
shows marginally significant
rainfall
increase
of 43.7% using DR and 36.6,i: rainfall increase
using MR. In both comparisons, the probability
that this ~s due to chance is 1 in

4b DOUBLERAIIO
Stem

Leaves

.600 16,71
.70~ 26,85,96
.800 06,14,19,25,52,65,91
.900 00,02,22,33,42,56,97
l.O00 54,56
l.lO0 05,80,87
1.2~
65,78,90
1.300 82
1.400 37*
1.500 79,93

W, S
S
W, S
None
E
W
None
W

SUMMARY
The Target Area received more rainfall
(based on only two gages to determine an area
average) during the 1979 40-day operational
period than did the surrounding areas. This
was particularly
true when one compared the
larget rainfall with the surrounding control
rainfall
based solely on the seed rain occasions.
Investigation of the 1979 rainfall (isohyetal)
pattern within the Target, based on the detailed
92-raingage network data, showed that there were
wide extremes, from very low to very heavy
rainfall
in the Target Area.

Table 4. Randomization Distributions of Estimated
Rainfall Increases, Surrounding Control Areas
Except East.

Stem

Unclear
Stationary
From Northwest
Stationary
From West
Stationary
Stationary
From East

Control Areas
p0~_s..i_b]
y..A_f_
f_e_c_t
_e_d

4.

Indeed, the radar echo overlay (provided
by the seeding operator) on the seeded days
were examined to discern where seeded echoes and

4a

Seeded Echo
_M..o..t_~.
o_n_
..........

Cumulative
No.
2
6.5
5
16.1
12
38.7
19
61.3
21
67.7
24
77.4
27
87.1
28
90.3
29
93.5
31
lO0. O

As an evaluation technique principal
component regression indicated that the 1979
Target rainfall
was ,;ore unusual than do the MR
or DR results indicated when all the four cont,~ol rreas were usea. The MR(or equivalently
PCR) and DR also indicated tha~ the !979 Target
rainfall
was unusually high when only three
control areas were used.
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SEVEN YEARS OF WEATHER MODIFICATION IN
CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN UTAII
John R. Thompson and Don A. Griffith
North American Weather Consultants
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117
Abstract. A post-hoc statistical evaluation of an operational cloud
seeding project, designed to enhance winter snowfall in the mountainous
sections of central and southern Utah, was based on comparison between
several control areas and multiple target areas. Linear regression
equations were developed for each control-target area combination
based on average January-March precipitation, 1956-1973; from 1974
through 1980 the target was seeded consistently during these months.
Ratios of observed to calculated precipitation are presented for the
target areas and several sub-target areas based on the predictions
using the control area precipitation as predictor for the seeded years.
Significance of the results was determined using a one-tailed WilcoxonMann-Whitney ranking test.
On the basis of this evaluation it is concluded that seeding has been
successful in increasing the January-March precipitation within the
intended target areas over the seven year seeded period. The results
vary depending on the control area, but all are positive. Indicated
increases range from about eight percent to twenty-eight percent within
the various target sub-sectors. Over the total Primary Target precipitation increases of between 13 and 20 percent are indicated. These
results appear to be highly significant in most of the target areas.
Some evidence of positive extra-area effects are noted "downwind"
from the target, but with less statistical significance than the target
areas.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Utah is one of the driest of the
50 states; much of the precipitation
that does fall accumulates as high elevation snowpack from October to April.
For irrigated agriculture,
important
in the state, streamflow
from these
accumulated
snowpacks
is
necessary,
and any additional runoff that can be
acquired is valuable.
An operational
weather modification program in central
and southern Utah began in the 1973-74
winter and has continued each winter
through the present.
Sponsors of the
program are the Utah Water Resources
Development Corporation (formerly Southern Utah Water Resources Development
Corporation)
and the State of Utah,
Division of Water Resources (DWR),
active participant since 1975.

of mountains in central and southern
Utah. Commissioners or water conservancy
districts of counties potentially involved in the program vote annually whether
to participate.
The DWR then shares
the cost of the program. On the average,
12 counties .have particpated annually
since the state involvement
began in
1975 (Figure I).
Both silver
iodide(Agl)
ground
generators
and seeding aircraft were
used in selected storm periods until
1979, after which only ground generators
were used.
Manually operated units
are supplemented by remotely controlled
units at higher elevations.
For the
current 1980-81 season, 75 manual and
4 remote generators were installed.

The program goal has been to increase winter snowpack at higher elevations of participating counties in central
and southern Utah. North American Weather
Consulants (NAWC), the weather modification contractor
since the program’s
inception, has evaluated the effectiveness of the program for both five and
seven years of operation.
The more
recent 7-year evaluation
of seeding
seeding
1974-1980,
of
winter-spring
is reported here.

The program is strictly an. operational program
designed
to optimize
any benefits, without any randomization.
Portions of naturally occurring storms
deemed seedable by established seedability criteria (Thompson et a|., 1978)
are seeded.
Consequently, evaluation
has relied upon comparisons of target
and control precipitation.
The earlier
evaluation
of five
years of seeding (Thompson, 1979) also
was based upon comparisons
of target
control precipitation,
but only from
January to March. This was the only
period consistently
seeded during the
five years. This five-year evaluation
work was independently verified by the

BACKGROUND
The intended target areas of the
program, as defined in an earlier design
study (Thompson et al.., 1978), encompasses some 19,000 sq km (12,000 sq mi)

2.
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Fig. I. Cou~y se~ ok Ut.afi counties involved
in we~h~, modifica~i.on program and project l~=g#~C
~e~ (ha~.ched),
1974-1980.

Division of Water Resources
Water Resources, £981).

(Div.

The major recommendation of both the
Technical Advisory Board and Dr. Gabriel
was for additiomal analyses using other
stations as control areas, since the
evaluation used control stations selected post hoc.
The new analyses were
suggested
to confirm
that
comparable
results
could be achieved
with different
controls.
In ad4ition, Dr. Gabriel
recommended elimination of four of the
stations in the original ten station
control due to their proximity to the
target.

of

Thompson (1979) found that the 1974-78
January-March precipitation in the Primary Target was greater than that predicted by the regression
equations.
Some differences
between observed and
calculated values were highly significant, particularlx in the southern half
of the target. For the total target,
the indicated increase due to seeding
was approximately
18 percent, highly
significant
at the .018 level by the
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank test.

These recommendations
have been
followed; the results of the evaluation,
updated to cover seven years of seeding,
1974-1980 follows.

Both this evaluation
and that of
the DWR were reviewed by a Technical
Advisory
Board organized
by the DWR
to provide
guidance
and expertise.
Dr. Ruben Gabriel, Univ. of Rochester
statistician,
reviewed the five-year
evaluation as part of a National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA)
program to design a comprehensive evaluation of both the Utah and North Dakota
state/local seeding programs.

EVALUATION APPROACH
To cover sewen years of seeding
the evaluation
approach
is the same
as that of the five-year evaluation;
e.g., statistical, using the correlation
between
a control area and a target
area to determine the apparent effectiveness of seeding,
Like the previous

3.
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five-year evaluation,
the basic data
consist of January through March precipitation.

Nevada and Utah, published by the National Climatic Center, NOAA, Storage-Gage
Precipitation
Data for western United
States, also published by the National
Climatic Center, and the Water Supply
Outlook for Utah, published by the Soil
Conservation
Service,
USDA.
Except
for some storage gages, data were available back to about 1950. However, another seeding project had been conducted
in southern Utah from 1951 to 1955 (Hales
et al, 1955). To eliminate any possible
effect from that seeding these years
were excluded and the historical data
January-March
base was formed
from
precipitation 1956-1973.

The control in the five-year evaluation consisted
of ten precipitation
measuring stations in west-central Utah
(one station was actually
just over
the state line in Nevada). As suggested
by Dr. Gabriel, four stations in the
eastern part of the control, near the
western edge of the target, were elimia six
station
control
nated,
leavi 2_)nq
A second
control
(C
2)
(C1 in Fig.
¯
included
six precipitation
stations
located in Nevada, Arizona, and Utah.
Few stations in eastern Nevada and northern Arizona have long-term stable records
of precipitation so Lehman Cave National
included in both
Monument, Nevada was
controls.
Otherwise, C 2 stations were
from the target
much farther removed
than C 1. Combining the average precipitation at each of the 11 individual
stations of CI and C~ produced yet another control IC3) extending from eastern
Nevada and western Utah to northwestern
Arizona.
Table 1 provides a listing
of
all the precipitation
stations.
All three of the controls were used
develop
regression equations for
to
the various targets (Table 2); ratios
target precipitation
to
of
observed
calculated precipitation were determined
target-control relationship
for each
(Table 3).

3.1

Data Quality
The control area stations had consisent data, although occasional monthly
totals were reported as estimated. Precipitation data were available in the
Central target for 17 low elevation
stations and 17 storage gages at higher
elevations.
Less than five percent of
the data were missing but,
on those
occasions
when they were,
estimates
were made from surrounding
locations
by plotting the available data on charts
and drawing isohyetals around the missing data areas. For the eight storage
gages installed
during 1956 and the
one in 1957, data were estimated from
surrounding data in a similar manner.
The storage gages normally
were read
at or near the end of each month. When
two or more months were combined, an
interpolated value for the desired period
was computed from the known percentage
of precipitation which fell at the surrounding sites.

Four target areas, e.g., Central,
South Central, Dixie and the east Tooele
County target area (not included
in
the five-year evaluation), and two supplemental areas (Eastern and North Central)
were used.
The Eastern area is not
in the intended target area, but was
included to investigate potential extra
area effects. The North Central area
was selected to seek seeding effects
in an area not expected to be directly
affected by the seeding. In this manner,
some assessment could be made of whether
there was some bias in the seeded years
favoring the likelihood
of detecting
a "seeding effect".

In the .South Central target area,
the 12 low elevation precipitation gages
all have consistent records. Data were
available from five storage gages, although 1956 data were estimated at two.
Less than three percent of the historical data were missing from the storage
gages, and all was available
in the
seeded years.
The Dixie target area has five
lower elevation precipitation stations,
and two storage gages, at lower elevations than the ones in the Central and
South Central target areas. These sites
were not activated until 1959 and the
data for the first three years have been
estimated from surrounding locations.

The isolated target areas in southeastern Uta.h were not evaluated in the
five-year evaluation and have also been
excluded from this evaluation
due to
lack of long-term precipitation stations.
Precipitation gage locations are indicated in Fig. 2 by a circle and storage
gage locations
are shown by an "X".
Most precipitation gages are in valleys
at lower elevations, with storage gages
at elevations
above 3360 m (8000 ft
MSL). Seeding in the east Tooele area
did not begin until 1975-76,
so the
evaluation
for that section
is for
January-March, 1976-1980.

The six precipitation
gages in
the Eastern supplementary
area, just
east of the Wasatch Plateau all had
good data. The North Central supplemental area had ten stations at both low
and high elevations,
three of which
were storage gage sites at intermediate
levels between 2250 and 2450 meters.
To select stations less likely to be
affected by the seeding generator sites
to the west and northwest (i.e., generator locations used to seed the Stansbury
and Oquirrh Mountains in east Tooele

Precipitation stations with reliable long-term records were sought in
the Climatological
Data for Arizona,
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and supplemental

County), precipitation gages in the Salt
Lake and Provo areas were not chosen.

~.eas.

movement. Minor elevation changes (generally less than 60 meters) occurred at
about half the sites. None of the moves
was significant
enough to change the
station precipitation pattern and thereby
affect the regression computations.

3.2

Data Compilation
P~ecipiYation for each
station
within a group, either the controls
or the various target groups, was summed
for three months, January through March,
for each individual year. These three
monthly totals were then summed for
all the stations within the group and
averaged to obtain a "yearly" average.

4.

RESULTS
Separate linear regressions
were
developed relating average January-March
precipitation,
(1956-1973),
in
each
of the target areas to that in the three
control groups (C I, C 2, and C3). These
equations were then applied to 1974-1980
control area precipitation to estimate
the target area precipitation
if it
had not been seeded.

Station histories of the precipitation gages indicate that many have
been moved from a few to several hundred
meters; elevation changes were generally
less than 30 meters, but occasionally
as much as 120 meters.
A few gages
have been moved one to as much as five
kilometers, but records at the nearest
gages suggest
no appreciable changes
have occurred.

Ratios of the observed target precipitation (Yo) to the calculated precipitation (Yc) were computed and tested
by the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
ranking
test (onetailed).
Where appropriate,
target groups were stratified by elevation (valley precipitation
gages and
mountain storage gages).

The storage gages’ histories indicate a more stable pattern with little
144
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Table

Index No.

Precipitation stations.
Avg. Jan-Mar Precip.
(inches)

Lat.

Long.

Elev
(ft)

Group

1956-73

1974-80

Peach Springs
Williams

35-32
35-15

113-25
If2-11

4810
6750

C2
C2

2.63
5.00

4.17
7.04

Elko FAA AP
Ely WSO AP
Lehman Cave N.M.

40-50
39-17
39-00

I15-47
I14-51
114-13

5075
6257
6825

C2
C2
CI,2

2.65
2.14

3.15
2.71

3.17

3.35

40-10
38-17
38-16
39-08
38-18
40-34
38-41
37-55
38-30
37-42
37-39
39-08
39-54
38-17
39-13
37-40
37-42
38-I0
40-37
38-36
40-24
38-36
37-31
40-32
37-34
39-18
39-19
39-20
39-21
39-21
37-46
40-16
38-46
39-05
38-57
38-33
40-43
38-56
38-48
39-41
40-36
39-00
37-17
38-22
37-39
40-30
39-29
40-]I
38-48
38-29
38-31
37-12
39-33
37-29
38-24

Ill-30
I12-38
I12-29
III-33
112-21
112-08
III-36
III-25
112-02
I12-09
ll2-10
III-27
I13-43
Ill-16
lll~Ol
I12-44
I13-06
I12-16
III-27
112-35
III-32
I13-45
I12-42
Ill-36
I13-43
III-27
III-29
III-31
Ill-31
III-35
III-36
I12-05
Ill-40
Ill-C8
112-19
III-43
I12-12
I14-02
111-41
Ill-19
I12-27
llO-lO
I13-43
II0-43
I12-26
III-25
III-01
II]-22
I12-46
112-23
III-53
I13-16
III-52
113-51
III-39

5140
5920
7275
8000
10290
5620
9400
6700
9800
7585
7915
9400
4330
5500
5660
9580
5620
6060
4960
5990
5270
5252
8700
7560
5340
lO000
8700
6880
7655
5670
5810
4876
9600
5930
5120
8700
4300
5275
8000
8700
4290
4070
4060
4308
6910
5630
7220
7420
5050
9100
6950
3200
5315
6100
7080

NC
CE
CE
CE
CE
ET
CE
SC
CE
SC
SC
CE
CI
EA
EA
SC
SC
CE
NC
CE
NC
Cl
SC
NC
SC
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
SC
ET
CE
EA
CE
CE
ET
Cl
CE
CE
ET
EA
DX
EA
SC
NC
EA
NC
CE
CE
CE
DX
CE
DX
CE

7.67

9.35

2.40
5.15

3.51
8.03

Name

Arizona
6328
9359
Nevada
2573
2631
4514
Utah
0449

0519
0527
0534
0684
0700
0733
0849
0892
1OO2
I008
IOl2
I144
If71
1214
1239
1267
1432
1759
~792
2057
2116
2255
2279

2558
2565
2573
2574
2576
2578
2592
2696
2752
2798
2828
2847
3097
3138
3298
3301

3348
3418
.3506
3611
3776
3809

3896
4005
4527
4668
4764
4968

5065
5131
5148

Bartholomew PH
Beaver
Beaver Canyon PH
*Beaver Dams
*Big Fiat
Bingham Canyon 2NE
*Blacks Fl. UM Ck.
Boulder
*Box Creek
Bryce Canyon FAA AP
Bryce Canyon NP Hdq.
*Buck Flats
Callao
Capitol Reef NP
Castle Dale
*Castle Valley
Cedar City FAA AP
Circleville
Cottonwood Weir
Cove Fort
Deer Creek Dam
Desert Exp. Range
*Duck Creek RS
*Dutchman GS
Enterprise
*Ephraim Alpine Meadows
*Ephraim Hdq. GBRC
*Ephraim Majors Flat
*Ephraim Oaks
Ephraim Sorensen Fld.
Escalante
Fairfield
*Farnsworth Lake
Ferron
Fillmore
*Fish Lake RS
Garfield
Garrison
*Gooseberry RS
*Gooseberry Res.
Grantsville
Green River Avn.
Gunlock PH
Hanksville
Hatch
Heber
Hiawatha
*Hobble Ck. Sum.
Kanosh
*Kimberly Mine
Koosharem
La Verkin
Levan
*Little Grassy Ck.
Loa
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7.99
9.32
6.05
6.86
2.01
7.79
2.32
3.13
9.64
1.00
.65
1.22
7.82

2.17
1.83

9.92
13.23
6.13
8.79
3.93
10.72
4.83
4.98
12.42
1.06
1.70
2.33
10.55

3.73
2.09

6.14
3.35
6.39
¯ 97
9.87
11.65
3.87
12.54

7.10
4.80
9.94
1.73
14.51
15.14
6.72
15.25

9.89
5.37

12.13
6.69

6.61
2.76
1.73
2.47
11.22
1.53
4.41
4.65
3.68
1.41
7.66
IO.37
2.77
¯ 95
3.70
.67
1.66
4.37
2.82
9.56
3.57
I0.36
1.57
3.73
4.07
7.15
¯ 97

8.31
3.90
3.50
4.54
12.41
2.69
5.18
6.68
5.35
2.22
8.80
13.85
3.04
2.02
6.56
1.62
4.17
5.97
4.15
ll.90
4.92
12.67
2.60
6.07
4.53
13.10
1.29

Table 1 (Cont’d.)

Index No.

Name

Lat.

Lon~.

Elev
(ft)

37-30
39-15
40-29
39-32
39-08
39-43
37-29
39-23
37-49
37-43
37-51
39-39
39-56
38-53
39-27
38-46
37-07
38-37
39-15
40-36
4O-O5
37-48
40-27
40-32
37-38
37-21
38-29
37-35
40-44
37-50
37-13

I13-25
111-38
112-12
Ill-35
Ill-30
Ill-50
113-18
I12-20
I12-27
I12-38
I12-50
I13-53
I-I-38
112-15
Ill-16
I12-05
1 3-34
I 1-52
l 2-06
I 1-35
I 1-36
I 2-56
l 1-42
l 2-18
1 2-O5
l 3-39
l 3-25
l 2-54
l 4-02
1 1-53
I 2-59

8000
5740
7000
5525
9500
5133
5290
5070
6720
8320
5930
4750
8050
8780
9000
5270
276O
5]90
5306
8740
4720
5950
5640
5070
6280
4600
4960
9200
4237
9640
4050

Avg. Jan-Mar Preclp.
(inches)
Group

DX
C£
ET
CE
CE
CE
SC
C£
SC
SC
SC
C]
NC
CE
CE
CE
DX
CE
CE
NC
NC
SC
NC
ET
SC
DX
Cl
SC
C2
SC
OX

1956-73

]974-80

6.25
3.33
9.40
2.45
lO.14
3.75
5.50
3.16
1.70
3.68
3-57
].09
9.89
12.83
II.17
1.78
2.49
2.50
3.36
]5.00
5.04
3.03
6.94
4.09
2.72
3.94
1.27
]l.27
.98
6.39
4.66

9.59
4.49
13.30
3.34
13.01
4.59
9.56
4.70
2.49
5.99
3.10
1.50
]1.37
]5.56
13.28
2.37
4.52
3.13
4.97
16.0]
6.28
3.72
9.02
5.55
4.47
6.66
1.34
]8.49
1.31
9.65
7.46

Utah
*Long Flat
Manti
*Middle Canyon
Moroni
*Mount Ba]dy RS
Nephi
New Harmony
Oak City
Pangultch
*Panguitch Lake RS
Parowan Apt.
Partoun
*Payson RS
*Pine Creek
*Red Pine Ridge
Richfield Radio KSVC
Saint George
Salina
Scipio
Silver Lake Brighton
Spanish Fk. PH
Summit
Timpanogos Cave
Tooele
Tropic
Veyo Power House
Wah Wah Ranch
*Webster Flat
Wendover Autob.
*Widtsoe Esc. #3
Zion National Park

5197
5402
5603
5837
5906
6135
6181
6357
6601
6606
6686
6708
6729
6840
7230
7260
7516
7557
7714
7846
8119
8456
8733
8771
8847
9136
9152
9352
9382
9512
9717

*
Group
Cl C2 CE NC -

- Storage gage

Control l
Control 2
Central target
North Central

SC
DX
EA
ET

-

South Central
Dixie
Eastern
East Tooele

In general,
the correlation
coefficients
(Table
2) were good to very
good ( > .80) for most of the targetcontrol
-relationships,
although
a few
were .73 to .?9.
They were poorest
with the six station
control
in western
Utah (C I) and improved
with both the
expanded
six station
control
(C 2) and
the combined
eleven
station
control
(C3).

controls,
and often provides
the highest
statistical
significance
of the three.
While
the indicated
results
of
seeding
for each of the sub-sections
are important, perhaps the most important
aspect is the apparent
effect of seeding
for the total Primary
Target
{Table
3,
Group 4). The ratio of seeded
precipitation to that calculated
using C I indicates an increase
of approximately
20%
during
the seeded
seven
year
period
(January-March
from 1974-80).
Results
could
be attributed
to chance
alone
in less than 3 cases
out of i00. The
ratio determined
from C 2 indicates
approximately
a 13% increase,
but the
level of significance remains high (.032).
The results
from the combine4
eleven
station
control
{C 3) indicate
a 16%
increase significant
at the .01 level.

Differences
between
observed
and
predicted
precipitation
increased
from
north
to south
in the three
sections
of the Primary Target area (i.e., Central,
South
Central
and Dixie),
and become
correspondingly
more significant
statistically
in the southern
regions.
In
general,
C 1 provides
the greatest
and
Cp the lea~t indication
of differences.
C~ (the
combined
control)
typically
provides
an estimate
between
these two
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Table 2.

Linear regression equations developed for
target areas.

Target Group
l)

Linear Regression Equations

Central
Low elevation
High elevation

Yc=l.2 Cl + 1.19
Yc=2.56 Cl + 5.28

Yc= .78 C2 + ,8
Yc=l.69 C2 + 4.41

Yc=l.08 C3 + .78
Yc=2.3 C3 + 4.4

Combined

Yc=l.88 C1 = 3.24

Yc=l.24 C2 + 2.61

Yc=1.69 C3 + 2.59

Low elevation

Yc=1.86 C1 - .02

Yc=l.18 C2 -

.48

High elevation

Yc=4.21 Cl + 1.55

Yc=2.66 C2 +

.46

Yc=l.61C 3 - .99
Yc=3.64 C3 + .41

Combined

Yc=2.55 Cl + .47

Yc=l.62 C2 -

.21

Yc=2.21C 3 - .22

Yc=3.28 Cl - .3

Yc-2.03 C2 - 1.07

Yc=2.8 C3 - 1.12

High elevation

Yc=l.84 Cl + .48
Yc=2.93 Cl + 4.44

Yc=l.17 C2 - .02
Yc=l.91C2 + 3.52

Yc=l.61C 3 - .04
Yc=2.61C3 + 3.5

Combined

Yc=2.26 Cl + 1.98

Yc=l.45 C2 + 1.32

Yc=l.99 C3 + 1.3

5)

Eastern Tooele

Yc=l.ll Cl + 3.1

Yc= .65 C2 + 2.94

Yc=l.O0 C3 + 2.72

6)

Eastern
Supplemental

Yc= .74 Cl + .21

Yc= .48 C2 - .Of

Yc= .64 C
3

North Central
Supplemental

Yc=2.07 Cl + 5.2

Yc=l.26 C2 + 4.77

Yc=l.75 C3 + 4.71

2)

South Central

3) Dixie
4)

Primary Target
(El ,2,3)
Low elevation

7)

where:
Yc

=

Target group calculated precipitation (inches)

C
l
C2

=

Revised control group precipitation (inches)

=

Expanded control group precipitation (inches)

C
3

=

Combined (CI+C2) control group precipitation (inches)

In eastern
Tooele
county
results
of five years of seeding were.very
similar for each control.
Computations
from both C 1 and C indicated
a precipitation
increase
If approximately
17%
in the target during the seeded period,
while
the results
utilizing
C 3 were
15%. The significance
levels
were
.04
to .055.

small since the normal
pitation is low.

wintertime

preci-

In the North Central
supplemental
area ratios
of observed
to calculated
precipitation
are greater
than
one,
although
they do not approach
statistical significance.
This region
could
be affected
intermittently
by the seeding in either the Eastern
Tooele County
or northern portion of the Primary Target
area.

In the Eastern
supplemental
area
ratios of observed
to calculated
precipitation
were
high,
with
reasonably
high statistical
significance,
suggesting a rather
strong
possibility
of a
positive
extra-area
effect
in an area
normally
"downwind"
of the primary
target area during storm periods.
Although
indicated
seeding
effects
yield large
percentages
in this
Eastern
region,
the absolute
magnitudes
are relatively

As indicated
in Fig. 3, most
of
the apparent
effects
of seeding
seem
to have occurred
during
the last three
years,
although
a sizable
increase
in
observed
over calculated
precipitation
is indicated
also in 1974. In all, five
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Table 3- Summaryof correlations,
ratios and significance
for varioussub-sectorsof target
Correlation
Coefficient
(r)
TargetGroup

C
l

C
2

Statistical
S.i~niflcance
(P)

Ratio(Yo/Yc)
C
l

C
3

C
2

c3

cI

.234
.070

c2

c
3

i. Central
Low elevation

.829
¯ 730 .804

¯ 832 1.178

1.113

1.132

High elevation

¯ 798 1.135

1.083

1.106

Combined

¯ 755

.829

¯ 825 1.144

1.086

Low elevation
High elevation

.846

.896

.889

.891

Combined

.874

.937
.922

.760

.194

.122
.055

1.113 .079

.178
.110

1.235

1.282

.028

.010

.017

1.173
1.202

1.213
1.244

.007
.012

.004

.002
.002

.079

2. SouthCentral

.885

3. Dixie

.917

1.360
¯ 935 1.262
.918 1.303
¯ 918

1.329 1.228

.007

1.268 .089 .028

.055

1.210 -055
].125 .032
1.16l .028

.032
.062

.015
.02~

.024

.O10

4. PrimaryTarget (~1,2,3)
Low elevation
High elevation

¯ 883

.935
.867

.934 1.272
.862 1.162

1.176
1.102

.913

.910 1.204

1.132

Combined

¯ 799
¯ 852

5.

Eastern
Tooele

.813

.796 .806 1.175" 1.175" 1.155" .055 .055 .049

6,

Eastern (supplemental)

¯ 785

.847

7.

NorthCentral
(supplemental)

.758

.774 .78o 1.137

*

.830

1.522 1.399

].476 .163 .070

.070

I.IO3 I.il7 .314 .273 .272

EasternTooelefor five-yearperiod,1976-80.

of the seven seeded years indicate increases over expected values.
Little
seeding effect is suggested in the drought
years of 1976 and 1977, which had few
seeding opportunities
due to lack of
storminess.
The year 1975 also indicates that little seeding effect, for
reasons that are not as apparent.

achieved greater significance than those
in the northern portion.
This trend
has continued through the seven-year
evaluation;
the
indicated
increases
in the south are about twice those in
the north. The southern area indicates
statistical significance about one order
of magnitude greater than the northern
portion, except for Dixie where several
seeding suspensions
during the last
two years, might account for the lower
significance level.

5.

COWCLUSIONS
Post hoc analyses using three separate controls to predict target precipitation from three sets of regression
equations, while differing in indicated
percentage
increase, generally agree
qualitatively.
All indicate that the
January-March target area precipitation,
1974-1980 (1976-80 for East Tooele),
was greater than that predicted by the
regression equations. Some ~ifFerences
between observed and calculated (expected)
values were highly significant.
In
the five-year evaluation, Thompson (1979)
noted that the southern portion of the
Primary Target had higher ratios which

Evidence
of positive
extra area
effects continues to appear to the east
of the target, but the results are not
highly significant. North of the target,
an indication of a minor seeding effect,
is even less statistically significant
than east of the target where carryover
effects could be occurring for the last
five years, from seeding in Tooele County,
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CALCULATED

PRECIPITATION

(INCHES)

Fig. 3. Comparison of calculated
precipitation
(b~ed
on combined controls,
CI and C2) vs. obs~ved JanuaryMarch pre~ipit~on
for unseeded and seeded p~iods,
peary target area (low and ~gh elevatio~
combined).
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VARIATIONS
IN RAINFALLANDINSUREDCROP-HAILLOSSES
ASSOCIATED
WITHOPERATIONAL
CLOUDSEEDING
IN SOUTHDAKOTA
1
Arnett S. Dennis, Barbara G. Brown,
and James R, Miller, Jr.
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
Rapid City, South Dakota 57701

Abstract. A brief review of operational cloud seeding programs in South Dakota
is given, followed by an evaluation on the basis of rainfall
data and insured
crop-hail loss data for the years 1948-1978.
All of the projects used silver iodide as the seeding agent, but a wide variety
of generator types, seeding rates, and delivery methods was used.
In years w.ith aircraft seeding over small areas, both rainfall and hail damage
tended to be larger in target than in non-target counties. The data available
do not show such a trend for years when ground-based generators were employed.
In years when 40%or more of the state was seeded, the results for target and
non-target counties becameindistinguishable
in terms of both rainfall and crop
hail damage. However, increases in the area included in cloud seeding programs,
using either ground based or airborne generators, were associated with an
apparent net hail suppression effect, extending over the entire state. The
rainfall data do not display such a trend.
I.

INTRODUCTION
ANDHISTORICAL
BACKGROUND
This paper summarizes the results of a 3-year
investigation
into the statistics
of su~er rainfall and crop-hail losses in South Dakota before,
during, and after extensive operational cloud
seeding programs in that state. Portions of the
work have been reported previously at two scientific
meetings (Brown etal., 1979; Dennis etal., IgSO).

have involved attempts to increase rainfall,
suppress
hail, or both, during the growing season by seeding
cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds with silver iodide
(Agl). Information on each project is given
Schock’s (1977) summaryof weather modification
activities
in Minnesota, North Dakota, and South
Dakota. Project reports, newspaper clippings, and
correspondence about the projects are available in
the Bruce Collection, which was donated to the
Dever~aux Library, South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology, by the family of the late M. N. Bruce,
first
chairman of the South Dakota Weather Control
Commission.

The investigation has been motivated in part by
repeated inquiries from government agencies and private parties about the effects of operational cloud
seeding programs in South Dakota. In addition, the
data related to the operational seeding appeared to
be a potential source of information about seeding
effects and the relative merits of different
seeding methods.

All of the operational seeding in the 1950’s
was by ground based Agl generators. Most of the
projects were conducted by the Water Resources
Development Corporation (WRDC)using generators
burning coke pellets impregnated with Agl (e.g.,
Krick, 1952). Each generator consumed only a few
grams of Agl per hour. The WRDC
generators were
widely scattered. For example, newspaper accounts
indicate that one project covering several counties
in the west central part of the state was served by
a network of about 25 generators located throughout
western South Dakota and adjacent parts of North
Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, and Nebraska. A competing
firm used acetone generators charged with Agl.Nal
solutions on one project in northwestern South
Dakota in 1952 and 1953 (e.g., Battle etal., 1952).
From personal knowledge gained subsequently as an
employee of that company, the senior author estin~tes Agl consumptior~ on that project at 10-20 g
per generator hour.

Cloud seeding in South Dakota has been intended
generally to increase agricultural
production by
moderating certain aspects of the state’s harsh continental climate. Crop yields are nearly always
limited by available moisture, and are sometimes
reduced by hailstorms. The average annual rainfall
ranges from over 600 mm(24 in) in the southeast
corner of the state to about 300 mm(12 in) in the
northwest corner. The Black Hills at the extreme
west end of the state have an average annual rainfall of up to 750 mm(30 in) and are forested.
Hailstorms are frequent and crop damage(in 1980
prices) averages over $50,000,000 per year.
There have been a few winter projects in South
Dakota, but nearly all of the operational projects

~Presentaffiliation:
OregonStateUniversity,Corvallis,Oregon97330.
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The stateprogramwas not renewedfor 1976,but
two projectswere operatedby groupsof counties
with some state support.Mewes (1977)has
describedthe historyof cloudseedingin South
Dakotafrom a sociological
pointof view, with
particularreferenceto the organizedopposition
whichcausedthe statelegislatureto withdraw
financialsupportfrom the stateprogramin 1976.

Nearlyall of the operational
projectsafter
1960 used aircraftseeding.The first seeding
aircraftwere equippedwith acetonegenerators,
AgI.NaIsolutionwas used in many,if not all, of
the early projects.Some of the operatorsswitched
to AgI.NH4Isolutionabout1970 in the hope of
obtaininghigherice nucleatingefficiencyat temperaturesjust belowO°C. Consumptionratesvaried
fron~ perhaps~00 to 400 g per generatorhour.Many
aircraftwere equippedwith two wing-tipmounted
generators,and it becamea co~on practiceto
operateboth simultaneously
for hail suppression.

Seedingin 1977 and 1978 was conductedonly in
HardingCounty,whichis in the northwestern
corner
of the state. It was conductedby aircraftoperatingwith guidancefrom radarmeteorologists
at
the Bowmanfieldofficeof the NorthDakotaCloud
Modification
Project.

Some of the earliestaircraftseedingmissions
involvedcloudpenetrations
aroundthe -5C to -lOC
levels.There seemsto have been an impression
among the seedingpilotsthat in-cloudseedingwas
more effectivethan seedingbelow cloud base.However,safetyconsiderations
causedmost seedingof
intenseconvectivestorms,especiallyseedingfor
hail suppression,
to be conductedfrom below cloud
base.

In additionto the operationalprojects,South
Dakotahas been the site of severalexperimental
cloud seedingprojects.Most of the experimental
seedingoccurredin the westernpart of the state
from 1964 through1972 as part of the U.S. Department of the Interior’sProjectSkywater.It
involveda varietyof seedingagents,but Agl was
by far the most con~monlyused (Denniset al., 1974).
The only experimental
seedingafter1972 was the
seedingof a few heavy cumulusover the BlackHills
with an organicagent,1,5 dihydroxynaphthalene,
in the sunnierof 1974 (Fukutaet al., 1975).

A state-supported
programwas operatedfrom
I$72 through1975. The seedingwas conducted
entirelyfrom aircraft.The seedingpilotswere
guidedby radioedinstructions
from radarequipped
field offices.The aircraftcarriedgenerators
chargedwith AgI.NEI41
solution;AgI consumption
rate variedfrom 150 to 300 g per generatorhour
(e.g.,Williams,1973).Pyrotechnicdevicescapable of consuming200 g or more of AgI per minute
were also providedfor hail suppression
attempts.
A detailedstrategyevolvedto guide the seeding
operations(e.g.,Williams,1974).Hail suppression was the primaryobjectivewhenevera hail
threat was consideredto exist. At other times,
promisingcloud formationswere seededto increase
rainfall.Seedingwas generallydone from below
cloudbase, but cumuluscongestusand stratiform
cloudswere sometimesseedednear the -5C level
to initiateprecipitation.

2. PREVIOUSEVALUATIONATTEMPTS
Therehave been a numberof attemptsat
evaluationof operational
cloudseedingprojects
in SouthDakota.

Individualcountieshad the optionof participatingor not participating
in the state-supported
programon a cost-sharebasis. Figurel shows the
participating
countiesin 1972,the firstyear,
and in 1974,the year of maximumparticipation.

( ....L i - - - i - ~.:.:.:~::,"-’.-’-:.:.:::~.~:-:-:.::::
:::;::::
:C,

In the 1950’s,the WaterResourcesDevelopment
Corporationdistributed
reportsshowingrainfall
accumulations
duringground-generator
operational
periodsas percentagesof monthlynormals.They
also made some use of controlareas and historical analoguesof seededstormsin an attemptto
sharpenthe evaluation
of WRDC projects(Krick,
1952).Todd used the historicaltarget-control
regressionmethodto evaluatea 1952 projectusing
ground-based
acetonegeneratorsin the northwestern
part of the state (Battleet al., 1952). The
FinalReportof the AdvisoryCommitteeon Weather
Controlcontains"An Evaluationof CommercialCloud

:.....:.:.:
.....

¯ ........
~ .........
:........
:.:.:.x-...:.:...:-...:.:..’.

F~. 1: South DakotaoountiesparticipatCno~
in states~portedcloudseed~n~progro~n,s~.ded;(a) 197~;
(b) ~4.
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SeedingOperationsConductedDuringthe Summer
Months in SouthDakota,"(Berndt,1957).However,
it presentsproposedmethodsfor determining
changes
in rainfalland possibleassociatedeconomicbenefits,ratherthan an actualevaluation,because
Berndtbelievedthat the data availableto him
were too scantyto sustainany conclusionabout
seedingeffects.

data for the monthsof May throughAugustonly
(hereinafter
called the growingseason).For
reasonsto be discussedbelow,the study was
furtherlimitedto data from the 31-yearperiod
of 1948 to 1978, inclusive.Becausemost of the
seedingprojectswere organizedby counties,the
data for the evaluationwere organizedin t~e
sameway.

~ruce performed someunpublished evaluations,
mostly involving target-control
comparisons, of
early seeding projects. 2 Boyd (1972) examined
a sample of seven aircraft seeding projects. Two
of then} were designed to suppress hail as well as
stimulate rainfall;
the other five were for rain
increase only. ~oyd found tentative indications
of substantial rainfall increases, but no evidence of effects upon hailfall
in the two hail
suppression projects.

3.2 Seedin
9
The fractionof ~he area of SouthDakota
coveredby both operationaland experimental
clou~
seedingeach year duringthe growingseasonsof
1948 through1978 is shownin Table l, which is
from Denniset al. (19~0).
The fractional coverage was esti~Rated taking
into account, with appropriate weighting, such
factors as the inclusion of a county in a project
for only a part of a season. The pecularities
of
each experimental project, for instance, the limitation of seeding to daylight hours only, or to
days selected in accordance with a randoR:ization
schemewere also considered.

Brcwnet al. (1969) examined rainfall
downwind
of several projects in bcth North Dakota and South
Dakota in a search for large-scale seeding effects.
They found inconclusive evidence that rainfall
per
storm increased with the advent of seeding programs.
Staff membersof the state Division of Weather
Modification made someuse of target-control
evaluations. In one study, Donnan (1973) evaluated the
effects of individual seeding flights with floating
targets i~ediately downwind and controls in~ediately
upwind ef seeding tracks. The present authors consider that niethod subject to bias, because cloud
systems were selected for seeding only if they
looked promising and, in any event, were generally
moving eastward toward regions with larger natural
rainfall.

The operational projects were classified
initially
according to stated objective (rain
increase or hail suppression), number of Agl
generators per unit area, availability
of weather
radar, and so on. Preliminary analyses of the
resulting data sets led nowhere. The only classification retained was the distinction
between
ground-based and aircraft operations (Table I).
The "Type of Seeding" listed in Table 1 applies to
operational seeding only, even though the "Fraction
of State Seeded" reflects all types of seeding.
Only one year (19~8)had operationalprojects
both types. It is representedin Table I and in
some figuresbelow by two entries(Dennisetal.,
1980).

Miller et al. (1976) and Pellett et al. (1977)
comparedthe~ns’ured hail loss data and the rainfall data, respectively,
for the target and nontarget counties for the period 1972-1975. Both
groups of authors considered the years prior to
1972 as essentially unseeded years. They used data
from those years in permutation tests to establish
p-values for differences between target and nontarget counties for the years 1972-75. Recognition
of the need to overcome this shortcoming of the
analysis by Miller et al. (1976) was one of the
reasons for underta~-~ng the present study.

3.3

Rainfall

and Hailfall

Data

As noted above, rainfall
and hail damagedata
were obtained fro~ NCCand CHIAA, respectively.
The
analysis was limited to years from 1948 onward to
avoid the extreme drought years of the 1930’s, and
because of apparent improvements in the compilation
of hail statistics
just after World War II.

3. DATABASEFORPRESENT
STUDY
3.1 General Remarks

The county-yearwas adoptedas the basicunit
for study. As SouthDakota has 67 countiesand
the periodunderstudywas 31 years,the decision
i~pliedthat therewouldbe 2077 samplevaluesfor
each variablechosen for study. However,counties
that were only partlyseededor were seededexperimentallyin a givenyear were droppedfrom the
analysis,whichreducedthe basicdata set to 1990
valuesfor each variablestudied.Some otherdata
were missingdue to a countynot havinga rain gage
operatin~in a givenyear or due to a lack of CHIAA
insurance
records.

The evaluation required data pertaining to the
seeding, to the rainfall,
and to crop-hail damage,
which were obtained from, respectively, the report
by Schock (1977), the National Climate Center (NCC),
and the Crop-Hail Insurance Actuarial Association
(CHIAA). The hail reports are therefore weighted
by those townships within each county that had the
most insured crops; a few townships in the western
end of the state never had any insured crops at all
during the period under investigation.
Although
factors other than hail intensity affect hail insurance payouts, the usual climatological
data are
completely inadequate to characterize hail
occurrences on an annual basis.

The basic rainfall
statistic
for each county
year is the average growing season rainfall,
which
is the arithmetic average of the rainfall
~ecorded
at the climatic stations in the county during May
through August.

As most of the operational projects ran during
the spring and sum~er, the analysis was limited to

The basichail damagestatisticchosenfor
analysiswas the loss-costratio,whichis the

~Availablein the Bruce Collection,
DevereauxLiLrary,South DakotaSchoolof Minesand Technology.
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T~BLEi: Type of seeding,fractionof state seeded,and mean ranks for
non-targetand targetcountiesby years

Year
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

Fraction
Type of of State
Seeding* Seeded

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
A
A
A
A
A
A
G
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

*G : ground

0
0
0
38
36
33
26
0
6
6
0
8
0
0
II
8
8
8
12
18
20
20
9
II
14
35
56
63
58
21
4
4

Mean Rainfall
Non-target

Rank Mean Loss-Cost Rank

Target

24.1
8.9
8.5
24.1
12.5
21.9
16.8
14.6
20.1
20.9
12.4
7.7
17.8
11.4
26.1
23.1
18.1
13.9
20.8
18.7
21.5
21.5
17.5
7.3
12.9
14.8
4.5
9.6
17.7
8.3
17.2
18.9

21.4
16.0
23.6
18.5
14.2
18.9
4.4
27.9
28.2
19.0
22.8
26.0
19.0
13.2
25.0
14.1
4.7
9.5
17.9
4.7
8.2
17.9
10.9
18.5
25.5

Non-target
15.3
12.3
14.3
12.0
12.8
14.6
11.8
18.3
24.8
17.4
14.6
17.2
17.2
17.3
18.2
18.6
16.8
16.3
15.3
16.9
19.6
19.6
21.4
19.7
13.4
17.4
11.6
11.9
12.2
13.6
18.3
16.0

Target

12.2
12.8
12.4
7.4
24.0
18.7
22.5
19.3
23.6
20.9
19.4
18.0
21.7
16.0
24.8
22.3
11.6
18.5
11,6
11.3
13,7
II,0
15,0
31.0
18,0

A = aircraft

arithmetic average of the rainfall recorded at the
climatic stations in the county during May through
August.
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The basic hail damagestatistic
chosen for
analysis was the loss-cost ratio, which is the
ratio of losses paid out throughout the county
each year to the total insured liability.
We
comparedit to other possible response variables,
such as the fraction ef the townships in a county
reporting hail damage, and found them to be closely
correlated. The need for a response variable other
than the actual hail damageclaims paid is obvious
from Fig. 2, which shows the total insured liability
as well as the loss-cost ratio calculated
for the state as a whole. The loss-cost ratio
suppresses variations due to changes in cropping
patterns, prices, and insurance-buying practices,
although some uncontrolled variations due to these
factors may well remain.

30- ~’\ i I ~,,i I

"-~1

2011,
Y~I...~J_.~._L..~..J_..~..L~J_~_
I.~.L_.~_.J__,__]
~.. I, l, ], I
50 52 54. 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 7(~ 72 74
YEAR

76 78

~C. ~: Insuranceliability(dashedline’) ana
ioss-co~tratioin percent(solidline)for
the State:of SouthDakoto,1948-1978,
inclusive.
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3.4 Use of Ranks
The western part of South Dakota is drier and
more prone to hail than is the eastern part. Miller
et al. (1976) had to divide the state into five
regiods to obtain statistical
homogeneity of hail
loss-cost ratios.
One part of the analysis given below compares
events in target and non-target counties. The
climatologcial variations could lead to erroneous
indications
of seedingeffectsdue simplyto a
concentration
of targetcountiesat one end of the
state or the other.For that reason,the actual
rainfalland loss-costratio for each countyyear
have been replacedby ranks,whichare a measureof
how wet (or how hail-prone)
the year in question
was in that countycomparedto the other30 years
in the data sample.The ranks thus obtainedare
referredto belowas rainfalland hail loss ranks,
respectively.
Increasingranks are indicativeof
increasingaveragerainfalland of increasing
loss-costratio.
4.

EXAMINATION
OF STATEWIDE
TRENDS

1948 through 1978, The mean rainfall
rank and mean
hail less rank are independent of each other for
this data sample. The correlation coefficient
for
the two variables is 0.3, which is not significantly
different from zero at the 95%confidence level.
Hail losses were low during the early IgSO’s and
the middle 1970’s, two periods with extensive
operationalprojects.The questionimmediately
ariseswhetherthe low hail losseswere due to
seedingor to naturalclimatological
variations.
The mean rainfall
rank and mean hail less rank
for each year are plotted against the fractional
coverage by cloud seeding projects in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5, respectively,
There is no significant
correlation between mean rainfall
rank and fractional coverage by seeding projects. The significant negative correlation (r = -0.72) between mean
hail less rank and fractional seeding coverage leads
us to draw a regression line as shown on Fig. 5.
While the regression line of Fig. 5 shows the mean
hail loss rank decreasing as cloud seeding projects
becomemore widespread, the points at the left show
that the mean hail loss rank was higher for years
when a small part of the state was seeded than when

The designs of the operational programs did
not specify any evaluation methods. Therefore one
is free to choose any reasonable approach. Each
statistical
approachimpliesthe acceptance,
perhaps unconsciously,
of a corresponding
modelof how
seedingchangesprecipitation,
and is a test of
whetheror not that model was applicableto the
particularsituationunder investigation.
Failure
to detecta seedingeffectaccordingto one model
does not provethat no effectexists,so curiosity
leadsone to analyzethe data againand again,
assuminga differentmodel each time.In doing
so, one must remainalert to the hazardsassociated
with multiplicity
in statisticalapproachesto a
data set.
A very simpleapproachis to considerthe
responseof the stateas a wholeto the presence
of cloud seedingprojects.Figure3 showsthe mean
of the rainfallranksand the mean of the hail loss
ranksfor the individualcountiesfor each year from

FRACTION OF STATE’S AREA TARGETED FOR SEEDING-

Z,i~j. 4: Mean rainfallrank vs. fractionof tke
state’sarea tc~t.eted
~’orseeding,1948-78.
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FRACTION OF STATE’S AREA TARGETEDFOR SEEDING-

Fi~:. 5: Mean ~iZ ZO~ rank vs. fr~ctio~of
the state’sarea targetedfor seedinga1948-78.

70

no seedingwas done at all~ [The correlation
coefficientand regressionline of Fig. 5 were
calculatedwith the non-seededyearsomitted.]
This pointis discussedin Sec. 5.

The correlation
coefficientof the mean rainfall
ranksis 0.83, whilethat for the mean hail loss
ranks is 0,64, Both coefficients
are statistically
significantand justifyuse of ranks in non-target
countiesas controlsor predictorsof the correspondingranks in targetcounties.However,because
the targetcountiesshiftedaboutfrom year to year,
thereis no obviousway to applythe historical
regressionmethod.We have thereforeadoptedsimple
comparisons,
in which a mean rank for non-target
countiesis acceptedas a firstestimateof what
the corresponding
mean rank for the targetcounties
wouldhave been withoutseeding.

In the presentstudy,we have not used control
areasfrom outsideSouthbakotato evaluatestatewide trends.This is a possibilityfor future
investigations
of seedingeffectsupon rainfall,
but not as likelyfor determining
effectsof
seedingupon hail. Wang (1976)found the correlationbetweenhail lossesin SouthDakotaand
largepartsof neighboring
statesto be generally
small;the best correlations,
around0.7, were
foundbetweenpartsof northeastern
SouthDakota
and partsof southwestern
Minnesota,and between
southeastern
South Dakotaand northwestern
Iowa.
5.

COMPARISON
OF EVENTSIN TARGET
ANDNON-TARGET
COUNTIES

A comparison of events in target and non-target
counties is meaningful if one assumes that:
I) the effects of seeding are limited to
(or at least concentrated in) the
target counties; and

The mean ranksshown in Table l for targetand
non-targetcountieshave been comparedto yieldthe
countsshown in Table 2. In 16 of the 25 operational
seasons,the averagerainfallrank in the target
countiesexceededthat in the non-targetcounties.
The hail loss rankswere in nearlythe same proportion. Assuming a 50%probability
that a mean rank
for the target counties would exceed the corresponding meanrank for the non-target counties, a
draw of 16 to 9 or greater could easily happen by
chance. That is, there is no evidence of a net
seeding effect under this mcdel.

Distinguishing between ground generator and
aircraft seeding leads to a different result
(Table 2). The eight ground seasons show
evidence of differences in rainfall
or hail losses
For this study, we have ignored county-years
between target and non-target counties. However,
for both rain a~d hail, 13 of the 17 aircraft seainvolving partial seeding or experimental seeding.
sons yielded a higher average rank in the target
The mean rainfall
ranks and mean hail loss ranks
counties than in the non-target counties. [The
for years with operational seeding are shown for
target counties (with full operational projects)
sets of years involved are not identical.]
The
and non-target counties (with no seeding whatever)
probabilityof drawing13 or more positiveresults
out of 17 is 0.025. This analysissuggeststhat
in Table I. Years without operational seeding have
operationalaircraftseedingin SouthDakotafrom
no entries under target counties, but entries are
provided for non-target counties.
1962 to 1978 tendedto increaseboth rainfalland
hail losses.One shouldnct assumethat that was
The rain and hail loss ranks for target and
the net result,becausethe analysisgivesequal
non-target
countiesduringyearswith operational
weightto yearslike 1963 (8% of stateseeded)an~
projectsare comparedin Figs.6 and 7, respectively. 1974 (63% seeded).However,the indication
2)

30 --

there are significant
correlations
between precipitation
in target
and non-target counties.

HAIL

RAIN
$O~--

i

~

~ ~c
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_.. ! ~ ,. ! ! : ~
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~EAN~A~K~OR~O~-TARGET
COUNTIES
Fig. 6: Scatterdiagramof mean rainfallrank
for tea~c~et
countiesvs. Meanrainfallran~cfor
non-target
counties.
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TABLE2: Distribution
of operational seasons in terms of whether mean
ranks for target counties were higher or lower than mean ranks
for non-target counties

Rainfall

Hail Loss Cost

Ground Aircraft
Mean
TargetRank
Higher
Mean
Target Rank
Lower
Total

3

13

5

4
17

8

Total

*Ground Aircraft

Total

16

3

9

4

4

8

25

7

17

24

13

16

*One season (1952) was a tie.

increasedhailfallin targetcountieson certain
yearsmeritsa closerlook, especiallyas it is
consistentwith the indicationin Fig. 5 that
seedingof smallareas mighthave led to increased
s
hail for the stateas a whole,
When mean ranksare computedwith referenceto
the targetcountiesonly,the regression
line on the
scatterdiagramrelatingmean hail loss rank to
fractional
seedingcoveragefor the state(Fig.8)
has a more negativeslopethan in the case where
non-targetcountieswere included(Fig.5). The
indication
of increasedhail associated
with
seedingof smallareasis accentuated
by limiting
attention
to the targetcounties.
Figures9 and lO, whichcombineessentially
.all of the data presentedto this point,indicate

~- 56,

,63

~9"64-67

Fia 9" ~an rain~ag~~’~nks in +ar~et and F~ontarget counties, l~ead ~f arrou s~s mean
r~nk in targetcounties;tai~ skow~~e~n rank
in non-targetco~tie~;G ir~ieates9round
generatorseeding;A indicates~ireraft~eediA9o

r = -0.69
SLOPE = --0.21

qo I ,o
I ’.._J-_.L_.I
~o ~o~_...J-_L_..I
,~o ~oI ~, .....
~o 70
FRACTION OF STATE’S AREA TARGETED FOR SEEDING- %

Fig. 10: Meon ~il ~es~ ranks~n tcwr,Eet and
non-targetcounties.[Head of ~ro~
mean rank in target ce~ties; tail ~w~
~nk Cn non-t~et counties; a ~ndieat~
~ound generator~eedi~9;A i~icat~saircraft
seedinE.
~

I’iE. 8: Mean hail lo~8 rank for targetcounties
vs. fractionof ~tate~sarea targetedfor seeding.

aThe analysisincludesprojectsfor which hail suppressionwas not the anmouncedgoal. However,it
seemsthat resultsof all projectsshould~e evaluatedin termsof Eo{’h"rain amd hail.
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that littleor no differencein averageranksfor
targetand non-targetcountiescan be demonstrated
once the fractionof the statetargetedfor seeding
reaches40%. Of course,the longerarrows on the
left side of Figs.9 and lO reflectthe greater
naturalvariability
of precipitation
in small
areas,as well as the possibility
of differences
betweenseedingeffectsin targetand non-target
counties.However,this variabilitydoes not
accountfor the fact that most of the arrowson
the left side pointupward(as they must,to agree
with resultsgiven above).
We conductedone more study,a permutation
test on the hail data in whichresultswere compiledfor individualcounties,and the years1972-75
inclusive(the stateprogram)were identifiedas
specialsubsetof the years with aircraftprojects.
The procedure for comparing hail damagein a given
county(A) to that in any other county(B) was
follows:

The statisticalanalysesdescribedaboveare,
in general,ratherunusualand have not been subjected to rigoroustheoreticalinquiry.Certain
assumptionsmay pose problems.While the nonparametricnatureof the analysesand the use of
permutations
shouldminimizesuch problems,the
possibilityof problemsshouldstillbe kept in
mind whileinterpreting
the results.
6.

SUMF~RYAND INTERPRETATION
OF RESULTS

The resultsof the varioustestsdescribedto
this point can be s~marized as follows:
I) For the state as a whole, hail loss
decreased as the fraction of the state targeted for
seeding increased. However, when small areas were
seeded, hail was worse there and, hence, for the
state as a whole than on years when no seeding was
done at all.
2) Aircraft
seeding was associated with
increased rainfall
and hail loss in target counties
as comparedto non-target counties.

l) Calculatethe hail loss rank difference
(A-B)for each year when CountyB was
not in a seedingprogram.The years
w~en CountyB was seededare considered
as missing.
2)

duringthe years1972-75[Fig,ll(b)],but the
binomialprobabilftyof 0,003shouldnot be taken
at face valueas a test of statisticalsignificance
becausethe eventsin neighboringcountiesare not
completelyindependent.
There are no significant
differences
for the othercategories.

Usingthe Mann-Whitney
two-sa~;ple
rank
test,comparethe differencesfor years
when County A was in a seeding program
(of specified type) to the differences
for years when County A was not in a
seeding program of any type. Calculate
the resultant p-value, using the convention that the p-value increases as the
results shift in a direction favorable
to County A when it is seeded.

3) Seeding with ground generators has not
produced a detectable difference between target and
non-target counties.
4) During the state program of 1972-75, hail
losses in target counties tended to be less than in
non-target counties.

The steps were repeated until County A had
been compared to all other counties, at which point
an average p-value was computed for County A. Th~
entire process was repeated for all counties that
had ever been included in a seeding project of the
type under investigation.

5) Results for target and non-target counties
were not distinguishable in years when the fraction
cf the state targeted for seeding exceeded 40%.
The overlap a~eng the various data sets makes
it impossible te sort out the various effects in an
unequivocal fashion. Further subdivisio~ cf the
data sets, for example, to consider the effect of
ground generator seeding directed at s~all target
areas, is not feasible because of sample size ig~itations. However, b~ consideri~i9 these results in the
ligKt of those from other cloud seeding operations
and experiments on convective clouds, both in South
Dakota and elsewhere, some tentative co~clusions
can be drawn.

The average p-values for individual counties
vary widely, but their median holds close to its
expected value of 0.50 (Table 3 and Fig. II). The
binomial probabilities
for the observed departures
of the medians from 0.50 (assuming the average
p-valuesto be independent)
are includedin Table3.
That for the "Air 1972-1975"category(0.003)indicatesa systen;atic
difference
betweenthe hail loss
tendenciesin the targetand non-targetcounties

TABLE~{
Sunm~aryStatistics
for AverageP-valueSamples

Type of
.Pro~ra~__!

Numberof
Counties

Mean

Standard
Deviation

I~edian

0.i8

~.504

0.17

Air + Ground

59

Ground
Air (All)

33

0.50
0.50

~l

0.52

0.18

0.52~
0.504

Air (1972-1975)

50

0.57

0.15

0.557
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Binomial
Probabilit~
0.30
0.15
0.29
0.003

AIR + GROUND
~ 50 - n = 59

I-Z

Z

,,o~oo
0

30~-- n = 50

-

o

17;

i.~
o
I-.-:~,

,o_

a_

AVERAGEP-VALUE

AVERAGE P-VALUE

Fig. 11: Distribution
of averagep-valuefrom com~,arisonof each targetcountywith all ~o~-target
counties
individual lg.

Examination
of the pointsin Fig. 9 showsthat
the generallyfavorablerainfallresultfor aircraft
seeding(Table3) is in fact due to projects
involvingsmalltargetareas. The indicationthat
aircraftseedingincreasesrainfallfrom convective
cloudsin smalltargetareasis in line with observationsfrom randomizedexperiments
in SouthDakota
le.g.,Dennisetal., ]974)and elsewhere,and with
the expectations
of the projectsponsors.It
thereforerequiresno additionalcommenthere.
The ratherclear-cutindicationthat aircraft
seedingover smallareashas been associatedwith
n~re hail ratherthan less in the targetcounties
is surprising.An apparentincreasein hail has
been observedbeforein aircraftseedingof single
stormsor of all stormsover smallareas
(Schleusener
and Sand,1964;Atlas,1977;Wong
and Chidambaram,
1979),but has neverbeen
consideredstatistically
significant.

The spreading of seeding effects into nontarget counties may explain why ground-generator
seeding programs did not produce detectable differences between target and non-target counties.
Presumably, targeting is more difficult
in the
case of ground generator programs than in aircraft seeding programs. This would be especially
important as four of the eight seasons with ground
generator programs had extensive target areas
covering about one-third of the state’s total
area.
The data provideno indicationof seeding
effectsupon rainfallwhen a larg~ part of the
state is seeded.The low mean rainfallranks of
1973 and 1974 cannotbe attributedto seeding
becausea large-scaledroughtaffectedmuch of
the GreatPlains duringthe mid-1970’s.In view
of the spreadof seedingeffectsinto non-target
counties,only the selectionof controlareas
outsideSouthDakotacouldprovidean analysis
with the necessarysensitivity
to detectand
evaluatethe possibleeffect.

Seedingover largerareashas not givena
clearsignalon rainfallbut appearsto have
suppressedhail,primarilyin the targetcounties,
but in non-targetcountiesas well.The indication that resultsin targetcountiesbecomeindistinguishable
from thosein non-targetcountiesonce
seedingprojectsexpandto coverabout half of the
state is very reasonable.Especiallyin 1973-75,
the non-targetcountiesconstituted
isolated
pockets(Fig. Ib). As the seedingaircraftoften
interceptedand seededapproaching
stormsover
non-targetcounties(Newes,1977),and seeding
effectsare commonlybelievedto extendsome tens
of miles downwindfrom the pointwhereseedingis
stopped(e.g.,Brownet al., 1969),it is reasonab|e to thinkthat,for practicalpurposes,the
wholestate was seededduringthosethreeyears.
It was only in 1972, when the northernhalf of
the state was mostlyunseeded(Fig.la), that
clear-cutdistinctionbetweentargetand nontarget countiesappeared(Figs.9 and lO). Therefore the analysispresentedin Table3 appearsto
have been "carried"by the 1972 results.A rerun
of the permutation
programfor the years1973-75
only showedno significant
differencebetween
targetand non-target
counties(P(Ho) = .53),
althoughthe smallsamplesize wouldhave made it
bard to demonstratean effectin a~ case.

The mean hail Icss rank stabilizedaround12
in targetcountieswhen seedingcoverageexceeded
25%, and aroundthe same valueover the whole
state when seedingcoverageexceeded40%. Computer
simulationsindicatethat a uniformI0% reduction
in hail loss reducesthe mean hail rank by approximately one unit. Therefore,a reductionin mean
hail loss rank to I2 from the expectedvalueof 16
could be due to a uniformreductionof roughly40%
in hail losses.It is not likely,though,that a
hail loss reductionwould occurin such a uniform
fashion.The apparentlyfavorablehail experiences
of the early 195~’s and m~d-1970’s could also be due
to natural causes, but the lack of any correlation
between mean hail loss rank and mean rainfall
rank
for each year argues against attributing
the relatively low hail losses of 1973-75 to the dry
conditions prevailing in those years.
7.

COULDTARGET
SIZE AFFECTRESULTS
OF
HAIL SUPPRESSION?
The most puzzling aspect of the whole study is
the indication that seedfng over large areas tends
to suppress hail, even though aircraft seeding in
small areas was associated with local increases
in hail.
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The difference
in resultsbetweenthe smallscaleaircraftprojectsof the 1960’sand the state
programof the 1970’scouldbe due to the use of
betterequipmentand seedingtechniquesduringthe
state-runprogram.However,this hypothesisdoes
not explaineitherthe apparentlyfavorablehail
resultsfrom groundgeneratorseedingin the 1950’s
or the evidenceof hailfallincreasesassociated
with radar-directed
aircraftseedingfor hail
suppression
over a singlecountyin 1977 and 1978.
We shouldbe alertto the possibilitythat the
size of the targetarea matters,perhapsthrough
its impacton the conductof an operation,or
perhapsfor more fundamental
reasons.
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21 pp.2
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Thereare precedentsfor thinkingthat
seedingeffectscouldvary with the size of the
targetarea.Randomizedtrialstc test hail suppressionmethodson singlecloudsor smallareas
have nearlyalwayssuggestedincreasesin hail,
ratherthan the anticipated
decreases(e.g.,
Schleusenerand Sand,1964;Schmid,1967; Atlas,
1977; Wong and Chidambaram,1979).On the other
hand,Changnon(1977)assembleddata from several
large-area
projects,includingone randomized
project and severaloperational
ones, that provided
evidenceof net hail suppressioneffectsfrom Agl
seedingfrom aircraft.Dennisand Schock (1971)
noteda generaltendencyfor hail in the vicinity
of the randomizedcrossoverRapidProjectto be
lighteron days when the projectwas operational
than on days when it was not, even thoughon each
operationalday the seed targetarea tendedto
receivemore hail than the no-seedone. The South
Dakotasituationbearsa resemblanceto that in
Alberta,where randomizedtrialshave failedto
show arbv reduction
in hailfalls
from stormsseeded
by aircraftbut where,nevertheless,
loss-cost
ratioshave been consistently
smallerthroughout
the seededareasduringyearswith seedingthan
duringyears withcutit (Wongand Chidambaram,
1979).The scientistsresponsiblefor evaluating
the Albertaseedinghave pointedout that the yearto-yearvariationsmightbe due to naturalcauses
or industrialpollution(e.g.,Goyerand Renick,
1979),but attributing
the observedeffectsto
one or the otherof thosepossiblecausesrather
than to clou~seedingis a judgmentcall.
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One can suggestmechanismsby whichAgI seeding
couldincreaselocalrainfalland hail,and simultaneouslysuppresshail and, possibly,rain some
milesaway (e.g.,Brownet al., 1969;Dennisand
Schock,1971).However,in view of the wide range
of combinations
of possibleeffectsand the impossibilityof sortingthem out on the basisof the
data in hand, we shall not pursuethat topic.We
simplynote that, untilthe matteris r~solved,
the resultsof smallarea experiments
like the
NationalHail ResearchExperimentcan hardlybe
acceptedas a reliableguideto the effectsof
operational
programscoveringmuch largerareas.
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program: Report of results cf 1973 season.
Report 73-2, Divisier of Weather Modification,
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WEATHER
MODIFICATION
ACTIVITIES IN TAIWAN,1951-1978
Chin-Fei Hsu
State Water Survey Division
lllinois
Institute of Natural Resources
Urbana, IL 61801
Abstract. Weather modification in Taiwan has been going on for more than 20
years, which makes it one of the longest continuously running operation
projects in the world. The three goals of the program are enhancement of
precipitation
for hydroelectricity,
agriculture,
and drought-relief.
Evaluation efforts using simple least squares regression indicate a 44%
increase. Recent aircraft seedings to relieve short droughts aroused
considerable public interest.

1.

INTRODUCTION

I
120°E

The first
modern effort to modify weather in
Taiwan occurred on the 22nd of January, 1951, when
the Taiwan Power Co. (TPC) began experiments using
aircraft to dispense dry ice and a colloidal silver
iodide solution into clouds to increase the
rainfall
over the Sun MoonLake area, the largest
reservoir for hydroelectric power generation in
Taiwan. In April, 1952 the Rain Stimulation
Research Institute
of Taiwan (RSRIT) was
established under the auspicies of TPC, with
support from the Chinese Petroleum Corporation and
the Central Weather Bureau. Since then RSRIT has
been the major organization responsible for
conducting weather modification activities
in
Taiwan.
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Ground generators were the major delivery
systems from the winter of ]952 to 1978, except in
1951-1952 when only aircraft were used for seeding
experiments (22 flights),
and in 1977-1978 when
aircraft were used to relieve drought spells
temporarily.
Balloons carrying dry ice into clouds
were used in the springs and summersof 1956,
1959-1967, and 1970 along the western coast, mainly
at Tainan (Fig. 1), for a total of 113 station
days. Four hundred forty kg of dry ice were used.
Ground generators were operated by local people,
usually ranchers or power lines maintenance
personnel, through telephone or telegraphic
instructions from operation head quarters according
to the weather conditions. On the average,
generators were operated for a duration of 2.0-2.7
hours (Shieh, 1956; Tau, 1958; Lin, 1961; Lin,
1962; Lu, 1966; Lu, 1972; Lu, 1978).
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Figure I.

Charcoal impregnated with I% silver iodide was
burned at the rate of 2.5-3.0 kg per hour. The
decision to use impregnated charcoal was based on
laboratory studies (Shieh, 1956), which compared
the effectiveness of various silver iodide and lead
iodide in charcoal, acetone solution, colloidal
solution and water solution. The original
generator was first modified in the spring of 1963,
the result being that the smoke outlet was moved
from the top to the middle of the three sides so as
to reduce the outlet temperature. In 1966, the
outlet was placed back on top, this time using
better materials (Lu, 1966).
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Locations of the Target and Control
areas in evaluating the rainfall
enhancement project around the Sun
MoonLake area.

2. THREEGOALS
The main goal of weather modification
activities
in Taiwan has been to increase
precipitation
for three subgoals: The first
and
the main thrust has been to increase the rainfall
on the upstream areas of rivers which supply the
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water for generatinghydroelectricity.
Cloud
seedinghas been conductedmainly
in the upstream
areasof the Ta Chia and Cho Suay Rivers,both in
centralTaiwan,in the winters(Novemberto March)
of 1952-1959and in all seasonsfrom 1960 to 1979.
After1963,the beginningof the major
"operational"
phaseof weathermodification
caused
a substantialincreasein generatoroperationtime
(Fig.2).
The second subgoal has been to increase
rainfall
for agricultural
usage, usually initiated
by the Taiwan (Provincial)
Food Bureau and
conducted by RSRIToThe Taiwan Food Bureau is the
main organization in Taiwan responsible for
overseeing the production and distribution
of
grains and rice and has a keen interest in the
supply of irrigation
water. Ground generators in
the western coastal plains (Fig. i) operated mostly
in the spring and summerfrom 1959 onward. The
agriculturally
oriented generator operations in
this period are also shown in Figure 2. In
addition, seeding experiments using balloons to
carry dry ice into convective clouds were
implemented along the western coast (Fig. i).
The third subgoal has been to relieve short
drought spells, partly for agricultural
irrigation
water and partly for municipal water supply. The
effort devoted to the achievement of this subgoal
was relatively
sparse, occurring mainly in the
spring of 1977 and the summer of 1978. Aircraft
were used to deliver dry ice and saturated salt
water into clouds from cloud top levels.
3.

GEOGRAPHY
ANDCLIMATE

The island of Taiwan is 200 km southeast of
mainland China and 1200 km southwest of Japan. It

is inside the rectangle (120OE, 122OE)
(22ON, 26ON) and has an area of 36,000 2.
About 80 mountains with altitudes over 3,000 m
spreading from north te south along the Central
Mountain Range exert substantial influence on the
movementof weather systems and on local weather
conditions. Major rivers flow westward into the
Taiwan Strait. The island is surrounded by the
Pacific Ocean, East China Sea, and South China Sea,
which have tremendous impacts on the climate. The
majority of the population resides along a strip of
plains on the western coast, where most of the
agricultural
activities
are conducted.
In general, the winter season (November to
April) in Taiwan is re7atively dry. Nearly
continuous light rains fall in the northeastern
part of the island, while rainfall
on the western
coast, where most power plants’ reservoirs are
located, can be best described as sparse. Steep
slopes and the very s~ort lengths of rivers further
restrict
the available wa~er supply in winter.
This dryness is reflected in the typically
very low
levels of reservoirs msin~ained by hydroelectric
power plants.
Whenthe dominant Mongolian high in the winter"
moves southeast toward Taiwan, it is intercepted ~y
the Central Mountain Range. Upper air wind
direction of this high is forced to switch from
northwest to west. The ~noisture picked up when
passing over the oceans is also Forced to rise,
thus creating favorable conditions for seeding
using ground generators in the mountains. Seedings
were carried out mainl~ when high pressure
prevailed over mainland China, and when this high’s
front or upper trough approached Taiwan. The
winter average freezing level aloft is 3,700 m (Lu,
1978). Most precipitation
is in t:he form of rain,
although the peaks get some snow.
Rainfall brought by typhoons becomesa major
source of water supply in Culy, August, and
September, so the need for cloud seeoing in sulrl~er
is not as urgent as in ~vinter. Weather conditions
in May and June are rat~er favorable for seeding,
moisture is ample, and wind direction is usually
from the southwest; thus, more seedings occurred in
May than in any other ~ronth, except those of
winter. The agricultural
need for water in spring
for planting and seeml~ng qevelopments also
justifies
cloud seeding to improve weather
conditions.
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4.

EVALUATION
EFFORTS

Efforts to evaluate winter cloud seeding
activities
by RSRITfron~ 1952 to 1977 were
summarized in eight reports. The aircraft
seeding
project conducted in 1977 ;~’as reported by Lu
(1978), Liu (1977), and Chu (1978).
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Figure 2.

Yearly generator usage (in hours).

The evaluation effort by ~SRIT used a
historical
target-contrc]
approach. The technique
used was simple regression, and the statistic
used
was difference/predicted
ratio (see below). For
each month, January to December, mean areal
rainfalls
were calculated for a chosen target in
the mountain area (3 stations) and four controT
areas (3, 3, 5, and 5 stations) (Fig. i). However,
only seeding efforts related to hydroelectric
reservoirs were evaluated. Agriculturally
oriented
seeding efforts (including ~alloon experiments)
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"REVIEWED"
the westerncoastalplains,due to lack of
appropriate
controlareas,Were not evaluated.

of ControlsII and Ill in each wintermonth.
Second,R2 of the historicalregressions
for
ControlIV are largerthan thoseof ControlI in
December,January,and February.

Simpleregressionequationswere fittedby
least squaresto each target-control
pair for each
of the 12 months in 1923-1944.Out of 12 monthly
regressionequations,five (Novemberto March)were
selectedin the evaluationeffortfor the
hydroelectric
subgoal.The multiplecorrelation,
R, of the 20 regressions
rangedfrom .616 to .966,
with the better fits in Februaryand March.For
each of these five months,historicalregressionof
each target-control
pair was used to computea
predictedrainfallvalue for the targetarea,PT,
during seedingyears. This predictedvalue was
then comparedto the observedtargetrainfall,OT,
as in the followingdifference/predicted
ratio:

The 26 yearsof seedingactivitiesreported
here have 20 positiveand 6 negativeD values,
using comparisonwith ControlI. The mean seeding
effectindicatesa positive44% increasein
rainfall,the significance
levelcorresponding
to
the Wilcoxonsigned rank test is .000. The
individualseedingeffectsvary from -39% to 349%.
On the other hand,14 positiveand 12 negativeD
values resultfrom the ControlIV comparison.The
mean seedingeffectindicatesa positive12%
increase,the corresponding
significance
levelof
Wilcoxonsignedrank test is .406,and the
variationranges from -62% to 200%. The combined
(averaged)D valuesoffseta few negativevalues
(only5 negativevaluesare left),and the range
variationis reducedto -45% to 216%,with an
averageeffectof +28%,and significance
level.002.

D = IO0(OT - PT)/PT.
Table 1 shows the 5-month average of D for each
year using matching of Target vs. Control I, and
Target vs. Control IV. Control I is north of the
target and at a similar altitude.
Controls II to
IV consist of stations widely spread over the
western coast, at lower altitudes than the Target.
Because Controls II, III, and IV overlap, it is not
appropriate to average D values using all four
Controls as in the RSRIT reports. Instead, only
Control I and Control IV were used, for the
following two reasons: First, coefficients
of
determination, R2, of the historical
regressions
for Control IV are consistently larger than those
Table 1.

Difference/Predicted
vs. Control Rainfall

The Target and Control I have similar
geographic and climatological
features, are closer
together, and the areas covered by the stations are
more nearly equal than those of Target and Control
IV. If no contamination can be safely assumed,
Control I offers a better comparison than Control
IV.
5. AIRCRAFTSEEDING
Severe drought occurred in western and northern
Taiwan during March-May of 1977 and the summerof
1978. Urgent needs for irrigation
and municipal
water supplies led to cooperative efforts between
the staff of RSRITand the Chinese Air Force to
seed clouds. The Central Weather Bureau provided
weather forecasts for suitable clouds and synoptic
weather conditions. Two C-119 aircraft
were used
to deliver dry ice and saturated salt water at
levels between 3500-4500 m, very close to OoC.
Crushed dry ice particles,
mostly 1-2 cm in
diameter, were shoveled into a funnel-shaped
aluminum cylinder and dispensed through the gate
(Chu, 1978). Salt water was dispensed using funnel
and tube. No precise dispersing rate was
available; however, approximate rates were
estimated at i00 kg/min for dry ice and 80 liters/
min for saturated salt water.

Ratios for Target
Comparisons.

Control Area
IV

Year

I

Avq.

1951-1952
1952-1953
1953-1954
1954-1955

-11
101
-9
188

12
2
-7
62

1
52
-8
125

1955-1956
1956-1957
1957-1958
1958-1959
1959-1960

13
22
66
-27
-26

-12
-1
5
-62
200

I
11
36
-45
87

1960-1961
1961-1962
1962-1963
1963-1964
1964-1965

36
-31
28
25
2

-20
-44
58
-23
30

8
-38
43
I
16

1965-1966
1966-1967
1967-1968
1968-1969
1969-1970

78
66
63
-39
4

12
11
53
15
-42

45
39
58
-12
-19

1970-1971
1971-1972
1972-1973
1973-1974
1974-1975

45
41
53
28
349

-21
-24
-15
7
83

12
9
19
18
216

1975-1976
1976-1977

21
56

5
-46

13
5

Mean

44

12

28

Seeding efforts took place on five occasions (9
flights),
mostly in the afternoon -- March 24,
April 18, May 7-8, May 13 in 1977 and August 5 in
1978. Total dry ice dispensed was 640, i000, 3000,
1000, and 1000 kg, respectively; total salt water
dispensed was 400, 400, 800, 800, and 800 liters,
respectively.
Cloudtop heights from OOZ
radiosondes closest to seeding for the first four
occasions were respectively 3500, 4300,4600 (3400),
and 4300 m; cloudtop temperatures were respectively
O, 1, -3.5 (6.5) and -loC (Chu, 1978). Reporters
from newspapers, as well as from radio and
television stations, were aboard seeding aircraft
on some occasions and gave the public a rather
interesting account of the seeding operations.
There has been no evaluation effort for
aircraft seeding comparable to that of the winter
seeding. On one occasion, May 7-8, visual
observations from the aircraft did show
considerable growth of seeded cloudtops to i0,000
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m; ground stations also reported a noticeable
increase in precipitation.
However, cause and
effect were not established. The inflow rate of
water into Shih Men Reservoir in northern Taiwan
increased from 4 to 5 m3s-1 after seeding, and
the water level of the city reservoir of Taipei
increased from 7 m to 22 m (Chu, 1978). Liu (1977)
also reported that, on this occasion, a rain
increase of 19%was observed in a northern station
inside the target area. However, no statistical
evaluation was pursued. The cost for the seeding
on 6 August 1978 was estimated to be near ~4,000
(Central Daily News, 6 August 1978, Taipei). Six
mmof rainfall
was observed near a reservoir which
provides water to the city of Taipeio
6.

projects in Taiwan. The comments of the reviewers
are appreciated.
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CONCLUSIONS

The lack of reference to these Taiwanese
seeding projects in the literature
indicates that
few scientists are aware of this large scale
program. It represents an interesting
mix of
government, weather service and power company
involvement to address water needs for
hydroelectric power generation and agriculture.
The governmental statistical
evaluation suggests
precipitation
increases in 20 of the 26 years.
Interestingly,
this project represents one of the
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evaluation could provide very useful
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precipitation.
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OVERVIEW
OF THEWEATHER
MODIFICATION
RESEARCH
IN INDIA
Bh. V. RamanaMurty, Director
Indian Institute
of Tropical Meteorology
Poona 411005, India

A Rain and Cloud Physics Research (RCPR) Centre was set up in 1955 at the
National Physical Laboratory, NewDelhi for undertaking scientific
studies on
Cloud Physics and Rainmaking. The RCPRCentre conducted a long series of
ground based salt seeding experiments in north India during the southwest monsoon seasons (June-Sept.) of 1957-1966. The results of these experiments showed
on the average, an increase of about 20 percent in rainfall
on seeded days.
The Institute
of Tropical Meteorology (ITM) was established at Poona
17 November1962 as a part of the India Meteorological Department. The RCPR
Centre at New Delhi was transferred to the ITM on I March 1967. The ITM was
converted on 1 April 1971 into an autonomo~organization and was renamed as the
Indian Institute
of Tropical Meteorology (IITM) attached to the Ministry
Tourism and Civil Aviation, Government of India. As a National Centre for
basic and applied research in Tropical Meteorology, the primary functions of
IITM are to promote, guide and conduct research in the field of meteorology in
all its aspects, including weather modification, with special reference to
tropics and sub-tropics. The research work in the Institute
is organized under
five research divisions:
i.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Forecasting Research
Climatology and Hydrometeorology
Physical and Aerology
Instrument and Observational Techniques
Theoretical Studies

A sixth division, Library, Information and Publication, renders necessary
facilities.
Computer, workshop and laboratories provide research support.
In 1973, the IITM initiated
a warm cloud seeding experiment using aircraft
in a 3200 sq. km area located 40 km to the east of Poona, in Maharastra State. The
experiment was conducted during 5 southwest monsoonseasons, June-September of 1973,
1974, 1976, 1979, and 1980. Extensive cloud physical studies were undertaken using
the in-cloud electrical
and microphysical data obtained during this experiment.
A new technique for the computer simulation of cloud seeding experiments was
developed at the Institute.
The simulation of experiments undertaken using the
historic rainfall
data of the Poona region suggested that the aircraft salt seeding experiment should continue for a minimumperiod of 7 years for detecting a
15 percent increase in rainfall
due to seeding.
The IITM also conducted a long series of cold cloud seeding experiments at
NewDelhi using ground-based silver iodide generators during seven winter seasons
(1968-1975). The result was evaluated using the rainfall
and radar data. It
not statistically
significant.
The Institute carried out, in collaboration with the India
Dep~rtment, a~rcraft salt seeding experiment over the catchment
V
(24 12’N, 83v 03’E, 310 m MSL) in the State of Uttar Pradesh.
sis based on the limited number of raingauges in and around the
an increase in rainfall
by 17 to 28 percent which is statistically

Meteorological
area of Rihand
The rainfall
analycatchment suggested
not significant.

The IITM also conducted (i) ground based salt seeding experiments in Madras
(13 o O0’N, 80° II’E, 16 m ASL) region, Tamil Nadu State, South India,~in 1973-71,
(ii) aircraft salt seeding experiment over Linganamakki catchment (14U V
12’N, 74
50’E, 704.3 m ASL), in Karnataka State, in 1975 and (iii)
aircraft s~It seedin~
experiment over the Arabian Sea 20-40 km off the coast at Bombay(18~ ~
15’N, 72
49’E, 11 m ASL) in Maharashtra State, in 1973, 1974 and 1979. The locations of
the experiments in the States of Maharastra, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu are shown
in the following Figure 1.
The four papers which follow provide summaries of work accomplished as part
of the overall experiments conducted under the Institute of Tropical Meteorology.
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FIGURE1.
MAP OF INDIA
(Dark areas indicate
locations
of c|oud seeding projects)
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SALTSEEDINGFROMAIRCRAFTOVERLINGANAMAKKI
CATCHMENT,
SOUTHINDIA
A.S. RamachandraMurty, A. Mary Selvam, C.P. Kulkarni,
R.N. Chatterjee and Bh. V. RamanaMurty
Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology
Poona 411005, India

i.

BACKGROUND

Acute power shortages because of weak monsoons
in the summersof 1973, 1974, and 1975 led to several cloud seeding operations over hydroelectric
catchments throughout India. One of these involved
salt seeding of warm cumulus clouds from aircraft
over the Linganamakki catchment in southwest India
during the summerof 1975, at the request of the
Karnataka State Government. Operational details
have been given by the Karnataka State Electricity
Board (KSEB, 1975). Rainfall measured in the target
area and in adjacent control areas (Fig. 1) is used
for the present evaluation.
The project was similar to that conducted in
the preceding two years 1300 km to the northeast
over the catchment of Rihand reservoir (24 v 12’N,
83 03’ E, 310 m MSL) in the extreme southeast
corner of Uttar Pradesh, south of Varanasi (Banaras).
A limited number of raingauges in and around the
catchment indicated increases on seeded days of 17
to 28 percent, which was not statistically
significant (Kapoor eta., 1976). Despite the strong
chance of similar inconclusive results from a
non-randomized operational project, the Karnataka
authorities requested an operational project, to
alleviate a critical
water shortage.
o
The~2000sq. km Linganamakki catchment (14
12’N, 74~ 50’E, 704 m MSL) is the headwaters of
the Sharavati River, which flows northwest and
west through the Western Ghats to the Arabian Sea.
Three comparison or "control" areas were defined
immediately north, east and south of the target
(Fig. 2), having respectively 14, 8 and 14 raingauges. Daily rainfalls
averaged for 14 target
area raingages during five summer monsoon
seasons (June-September, 1970-1974) had correlation coefficients
of 0.38, 0.27, and 0.37, with
the north, east and south area averages respectively.
The Linganamakki region’s rainfall
comes
mainly during the summermonsoon, with more than
60 percent of annual rainfall
in July and August.
Westerly airflow in the lower troposphere brings
a large influx of moisture. Clouds generally are
stratus and cumulus, with bases about 1,500 meters
MSL. The western edge of the catchment, along the
crest of the Western Ghats, is 600 to 700 meters
MSL, the eastern and southern boundary somewhat
higher (Fig. 2). Rainfall on the west (windward)
slopes of the Ghats is heavy, but decreases sharply
inland, to the northwest (Fig. 3). The number
days on which seeding was conducted in different
portions of the target varied from 9 in the southeast to 43 and 44 over the central part (Fig. 1).
Aircraft

in the lower atmosphere up to 10,000 ft. ASL during
the cloud seeding operations. The details of the
aircraft thermometer were described elsewhere
(Ramachandra Murty et al., 1976). The mean lapse
rates of temperatures obtained on 47 days of the
experiment are shown in Figure 5. The thermodynamical characteristics
of the lower atmosphere
were examined on the days of the experiment and
the mean lapse rates of temperatures on days with
rainfall
(R) in three categories (i) R 80mm,
(ii)
R 20 80 mm, and (iii)
R 20 mm and
mean lapse rates for the total period of the
experiment (47 days) are shown in Figure 6. The
lapse rates in the sub-cloud layer (below 3000’)
were nearly dry adiabatic on all the three categories of the days. Above this level, the lapse
rates were steeper, the rate of fall being the
largest for Category I. The lapse rate decreased
at a slower rate in case of categories II and III.
2. OPERATION
On 48 days between 21 June and 31 August, 1975,
a pulverized mixture of salt and soapstone, at a
10:1 ratio with particle model diameter of I0 ~’~,
was released from a special device in a DC-3 aircraft, about 600 m above bases of warm stratocumulus and cumulus. About 1500 kg of salt mixture
were dispersed on each seeded day.
Target area rainfall,
as measured by the 14
target area gauges, was 7, 349, and 163 percent
greater than expected by comparison with rainfall
in the north, east and south control areas, but
the increases are not significant
statistically
(Table I). Rainfall at the single Linganamakki
gauge was greater (by I0 to I000 percent) than
expected from individual comparisons with 30
control gauges, less (by 20 to 30 percent) than
predicted by the pre-seeding ratios with 6 other
gauges.
The increase of 73.25 feet in reservoir water
level during the seeding operation was 25.7 percent greater than the largest increase reported
in the preceding 10 years. However, no data were
available on reservoir releases, so the significance of the increase in water level could not be
established. The apparent precipitation
increases
must be viewed cautiously because of the limitations in evaluation of operational cloud seeding
experiments.
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Table i. Avar@ge rainfall (mm) in Target (T) and North,
South, and East Control Areas ( N ,C 5 , C E )
on Seeded Days over Linganemakki Catchment.
1975
JUN 21
22
23
28
29
02
03
04
06
I0
12
13
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
29
33
31
03
34
05
06
07
08
09
12
13
14
18
19
23
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
39
31

T
159.5
221.4
198.7
66.4
59.8
30.6
59.5
52.8
26.3
128.I
122.2
55.8
41.9
14.8
24.0
34,0
12.1
3.3
6.4
2.6
6.2
51.8
27.4
19.9
92.4
77.1
74.5
76.6
44.5
48.3
48.4
102.0
93.4
119.4
29.1
22.5
34.9
16.3
17.7
15.5
ii.3
6.8
13.4
13.7
26.5
36.4
Ii.9
12.5

C
N
80.7
I05.0
97.6
28.8
17.0
14.2
30.9
27.2
8.8
78.4
30.7
12.4
11.8
5.1
6.8
9.3
15.5
0.7
1.3
1.7
7.6
16.5
11.3
13.1
37.7
38.1
37.2
24.5
12.2
13.8
21.6
21.1
20.2
49.1
13.6
3.8
5.3
3.6
4.5
7.1
6.6
2.8
1.4
1.5
4.7
6.1
4.6
3.1

C~

C
5
144.0
183.1
161.7
53.5
58.8
23.0
3?.0
27.0
34.2
99.4
102.2
6/.i
34.8
22.0
23.6
33.0
21.1
13,2
26.5
2.6
5.4
39.1
31.5
15.5
70.8
71.6
75.7
56.7
30.1
43.7
53.9
99.0
95.7
115.6
36.5
27.1
28.0
16.7
15.5
15.2
4.5
l].l
26.9
23.6
53.3
41.0
24.6
14.4

23.4
49.7
46.7
19.3
10.5
5.6
4.1
4.7
5.8
41.1
9.4
4.3
9.4
D.3
O.O
1.8
8.0
9.9
8.4
7.2
19.6
9.8
13.8
12.4
23.1
17.5
6.4
8.6
4.4
6.3
12.2
27.2
20.8
33.9
4.5
6.4
4.2
7.1
5.9
3.3
2.6
2.8
2.0
12.5
5.1
3.3
3.3
0.7
168

T/C
N
1.98
2.11
2.33
2.30
3.52
2.15
1.63
1.94
2.99
1.63
3.98
4.50
3.55
2.93
3.53
3.65
0.78
4.71
4.92
1.53
3.81
3.14
2.42
1.37
2.45
2.02
2.00
3.13
3.65
3.50
2.24
4.83
4.62
2.43
2.14
5.92
6.98
4.44
3.33
2.18
1.76
2.43
9.57
9.13
5.64
5.97
2.59
4.03

T/C$

T/C
E

1.11
1.21
1.23
1.24
1.02
1.33
1.36
1.95
0.77
1.29
1.19
0.83
1.20
0.67
1.16
1.03
0.57
0.25
3.24
l. OO
1.15
1.32
3.87
1.28
1.30
1.08
0.98
1.35
1.48
l.lO
0.99
1.03
0.97
1.03
3.89
3.53
1.25
3.96
1.14
1.02
2.58
0.67
0.51
0.66
0.45
0.89
0.48
0.87

6.82
4.45
4.25
3.44
5.69
5.46
I~.32
11.23
4.53
3.12
13.30
12.98
4.46
49.33
18.69
1.51
3.33
0.76
0.36
0.32
5.29
2.54
1.60
4.00
4.40
11.64
8.91
lO.11
7.67
3.97
3.75
4.49
3.52
6.47
3.51
8.30
2.25
3.00
4.7~
4.46
2.43
6.70
1.10
5.20
11.33
3.60
17.86
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SEEDING
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and Bh. V. RamanaMurty
Indian Institute
of Tropical Meteorology
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fields were found at the bases of warm cumulus
clouds (Selvam et al., 1976).

Electrical,
microphysical and dynamical responses to salt seeding have been investigated during
cloud seeding experiments in several parts of India.
Following massive salt seeding, increases in cloud
temperature by I to 2 Celsius and cloud liquid
water content up to 200 percent were observed in
warm cumulus clouds (Ramahandra Murty eta., 1975,
1976). Cloud drop size distributions
in seeded
warm cumulus clouds increased in mean volume diameter up to 478 percent and computed liquid water
content increased upward of 60 percent (Kapoor et
al., 1976). In maritime warm cumulus clouds,
which developed rain following seeding, the electric field reversed from initial
negative to positive, occasionally preceded by intensification
(Ramachandra Murty et al., 1976). This field
reversal was attributed to the transport of large
positive charges, from upper cloud levels to the
base, by raindrops which form initially
at higher
levels in vigorous updraft regions. The prior intensification
was attributed to updraft invigoration produced by massive salt seeding, since electrical activity is closely associated with convective
activity (Latham and Stow, 1969).

Following seeding, cloud liquid water content
increased up to 113 percent and corona discharge
current increased up to 400 percent (Fig. i).
In the first three of six cloud traverses on
6 Sept. 1979 no seeding was carried out. In
traverses 4 to 7 a salt mixture total~ing 300 kg
was released into the cloud. The liquid water
content and the corona discharge showed marked
increases following seeding (traverses 4 to
in Fig. 1) compared to the values recorded in
the non-seeded traverses 1 to 3. Such marked
increases were not observed in any control clouds
(Table 1).

In 1979, measurementson point discharge current, cloud liquid water content, cloud drop size
distributionsoand
in-cl~ud temperature were made
at Bombay(18 15’N, 72u 49’E, 11 m ASL) in warm
cumulus clouds before and after their seeding and
also in randomly chosen control clouds using a
DC-3 instrumented aircraft.
All clouds were in
the Arabian Sea, 20 to 40 km off the coast of Bombay.
Corona discharge current was measured by a
static discharge probe fitted on the tail of the
aircraft with a suitable teflon insulator (Selvam
eta., 1976). Liquid water content was measured
by a JW-hot wire meter (RamachandraMurty et al.,
1976). Cloud drop size distributions
were measured
using a droplet sampler containing glass slides
(Kapoor et al., 1976).

In-cloud temperatures increased following
seeding in all four target (maximum+ 1.2 Celsius),
whereas a decrease (maximum-1.4 Celsius) was noted
in three offour control clouds, with the fourth
warming only 0.1 celsius. These results are in
agreement with those obtained from the clouds in
the Poona region (RamachandraMurty et al., 1975).
Following seeding the droplet spectra broadened,
with a maximumincrease in mean volume diameter
of about 250 percent. Such features were absent
in control clouds.
CONCLUSIONS
During salt seeding experiments near Bombay
during the 1979 summermonsoon:
1) corona discharge currents were not found in
clouds less than 3000 ft. thick, but were positive
in thicker clouds;
2) increases in cloud liquid water content up to
113 percent and corona discharge current up to
400 percent followed seeding in target clouds,
but no such marked increases were found in control
clouds;

Three to nine traverses were made in each of
four pairs of seeded (target) and non-seeded
(control)
clouds (Table i). The first
three
verses were non-seeded, even in target clouds.
Observations in non-seeded tranverses of target
clouds were comparedwith those from subse-~uent
seeded tranverses.

3) in-cloud temperatures increased up to 1.2
Celsius following seeding in all four target clouds
but decreased as much as 1.4 Celsius in three out
of four control clouds with the fourth warming
only 0.1 Celsius; and

The corona discharge current in clear air
was less than the detection limit of the instrument (~ 0.14 A). No corona current was observed
in clouds less than 3000 ft. thick. In thicker
clouds, a positive corona discharge current was
found upon entry; it increased with cloud thickness and liquid water content. Positive electric

4) cloud droplet spectra broadened following
seeding, with increases of up to 250 percent in
mean volume diameter, but no such increases were
found in control clouds.
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Table 1. Radar data of seeded (Target) and non-seeded (Control)

Cloud
Target or Control

T

C

T

Azimuth

280

292

56

77
-

(degrees)

Range (km)
Time seeding began
Time seeding ended

1630
1640

Salt used (kgs)

175

Total traverses
Seeding traverses
Areal echo coverage (km 2) at
first echo time

9
3-9

clouds.

C

T

C

268

297

280

256

315

320

90

95
1603

75

42

59

1716

67
-

1729
125

-

1620

1145
1200

-

175

-

-

C

300
7

4
-

6
3-6

6

3-7

9

7
3-7

-

lO.O

B.2

7.3

9.1

21.8

2.7

8.7

5.8

1632

1632

1650

1155

1158

0.0

12.2

21.6

1536
12.6

1622

At first traverse

1718
0.5

8.7

0.0

0.0

At start of seeding

0.0
8.4

-

0.0
3.2

-

8.7
NA

7.3

NA

NA

Time (IST) of first echo

At end of seeding
Maximum
Height of echo-top (km)

13.7
1.2

When first observed (Time IST) 1634

-

16.4

-

9.8

18.2

32.8

3

T

-

17.4
5.7
21.8
4.0

3.0

1538

1615
2.2

2.2

3.5

9.l
2.0

1643
2.2

165B
3°3

1726
NA

NA

At commencement of initial
traverse

0.0

At start of seeding
At end of seeding

0.0

-

2.9

-

4.6

-

NA

-

io6

Maximum

2.4

2.2

2.0
4.2

2.0

2.7
5.0

4.5

NA
NA

NA

64

22

56

18

59

61

Total echo duration (min)

175

4.1

20.9

16
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FIGURE I " CORONA DISCHARGE CURRENT AND LIQUID
WATER CONTENT DURING SIX TRAVERSES
(5 NOT-SEEDED, 5 SEEDED) IN AN ISOLATED CUMULUS CLOUD. 6 SEPT. 1979
NEAR BOMBAY, INDIA.
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INTRODUCTION

The experimental area with it~ network of
about 1 raingauge per 30 to 160 km (Fig. 1) was
about 40 k~ inland (Nest) from the coast
Madras (13 u O0’N, 80v 11’E, 16 m ASL). ~arget
and control areas were 10000 to 12000 km .

A long series of ground-based salt seeding
experiments in north India during the southwest
monsoonseasons (June-September) of 1957-66 showed
significant
increases of about 20 percent in rainfall on seeded days (RamanaMurty and Biswas,
1968). In September of 1974, salt seeding from
aircraft on isolated maritime warm cumul~s clouds
within 50 km off the coast at Bombay(18 15’N,
72v 49’D, II m ASL) was followed by increases in
radar echo area coverage in the vertical and in
echo intensity
(Chatterjee et al., 1978).
seek similar results in a different area, a randomized salt-seeding experiment, using a single
ground-based generator, was conducted in 1973 and
1975-77 just west of Madras, on the Bengal coast
1,000 km southeast of Bombay. There in the state
of Tamil Nadu, South India, the main rainy season
is during the northeast monsoon(Oct-Dec), whereas
in most parts of India, about 75 percent of the
annual rainfall
is received during the southwest
monsoon(Ananthakrishnan, 1977).

During the southwest monsoonseason (JulySept) at Madras, moderate southwesterly to
westerly winds prevail in the lower troposphere
(Table 1). Whenthe wind is southwesterly
westerly, airmasses travel over land before
passing over the experimental area and may have
fewer giant condensation nuclei. The average
cloud base height is about 5000 ft. ASL.
During the northeast monsoonseason (OctDec) winds in the lower troposphere are mostly
northeasterly to easterly, and are most gusty during December. Skies are overcast on 8 to 12
days per month (Table i). Whenit is not raining,
low clouds are between 1000-3000 feet ASL in
most cases. Maximumrainfall
is received during
November, when maritime airmasses bring giant
condensation nuclei traveling over Bay of Bengal
before crossing the east coast.

Precipitable water in the Tamil Nadu region
is maximumin July and August, but rainfall
is
greatest in October and November. Mean daily
rainfalls
are 9.4 mmand 20.0 mm, respectively,
during the southwest and northeast monsoonmonths.
During the northeast monsoonseason some of the
cyclonic disturbances in the south Bay of Bengal
move towards the Tamil Nadu coast and give heavy
rainfall
over the coastal belt. Since rainfall
in
Tamil Nadu during the southwest monsoonis low
despite the high precipitable water vapour present,
the feasibility
of increasing rainfall
through
the modification of cloud microphysical conditions
was explored. Aircraft observations made in north
India had indicated fewer than one giant condensation nucleus per litre at cloud base under certain
meteorological conditions during the southwest
monsoonseason (Biswas et al., 1968). Correcting
this deficiency of giant condensation nuclei may
help accelerate rain-formation through collisioncoalescence.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGNANDRESULTS

The fixed target-control
design was adopted
in the experiment with day randomization. Target
and control areas were delineated by the location
of the seeding generator and the predominant wind
direction in that area. The angula~ spread of
the target area covers the 70 to 90 quadrant
opposite to the mean wind direction, as indicated
by the analysis. The control and target sectors
fixed accordingly for the southwest and northwest
monsoonseasons were:

Southwest (June-Sept)
Northeast (Oct-Dec)

Target
o
50o- 120
°180o- 270

Control
230o °- 300
0° o
_ 90

Correlations between average daily rainfalls
of the target and control areas, for the 5-year
period 1968-72, were 0.69 for the southwest monsoon
and 0.62 for the northeast monsoonseasons. The
criteria
for seedable day were based on (i) forecast wind at 1.0 and 1.5 km levels, (ii) actual
or forecast low cloud amount, and (iii)
probability
of rain occurrence in the region during the 12
hour period preceding the time of seeding. Days
on which intermittent
to continuous rain occurred,
preceding and during the scheduled period of seeding, were not considered as seedable.

A salt seeding experiment using ground based
generator was undertaken during the years 1973
and 1975-1977, for exploring the feasibility
of
increasing rainfall
through cloud seeding in the
region. For the type of research described above,
aircraft seeding would be ideal since it ensures
precise targeting of the salt particles into the
clouds and also facilitates
to make in-cloud
microphysical observations. However, the prohibitive cost of the aircraft operations has become
the main factor for adopting the ground seeding.
During the above experiment surface measurements
of the concentration of giant (r~ipm) condensation nuclei (GCN) were also made.

On the afternoons (1400-1700 IST) of seedable days, randomly selected for seeding, a pulverised mixture of salt and soapstone, in the ratio
177

10:1 with particle mode diameter of about 10 pm,
was injected into the atmosphere from a single
ground-based generator at T~ruvallur (Madras).
Seeding at about 300 kg hr- continued for about
3 hours commencing from 1400 IST. ~e seeding
rates adopted should yield about 10 giant size
hygroscopic particles per second. Cloud bases
are about 5000 feet during southwest and 2000
feet during the northeast monsoonseasons. At
25 km downwind particle concentration will be of
the order of 20000 m- (Biswas et al., 1967),
Hence only a fraction of the salt particles
released at the ground should reach the cloud base
levels under favorable meteorological conditions
and influence the microphysical state of the cloud.

Concentrations of giant condensation nuclei
at the surface higher up to a factor of two
during the northeast monsoonseason compared
to the southwest monsoonseason.
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During the southwest monsoon, the air has
enough water vapour for cloud formation, but the
windflow in the lower troposphere southesterly
to westerly causes the air masses to travel over
land. Such air masses may contain few of the
hygroscopic nuclei required for rain-formation,
and seeding them with giant condensation nuclei
may help accelerate rain-formation through collision coalescence process. The surface observations showed fewer giant condensation nuclei
during the southest monsoonseason. Numbers per
litre of giant nuclei were:
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1975

1976

1977

1978

Southwest monsoon: 10.2

2.6

4.4

3.2

4.1
7.0

5.9

Northeast monsoon: 23.8

7.0

5.5

During the Northeast Monsoon(Oct-Dec) of 1976
and 1977 rainfall
on 16 seeded days (Table 2), compared to that on 20 non-seeded days, decreased by
17 percent, significant
at 33 percent level (Table
4). The GCNconcentrations were higher up to
factor of two during the northeast monsoon.
3. SUMMARY
The ground-based salt seeding experiment, with
a fixed control target design and day randomization, on 56 days with 54 days as control during
the monsoonseasons of 1973-1977 in Tamil Nadu
State, South India showed:

1)

3)

decrease, significant
during the northwest

The authors express sincere gratitude to the
India Meteorological Department for cooperation
received in the installation
and maintenance of
the raingauge network in the experimental area.

During the SOUTHWEST
MONSOON
(Jun-Sept), rainfall on 40 seeded days was compared to that on 34
non-seeded days (Table 2), The result was positive in 2 seasons and negative in 2 seasons, with
increases of 7 to 355 percent and decreases of
5 to 8 percent (Table 3). The four seasons
showed an increase in rainfall
on seeded days of
32 percent, significant
at 15 percent level according to Mann-Whitney test (Table 4).

1973

A 17 percent rainfall
at 33 percent level,
monsoon;
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After the initial
year, 1973, with 20 days
seeded and 16 not, no experiment could be undertaken during 1974. Thereafter the experiment could
be carried out only sporadically (Table 2) which
ultimately led to its termination in 1977 before
statistically
significant
results could be
obtained.

Year:

2)

Rainfall incrase of 32 percent, significant
at the 15 percent level, during the southwest monsoon;
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Table i.

Meteorological Parameters, 1931-60, at Madras
(13°O0’N, 80°ll’E 16 m ASL)

JUL

JUN
Relative humidity (%)

5g

63

Days with low cloud~ 3 ok

14
4.0

15

No. of rainy days
Rainfall (mm)
Mean wind speed (Km/h)
Percentage
number ~
of days with wind
at surface from

G.G
83.5 i24.3

16.4

14.6

NE
£

13.6

13

i

Table 2.

1973

71

14
8.4

9

I0
7.3
118.0
li.1
8

OCT
79
8

NOV
79

77

i2

12

I0.0
9.8
2~?.0 308.7
9.2

11.7

3

Period

JUN-SEP

2
8

2
7

2
17

ll

22

45

12.6

24

53
Ii

Number of days
Seeded
Not-seeded

20

16

Seeding material
(kilograms)

16,050

-

-

-

JUN-JUL
JUL-SEP

3
5

7
4

OCT-DEC

lO

lO

JUN-SEP

12
6

7
i0

10,500

OCT-NOV

56

54

42,850

TOTAL

13

Seeding details.

1975

1977
.

5.~
139 .l

0

1974
1976
"

DEC

0
|

Year

SEP

67

52.6
8

5W

AU6

180

1,825
3,450
6,175
4,850
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Table 3.

Year

1973

Total rainfall
(mm) per station in Target (T)
Control (C) sectors on seeded and not-seeded
days.

Seeded

Month

dUN
JUL
AUG
5£P

Not-seeded
C’

T’/C’

T C’
C T’

3.03
1.55
1.32
2.88

6.83
5.68
0.00
9.76

0.444
0.273
0.295

1.444
5.029
4.163

Result

C

6.24
5.59
31.02
33.51

10.05
4.07
1.35
27.28

0.641
1.373
22.977
1.228

No experiments

-

-

2.912
2.305

25.06
0.00

9.54
O.O0

2.627
-

1.108
-

+
O

1974

T/C

T’

T

....

+
+
0
+

1975

JUN
JUL

0.99
4.08

0.34
1.77

1976

JUL
SEP

13.63
0.00

9.22
4.02

1.478
O,OOD

46.46
0.00

48.24
0.00

0.963
-

1.535
-

+
0

1977

dUN
JUL
AUG
5EP

1.27
2.41
26.57
0.00

0.26
10.55
27.97
1.82

0.488
0.228
0.950
0.000

1.65
0.64
10.16
0.00

0.00
0.00
15.62
0.23

1.650
0.640
0.650
-

0.488
0.228
1.462
-

+
0

1976

OCT
NOV
DEC

5.41
3.54
3.11

0.82
4.05
1.04

6.598
0.874
2.990

1.27
4.28
0.32

0.13
i0.ii
0.00

9.769
0.423
-

0.675
2.066
-

+
-

OCT
NOV

9.54
3.79

32.35
6.62

0.295
0.573

67°25
15.92

103.07
17.05

0.652
0.934

0.452
0.613

-

1977

Table 4.

Year

Average ratio values of total rainfall in
Target (T) and Control (C) sectors on seeded
and not-seeded days.

Seeded
T/C

T C’
C T’

Not-seeded
T’/C’

Southwest

Monsoon

~

(JUN-SEP)
4.55

+ 355

2.627

0.92

-

8

1.029

0.963

1.07

+

7

1977

0.745

0.785

0.95

-

5

Total

1.272

0.967

1.32

+

32*

1973

1.791

1974
1975

2.403

1976

0.394
No experiment

Northeast

Monsoon

-

IOCT-DEC)

1976

2.040

0.573

3.56

+ 256

1977

0.295

0.652

0.45

-

55

Total

0.566

0.633

0.83

-

17"*

Significance

levels

by one-tailed

Mann-Whitney
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test :

* = 15%
¯ * = 33%

CHLORIDE
ANDSODIUMION INCREASES
IN RAIN FROMSALT SEEDED
CLOUDS
L.T. Khemani, G.A. Momin, M.S. Naik
A.S. RamachandraMurty and Bh.V. RamanaMurty
Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology
Poona-411005, India

At raingage stations at Sirur (north sector)
and Baramati (south sector), stainless steel
funnels 12 inches in diameter on special stands
~ollected rainwater samples into i-liter
polythelene bottles cleaned previously with doubledistilled
water (Khemani and RamanaMurty, 1968).
Concentrations of so4iu~, potassium and calcium
were measured by standard flame photometric
methods; chloride, s~Ifate, nitrate,
and ammonium
concentrations were ~easured by standard colorimetric procedures IKhemani and RamanaMurty, 1968;
kapoor et al., 1972).

Chloride and sodium ion concentrations in
rainwater from warmclouds seeded with a saltsoapstone mixture were two to three times greater
than in rain from non-seeded clouds east of Poona,
India, during the 1974 summer monsoon. The warm
cloud seeding experiment, begun in 1973 and studied
intensively in 1974, 1976, 1979 and 1980, involved
two 1600 sq. km experimental areas, each having
40 raingauges and separated by an intervening
buffer (Fig. i). Crossover randomization was
used.
A 10:1 mixture of salt and soapstone, with
particle model size 10 Nm, was released at cloud
base level through a special device fitted to a
DC-3 aircraft.
The warm stratocumulus and cumulus
clouds, with average bases 1.5 km MSL, were seeded
during aircraft penetrations about 600 meters
above cloud base. An average of 1,500 kg of salt
mixture was released in the target sector on each
seeded day. Other details are given by Krishna
et al. (1976).

Table 1.

Of 27 samples collected during the 1974 summer season, five were om seeded days and the remaining 22 on non-seeded days. Rainwater was
collected between 1400 and 2000 IST, because seeding was confined to the afternoon. Because the
difference of 0.69 mg/l between chloride concentrations in the north and south sectors on nonseeded days (Table ii is significant,
by the NannWhitney test, at less than 1 percent level, results
were evaluated by sectors.

Average concentrations (mg/l) and standard deviations
various chemical constituents of rainwater on seeded and
non-seeded days in south and north sectors of warmcloud
seeding experimental areas east of Poona, India during
1974 summermonsoonseason.

~UUTH (16 sampies)
~eedeO

MN

3.96

5.02

1.23

g.16

2.6B

4 samples

~D

0.74

9.83

"}.64

,.q
¯13

No~-ses~ed

I~IN
~

1.17
9.95

2.48

0.76

1.16

0.67

3.15
J.13

4.~

3.70

~.06

~].O~

0.~8
0.20

I.~4
0.78

i.~i
1.14

].iO
0.03

12 samples

4.84

3.91

1.31
O.6g

3.93

0,41

0.6~

0.26

2.37
1.45

3.~’3

0.45

3.81

0.7~
~].T3

0.56
0.22

I.~2

1.32

i’~DHTH (21 samples)
~eeded

Pil~

l sample
~o%-s eeded ~i,~
I~ samples

~D
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3.74

In the south sector, concentrations of chloride, sulfate, sodium and calcium are significantly
higher on seeded days, the chloride and sodium
values about 200 percent, agreeing with rainfall
increases on seeded days of 14 to 137 percent
(Krishna eta., 1976). Aerosol measurements
cloud base on one seeded day (3 Sept. 1974) suggested an increase of 34 percent in the concentration of giant particles after seeding. Giant
particles released at cloud base could help in
formation of raindrops through condensation and
collision-coalescence
processes, facilitating
rain
development in warm monsoonclouds.

2) rainfall
increases in the target
from 14 to 137 percent;

3) concentrations of giant condensation nuclei,
measured at cloud base in the target area, increased about 34 percent after seeding, consistent
with the increased concentrations ofchloride and
sodium and suggesting that giant condensation nuclei could induce rain-formation in warm monsoon
clouds.
REFERENCES
Kapoor, R.K., L.T. Khemani and Bh. V. RamanaMurty,
1972: Chemical composition of rainwater and
rain characteristics
at Delhi II. Tellus, 24,
575-580.

In the north sector, the only rainwater sample available on a seeded day showed a significantly
higher concentration of chloride, sulfate, nitrate,
sodium and calcium. The sources of nitrate and
calcium particles are not clear.

Khemani, L.T. and Bh. V. RamanaMurty, 1968:
Chemical composition of rain water and rain
characteristics
at Delhi. Tellus, 20, 284-292.

Thus, chemical analyses of rainwater collected on seeded and non-seeded days during the 1974
salt seeding experiment east of Poona suggest that:
i)

areas varied

Krishna, K., R.K. Kapoor, A.S.R. Murty, A.M. Selvam,
K.K. Kanuga, L.T. Khemani, B.K. Mukherjee,
SoK. Paul, R. Vijayakumar and Bh.V. Ramana
Murty, 1976: A randomized cloud seeding experiment in the Deccan plateau, India-preliminary results. J.Weather Modification.8,134-144.

concentrations of chloride and sodium in rainwater on seeded days were significantly
higher,
by about 200 percent than those on non-seeded
days;

NORTH
SECTOR

Figure 1: Lecation of the Experimental Area consisting
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of North, South and Buffer Sectors.

HAIL SUPPRESSION
IN THE HUDSON
VALLEY, 1956 AND1957"
ThomasJ. Henderson
Atmospherics Incorporated
Fresno, CA 93727

ABSTRACT.
From July to September 1956 and May to September 1957, a hail suppression
program was conducted over the Hudson Valley area in NewYork, sponsored by The
Hudson Valley Crop Services Co-op. Voluntary contributions
from apple growers
throughout the Hudson Valley, and others, supported operations of the Weather
Modification Companyof San Jose during both seasons. Equipment included one cloud
seeding aircraft,
a network of 75 to 77 ground generators, and a 3cm radar system.
Within these two seasons, a total of 69 storms movedthrough the lludson Valley area
and 700 individual cells were logged by the radar. Major hail events were produced
by cells embeddedin frontal associated squall lines in 1956 and mostly from air
mass thunderstorms in 1957. Hail damagewas reported over some 1% of the total
target area in 1956 and about 6%in 1957.

1. BACKGROUND
The first cloud seeding project, intended to
reduce hail east of the Mississippi River, was
conducted in the Hudson River Valley of New York,
just south of Albany, in 1956 and 1957, This was
only a decade after the discovery of dry ice and
silver iodide as nucleating agents by Drs. Vincent
Schaefer and Bernard Vonnegut, working at the General
Electric Research Laboratory in Schenectady, NY.
The first operational programs, designed to increase
precipitation
principally
in the Catskill Mountains
as an aid to the water supolies of NewYork City,
had been conducted in 1950-51.
In May of 1956 a group, composedprincipally
of apple growers, formed the HudsonValley Crop
Services Co-op. Mr. Walter Schreiber and Mr.
Elmore Fraleigh, both of Red Hook, were elected
President and Secretary-Treasurer.
The Weather
Modification Company,a commercial cloud seeding
group in San Jose, CA, was hired by the Co-op to
conduct operations to reduce hail. The designated
project area was roughly 21 x 70 miles in Duchess~
Ulster, Columbia and Orange counties (Figure i).

2.

Nearly all storm and frontal systems moving
eastward across the continent pass through or in
close proximity to New York State. Storm systems
often move northward along the Atlantic Coast and
have an important influence on the weather and
climate in the lower Hudson Valley. Frequently,
areas deep in the interior of the state feel
the effects of such coastal storms. Lengthy
periods of abnormally warm weather can result from
the movementof great high pressure systems into
and through the eastern United States. When a
high pressure system moves just off the Atlantic
Coast and becomes more or ~ess stagnant for
several days, a persistent air flow from the
southwest or south affects the state. This
circulation
brings the very warm, often humid
weather of the summerseason.
New York State has a fairly uniform distribution of precipitation
during the year. No
distinctly
dry or wet seasons are regularly
repeated on an annual basis. Minimum precipitation occurs in winter with an average monthly
accumulation of about three inches in the Hudson
Valley. Maximumamounts in summer are about
four inches. Of course, variations in precipitation
amounts from month to month, or in the
same month in different years, can be extreme for
any individual area. Almost any calendar month
has the potential of having the lightest,
or
heaviest, monthly accumulation of precipitation
within a calendar year at a given location.

THEWEATHER

The general climate of NewYork State is of
the humid continental type which prevails over most
of northeastern United States. However, there is
a great diversity
within the state itself.
The
global atmospheric circulation
brings a variety of
air masses to New York. Cold dry air frequently
arrives from the northern interior of the continent,
and prevailing clouds from the south and southwest
transport warm humid air which has been conditioned
by the Gulf of Mexico and adjacent subtropical
waters. These two air masses provide the dominant
continental characteristics
of the climate. A
third air mass flows inland from the Atlantic
Ocean and produces cool damp weather, but this maritime influence is secondary to the more prevalent
air masses from the continent.

The prevailing wind is generally from the
west in NewYork State, with southwest component
during the warmer months. Occasionally a welldeveloped storm system moving across the continent or along the Atlantic Coast can produce winds
strong enough to cause considerable property
damage.
Thunderstorms occur on an average of about
30 days per year throughout most of the Hudson
Valley. Destructive winds and lightning strikes
in local areas are commonwith the more vigorous
warm season thunderstorm. Locally, hail occurs
with more severe thunderstorms, but extensive
losses to property and crops are less than the
damagefound in the hail areas of the Great Plains.

*Presented at the fall meeting, Weather Modification
Association, Albany, NY, 2 Oct 1980
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FIGURE1,
Target Boundary
Hudson Valley Hail Suppression Project
- 1956-1957 Season -
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Tornadoes are not common,but three or four strike
limited, localized areas within the state each year.
The general climate throughout the Hudson
Valley supports diversified
agriculture including
a nationally important production area of apples
and other tree fruits.
This important Hudson Valley
agriculture also includes corn, small grains, grapes
and a wide variety of truck crops. Although not
a major hail area in the U.S., the Hudson Valley
can sustain significant
hail damageto crops in
someyears.

3.

PROJECT
DESIGN

The original design of the HudsonValley hail
suppression program focused primarily on total
operations concepts. No randomization was included
because the sponsor desired to minimize hail damage
by total application of a technology believed to
be effective.
However, nothing was implied in
this design concept which rejected the desire to
acquire data necessaryfor evaluations and program
improvements in future years.
The physical hypothesis for hail suppression
was not much different from operational programs
as they are conducted throughout the world today;
i.e., competition for hail embryo formation and
growth through the application of silver iodide
as an efficient
ice nucleus.

pattern. The 160-mile range was sufficient
to
detect precipitation
echoes well beyond the target
area boundary. During 1957, the most distant
precipitation
cells were logged southwest of the
area around Newton, PA, (south of Port Jervis) and
near Saratoga Springs, (north of Albany). These
echoes were 25 to 35 miles beyond the target
boundary.
In 1956 the radar was operated fo~ a total
of 384 hours during the various storm periods, an
average of about 13.2 hours per storm. In 1957
the radar was operated for about 251 hours during
a longer time period, an average of about 6 hours
per storm. This wide variation in radar operation
per storm period between the two years is explored
in the final Section.
4.2 Ground Generators
All ground generators used during the 1956
and 1957 seasons were standard propane/acetone
types which burn a solution of silver ~od~de/
sodium iodide/acetone in a propane flame. This
mixture of chemical and gas was burned in flame
chambers at about 980 C. During operations, the
mixture is combined and both the liquid and gas
are forced through a spray nozzle to produce liquid
solution droplets about 30 micrometers in diameter.
In 1956 a total of 77 ground generators
logged 1,632 hours. In 1957 a total of 75
ground generators logged a total of 2,061 hours.
In each season an average of 16 generators was
operated per storm.

The primary source of silver iodide in both
seasons was a network of ground generators
established within and adjacent to the lower
Hudson Valley area on both sides of the river,
essentially from Newburghon the south to Albany
on the north. One P-40 cloud seeding aircraft
was based at the airport near Poughkeepsie. A
3 cm weather system (50 kWpeak power), with maximumrange of 160 statute miles, was located atop
Turkey Hill about four miles east of Red Hook
and nearly in the geographic center of the target
area. Silver iodide nuclei dispensed from both
aircraft and ground generators were generated from
5%silver iodide (by weight) in a sodium iodide/
acetone solution. Silver iodide use rates were
designed for about 50 grams per hour from each
ground generator and about 400 grams per hour from
an airborne generator.

4.3 Aircraft
During both seasons the Hudson Valley
Program used a surplus World War 11P-40 fighter
aircraft,
equipped with two airborne liquid fuel
silver iodide generators, each using approximately
8 liters per hour of 5% silver iodide (by weight)
in the acetone/sodium iodide solution. Propane
was used to pressurize the system and as an
additional fuel for combustion, much like the
ground generators. All airborne cloud seeding
was accomplished near cloud base within the strong
inflow areas associated with either the air mass
type thunderstorms or embeddedcells within
squall lines.
~n 1956 the a~rcraft flew a total of 28
hours during 14 seeding flights.
In 1957 there
were 79 hours logged during a total of 37 seeding
flights.
At the time this program was designed,
an aircraft was considered an indispensable
supplement in hail suppression work.

4. OPERATIONS
4.1 Radar
In 1956 a radar system was considered by
some operators as essential to the most effective
operation of any weather modification program.
Current weather forecasting techniques at that
time provided insufficient
information for
launching cloud seeding aircraft and activating
the ground generator network.

5.

SUMMARY
ANDCONCLUSIONS

Thunderstorms logged during th~ two operational periods differed significantly.
In 1956 almost
all of the severe storms developed from embedded
cells within squall lines associated with cold or
occluded fronts. These fronts extended southwest from low pressure areas in southeast Canada
or northeast United States, ultimately moving
east or southeast across the Hudson Valley. As

The radar system utilized on the Hudson
Valley project was a surplus military APS-15 airborne system modified for weather surveillance
from a ground level locations. A 30-inch parabolic antenna provided a 3°pencil beam radiation
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in the case of other hail areas, the Great Plains,
cold dry air aloft and warmmoist air on the surface
were the main ingredients for hail production.
In 1957 the weather pattern changed dramatically.
Very few hail events came from cells embeddedin
squall lines. Most of the severe activity occurred
from air mass thunderstorms not associated with
frontal zones, but rather from the extremely
unstable conditions of warmmoist air on the surface coupled with steep temperature lapse rates.
Often the moisture at 500 mb was in strong support
of the overall unstable conditions.

The outlook on evaluations of operations
during the two seasons can best be summarized in
quotations from actual reports prepared at the
end of the 1956 and 1957 seasons.
"The evaluation of any weather modification program is always the most difficult
portion of the entire operation and
necessarily open to the most severe criticism
by those directly connected with the program
as well as those scientific
groups viewing
it with more than casual interest from distant
points. These evaluation problems are
particularly
amplified in the case of hail
suppression work."

An operational summaryof events during 1956
and 1957 (Table 1) shows an average of 13.2 hours
of radar operation per storm in 1956, and 6 hours
per storm in 1957. This supports the belief that
air mass storms with shorter life cycles were the
dominant type in 1957, while the longer duration
cells embeddedin relatively
slow moving frontal
zones were dominant in 1956. Hail suppression
technology in 1956 and 1957 did not recognize
that the locations of inflow areas important to
the formation of hail are very different in each
of the two storm types.

"The major difficulty
in any analysis
of this type is to determine how much hail
or resultant crop damagemight have been
expected if the program had not been operated.
An answer satisfactory
to the scientist
or statistician
is still
not possible at this
time."

The areas with hail, expressed as a percentage of the total area protected, were 1% in 1956
and 6% in 1957. The figure was established after
a liberal analysis of the significant
hail damage
boundaries. Another investigation
of the total
area covered by precipitation
cells having hail
potential indicated that precipitation
from hail
potential cells passed over about 90%of the total
target area in 1956 and about 65% of the total
target area during 1957.

Table 1. Hudson Valley Hail Suppression Program Operations Summary

WEATHER

1956

Total periods of operation
Hail bearing storms
Total cells
Hail in Target (storms)
Area hit by hail (% of total

area)

29
16
282
4
1%

1957
40
22
418
7
6%

GROUND
GENERATOR
OPERATION
77
1632
16

Numberin field
Total hours logged
Average number per storm

75
2061
16

AIRCRAFTOPERATION
Total flights
Total hours

14
28

37
79

384
13

251
6

RADAROPERATION
Total hours
Average hours per storm
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"~I~E-SKI.M SEEDING"FORCONVECTIVE
CLOUDMODIFI~AJIO~*
Norihiko Fukuta
Department of Meteorology, University
Salt Lake City, UT 84112

of Utah

Abstract. Ice crystals growing by vapor diffusion at -10 C, primarily as short solid
columns, fall faster than those developing dendritically
at lower temperatures o~
those of long columnar shapes at warmer temperatures. To keep artificially
induced
crystals around -I0 C as long as possible and thus cause them to grow and fall faster
in order to enter the rapid riming growth regime, cumulus clouds should be seeded at
the -10 C level just inside the cloud, rather than at the center, using liquid propane
or other nucleant with little
temperature dependence.
measured under coexistence of supercooled fog as a
function of temperature (Garvey, 1975). When the
temperature drops from -10 to -20 C, the numbe~of
active nuclei per gram of compoundincreases by
approximately I0 ~. This leads to a serious problem of depleting the available moisture at low
temperatures if the number is adjusted for p~oper
seeding at a warm temperature. As a result, ice
crystals never grow to desirable sizes.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Effective modification of convective clouds
requires, first,
knowledge of the clouds, seeding
materials, seeding methods and microphysics-dynamics interactions in the clouds, and second, the selection and proper combination of these elements so
as to maximize the desired effects of seeding. In
this paper, we shall re-examine basic factors of
cloud seeding in the light of our new finding about
ice crystal fall behavior (Fukuta et al., 1979),
and formulate a new seeding method which can avoid
some previous difficulties.
Possible applications
of the new method will be discussed for cumuliform
cloud modification for precipitation
augmentation
and hail suppression.

2.

RE-EXAMINATION
OF FACTORS
INVOLVED
IN CONVECTIVE
CLOUD
SEEDING

2.1

Purposes of convective cloud seedings
For precipitation
augmentation seeding, maximization of precipitation
is naturally the normal
intent. Sometimes, in addition, transportation
to
a more desirable location may be required. Due to
the relatively
short life time of certain convective clouds, maximization of precipitation
formation
frequently demandsrapid formation of precipitation
after seeding. For other occasions where the atmosphere is conditionally unstable, the maximization
may require fusing small clouds to induce a much
larger cloud development.

If a factor of I0 ~ increase were assumed in
the number of active nuclei as the ~emperature
lowered from -10 to -20 C and if all ~he ice crystals formed were assumedto be the same size, the
mass of each crystal would be smaller by a factor
of I0 ~ than that without the number increase. ~n
the Stokes regime, this mass reduction corresponds
~,
to a fall velocity reduction by a factor of I0
since the fall velocity v ~ r ~, where r is the
radius. Instead, if the number were adjusted for
proper seeding at a high altitude,
say at -20 C
level, there would be hardly any ice crystals at
the -10 C level, wasting the precious time available for ~ce crystal growth before the nuclei reach
high altitude.
The second problem with Agl nuclei concerns
the nucleation mechanisms. As Schaller and Fuk~ta
(1979) have identified,
the mechanisms of ice n~cleation vary a great deal, depending on cloud conditions. Amongnow commonly accepted processes of
heterogeneous ice nucleation, i.e., deposition,
condensation-freezing, including im~mersion-freezing, and contact-freezing,
the former two occur
relatively
quickly even at temperatures near the
nucleation thresholds. On the contrary, contactfreezing is slow. Therefore, the values of ice
nucleation shown by Garvey (L975) are overestimates to a large extent as far as contact-freezing
nucleation is concerned, because de~eloping natural clouds, the kind desired for seeding, do not
allow much time for the nucleation mechanismto
operate. On the other hand, the condensationfreezing mechanismdoes operate at warm temperatures without much time delay. However, it depends
on the water supersaturations which the cloud process produces, and since the water supersaturation levels vary depending on the microphysics-dynamics interaction of cloud, the ice n~cleation rate
also varies.

Another commongoal for seeding convective clouds is to suppress hail. Where hail occurrence is
frequent, the total amount of precipitation
is normally small. So, hail suppression operations should not lead to a reduction in the amount of precipitation.
For these reasons, hail suppression operations should be aimed at the reduction of hail size
with an increased number of hail embryos by proper
seeding.
2.2

Ice nucleants and ice nucleation
Ice nucleants most frequently used at present
are Agl and dry ice, especially the former. One
drawback to Agl, apart from the recent quantum jump
in price, is the strong temperature dependence in
the number of active nuclei. Activity curves of Agl
particles from various smoke generators are normally
* paper presented at the 3rd WMOScientific
Conference on Weather Modification, Clermont-Ferrand,
France, 21 - 25 July 1980.

The number of ice crystals generated by dry
ice per gram of the compoundis nearly independent
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of temperature at a level about 10i2g -i, a mar~ed
advantage over Agl nucleants. We believe thisnumber of ice crystal produced per gram dry ice is
well within the realm of operation, for reasons
discussed below. Other than the well-known awkwardness of availability,
storage and crushing as well
as need for high flying airplanes, dry ice seeding
tends to produce vertical curtains of ice crystal
plumes.This, however,resultsin rapid upward
movementof ice crystalplumedue to heatingby
cloudparcelglaciation(Fukuta,1973),and reduces
the numberof ice crystalsformedat low altitudes
as well as increasesthat at higheraltitudes,
althoughthe problemis far less seriouscompared
with that of Agl nucleants.
2.3

Growth and fall behaviors of ice crystals
To develop precipitation
rapidly, fast growth
of ice crystals is naturally desirable. The two
basic kinds of ice crystal growth exist, i.e., one
by vapor diffusion and the other by riming. After
nucleation, ice crystals normally go through the
diffusional
growth regime with the fastest growth
occurringat a temperaturearound-17 C, corresponding to plate form. The second peak of vapor diffusiongrowthoccursat around-6.5 C with columnar
crystalshape(Fukuta,1969;Fukutaet al., 1979).
The growthrate of an ice crystalby vapor diffusion, disregarding
effectsdue to fall,thermaland
mass accommodation
on its surfaceand supercooled
fog existenceundera giventemperature,
may be
describedas
dm
d~ = 4~C(Si -I)

dD]
~ +
p~,sat

i -~,
7

dm
dr
d~ = 4~r~Pi (~)"
(2)
where Pi is the densityof ice crystal.From Eqs.
(1) and (2) with = r,it is clear tha
t rdr= dt.
Afterintegration,
we have r~ ~ t or r~ (= m = t
On the otherhand, ice crystalgrowthrate by
rimingmechanismis givenas
dtdm
= ~r~WLV
’
(3)
where~- is the averagerimingefficiency,
W~ the
liquidwater contentof cloud,and v the fa~l velocity of ice crystal~For a sphricalparticleof
graupelsize,v <. r"~ normallyholds.Then,
r-’~dr = ~-WLdtAfterintegration,
we have
m = (~-WLt)~.
(4)
Although these estimations were carried out under
highly simplified conditions, they show a drastic
change in the growth rate of ice crystal, if the
switch-over from vapor diffusion mechanismto riming occurs. Fig. I illus~rates
the diffusional
growth regime where r = t ~ or m = t z’s and the riming growth regim~ where r ~ t ~, or m ~ t ~ in the
~.
zone where v = r

a
I0

t

(s)

ReZationbetweenice crystalradiusr and
time t for vapor dio~usionand riminggrowths at 500 mb and -10 C. v is densityof
ice crystaZand L is liq~i4 water content
of supercooled
c!~oua.The rimingefficiency is ass~ed vo be unity.

(1)

where m is the ice crystal mass, t the time, C the
electrostatic
capacitance of ice crystal, St the
saturation ratio with respect to ice, L~ th~ latent
heat of deposition per gram of water va~or, R the
specificgas constantof water vapor,o,~ . the
saturationwater vapor densityat the ~’6~nmental
temperatureT ¯ and D the diffusivityof watervapor in air. I~ we can assumea sphericalshape for
the crystal,

r 3 (=

~
I0

Under what conditions does this switch-over
happen? Graupel fall fast compared with snow flakes, and fast-falling
ice crystals are expected to
enter into the riming regime more quickly than
others. We recently discovered that ice crystals
growing at -10 C develop fastest fall velocities
although their mass growth rates are at a minimum.
Fig. 2 shows development of fall velocities of ice
crystals growing under different temperatures.
Although the -10 C peak continues to increase linearly, the -15 C peak, corresponding to the diffusional maximumof mass growth, slows down rapidly
apparently due to dendritic form development (Fig.

3).
Crystal habit changes from column to plate at
-10 C as the temperature lowers, and the crystals
at this temperature take a shape near spherical
with high apparent density (Fukuta, 1969; Fukuta
et al., 1979). Rapid development of precipitation
is often required in convective cloud seeding, so
-10 C is clearly the most advantageous temperature
zone where rapidly growing and falling graupel can
easily form.
2.4

See#~n_~modes, nuclei plume diffusion and
cloud interactions
A few different methods of seeding are possible. Vertical sheet, horizontal and sometimes vertical line and point seedings have been employed in
convective cloud seeding, in addition to broadcast
seeding from the ground. As mentioned earlier,
a
vertically
long ice crystal plume tends to develop
a premature updraft due to heat generation by phase
changes in the supercooled cloud. Different modes

of seeding lead ~o different
rates of plume diffusion.
Ice
nuclei and ice crystal diffusion
from a point source is the fastest.
Additional buoyancy of cloud
parcel due to ~laciation depends
on %hetotal mass of ice crystals
M ~hich can be e~pressed as

where n(r) and m(r) are respectively the number and mass of ice
crystals with radius r. Therefore, M can be increased in eith~?60
er of t~o ways, by increasing n
~/~~or bw imcreasing m. So-called
~0
"dynandc seedimg" supplies a
, l , , , , I , , , , I , ._.~_
large amount of seeding material
-I0
-15
-20
te increase n(r). This overdosT ~°C)
age of nuclean~, however, induces
an overseeding effect, particula~ll velocityof ice crystalu.~ as a functionof temperatureT
rly a%high altitudes,
and does
at differenttime intervalsafteronsetof growth.
not necessarily produce the best
result. Ice crystals thus formed or brought up to high altitudes are too small to fall and form precipitation
within the available time period. By allowing
sufficient
time for molecular diffusion growth with
-IO
the help of turbulent diffusion of the plume, m can
be increased, rather than n, by securing sufficient
moisture around growing ice crystals.
In this regard, nucleants used should not increase activity
at low temperatures.

~

Fig.2.

I0

This problem of n vs. m is also important in
hail suppression seeding. Increasing n in the
overseeding method of hail suppression, although
difficult
to achieve at warm temperatures (and if
not achieved, the method does not work), is likely
to reduce the amount of precipitation.
A more
desirable method is to increase m so that the artificially
formed ice crystals compete with hail
embryos, yet they are small enough to melt and not
cause any damage on the ground. To achieve the
desired effect of seeding, motions of cloud parcels
including convection must be utilized carefully.
2.5

Seedin9 rate
Seeding rate is one of the most poorly defined
quantities in cloud seeding and should be adjusted
to achieve the best final result, not necessarily
to produce dramatic intermediate reactions. For
precipitation
augme,tation seeding, the rate may
be estimated roughly from the following parameters;
(a) the diffusion volume of ice nuclei plume within
the available cloud life time, (b) the mass that
ice crystals can attain under free growth during
the cloud life time, (cl the liquid water content
of the cloud parcel, and (d) the thermodynamic and
dynamic status of clouds. Fall ~elocity consideration for the ice crystals formed is particularly
important.

I0
-I
I

0
0

50
t

Fig. 3.

I00
(S)

150

The seeding rate determination becomescomplex
when the active n~mber o$ ice nuclei shows temperature dependency suc~ as Agl nucleants. The disadvantage of temperature dependency comes ~n, so t~at
optimization of t~e seeding rate has to be done
within the restriction
of the temperature dependent
activity.
Nevertheless, if an airborne seeding

Fall velocityof ice crysta~v~ as a ]’unction of time t afberseedinga~ dio~ferent
temperatures.
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were carried out, the diffusing front of the ice
crystal plume would receive sufficient
moisture to
generate a small number of falling ice crystals.

assumedto be 4 km wide with the updraft velocity
5 m s -~ at its center and 0 at the sides. This motion has two components, a uniform vertical motion
of 2.5 m s-~ and rotation with a tangential velocity of 2.5 m s -~. The centers of rotation move upward at a vertical velocity of 2.5 m s -~ The centers of cloud rotation are placed at -8 ~ level,
slightly lower than the 6 km level.

3.

SIDE-SKIMSEEDINGIN CONVECTIVE
CLOUDMODIFICATION
The above discussions show that many of the
previous problems in convective cloud seeding relate to increase in number instead of mass. Therefore, considering all factors involved in convective
cloud seeding, we propose new methods of seeding
for precipitation
augmentation and hail suppression.

3.1

Cumuliform cloud modification
on augmentation

Side-Skim Seeding assumes horizontal seeding
at the -I0 C level along the inside edge of the
cloud with ice nuclei (or ice crystals) having
little
or no temperature dependence, such as liquid
propane. In this manner, the seeding aircraft
is
unlikely to hit a strong updraft and can easily
leave the cloud at any time. The center of the
nuclei plume remains at the same altitude for about
i0 minutes after seeding, and takes about 15 minutes to reach the -15 C level without the help of added buoyancy from seeding. Beyond this temperature, the tendency for dendritic growth becomesstrong, if the riming process has not yet been achieved.
During this 15 minute period, the ice crystal plume
will spread in the eddy field and the ice crystals,
in the form of graupel with a density of about 0.13
g cm-~, will be about 2 mmin radius and fall at
I m s -~ or more, if the cloud liquid water content
is more than 0.5 g m-~, because this is the temperature zone where ice crystals of the fastest fall
velocity develop (Fukuta et al., 1979).

for preci.pitati-

Cumuliform clouds normally are quite tall,
covering wide ranges of temperature. During the
cloud growth stage, which is the best time for seeding, the convective motion has large scale rotations. Updraft velocity is often highest at the center of convective cell. The convective cell enlarges by entrainment along a cone with a semivertical
angle of about 15° . In an active cell with a high
liquid water content, which is often worth seeding,
the central updraft is so fast that even ice crystals formed at warm temperatures pass quickly through the zone of columnar crystal habit and enter
into the plate zone of low temperatures. Once ice
crystals are carried to high altitudes,
unless in
hail clouds, they tend to becomeslow falling dendrites. This trend becomes stronger if more ice crystals form at high altitudes.

If the cloud center were seeded at the same
altitude, the center of nuclei plume would take
only 3 minutes to pass the -15 C level, even without the help of added buoyancy by seeding. Most
of the ice crystals probably would start to develop
dendriticforms,which do not enterreadilyinto
the rimingregimeof fast growth,and the crystals
fall much more slowlythan the graupelproduced
with the Side-SkimSeedingat -10 C.

To avoid these problems, we propose "Side-Skim
Seeding" of convective clouds for precipitation
augmentation. Fig. 4 shows the principle of this
seeding. At low level, the convective cell is

--25

The dynamic effect of Side-Skim Seeding is
also expected to be better, due to wider coverage
of cloud space by turbulent diffusion of ice crysals formed, utilizing
the ample avilable time.
Although slow at the beginning, uniform lifting
over wider regions of the cloud will develop. This
is more likelyto bring a largeramountof moist
air from belowinto the cloud and therebyenhance
furtherclouddevelopment.

¯ "20

3.2

--30

Hail cloud modification
The rapid development of fast growing and fast
falling graupel at -10 C may be utilized in hail
suppression. Whenmulticell
storms are seeded by
the Side-Skim Seeding procedure, the graupel formed
should be efficient
in reducing the liquid water
avalable for hail growth in the clouds. In addition, a precipitation
augmentation effect may be
expected because the method avoids overseeding.

--15
--I0

Fig.4.

"Side-Skim
Seedin~"
conc~a;t
of aonvecl,
iw!
cloudmodifTTc~ati~n.
’fke.’wpdra,~’t,
~;eZocity
of cloudis ;3 m s-~ al;tt~ec~ni;~n
and0 a!
the sides.?’r~jeatories
of i..~enual~;ipZ~me oentersare shown for cZoud base seedi~
as ~)ellas for Side-Skim
Seeding.

"Competing hail embryos" possibly may be introduced into supercell hail storms, by creating
fast falling ice crystals in the -10 C zone, although the chance is slimmer compared with that in
multicell
storms. Side-Skim Seeding at around the
-I0 C level of small convective tower in front of
the main updraft shaft of a supercell storm may
possibly permit the fast falling ice crystals to
enter the main updraft. Then they will be carried
upward following the trajectory of the natural hail
embryos as suggested by Browning and Ludlam (Mason,
1971, p. 360), provided that the embryos originated
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at around -10 C. A large number of hail embryos
thus introduced should compete with natural ones
for available moisture, thereby reducing hail size.
Hail embryos are either frozen drops or snow pellets, and the latter formation should be easiest at
around -10 C, provided that other necessary conditions are satisfied.
The effects of these new seeding methods for
.precipitation
augmentation in convective clouds and
for suppressing hail without reducing precipitation
in multicell as well as supercell storms should be
studied.
Acknowledgment: This work was partially
supported by National Science Foundation under Grant
NSFENV77-15346.
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DESIGNFOREVALUATION*
Arnold Court
California State University
Northridge CA 91330
Abstract. Non-randomized operational weather modification projects
can be evaluated meaningfully only if they have been thoroughly planned
in advance, stating precise intentions or goals in form amenable to
later verification
by procedures which also are specified in detail and
use observations likewise fully specified, up to alternative actions
in case objectives change or desired data are not available.
Designing an operational weather modification
project so that its results can be determined is
considered impossible by manyat either end of the
problem: the operating meteorologist who runs the
program day-to-day and even hour-to-hour, and the
practicing statistician
who is asked to evaluate
it when it’s over. The meteorologist may say that
he can’t design the project because he doesn’t
know how it will develop, that goals and methods
for attaining them will change as the weather unfolds, and so on. The statistician
may insist
that no valid conclusions can be drawn, with any
sort of probabilistic
confidence statement, unless the project is strictly
randomized. But
randomization, which requires that a substantial
fraction of the apparently favorable opportunities
be left untreated, usually is opposed by the meteorologist, and especially his client, who wants as
much snow or water -- or as little
hail -- as he
can have.

Statistics
provides perfectly precise answers
to questions that weren’t asked, and may be of no
interest.
This can happen unless advance planning
properly expresses in statistical
terms the physical questions of interest.
Beginning students
often are mystified by the basic concept of statistical
testing, the null hypothesis: Whyassume
no effect, when the real question is how big it is.
They soon learn that the null hypothesis can be
re,iected with greater precision than the increase
can be estimated, and that a null hypothesis
needn’t specify equality: it can be that A does
not exceed B by more than two inches, or 20 percent, or some such criterion.
So the operator’s
intentions must be phrased in terms amenable to
statistical
test.
Measurementof the results also requires careful plannino, the most detailed of all. If the
qoal is areal precipitation,
its method of computation must be specified, down to alternate procedures if a precipitation
gage or snow course is
moved, lost, or abandoned. Changes in purpose,
such as curtailing
or extending the tarqet area,
must also be considered, and proper plans made.

While each of these attitudes is not without
merit, the problem isn’t hopeless. To obtain the
best possible assessment of his degree of success,
the meteorologist must plan carefully,
in collaboration with his client and his statistician.
First, he must think like a lawyer, who is (among
many other things) a specialist in enumerating all
possible eventualities
and arranging accordingly.
He must agree with his client as to the precise
purpose of the project, without, of course, promising to accomplish it. For snowpack augmentation,
50 inches of water equivalent on 1 April, without
blocking roads, might be specified.
For a spring
and summerrain increasing effort,
the goal might
be I0 inches in each of three months, but no more
than 3 inches in any one day or 6 inches in three
consecutive days.

~ithout randomization, the most crucial part
of any weather modification evaluation is the
method for estimatinn what would have happened if
treatment had not been applied. Usually this is
by regression, using predictors from outside the
target, far enough away that the treatment doesn’t
affect them.
"Upwind control areas" aren’t necessarily
unaffected: winds at the surface, or near the
tropopause, may be opposite to those at cloud
level. Pre-treatment conditions, on the ground or
in the atmosphere, are less suspect, but may be
inappropriate for an operation lasting several
days. Furthermore, they may have figured in the
decision to initiate
treatment.

These goals are then translated twice. The
first is to the actual intent of the operation,
often expressed not in actual amounts but as percentage increases of what would otherwise occur.
The second translation is into a procedure for
estimating these increases, positive or negative.
This is where the statistician
becomesinvolved,
before the project starts.

Any re~ression nrocedure for estimating untreated conditions in the tarqet should be based
only on prior situations which would have been
suitable for treatment: operational success can’t
be judged in comparison to all previous circumstances, many of which weren’t treatable.

*Presented at annual meeting, $1eather ~1odification
Association, Santa Barbara CA 24 April 1980.

all
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However, an entire month or season, part or
of which was treated, can be compared with

insignificant,
depends on the particular operation.
Any intentional
rain increase on an isolated
island, without comparable control areas nearby,
~,nd ~it~out frequent radiosonde observations,
may be completely undetectable. The same program
over a single lowa county, without other activities nearby, may, with proper advance planning,
he ~mena~le to rather strinqent evaluation.

corresponding untreated months, if general similarity is indicated by correspondence in storm
types, air masses, circulation indices, etc.
Again, such criteria
for equivalence should have
been specified before the project started, and
certainly before its results have been examined
in detail. The best and simplest way to avoid any
bias, or even appearance of bias, is to specify in
full detail the precise procedures to be used in
acquiring and averaging data, inside and outside
the target, and the statistical
tests and criteria
for the evaluation.
These complications are among the manyreasons
that randomization is the preferred method of evaluation: errors in the procedure for estimating
area precipitation,
or other criteria,
tend to be
the same for treated as control situations.
When
randomization is precluded, much more care must be
taken to minimize these possible sources of error.
.Whether they can all be eliminated, or rendered
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Unfortunately, most operational projects
begin without adequate planning, and usually have
’barely enough funds even for proper operation,
none for advance planning and careful evaluation.
In such circumstances, all the operator can say is
that he did essentially what he was paid to do-the best he could. If the customer wants a thorough evaluation of the results of the non-randomized project, he must pay for it substantially,
in moneyFor the detailed plan of analysis that
must be prepared in advance, c~d in lea~ ~ time for
such nroper experimental ,ie~i~.

,,p,.Ev~WED"

STATISTICALTECHNIQUES
ANDKEYISSUESFORTHEEVALUATION
OF OPERATIONAL
WEATHER
MODIFICATION

Chin-Fei Hsu, Water Survey Div., III. Inst. of Natural Resources, Urbana, IL 61801
K. Ruben Gabriel, Dept. of Statistics,
Univ. of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Water Survey Div., III. Inst. of Natural Resources, Urbana, IL 61801

Abstract. A major factor calling for evaluation of operational cloud seeding
projects concerns the growth of its usage. A number of statistical
techniques
were selected and tested on simulated weather changes in western Kansas, and it
was found that principal component regression is consistently one of the more
powerful evaluation techniques. Key issues affecting statistical
evaluations
were identified,
they were better comparison, uniform definition
of sampling
unit, uniform measurementof response, choice of statistical
technique, biasconsciousness, starting and stopping effects, and validity of historical
comparison.

I.

of operational weather modification concerns the
growth of its usage. Figure 1 reveals the extent
and number of operational projects in recent
years. There were 88 commercial projects in the
United States in 1977, with weather modification
being applied over 676,000 km2, 7% of the total
area of the United States. Techniques and procedures to evaluate operational projects are
being developed, partially
as a result of this
growing usage.

INTRODUCTION

A feature of weather modification in the
United States is the existence of operational,
or commercial, weather modification projects.
Operational projects are generally based on a
premise that weather modification works and no
proof is needed. Whether these projects can or
should be evaluated to gain proof of their
efficacy, or to gather scientific
knowledge,
has been debated for more than 25 years. Certainly, their evaluation has not always been
addressed properly or believably. Evaluation of
operational weather modification efforts is sufficiently
difficult
to require a sizeable
scientific
effort.
Not only is atmospheric
research needed, but statistical
expertise must
be involved in the evaluation issue (Changnon
et al., 1979).

We have been studying approaches for evaluating
operational weather modification projects. The
extensive asseesment of inadvertent precipitation
modification induced by the city of St. Louis
(Changnon e~ al., 1977) has helped illustrate
how
evaluations of nonrandomized influences can be
achieved. Our primary objective now is to develop
statistical-physical
evaluation techniques for
operational projects, including both the usual nonrandomized operations and those of the future which
might employ some degree of randomization ("piggyback type," as recommendedby the Weather Modification Advisory Board, 1978). Weather data have
been collected for several areas where studies of
projects are likely (either simulations or actual
operational projects), and potentially
useful
statistical
techniques have been determined (Hsu,
1979a, b; Gabriel, 1979). The statistical
techniques are being applied to simulated convective
precipitation
changes in three areas (Fig. I)
Kansas -warm season rainfall;
Montana - seasonal
hail; and lllinoissummer rainfall.
Because of
the experience derived in our research, at lllinois
and Rochester, we have also been involved in the
statistical
assessment of the North Dakota and
Utah programs, a part of a NOAAfunded, CSU
managedeffort to address past and future evaluation of these two state projects.

The key stakeholders in weather modificationthe scientists,
the weather modification industry,
and the user public in the United States - have all
come to realize that this issue must be faced. A
major assessment of the national program in weather
modification completed in 1978 recommendedthat
considerable attention be given to the evaluation
of selectedfutureoperationalprojects(Weather
Modification
AdvisoryBoard,1978 and Statistical
Task Force,1978).
Well-designed
seedingprojectsoffer unique
opportunities
for learningabout the effectsof
cloud seeding,for testingconceptsdevelopedin
exploratoryresearch,for transferring
technology
to user groups,and for encouragingsoundweather
modificationpractices.Carefullycontrolledand
randomizedprojectscould help serveas "confirmatorytype" experiments,
as distinctfrom
exploratorytype experimentation.
Such evaluationsface a varietyof challenges,
including:l) the developmentof statisticalphyscialtechniquesfor evaluation,2) the evaluation of operationalprojectsto test the techniques, and 3) the planningand controlof future
operationalprojectsto make them easierto
evaluate.A major factor callingfor evaluation
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The study of predictor variables (covariates)
for simulated project areas is also being pursued
(Achtemeier and Schickedanz, 1980; Achtemeier and
Westcott, 1979; Westcott, 1979). A third project
objectiveof our researchis to establish~perationa3criteriafor futureoperational
projects
so as to allowmore meaningfulscientificevaluations.We also aim to assesspast problemsin

Table 1
DATA AND EVALUATIONELEMENTSUSEDIN TIIE
MONTECARLOSTUBIES

EVALUATION
ELEMENT

KANSAS

operational
United States,
were in
in Hawaii

Hail
Suppression

Data

County Rain
May-Sept
1936-1970

County
Loss-Cost
1948-1976

Areal Rain
June-August
1971-1975

Unit

Month

Year

Storm/48-hr

Design *

TC-CH

TC-CH

TCM-R/T-R/TC-CH

3/26
6/23

24/122
26/132

No. Seed/
Unseeded

5/30
....

Covariate

No

No. of Targets 1/2
Control(sq

mi) 800/2000/8000

No. of Controls
Effect

1/3/8
Constant
Multiplicative

Null
500
Each Altern. 100

evaluations of operational projects and to use
these and the project research to set forth recommendationsas to the performance of evaluations.

ILLINOIS

Rainfall
Enhancement

Target (sq mi) 750/1500

Figure 1. Locations of research and
weather modification projects in the
1973-1977. Two operational projects
South-Central Alaska and no projects
(from WMAB,1978a).

MONTANA

Type

No
2000/6000/10,000

11213
2000/7000/25,000

Rainfall
. Enhancement

Yes/No
300/2000

1
300/700/1500/0

1/3/13

I/3/5/0

Constant
Moltiplicative

Co~stant/Varyi
Multiplicative

lOOO
lO00

500
500

ng

*Acronyms for design: TC-CH : continuous historical target-control
design
TCM-R = random moving target-control design
T-R = random target-only design

Once we have tested some 20 techniques on
simulated weather changes in Montana, Kansas,
and lllinois,
we will apply the better techniques
against a series of past operational projects.

Double ratio

was computed as follows:

DR = TsCNs/TNsC
S, where Ts(CS) denotes the
average of seeded values in the target
(control);
TNS and CNSare similarly
defined for non-seeded values.
For two regressions, several statistics
were used:

This paper focuses on available results from
the simulation testing of techniques and on related issues that introduce bias that affect
meaningful statistical
assessments.

T1 = test statistic
for slope parameter
(Bernier, 1965);
T2 = test statistic
for intercept with same
slope (Mielke et ~., 1977);
T3 = test statistic
for intercept and slope
(Bernier, 1965);
=
TP non-parametric statistic
for slope
(Potthoff, 1974);
VCOS= non-parametric variance ratio similar to
F-statistic
(Quade, 1967);
VBRS= Bross test (Bross, 1964).
For sum of rank power test, the test statistics
used were:
Ar = Z !Ri) r, for r = I, 2, 3;
Br Z IDilr, for r l, 3;
r, for r = 2, 3;
Cr Z SIGN(Di)ID
il
where summationis over the seeded sample;Ri is
the rank of the l-th seededtarget-control
ratio;
Di=Ri-(N+l)/2,
with N the totalnumberof observations;and SIGN(a)=I,O,
or -l, according
whethera is >0, =0, or <0.

2.

STATISTICALTECHNIQUES
A number of statistical
techniques were
selected to undergo Monte Carlo investigation.
Techniques for comparing a seeded sample with an
unseeded sample on target area data and data for
several control areas were considered. They
were in the forms of double ratio, target
regressions on controls, target regression on
first principal component of controls, two
target regressions (one to the seeded sample and
one to the unseeded sample) and a number of
non-parametric rank power statistics.
In the study of 35 years of Kansas rainfall
data (see Table I), the Monte Carol investigation
was carried out by several hundred random choices
of 5 "seeded" years with the other 30 years
designated as "unseeded." The results obtained
from this approach can be applied to both randomized seed/no-seed comparisons and to operational/
historical
comparisons under the following two
premises: (I) the operational years are to
thought of as outcome of natural randomization,
and (2) randomization tests are to be performed
on the actual data in order for the findings from
the simulation testing to be validly applied.

3.

MONTE
CARLOSTUDIES
Test statistics
were computed to form the
null and alternative distributions
for positive
10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% seeding effects. Power
curves were then derived by comparing the null
and the alternative
distributions.
Table 2 shows
powers of several statistics
at the 5% level
using average target and control values. Test
statistics
were ranked by their powers at the 5%
nominal significance level for each seeding
effect imposed.

For multiple regressions and principal
component regression, the test statistics
used
were:
D = average of differences between observed
and predicted seeded values;
W = positive rank sum calculated from
differences.
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Studies using Montana hail data and Illinois
raingages data are currently being pursued at the
lllinois
State Water Survey (see Table l). They
cover a broad range of project types, evaluation
designs, andareal sizes. Both constant and varying
models of seeding-induced effects are used (Huff
and Changnon, 1972). In addition, covariates are
used in the lllinois
study (Achtemeier and
Westcott, 1979).

Table2
POWER(IN %) OF SELECTEDSTATISTICAL
TECHNIQUES
AT
NOMINALSIGNIFICANCE
LEVEL,AVERAGEDTARGET,
WEST-CENTRAL
KANSAS,100:500 SAMPLES
DR
(~
May

1.I
1.2
1.3
1.4
June I.I
1.2
1.3
1.4
July 1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
Aug
I.I
1.2
1.3
1.4
Sept l.l
1.2
1.3
1.4
Season 1.1
Average1.2
1.3
1.4

16
44
66
85
22
52
81
94
17
38
64
79
23
51
7]
88
I6
42
71
82
42
89
98
lO0

MR

PCR
D

W

D

W

17
’26
36
47
20
46
66
76
20
37
53
63
25
40
55
6l
13
20
33
49
31
64
88
lO0

20
33
53
71
23
38
54
75
13
24
46
70
24
54
74
83
22
44
60
71
45
83
99
lO0

17
30
43
55
17
53
73
93
35
65
82
96
18
28
39
46
16
27
43
57
34
80
91
lO0

2 REG
T
T
2
3

17
40
65
86
18
34
65
82
16
35
60
80
22
56
78
89
29
52
72
82
52
87
98
lO0

17
37
65
84
18
48
74
91
13
37
64
80
16
46
7]
83
27
51
70
76
50
83
98
lO0

18
42
66
86
18
39
69
90
14
39
63
80
18
~8
73
85
29
51
71
79
50
85
98
100

SRP
ANR(]) ANR(2)
11
23
42
56
lO
35
53
78
17
39
66
81
22
47
62
80
15
38
56
72
33
81
97
100

11
26
43
60
I0
26
48
74
16
27
58
73
18
48
64
85
17
36
59
78
31
85
98
99

4.

KEYISSUESAFFECTING
STATISTICALEVALUATIONS
There has been much controversy over the
validity of evaluations of operational cloud seeding. Thom’s (1957) extensive analyses were subjected to scathing criticism by several statisticians (Brownlee, 1960; Neymanand Scott, 1961), who
drew attention to a variety of biases which could
affect such evaluations. The opinion seemedto be
that reliable evidence could be obtained only from
randomized experiments. And yet, 20-odd years
later, the evidence from such experiments is still
inconclusive and one is loath to ignore altogether
the large amount of data available from many commercial or state seeding projects. It therefore
is appropriate to offer some principles for such
evaluations and to consider the problems encountered
with the use of these principles.

The fundamental principle of any evaluation
of seeding effect is that of a.-~r~,~.,<~:c:~.: precipitation under seeding must be compared with
precipitation
without seeding - other tkCn~a be<m#
equal. The rub is in the last phrase - how do we
ensure that other things are at least close to
equal?

Table 3 summarizesthe findingsobtainedin
the simulationstudyof west centralKansas,
usign 2 centercountiesas targets;8 surrounding
countiesas the control.Findingsindicatethat,
overall,the principalcomponentregressionis
uniformlyone of the most powerfulamong the
statisticaltechniquesinvestigated.
Target-wise,
PCR is one of the most powerfultechniquesfor
the targetaverage,and for targetlO; whereasit
is the most powerfultechniquefor target9. In
most cases,PCR is one of the most powerful
techniques.An interestingfindingis the case
of target averagein seasonalaverage,in which
most techniqueswork equallywell. The variation
of rainfallbecomessmallerand the seedingeffect
tendsto be more easilydetectablewhen the
averageis used.

Comparison of precipitation
in a seeded
target area with that in an unseeded area is inadequate. No two areas exist which always have
equal natural precipitation.
Nor can one reduce
variability
by increasing sample sizes: It is
quite inconceivable that a large sample of seeded
areas be available for comparison with another
large sample of unseeded areas.
Viable comparisons must be made of ooo~sio~s,
be they storms, days, 12-hour periods, weeks, or
entire seasons. Of course, such occasions differ
from one another even more than areas do, but it
is quite feasible to reduce that element of variation by taking sizeable samples of occasions for
seeding and for control.

Table 3
HIGH POWER
STATISTICSFORSIMULATED
RAIN
MODIFICATION
PROJECT
IN WEST-CENTRAL
KANSAS
MONTH

TARGET
#I

May

PCR,SRP

June
July

PCR

Aug

TARGET
#2
AVERAGE
PCR,DR

PCR
DR,MR,PCR SRP
PCR
PCR,
2 REG

Sept

PCR,SRP

PCR,MR

Season
Average

PCR

MR,
2 REG

Targetwise

PCR,SRP

PCR,SRP,
MR

In an experiment, the samples of seeded and
control occasions are obtained by randomly allocating each occasion to be seeded or to serve as
a control. In an operational project, the seeded
occasions are chosen by the operator and/or his
client and the only compo~isonpossibleis with
similar occasions prior to the operation, to the
extent that historical
records of similar occasions are available, i.e., of occasions that would
have been chosen for seeding by the operator/
client’s criteria.

DR,PCR,
2 REG
DR,PCR
PCR
PCR
PCR,
2 REG
DR,PCR,
SRP,MR,
2 REG

Valid comparisons with "other things being
equal" can be obtained only if one avoids certain
obvious biases, advertent or inadvertent. We list
someprecepts that must be adhered to.

PCR,DR,
2 REG

Occasions must be definedin a unifo.m~,~
way,
independently of whether they are seeded or control. Selection biases can result when the operator
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defines the occasions that he will seed and the
control occasions that will be used for comparison
(Brownlee, 1960, discusses this point eloquently).
To avoid such biases, some experiments are designed so that neither seeder nor observer can tell
which occasions are seeded (High Plains Cooperative
Program, 1979). Historical
comparisons can avoid
selection biases only if the records allow retrospective definition
of occasions in a manner equivalent to the definition used during operations.
This excludes practically
all short term occasions
defined on synoptic grounds by the operators and
forces one to rely on chronological definitions
such as all days or entire months or seasons.
Thus, for example, the evaluation of Santa Clara
County seeding was done in units of entire seasons
-- Decemberthrough March -- irrespective of the
actual amount or timing of seeding (Dennis and
Kriege, 1966).

One would do well, therefore, to exclude the few
years preceding operations. No such "starting
biases" can occur with randomized experiments.
Both operations and experiments tend to be
discontinued
if their initial
seasons do not show
promising results. Also, they may w.ell be terminated and evaluated when apparently sufficient
positive evidence of effects has accumulated.
With experimentation, one might hope that there
would be some attempt to plan the length beforehand, but funding needs and the wish to publicize
findings may violate well-laid
plans. As to
operations, it is not even conceivable that
there should be binding a priori decisions to
continue them for exactly so many years, no more
and no less. It is difficult
to see what one
can do to control either of these possible sources
of bias, that of discontinuation and that of termination. One can only hope they are minor,
both for experiments and for operations.

Measurements
of ~esponsesmust also be
uniformover all occasions, seeded and unseeded.
In an experiment one may arrange for observers to
be blind ot the seeding and ensure unbiasedness.
But historical
comparisons must be restricted to
standard instrumentation that was available and
unchanged during historical
and operational years.
This may be easier to achieve with precipitation
records than with radar data or hail damage
reports, but it always has to be checked carefully.

Another criticism
of operational evaluations
had addressed the validityof historia~icomparisons. There is some evidence that meteorological
phenomenado not vary independently from day to
day, week to week, or even year to year - that
long term components of variation may exist in
addition to short term occasion-to-occasion
variability
(Brier and Enger, 1952). It is not
clear how grave this matter is and how much it
might affect analysis of operations. One would
hope for careful studies of time components of
variation of precipitation
which would tell us
how far we might go wrong in analyzing the comparison of a seeded decade with an unseeded
decade as though we were comparing two independent
samples of lO years each. As of now, we can only
warn of this difficulty
with historical/operational comparisons, but not gauge its magnitude.

Subtle biases can creep into the choiceof
the particularmeasurements
e.g., raingages in the
target and in a nearby area to be used as a covariate. These choices should obviously not be
influenced by the data observed on seeded and
control occasions. In an experiment this can be
done by making these choices before the experiment
is run. In operational/historical
comparisons
this is only partly possible. Some such biases
might be avoided by choosing before the operations begin (if the operators have the foresight
to plan for evaluation at that stage - see Dennis
and Kriege, 1966). But some biases of this kind
are inevitable with such comparisons - though
perhaps minor in importance - since the historical
data will necessarily be available at the time
choices of measurementsare made (Gabriel, 1980).
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CLOUDSEEDING
SOUTHEAST
OF MEXICOCITY, 1974-76
Jorge Estrada Betancourt and Isabel Villasenor Diaz
Centre de Ciencias de la Atmosfera
Universidad Nacional Autonomade Mexico
Ciudad Universitaria,
DF, Mexico

Silver iodide was emitted from ten burners
from 09 to 13 CSTon about half the days, randomly
selected before the start of the five-month rainy
season, June-October, south and southeast of Mexico
City in 1974, 1975 and 1976. Five burners were of
voltiac arc type, operating at approximately 2500 C;
the other five used butane gas, burning at about
1,000 C. Neither type was calibrated,
so no information is available on their output of freezing
nuclei. On each seeded day, an average of seven
burners operated, consuming 0.24 kg of Agl per
day.

seeded and unseeded days;

The Comision de Aguas del Valle de Mexico
referred to its project as in the Sierra de Chichinautizin, a major mountain range southeast of Mexico City, culminating in Popocateptel and Ixrlzihautl
two snowcovered volcanoes reaching more than 5 km
above sea level and 3 km above the Valley of Mexico.
The present evaluation of the project, based on
rank sums of precipitation
totals, reaches conclusions different from those of the Comision (1979).
The 35,000 km2 target area was divided into
six zones (Fig. 1). Zone I included the mountains
south of Mexico City and contained six of the ten
burners. Two each were close by in Zones II, just
to the east, and III, to the south. Zones IV, including Mexico City, was to the north, V to the
west, and VI to the east, beyond Zone II. The six
zones contained 9, 3, 18, 10, 6, and 10 raingages,
respectively.
The present analysis is based on the
daily meansof the 9 gages in Zone I, and of all
56 gages, on seeded and unseeded days.

k. Silver iodide nuclei reach clouds and are
effective within the target area, and are not
carried outside by winds.

The design and operation of the project involved many hoptheses:
a. All clouds over the target are supercooled and hence will respond to silver iodide
seeding;
b. Despite the presence of the two snowcovered volcanoes, natural freezing nuclei are
very scare in the target area, so that almost all
precipitation
comes from a Wegener-Bergeron threephase process;
c. Silver iodide ice nuclei, produced at the
ground, are dispersed by winds throughout the six
target zones in adequate concentrations;
lei,

d. Photolytic decay of the silver iodide nuceven in strong sunlight, is unimportant;

e. Silver iodide nuclei do not persist from
a seeded day to the next one, possibly unseeded;
f. The silver iodide nuclei reach the clouds
in adequate concentrations to affect their colloidal structure;
g. Meteorological

conditions

are the same on

h. Each of several rainy periods during a
seeded day is equally affected by the silver iodide;
i. Tropical cyclones and hurricanes do not
affect the target area, even though it is only 328
km from the Gulf of Mexico and 411 from the Pacific
Ocean;
j. All target area clouds need the same numbers
of artificial
ice nuclei;

Most of these hypotheses cannot be tested, for
lack of data. Only the most available information,
the 24-hour catch of each raingage, is used in
this report. Effects of ten tropical cyclones did
reach the target area, but are not considered
specifically
here.
Average 24-hour precipitation
for all 9 gages
in Zone I (Table 1.) and of all 56 gages in all six
zones, was obtained for each of the 153 days during
each of the three rain seasons. These daily means
were then ranked and subjected to the Mann-Whitney
U-test (Siegel, 1956) for each year, for pairs
years, and for all three years combined (Table 2).
The hypothesis that the distributions
of rainfall
amounts on seeded days did not differ from that on
unseeded days was rejected at the 5% significance
level, for 1974 and 1975. In those years the
seeded day ranks exceeded those of unseeded days.
For further investigation
the simple ratio of mean
precipitation
on seeded and unseeded days in each
year was computed. Only in 1976 was the ratio less
than unity (Table i.) but this was not found to
significant
at the 5% level for that year.
The ratios were evaluated by permutation
("rerandomization")
procedures. All days of
given rainy season were combined into a single sample which was then randomly divided into two parts,
arbitrarily
called "seeded" and "unseeded", and
the ratio taken. After this had been done 100 or
more times, the distribution
of the resulting
ratios were tabulated (Table 3.), and used .to
evaluate the actual observed ratio. In 1974 and
1975 the positive departures from unity are significant at the 5% level, and in 1976 the ratie difference from unity was so small it could have been
accidental.
According to Neyman’s criterion (Neyman and
Scott, 1967), the power of the ratio test based on
all three years combined is only 0.40, and a total
of nineteen years would be needed to obtain significant results. Although the results are somewhat
conflicting,
the significance of the Mann-Whitney
test in 1974 and 1975 does suggest positive results
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en la Cuenca de Necaxa Pue". Compania de Luz
y Fuerza del Centr, S.A.

with a ratio of 1.21 for the seeded/unseeded means
of all years combined.
Erendira Georgina Estra da V. and Jose Luis
Estrada B. assisted materially by drafting the
figures and preparing the tables.

Estrada B. J., 1973: "Analysis no parametrico de
la siembra de nubes en la Cuenca de Necaxa
Pue". Compania de Luz y Fuerza del Centro,
S.A.
NeymanJ. and E. L. Scott, 1967: "Some outstanding problems relating to rain modification".
Proc. 5th Berkeley Symposiumon Mathematical
Statistics
and Probability,
Vol. 4, Berkeley
and Los Angeles, University of California Press
pp. 371-384.
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TABLE1.
RAINFALLAMOUNTS
ON SEEDED
ANDUNSEEDED
DAYSIN ZONE
1 975

1976

26
5
I

29
19
I
O

19
30
9
2

5
70
83

4
76
77

I
78
75

6.72
3.82
5.14

5.24
3.85
4.54

5.98
7.22
6.59

I .36

0.83

4.12
4.27
4.,61

5.52
9.43
8.37

1 974
21

Days without rain, JUN-OCT
10
Days with ~ean r~in > , 20
L 30
(~m~.)
Tropical cyclones affecting
Zone I
Number of days ~ seeded
¯ ~nseeded
,~ seeded
Mean rain at 9 gages / unseeded
t total
(ram.)

Ratio, seeded mean/unseeded me:~n 1.76
Standard deviation

seeded
unseeded
total

I

5.40
4.60
6.C6

TABLE2.
RESULTS
OF RANKSUMTESTS. (* indicates

Z
Ran k
YEARS
1974
1975
1976

Seed
6 235°0
6 124.5
5 904°0

O

N

E

Sums
Not
5 546.0
5 556.5
5 877°0

I

A

R e s u 1 ’t s
U

significance

Z

2 060.0 -3.09"
2 653.5 -1.oo
2 785.0 -o.51

L

at 5% level)

L

R a n k
Seed
5 812.o
5 898.5
5 990.5

Z
S u m s
Not
5 969.0
5 862.5
5 790°5

0

N

E

S

_R e s u
U

z

2 364.0 -1.95"
2 879.5 -o.171
2 871.5 -o.

1974+1975 24 632.5 22 338.5 9 458.5 -2.881974+1976 24 230°0 22 741.O 10 18Oo0 -1.96"
1975+1976 24 044.5 22 926.5 ll 298.5 -0.52

23 383.5 23 ~7o5 i0 473.5 -I.55
23 632.0 23 339.0 lO 545.0 -1.47
23 666.5 23 304.5 ll 676.5 -0.36

All Years 54 643.5 50 926.5 23 196.5 -2.20"

52 981.O 52 589.0 24 511.o -1.27
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Toronto M5S1A7, Canada
ABSTRACT.
In the first
half of 1981 the Precipitation
EnhancementProject, PEP
of WMO
will be in the third year of its Site Selection Phase in the Duero River
basin centered about Valladol~d, Spain. The purpose of this field investigation
is to establish if the clouds and cloud systems are suitable for seeding to enhance.precipitation,
and if they occur frequently enough. The basic goals of
PEPare discussed and an up-to-date view is presented on the status of the operation.
1.

In the light of the results, together with
visits to proposed sites and climatological
studies,
WMO
Executive Committee Panel of Experts on Weather Modification reached the conclusion that
the sites in Australia and Spain best met the
conditions required for the PEP experiment.
Because no substantial resources could be made
available for a study of the Australian site,
SSP-3 was limited to Spain by the PEPBoard.
This led to the third stage in Spain of the siteselection phase which is aimed at establishing
if the clouds over the proposed site are suitable
for seeding and whether they occur frequently
enough to warrant expectations of a detectable
and significant
precipitation
increase. To do
this requires an intensive on-site cloud and
cloud microphysics investigation
extending over
two or three years, Such a study is now under
way.

INTRODUCTION

The Seventh World Meteorological Congress in
1975 agreed that the time had come to embark upon
an internationally
planned, executed and evaluated
experiment in artificial
precipitation
augmentation,
and approved the WMO
Precipitation
EnhancementProject (PEP). The Eighth Congress in 1979 endorsed
the more detailed plans for PEPdealing with the
continuation of the field measurementprogram of
the Site Selection Phase 3 (SSP-3) and the preparation for the seeding experiment, should the site
in Spain be found suitable. It allocated substantial funds for management,scientific
planning and
international
coordination. Thereby, it has to be
remembered, that WMO
carries out large projects
with the help of resources committed and scientists
seconded by its Members, i.e. the different national
weather services.

The Plan for PEPappeared as WMO
PEPReport
No. 3 in 1976, whereas the Operations Plan for
SSP 3 appeared as No. 11 in 1978. The PEP Design
Document is Report No. 9 (1978). These are the
key planning documents which were laid out by
the Panel, the Scientific
Planning Group at
the WMO
Secretariat, together with seconded
scientists
from all over the world. Important
detailed aspects of PEPwere studied (and are
continued to be studied) by groups of experts
and led to other documents (see Appendix B) related to precipitation
enhancement. (WMO’s
documentation of its programs and their progress
is also important to its Members, because of the
value of expert and technical advise).

The objectives of PEPare listed in Appendix
A. They were discussed by List (1976), who also
gave background and progress in planning in the
early stages of this international
venture.
PEP consists of three phases. They are:
Site selection;
The seeding experiment;
Evaluation.
The selection of the site for conducting the
main (seeding) experiment, the second part of PEP,
has always been regarded as crucial to the whole
project. It must take account of the major aim
of PEP, which is to demonstrateat a statistically
significant
level whether precipitation
at the
ground can be increased or not over an area where
it would also provide economic benefits.

2.

After an initial
selection of the ~iore promising six sites (in Algeria, Australia, India, Spain,
Tunisia and Turkey) from among 16 originally
proposed, numerical simulation experiments were carried
out on the basis of rainfall
data. Their purpose
was to establish if a hypothetical increase in rainfall of I0 to 20% would be detectable above the
natural local precipitation
variability,
as evident
from the records over the previous ten or more years.
The CommonwealthScientific
and Industrial Research
Organization of Australia performed these experiments.
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THESITE-SELECTION
PHASE,STAGE3.

The Spanish site is located in the northwestern part of the country in the Duero River
basin. The city of Valladolid (population about
240,000) is near the center of the area; the
field headquarters is installed at the local airport (Figure 1). The precipitation
climatology
can be summarized as follows for the period
January to May (when precipitation
enhancement
is considered): Monthly average of precipitation 44mm,number of days with precipitation
in
Valladolid 10, in Salamanca 9; days per month with
low or middle clouds 25, days with clouds of vertical development 6. For further details see
PEPReport i0.

~ .~SPAIN f
~

outcome of SSP-3 with its information on cloud
systems and cloud microphysics. Nevertheless,
a few statements about the type can already be
made:
--

°6
/’~..,~NORTH

BOUNDARY,
PEP AREA
°4
ATLANTIC

1) The clouds considered for modification
are those associated with cyclonic activity.
The associated airmasses are modified maritime with cloud droplet concentrations
generally less than 500cm-’.

°2
OCEAN

43o--

2) The d~rect target area is
10,000 km~, with a total area
for controls and the study of
2.
area effects of approximately

420--

3) Precipitation
enhancement is to be
achieved by increasing the ice crystal
concentration in supercooled clouds by
the release of Agl from aircraft,
either
from burners or droppable flares. The
seeding is supposed to affect the collodidal
stability
of the clouds and may also have
effects on their dynamics.

41° --

4) The basic evaluation of the seeding
effect will be statistical
in nature and
based on the rainfall
at the ground.

400--

Fig.

Location of the SSP-3 site in Spain.
Isohyets of rainfall
(mm) for the period
Feb. to June (from PEPReport No. 9)

The EC Panel on Weather Modification
about the Spanish site:

5) An experiment duration of five years
is contemplated, assuming that a 10-20%
change in seasonal precipitation
will be
detectable at an acceptable level of
statistical
significance.

stated

a) The statistical
simulation experiment
on the detectability
of a seeding effect
within the variability
of the natural
rainfall met the requirements.

6) The seeding success is to be judged
oil the basis of rainfall at the ground.
A dense network of raingauges manyof the
recording type, will be required to obtain
sufficient information on precipitation.

b) The terrain in the experimental area is
uniform and suitable.

7) The experimental unit for randomization
and the primary evaluation interval is, at
the moment, considered to be a 24-h period.

c) The available data base at the basic
meteorological facilities,
as well as
the possible logistic arrangements are
satisfactory.

It has been stated repeatedly, that any
conclusions from the statistical
experiment need
to be backed-up by physical insight into the
seeding effects through thorough cloud and cloudmicrophysical studies during the seeding experiment. PEPshould provide not only statistical
results. The successful outcome of the project
requires a strong program of meso- to microscale
physical measurements, complemented by a substantial modelling effort.

SSP-3 is the preparatory, on-site study of
microphysics and mesoscale structure of clouds and
cloud systems by aircraft,
radar, radiosondes,
satellite
and other measuring systems. It should
tell, whether the Spanish site exhibits a good
weather modification potential or not, considering
that the best-known seeding technique by silver
iodide dispersion is going to be used. The paper
by Cunningham(1980) is giving an overview
this phase, which started in early 1979 and will
continue until the end of the 1981 season.

The measurementparameters illustrate
extent of PEP. They are:

THEPRECIPITATION
ENHANCEMENT
EXPERIMENT

tical

The detailed operational plan for the statisseeding experiment will be based on the

the

- precipitation
amount, intensity,
duration
and spatial distribution
at the ground;
- synoptic meteorological variables at
several points over the experimental area;
- local radiosonde information;
- cloud systems characteristics,
including
mesoscale organization (with satellite
input);
- cloud base and top heights and temperatures,
cloud liquid and total water content, droplet and drop size distrubitions;
- ice particle type, concentration, size and
distribution
spectrum;
- ice nucleus and CCNconcentration below
cloud base and at ground;

The question of suitability
is very difficult
to answer if the advantages do not clearly show.
Such a situation seems to develop at the Spanish
site. The meteorological systems which have been
investigated in 1979 and 1980 show cloud regions
with low ice crystal concentration, but the latter
are embeddedin clouds with ample ice particles.
More observations need to be made to prepare a
basis for a decision.
3.

about
available
extended
50,000 km
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not least there is an advisory group to the SPG,
which consists of scientists
actively participating in the field study. The countries participating SSP-3 are providing whole packages of contributions, consisting mostly of scientific
and
technical personnel and hardware for a specific
aspect. They are also responsible for the basic
evaluation of the data they collect.
A ma~or
contribution is provided by the host country,
because it is responsible also for basic facilities like hangar, field headquarters, communications, synoptic network, raingauge network, etc.

- (radar) e~ho too heiQh~s;
raoar reTlectlv~ty
~olume scan);
- raindrop size distribution
at the ground
at one or two sites;
characteristics
of the seeding plume.
The reasons for taking these measurements
are manyfold:
a) The power of the statistics
is to be increased
by the use of precipitation
covariates which will
be sought in SSP-3. Possible examples are: synoptic situations,
cloud top height, ice crystal
concentration, 500 mb temperature, and droplet
concentration.

5.

TIME SCHEDULE

Most weather modification experiments i~ the
past have been conducted in two stages: exploratory and confirmatory.
The results of a randomized
exploratory experiment are often ambiguous until
post hoc stratifications
of meteorological conditions are carried out. These may reveal that a
modified seeding strategy or a restriction
of
seedable events would produce significant
statistical results. To test whether the results of this
post hoc stratification
were due to chance or not,
a confirmation experiment needs to be designed.

b) Them~rophysical measurements will be necessary to document a direct causal relation between
seeding and rainfall.
c) Extended area affects, as supported by large
area rainfall
measurements, may also be established
through observed changes in the dynamics and microphysics of cloud systems. Tracer studies of seeding plumes are necessary for the samereason.
d) The transferability
of PEP results to other
parts of the globe is of great interest,
because it
could significantly
influence the design of operations elesewhere. However, procedures and conclusions can only be transferred through conceptual
models constructed from extensive measurements in
the areas of concern, as well as in the PEPexperimental site.

Until sufficient
knowledge has been accumulated
about the PEPsite and its meteorological characteristics,
it is difficult
to formulate a seeding
strategy for PEPto becomedirectly a confirmatory
experiment. However, the Panel believes that
building upon worldwide experience, by appropriate
observations during SSP-3 and the design and setup
phase, a sufficiently
refined seeding strategy can
be devised to avoid most or even all of the exploratory phase. SSP-3 really represents already a
part of it. Studies of seeding plumes, which may
be started also in a pre-seeding phase, may further help to lead more directly into the seeding
experiment.

e) The measurement paran~ters listed above may
also serve for the development of adequate numerical cloud models, which might be used in the prediction of weather modification effects.
f) The precipitation
efficiency of cloud systems,
combined with their total precipitation,
needs to
be assessed in order to provide insight into extra
area effects and the question of optimizing seeding strategy.

The question of "normality" of the three seasons
of SSP-3 is another important problem. It is hoped
that satellite
data and synoptic studies will
establish if the field measurements of this phase
are representative in the average of what can be
expected for a 5 year seeding experiment.

No weather modification project would be
complete without studies relating to the impact
on the environment (ecological and societal).
First environmental
and hydrologicalstudieshave
alreadybeen undertaken(PEP Reports4 and 12) and
an economicanalysisof the valueof the additional
rainfallis presentlyunderstudy.

There is another point which needs to be taken
into account in a time schedule of a WMO
experiment: the budget cycle of the organization.
The
funding is provided by WMO
Congress, which takes
place every four years~ with the next one coming
up in spring of 1983. Further, the budget proposals need to be considered first by the WMO
Executive Committee, which meets every year in spring.

STRUCTURE
4. ORGANIZATIONAL
The overallmanagementof PEP withinWMO is
under the controlof the PEP Board, This body was
formedin 1976 and is also responsiblefor resources
for PEP. The scientificresponsibility
is with
the EC Panelof Expertson WeatherModification,
which acts in an advisorycapacity.The Scientific PlanningGroup (SPG)at the WMO Secretariat
in Genevais the actingarm of the Boardand is in
chargeof plan preparation
for the differentphases
of PEP and the conductionand coordination
of
operationsin the field. The SPG is also in charge
of plan preparationfor the differentphasesof
PEP and the conductionand coordination
of operations in the field. The SPG is also in charge of
the overall evaluation. A memberof the SPGacts
as the Field Project Coordinator in Valladolid
and is in charge of the daily operations. A
Spanish liaison officer is assiting him. Last but

Considering the different boundary conditions
and also assuming efficient
field studies (and
their evaluation), the following time plan of
(past and future) activities
can ~e set:
First proposal of PEPby EC Panel:
Nov. 1974;
Spring 1975;
PEPapproval by WMO
7th Congress:
1975-1978;
Site Selection Phases 1 and 2:
April 1978;
PEPdesign:
September, 1978;
Operations plan for SSP-3:
Start of field program SSP-3:
March, 1979;
May, 1981;
Completion of SSP-3 field program:
First evaluation and decision on the
Dec., 1981;
suitability
of the Spanish PEPsite:
Operations plan for the PEP seeding
experiment and supplmentary measuring
.program at PEPsite, if found necessary: 1981-1982;

2O5

Prof. Austin at McGill) in "regular" precipitation,
and then look for the same in seeded situations.
The difference would then represent a measure of
the seeding effect, a seeding signature, i.e. a
physical measure of the modification attempt. Not
only that, it would also show where the seeding
effect had taken place.

Review of PEPconcept and.approval of
Early 1982;
operations plan:
1983;
Start of randomized experiment:
1987;
Completion of randomized experiment:
Completion of major program and evalua-1988/1989.
tion:
6.

SUMMARY
ANDCOMMENTS

Beside the regular investigations
the 1981
season will also be concerned about radar patterns
and signatures which may or may not be associated
with seedable cloud regions. For convection the
recent meeting of the principal investigators
of
SSP-3/1981 in Montreal, December15-18, 1980,
suggested wind inhomogeneities (indicating
updrafts
or downdrafts) as measured with the MRL-5radar,
VAD (Velocity Azimuth Display) d~vergence measurements with Doppler radars, and radar signal ratios
between the normal bright band level and a level
below it.

Initiated in 1974, the WMO
Precipitation
EnhancementProject is now reaching the halftime point of the field measurementsof the SiteSelection Phase 3. This stage is now carried out
on the only considered site (area of Valladolid
in Spain) with substantial resources from
series of countries. No conclusions can be
made at this point about the suitability
of this
site for a precipitation
enhancement experiment except that it is not a clear cut positive situation. The problem is twofold: It is not known
yet if the deep cloud systems, which consist mostly
of glaciated nimbostratus and produce about 70%
of the total precipitation,
do contain zones with
supercooled water (susceptible to seeding) often
enough and over sufficient
time spans to make
their seeding worthwhile. The other systems seem
to be suitable for seeding, with the exception
of the cumulo nimbi. However, preliminary statistical experiments show that the precipitation
from the remaining shallow systems alone need to
be nearly doubled to be detectable. Thus it
will be up to some simplistic
models to show if
this is a reasonable expectation or not. The
field season of 1981 should help to provide answers to these questions.

At the suggestion of a WMO
meeting held in
Toronto, December 8-12, 1980, on the applicatio~
of cloud models to seeding experiments, a closed
box model will be used to indicate the degree a~d
time evolution of a co-existence o high liquid
water contents (higher than O.2g/mI )and high ice
particle concentrations (bigger than I per liter)
--as was observed during SSP-3/1979-1980. A
i-dimensional cloud model should also be appl~ed
to test its use for the prediction of the height
of convective clouds.
The interesting aspect of PEP is the search for
a promising site and the establishment of suitability
(for seeding) criteria.
This is quite new
ground and new concepts need to be developed without resorting to a full fledged statistical
seeding experiment - which is the only way to obtain
a "firm" final answer. Perhaps the "Austin"
method could be extrapolated to a suitability
criterion.

The detailed planning of the PEP seeding experiment needs to be carried out parallel to the
evaluation of SSP-3 in order to be able to propose
a sound project to WMO
Congress 1983. Other avenues
of attack of weather modification problems by WMO
need also be developed in case the Site-Selection
Phase applied to the Spanish site gives a negative
result. There is also a possibility
that another
type of evaluation may be proposed in case the
areal increase of precipitation
at the ground is an
unsatisfactory measure of seeding success. This
could be the case if the rain increase is linked to
convective situations which are normally associated
with high precipitation
variability.
If the Spanish site is found to be promising for
a seeding experiment, it should be possible to
start with the main PEP operation, the seeding
experiment, in the 1983 season. This however, may
require some initial
plume dispersion and other
preliminary studies.

Another possibility
could be to use the other
six upper air sounding stations around Valladolid
to link the cloud systems evolution to the large
scale flow and see in which way it was affected
by a seeding operation (Cho and List, 1980).
This would require roughtly 90 min. sequences of
sonde releases, but it could be limited to a
restricted
number of interesting
days. Maybe
there are other ideas forthcoming which are also
worth consideration.

The duration of a precipitation
enhancement
experiment is normally of the order of 10 years or
longer. PEP is no exception. Like all the other
ventures in weather modification, it will be judged
not according to the standards acceptable when it
was conceived, but at the standards acceptable to
the scientific
community when it is finished.
This meansthat the planners have to be able to
look into the future and make innovations in
their planning that make PEPsurvive the test of
time. This is not impossible. It requires, above
all, a solid physical basis.
For example, it is suggested that radar volume
scan is used to find relationships describing the
evolution of radar echoes (as it has been done by
206

Finally, it must be stressed that PEPwas
never intended to answer once and for all, whether
precipitation
enhancement as an operational concept is feasible or not. The results will at best
be conclusive only for the area in which the main
experiment is conducted. However, if the PEP
results are positive and the physics is well understood, there is a good chance that rainmaking w~ll
be possible under similar conditions elsewhere.
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(f) To obtain.well-documented scientific
evidence
that may lead to the optimization of the effects of
seeding. For this purpose, a series of systematic
cloud physics measurementsshould be taken on a
routine basis. This would allow the application of
statistical
techniques to relevant physical parameters and could shed more light on the quantitative aspects of seeding techniques;
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(g) To be able to make some recommendations about
the applicability
of the PEPprocedures to other
areas of the world;

APPENDIXB: REPORTS
WMOPRECIPITATIONENHANCEMENTPROGRAMME

of the WMO
(PEP).
Conference
U.S.A.,

Report No. 1: Report of the First Session of the
Interim Precipitation EnhancementProject Board,
Geneva, November1976;
Report No. 2: Position Papers used in the Preparation of the Plan for PEP:

APPENDIXA: OBJECTIVESOF PEP

Report No. 3: Plan for Precipitation
Project;

The WMO
Executive Committee, at its twentyeighth session in 1976, defined the scientific
objectives of the Precipitation
EnhancementProject as follows:

Report No. 4: A Review of the Hydrological Aspect
of Evaluation of Precipitation
Enhancement;

(a) To provide Members with reliable
information
about the probabilities
of successful artificial
intervention in meteorological processes with the
object of increasing the amount of precipitation
over an area of the order of 10,000 km~. The size
of the area for the proposed project (i.e. the
target and nearby control areas) should be somewhere around 50,000 km , a scale large enough to
provide adequate evaluation of scientific
feasibility
and economic benefit, but small enough to
permit the use of adequate methods for seeding
and observations;

Report No. 5: Cloud Seeding Reagents;
Report No. 6: Areal Extent of Seeding Effects in
Relation to the Precipitation
EnhancementProject;
Report No. 7: Aircraft Instrumentation for Cloud
Physics Research Weather Modification Programs;
Report No. 8: Report of the Second Session of the
Interim Precipitation
EnhancementProject Board,
Geneva, April 1978;
Report No. 9: PEPDesign Document;

(b) To demonstrate at a satisfactory
statistical
significance level over a relatively
short
experimental period (five years), that any increase observed is not a chance event but is
associated with the seeding. The principal evaluation of this experiment will be in terms of precipitation at the ground;

Report No. 10: Survey of the Climatology and
Synoptic Weather Patterns at the Proposed PEP
Site in Spain;
Report No. 11: Operations Plan for Site-Selection
Phase 3;

(c) To obtain sufficient
understanding of the
meteorology and cloud physics in the area of the
experiment to ensure that the statistical
association of seeding, and any increase in precipitation,
will be generally acceptable as a cause-and-effect
relationship;

Report No. 12: Preliminary Environmental Impact
Study of the Site Proposed for PEP:
Report No. 13: WMOTraining Workshop on Weather
Modification for Meteorologist - Lecutre Notes;
Report No. 14: The Dispersion of Cloud Seeding
Reagents;

(d) To make an examination outside the target
area in order to determine whether any benefits
of seeding extend over areas greater than the
target area, or wyether there has merely been a
comparatively local redistribution
of precipitation;
(e)

Enhancement

Report No. 15: PEP Site Selection Phase-3, 1979
Field Programme- Overview and Data Catalogue;
Report No. 16: Report on the Third Session of the
Precipitation
EnhancementBoard, Geneva, September,
1979;

To make systematic measurements, varying from
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Report No. 17: Statistical
Design Considerations
for Precipitation EnhancementProjects;
Report No. 18: PEPSite Selection Phase-3, 1979
Field Programme- General Weather Conditions and
Rainfall Characteristics;
Report No. 19: PEPSite Selection Phase-3, 1979
Field Programme- Two Studies of Precipitation
Patterns;
Report No. 20: Report of the Fourth Session of
the Precipitation EnhancementProject Board, Villanubla, Spain, May1980;
Report No. 21: PEP Site Selection Phase-3, 1980
Field Season - Overview and Data Catalogue.
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HAIL SUPPRESSION
ACTIVITIES IN THE SOVIETUNION
I.I. Burtsev
Weather Modification Administration
USSRState Committee for Hydrometeorology
and Control of Natural Environment
Moscow, USSR

A special research and experimental site
(polygon) instrumented with a modern radar and
meteorological equipment has been set up in the
North Caucasus to study meteorological and aero.synoptical conditions of the formation and development of very severe hail clouds, as well as investigate the process of hail formation and growth in
clouds, and improve the existing techniques of
artificial
modification of hailstorms of various
intensities.

Hailstorm modification activities
to prevent
hail damagehave been carried out in the Soviet
Union for more than 15 years. Great interest to
the national economy and high benefit-to-cost
ratio
of the hail protection program have motivated a
considerable increase in the volume of hail suppression operations in the USSR.
Ten hail suppression divisions are currently
operating in the Soviet Union. They comprise 53
groups (detachments). In 1979, these detachments
protected crops from hail damageover an area of
6.5 mln ha. Results of hail suppression projects
during the period 1975 to 1979 are presented in
Table 1. Analysis of the hail protection results
show that on the average, crop losses due to hail
in the protected area have been reduced by more than
70 percent as compared with the many years’ average
damageand the losses in the control areas. The
cost of the crop being preserved amounts to the sum
of tens of millions of roubles.

Recent studies by the Soviet scientists
(Abshaev M. T., Bibilashvili
N. Sh., and others)
made it possible to more accurately define the
spacial structure of hail cores in a cloud, the
location of ha~l initiation,
and the area and
structure of updrafts, as well as to measure the
period of hail core formation and the velocity and
direction of their motion. Experiments on hail
cloud modification aimed at their suppression
showed that seeding should be done in the early
stage of hail formation (when conditions are formed
for hail initiation)
rather than in the hail growth
stage as it was suggested earlier.
At this stage,
it is much easier to achieve positive results from
seeding with crystallizing
reagents, making the
most use of the effect of unstable equilibrium of
a supercooled waterdrop cloud and stimulating premature (prior to hail formation) rainfall.
Injec-

However, we are still
far from completely
solving the hail problem, in spite of the fact that
considerable progress has been made towards the
solution of it in the last few years, since in some
cases damaging hail is observed over the protected
area. Reliable hail protection is the most complex
probTemin case of the development of very severe
hail clouds,

TABLE1
RESULTS
OF ANTI-HAIL PROJECTS
IN THEUSSR(1972-1979)
6
Region of
project

’ 1972

’ 1975

’ 197A

’ 1975

’ 1976

’ 1977

’ 1978

’ 1979

’ TA ’ EC’ TA ’ EC’ TA ’ EC’ TA ’ EC’ TA ’ i~’ TA ’ EC’ TA ’ EC’ TA ’ EC ’
Caucasus
asnodsa,
sky
egion
UkraineS~.~R
Uzbekist~
Georgia
Aze~baijan
Soldavia
Tadjlkest~
~meni~

~

4 ~14~ ~
520 82

~55 99 ~4~ 66 ~90 6~ @8~ ~6 6~1
5~O ~ 5~0 8~ 542 67 458 87 575

~O
~
243 92
250 95
320 ~
~ 96
320 ~
72~ 70

2~O
282
250
~7
W~
~70
720

60 600
50 625

8~ 600 92
59 635 7~

9~ 2~0 82 2~O 82 275 88 ~90 99 390 99 ~95 99
8~ 282
9~ ~ ~ ~ 89 ~ 98 ~0 ~ 5~ 97
97 250 87 350 99 350 95 350 98 ~80 97 ~ ~
~ ~7 9~ 570 99 737 89 737 97 752 99 822 97
88 5~ ~ 6~ 95 750 89 8~O 9~ 9~0
7~ ~ ~
82 ~ 95 ~20 93 ASO 79 520 9~ 550 89 550 7~
7~ 750 ~ 720 70 9~ 95 9~ 99 920 99 920 99

Total 5290 86 368~ 85 5800 81 ~202 86 3695
TA - total area protected ( thousamds of ha
XC - efficiencycoefflclen~( %
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tion of crystallizing
reagents in the later stages
of hail formationis practicallyuseless.
It was foundthat a wide range of hailstorms
may occurdependingon the thermodynamic
stateof
the atmosphereand wind regime,these hailstorms
havingsubstantially
differentstructureand dynamics. Much like Marwitz(1972)and Browningand
Foote (1976),we recognizethreemain types
hailstorms:singlecell, multicelland supercell
ones.
Experimental
studiesshowedthat one should
differentiate
modification
techniquesdependingon
the type of a hailstorm,dividingthem into those
aimedat suppression
the fall of hail from the hailformingcells and thosepreventingthe formationof
hail in the newlydevelopingconvectivecells.
In case of singlecell hailstorms,modification aimedat suppressionthe fall of hail is practicallyuseless,sinceindividualcellsare typically axi-symmetric
and not mobile,and they have
a single-stage
processof hail formation.Precipitationfrom thesecloudssuppressesupdrafts,thus
causinga convectivecell to decay.In this case,
it is necessaryto carry out modification
so as to
preventprimarilythe formationof hail in the newly
developingcells.Those c~lls arR seeded which
occurat a levelof the -6 C + -8~C isothermsand
over,seedingbegingconductedjust after the apperance of theirfirst radar echo.The periodof hail
formationfrom this momenton is shortand in some
cases does not exceed5 minutes.Seedingin proper
time is thereforerequiredfor the most effective
modification
with a minimumconsumptionof seeding
agent. Schematicdiagramshowingsingle cell cloud
seedingis givenin Fig. i.
Cell elementsof a multicellhailstormhave
the structureand behaviorsimilarto thoseof a
singlecell,but they exhibita considerable
assymetry and tilt. Due to this, descendingprecipitation suppressesupdraftsonly partially,resulting
in longerlifetimesof individualconvectivecells
and providinga hailstreakwhichis nearlycontinuous. A characteristic
featureof multicellhailstorm modification
aimedat preventingthe propogation of hail formationprocessis the necessityto
suppressthe newlyformedconvectivecellsand the
formation of hail in the mature convective cells.
The greatest effect for this type of modification can be achieved by preliminary seeding of the
near-cloud space ahead and in the direction of hail
formation process propagation in the weak-echo region beneath the overhang of radar echo. Schematic
diagram showing multicell hailstorm seeding in case
of prevention of hail formation process propagation
is given in Figure 2.

in the frontal part. The updraft zone is revealed
as a weak-echoregio, boundedby a strongecho
vaultfrom above,the lowerportionof overhanging
echo in the frontaland right-flankpart,and highrefectivitygradientson the oppositeside. A
supercellcloud has a lifetimeof one to several
hoursand is accompaniedby severed~maginghail in
a streak10 to 15 km wide and severaltens of kilometers long. Supercellhailstormsform in a highly
unstableatmospherewith a moderateto strongwind
shear.
Supercell hailstorm evolution begins with the
initiation
of organized updraft zone which can be
recognized by the appearance of radar echo hook,
overhang and its lower portion on the right flank.
Because of this, it is necessary to begin supercell
hailstorm modification aimed at preventing hail
formation as soon as these indications are observed.
This preventative modification is conducted in much
the same manner as modification of an isolated
developing cell in a multicell
hailstorm, i.e. the
entire area in the upper part of the hig h reflec~
tivity
region is seeded at a level of -8~C + -12vC
isotherms and i km higher if it extends to higher
altitudes,
as well as the entire regions of weak
echo, overhang a~d its lower right-flank
portion
at the -2 C + -6 C level. Due to this, the hail
growth zone located above the updraft in the lower
right-flank
portion of overhanging echo, which in
turn will result in the disturbance of continuous
self-maintained and seli-gnerated supercell process and consequently, in its decay. So far, these
works have been experimental by their nature.
However, the results of the modification operations
carried out in the North Caucasus (Pomtel’nikov V.A.,
Shtul’man N.G.) showed that in principle,
super#ell hailstorm suppression is possible.
Soviet scientists continue to test the method
of hail suppression suggested at the Transcaucasian Hydrometeorological Research Institute (Lominadze P. N. et al.) in Georgia. Hygroscopic reagents (NaCl) are injected into the warm part
a cloud and simultaneously or just after that, crystallizing
reagents (Ag]) are introduced into its
supercooled part. Large droplets begin to form
rapidly on salt particles due to condensation in
the warmpart of the cloud, this process being
followed by their conversion to precipitation-size
particles by coagulation with smaller droplets.
Falling from the cloud, precipitation
particles
reduce its liquid water content. At the same time,
some large droplets may be carried to the upper
part of the cloud where they may freeze and increase
the number of hailstone embryos acting as competing
embryos. Crystallizing
particles introduced simultaneously into the supercooled part of the cloud
act as main competitors for natural hailstone embryos.

Modification of multicell hailstorm (which has
not reached the mature stage of evolution) aimed at
preventing hail formation is conducted muchin the
same manner as in the case of a single cell storm.
Schematic diagram showing multicell
hailstorm seeding to prevent hail formation is given in Figure 3.

This method used since 1967 gives good results
for the treated regions. It should be noted that
the experiments carried out during the period 1978
to 1979 showed sufficiently
high effectiveness of
hailstorm modification even in those cases where
only hygroscopic reagent was used for seeding.
This method appears to deserve further study.

Supercell clouds have a unicelluar structure
which is circular or elliptical
with a characteristic horizontal dimension of 20 to 30 km and a vertical extent of 12 to 15 km. These clouds have an
extensive zone (5 toi12 km) of strong organized updraft (25 to 40 m s- ) on the right forward flank

In the hail suppression systems in the Soviet
Union and some other countries hailstorm modification is conducted by ~eans of ground-based artillery and rockets.
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On the average, each anti-hail
detachment has
25 to 60 operational days during a season and
treats 50 hailstorms or more, consuming 18 to 30
artillery
shells and 3 to 6 rockets per storm, this
number sometimes amounting to hundreds of shells
and dozens of rockets depending on the type of hailstorms.
The Soviet reagent delivery system adequately
complies with the main requirement of modification
method - to provide for the precise and expeditious
delivery of aerosol into the supercooled part of a
cloud at any time and practically
in any weather
situation.
It is our opinion that the aircraft used for
cloud seeding with crystallizing
reagent aerosols
do not adequately comply with the requirements imposed. This is primarily due to the fact that
seeding aircraft might not provide for the expeditious delivery of appropriate amounts of reagent
directly into the area of hail initiation
and
growth in a cloud because of stringent flight and
maneuver limitations
when flying at the cloud base
level in stormy weather (especially,
in mountainous regions). It appears that the use of highaltitude aircraft for this purpose will be severely
complicated by high flight speeds and limited precision~of reagRnt injection from high altitudes to
the -5~C + -10~C levels.

formation, growth and fall from a cloud. Using this
model, the first
experiments were carried out to
compare the results of calculations and observations
of radar reflectivity
and kinetic energy of a hailstone flux (Kartsivadze A. I.). This model enables
one to analyze actual hailstorms, both naturally
developing and modified with crystalli.zing
regents.
The results of numerical analysis showed that the
competing embryo concept (i.e.,
competition between
natural and artificial
crystals) which forms the
basis of the method of hail cloud modification is
well-founded from the physical point of view; in
principle,
hail formation suppression by introducing crystallizing
reagents into the supercooled
part of a cloud is possible; and the effectiveness
of modification is an extreme function of both the
concentration of artificial
ice nuclei and the
level of their injection.
At the present time, the results of studies
and experiments on the physics of convective clouds
and experience gained in the hail suppression activities in the USSRhave been summarized and will be
published in the form of Hail Suppression Management and Procedure Manual. It will present physical fundamentals of modification of clouds with
various structures, radar methods of hail detection,
procedure of making specialized weather forecasts,
and estimates of the economic effectiveneness of
hail suppression activities.

Analysis of the results of hail suppression
activities
suggests that a better insight into
hail physics is essential to increase the effectiveness of hail protection.
Therefore, there is an
urgent need to develop a theoretical model of hail
cloud in real space and time.

Analysis of the state of the art of hail suppression works in the Soviet Union and other countries shows that further increase in the effectiveness of hail suppression operations involves
thorough and comprehensive studies of hail phsyics
and the methods of hailstorm suppression.

The most complete numerical model of hail
cloud in the USSRwith the best operation performance is that developed by Prof. Kachurin L. G. and
his associates. It is a two-dimensional non-steady
state model taking into account both thermodynamical and microphysical processes which lead to hail

As many countries have shown great interest
in the development and improvement of hail suppression methods, it seems timely to consider the
possibility
of setting up an international
research
project on hail suppression engaging all interested
states.
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Figure 1.
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2

Schematic diagram of single cell cloud seeding in the experiments on hail formation suppression. Reagent was injected at
position of dots.
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Figure2. Schematic diagram of multicell
hailstorm seeding in the experiments on prevention of hail formation process propagation:
a) - vertical section along the line AB (in Fig. 2c) through the weak-echo
region in the plane normal to the direction of cell motion;
b) - vertical section along the line CD (in Fig. 2c) through the maximum
radar echo and the weak-echo region in the plane parallel to the direction of cell motion;
c) - horizontal section at an altitude of about 6 km;
1,2
location of reagent injection into the region of hail formation and
initiation,
and into the updraft zone, respectively.
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Schematic diagram of multicell
prevention:

hailstorm seeding in the experiments on hail formation

a) - vertical section along the line AB (in Fig. 3c) through the weak-echo region
in the plane normal to the direction of cell motion;
b) - vertical section along the line CD (in Fig. 3c) through the weak-echo region
in the plane of main cell motion;
c) - horizontal section at a level of the -2°~ + -12°~ isotherms;
d) horizontal section at a level of the -10 C = -12 C isotherms.
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obtained for use in other regions.

INTRODUCTION

High mountain Lake Sevan is the principal regulator of the Armenian water resources used for
irrigation,
energy, and general water supply purposes. The lake resources have diminished substantially.
In less than 50 years some 23 billion
cubic meters of water have been drained from Lake
Sevan, which constitutes about 40% of its secular
resources. As a result, the lake water level has
lowered by more than 18 meters.

3.

METEOROLOGY

Physico-meteorological conditions in the
Lake Sevan Basin are favorable for conducting precipitation
enhancement experiments. The mean
annual precipitation
in the Lake Sevan Basin is
approximately 550mm,ranging from 370mmat the
lake surface to 800-1,000mmnear the mountain peaks
of the GegamskyRange (Fig. I).

Lake Sevan waters irrigate vast territories
where valuable agricultural
crops are cultivated.
The estimated need from Lake Sevan waters is approximately 500 million cubic meters per year. However, only about 170 million cubic meters can be
taken from the lake without lowering its water
level. Hence, the Lake Sevan problem is to find
additional sources which could provide for 330
million cubic meters of water per year. At the
same time the problem of lake conservation is a
strong aspect.
River water from neighboring basins is used
to solve a portion of the problem. Another method
of obtaining supplemental water is cloud modification.
2.

THE EXPERIMENT

Fig. 1

The principal task of the experiment is to
study the possibility
of artificial
precipitation
enhancement in the Lake Sevan Basin. However, besides the practical importance of this work, the
Sevan experiment has a number of scientific,
technical, and organizational aspects. They are:
Ao

Bo

The numbers of precipitation
days during the
year range from 110 days in the lake region to 140
days near the peaks of the GegamskyRange. The
majority of these days are associated with ii0 to
120 passing fronts. In winter the precipitation
falls mainly from stratiform clouds, and in the summer from convective clouds.

Estimation of precipitation
amounts that
can be obtained in Lake Sevan Basin by
cloud system modification.
Estimation of the possible effect of cloud
modification in the Lake Sevan Basin on
precipitation
amounts in the adjacent
areas.

4.

Obtaining detailed data on precipitation
distribution
in the basin.

E.

Testing new cloud modification

F.

Optimizing the conditions
of modification.

G.

Generalizing the experience and results

PRELIMINARY
CONSIDERATIONS

To solve the above mentioned tasks, a meteorological site is being created in the Lake Sevan
Basin. This is now equipped with modification and
control meansnecessary for conducting preliminary
precipitation
enhancement experiments and estimating the results.

Development of a notion on precipitation
producing mechanisms in the Lake Sevan
Basin.
D.

Annual precipitation
amount distribution
in Lake Sevan Basin.

Cloud modification experiments aimed at obtaining additional precipitation
are based on cloud
phase instability.
Silver iodide is used as the
nucleating reagent. Remote control pyrotechnic
ground generators and aircraft serve as the seeding methods.

methods.

and techniques

Rational arrangement of the generators called
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"Yak-40" aircraft equipped with pyrotechnic
cartridge cassettes and acetone generators are
used for airborne seeding.

for the information on basic circulation parameters
in the Lake Sevan Basin, as well as on the character of the reagent diffusion.
The circulation
in
the Lake Sevan Basin was studied by simulation
methods. This involved blowing the basin model
in the wind tunnel (Gorlin, 1973; Vulfson, 1975)
and by numerical modeling (Sherskov, 1978).
the numerical modeling studies, the temperature
difference between the lake surface and the land
was taken into consideration.

A Meteotron type installation
based on six
turbo-jets with a commonafter burner is being
constructed in the Lake Sevan Basin.as a nontraditional
modification means. The ascending air
jet formed by the ~leteotron is supposed to be used
for local rearrangement of fronta| strati or nimostrati into cumulonimbus for the purpose of transforming widespread precipitation
into a shower
type near the installation.
Theoretical calculations indirectly
confirm the possibility
of such
transformation.

Model blowing in the wind tunnel revealed the
complicated nature of the air circulation
in the
Lake Sevan Basin. It becomes especially clear in
the vertical motion field (Fig. 2). There are
areas of rather intensive ascending and descending
currents over the lake.

5. EVALUATION

Fig. 2.

The experiment effectiveness will be evaluated by the results from direct measurements of
precipitation
amounts. A provisional precipitation gage network based on standard equipment
has been established for this purpose which, together with the already existing network, comprises 81 separate points. The gage locations
are in places of habitation situated mainly near
the lake. An automated precipitation
gage network is established to provide for equal density
of precipitation
observations over the whole
basin area, including the mountain region and
the lake surface. The network will consist of
two subsystems. The first
is an "operative"
one consisting of a few tens of temperature, wind,
and precipitation
detectors which radio their
indication several times each da~. The second is
a "memorizing" one which will store precipitation
information for about six months at about 200
points. The first
subsystem will be used mainly
for making decisions on cloud modification and
controlling
meteorological conditions during the
experiments. The second subsystem will be used
for providing an estimate of the effect for use
in numerical studies.

Areas of ascending and descending motions
at northward direction of the leading
current; isolines - ratio of the wind
speed vertical component to the undisturbed current speed.

In particular,
the numerical simulation indicated that in winter the ascending motions over
the non-freezing lake are comparable with and often
exceed the upslope motions. The existence of the
lake seems equivalent to the existence of the
mountain range with rather steep slopes.

Fig. 3. Velocity field at westward direction
the undisturbed current.

The amount of snow precipitation
will be
estimated at each point by the increase of the
snow water content, which in turn will be determined by the decrease of the cosmic ray intensity
within the snow (Kolomeets, 1979). At present
there are nine automatic meteorological stations
established in the basin mountain region. A
fully automated precipitation
gage network will
be finalized
in ]983. Radio locators will also
be used as an indirect method for measurementof
precipitation
amounts.
At present the site has at its disposal the
following:
A) Eight groups of remote control ground generators (46 units) equipped with 966 cassettes
(21 cassettes at each generator) with silver
iodide based pyrotechnic conlpo~nd. The cassettes can be fired at all or individual
generators, all at once, or in sequence and
in any quantity. The burning time of each
cassette is about one hour. There are about
I0 ~ ice forming particles released in the
atmosphere during each hour.

of

Preliminary calculations of the reagent diffusion showedthat with the generators installed
near the range peaks at a distance of 6 to 8 km
from each other, the area seeding efficiency will
be 20%to 40%depending on the meteorological
conditions.
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B)

"Yak-40" aircraft

C)

Two radio locators
observations.

equipped for cloud seeding.
for cloud and precipitation
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90 precipitation
gage network points including
9 automatic meteorological stations.
In addition to the above, a "Supermeteotron"
installation
is being constructed at the Lake
Sevan site. The distribution
of instrumentation
is shown in Fig. 4.

D)

scheme within a single site turned out to be the
only possible scheme and this was subsequently
adopted.
As a modification objective the winter frontal
clouds with low and mediumlevels and independent
of precipitation
were taken. In summer, the nonprecipitating
cumulus clouds were taken.
The seedability conditions
clouds are considered to be:

for winter frontal

A) The existence of layers of supercooled liquid
cloud droplets
in the range of 160o o
to 330
in azimuth at levels of 700mb and 500mb

B) Wind directions

C) The 700mbtemperature not to exceed -3°C

D)
Fig. 4. Meteorological
6.

site

scheme

The possibility
for nuclei from either the
generators or the aircraft to reach the
supercooled cloud layers.

In the case of seedability conditions for
summercumulus clouds, the following criteria
are pertinent:

EXPERIMENTAL
PHASE

The planning of the experiment was based on
complex considerations of the following questions:

A)

Existence of a convective cloud system with
thickness not less than 2-3 km.

B)

Single convective clouds with thickness of
more than 4 km within the basin.

C)

Synoptic situation

Experimental unit duration for different cloud
systems suitable for modification, the adequacy
of the available precipitation
gage network,
and the requirements for the precipitation
gage network now under design.

D)

Existence of supercooled cloud ~roplets with
temperatures not warmer than -7 C.

E)

The absence of significant
tion.

c)

Modification schemes commonlyused in experiments on precipitation
enhancement and the
expedience of its application on Lake Sevan
Basin conditions.

D)

Necessary and desirable physico-meteorological
information on decision-making processes,
considerations on operating the experiment,
and estimation of results.

E)

The development of numerical models which may
be useful in both the development of modification methods and for providing an estimate
for experimental results.

The 12-hour period from 0700 to 1900 hours
(an interval between two referenced times of
precipitation
measurementson the meteostations)
was taken as the experimental unit length in
convective cloud modification.
The 24-hour
period from the referenced time of precipitation
observations preceding the beginning of seeding
is the experimental unit length in winter frontal
cloud modification.
The 24-hour period following the modification events are declared "buffer"
periods to avoid the possible effects from contamination of the basin by ice nuclei. These 24-hour
periods cannot be used as experimental units independent of the weather.

F)

Possible predictors based on statistical
models,
numerical models, or historic synoptico-meteorological data.

A block diagram which illustrates
how the
head of this experiment makes decisions on the
modification activities
is shown in Figure 6.

G)

Various methods for use in the estimation of
experimental results.

The head of the experiment at a certain time
(T) makes a modification decision on the basis
synoptico-meteorological
data, the existence of
specific cloud types, and the general conditions
under which modification can be attempted. The
head gives orders to start the observations in
accordance with available programs, calculates
the quantity of required nucleating reagent,
estimates the locations of the introduction of
the reagent, and carries out the randomization
procedure (opens envelopes which contain "yes"
or "no" instructions).
In the case of "yes", the
generators are started or the airborne seeding

A)

B)

The results of climate-synoptic analysis of
precipitation
formation processes in the Lake
Sevan Basin, some precipitation
climatological
data, and in particular the precipitation
forming ability of different clouds or cloud
systems.

The above mentioned points are illustrated
in
Figure 5. The solid lines show current investigated questions or actions which have been carried
out. The dotted lines illustrate
the activities
now in progress.
It seems impossible to find modification and
control sites far enough from each other in the
Lake Sevan Basin, thus cross-over seeding schemes
have been rejected. A randomized modification
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favorable for convection.
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Fig. 5. The experimentplanningscheme

Fig. 6. Block diagram showing decision procedures.
with the help of sampling sums (Kolmogorov, 1979)
was adopted as the principal method for the statistical analysis of the results of precipitation
enhancement experiments in the Lake Sevan Basin.
The above mentioned estimation is made by comparing precipitation
sums on modification days and
on control days. A "reconstructed"
precipitation
amount is used for the estimation. This method
allows for an estimate of precipitation
sums for
the days when precipitation
was not actually measured.

is initiated.
In the case of "no", the false
starting of ground generators is made and the aircraft carries out only cloud and atmospheric
parameter observations. The experimental unit
and the operation of equipment is known only to
the person who opens the envelope.
7.

FURTHER
EVALUATION
CONSIDERATIONS

The estimation of results from precipitation
enhancement experiments is one of the most complicated and least investigated questions in this
field. An estimation of precipitation
enhancement

Generally speaking, estimations by way of
comparing precipitation
for modification days and
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control days have been made during previous years.
However, the results obtained were not evaluated
by confidence intervals,
or were evaluated in
supposition of certain mathematical models of the
effect (Gabriel, 1967), or stochastic model types
(Neyman, 1967), describing data on natural precipitation amounts. The advantage of the method sugo
gested by Kolmogorov over previous methods is that
it allows an estimate of the modification effects
by confidence intervals without the above men~
tioned suppositions. Variance of the estimate
of modification effects can be substantially
reduced if there are good predictors of precipitation amounts at the site. Much attention has been
devoted to the discovery of such predictors.

Bulinsky, A. V., Kolmogorov, A. N.: Linear
sampling estimation of sums. Teoriya veroyatnosti i eyo prilozheniya, t. 24, vyp. 2, 1979.
Gabriel, K. R.: The Israeli artificial
simulation
experiment. Statistical
evaluation for the
period 1961-65. In "Proceeding of the Fifth
Berkeley Symposiumon Mathematical Statistics
and Probability",
Vol 5, 1967. University of
California Press, Berkeley, p. 91-113.
NeymanI., Scott, E.L.: Some oustanding problems
relating to rain modification.
In "Proceeding of the.Fifth Berkeley Symposiumon Mathematical Statistics
and Probability",
Vol. 5,
1967. University of California Press, Berkeley,
p. 293-326.

At present a statistical
nlodel of precipitation amounts per experimental units, depending
upon synoptico-meteorological conditions, is being
developed. The construction of such a model is
based on many years’ data on precipitation
amounts
in the Lake Sevan Basin as well as on data from
atmospheric phenomenawhich cause or attend precipitation.
These phenomenacomprise the existence and types of atmospheric fronts, their
direction and speed, the cloud forms and heights,
the stratification
of air massesin which precipitation is formed, values of temperature, moisture
and pressure near the earth’s surface and at standard levels, barometric and thermal tendencies,
wind direction and speed, etc. The construction
of such models should provide an opportunity to
forecast the average natural precipitation
amount
in the basin by the combination of the above
mentioned cloud and atmospheric phenomena. A
special data archive is being established for the
model development.
Under certain synoptic conditions, the precipitation
amounts in the control sites outside
the Lake Sevan Basin correlate quite well with
precipitation
amounts within the basin. The
models can use these data for particular
cases of
predictors.
Depending on all conditions, the
precipitation
amounts in the Lake Sevan Basin will
be "forecast" from the precipitation
amounts at
one or combinations of other sites.
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INTRODUCTION

N

Precipitation,
as one very complex meteorological element, has a significant
influence on the
character of human activity.
Therefore, any
enhancement of precipitation
is important. The
techniques of seeding, types of seeding material,
and choices of whether or not seedable conditions
exist on any given day are different from country
to country and from project to project within
countries.
In Serbia (Yugoslavia), hail suppression programs have been conducted from 1967 to the present
time. In the early years, seeding was conducted
only in4thrse
target areas. Nowthese target areas
(5.5xi0 kmL) cover all of the Republic of Serbia.
Seeding has been conducted by rockets (SAKO6)
which are fired from ground locations. Hail suppression operations are conducted during both day
and night hours.

70

Reduction in all types of damageis the main
purpose of this cumulonimbus seeding. However, if
we keep in mind some particular seeding methods
(Radinovic, 1972; Federer, 1977), it is logical
assume that someprecipitation
enhancement may
result from the cloud seeding activities
aimed at
reducing hail.

w
Fig. I

At the present time we have no satisfactory
theory for predicting the amount of precipitation
which will fall from cumulonimbus clouds. Neither
can we totally explain the amounts which may be
caused by seeding. Statistical
procedures must be
used in order to evaluate that portion of precipitation which might fall as a result of seeding
(Battan, 1966; Gagin and Neumann,1976; Woodley,
1977).

On the basis of complete meteorological data
in Loznica for the summer~onth of May through
September during the 10-year period, convective
weather types (DCTW)were selected. By definition,
the days with convective types of weather are
those on which cumulonimbus clouds with precipitation appeared at the meteorological station at
least once per day (Cadez, 1964). Verification
is on the basis of observed showers of rain or
hail from the cumulonimbus clouds.

The primary purpose of this paper is to indicate a way by which the meanenhancement of precipitation at a point is a possible consequence of precipitation
augmentation from individual cumulonimbus clouds and groups of clouds during the period
of seeding for hail suppression.
2.

The network of the ground based rocket
stations. Hail suppression polygon of
Loznica is encircled with a broken line.

The selection of days with simultaneous cumulonimbus and precipitation
is important because
over the long time period of 10 years we can determine the type of most frequent precipitation
occurrence. As will be noted later, almost all
summerprecipitation
comes from convective clouds
whose initiation
and growth depend largely on
local topographic characteristics
in this region.

CRITERIAFOROPERATIONAL
DAYS

The target area (2.5x10 3 km2) is located
around the town of Loznica in the northwest part
of Serbia. Hail suppression was conducted during
the lO-year period 1970-1979. Within the total
target area are located more than 50 rocket stations
(Fig. 1). Because there are no complete meteorological data within the total operational areas, this
evaluation is limited to the area of Loznica.

The days on which cloud seeding was conducted
under the objective conditions of the DCTWare
separated on the basis of reflectivity
from the
cumulonimbus (log Z~3), the temperature at the
top of the accumulation zone (T~-14°C), ~nd the
temperature at the radar echo top (T~-28~C).
Precipitation echoes are n~easured with 10 c~ radar
systems. All cumulonimbus clouds observed at a
distance within 30 kin from Loznica are seeded
with ground based rockets. Days on which cumulonimbus clouds develop are noted as SDCTW.
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The heights of the 0°c, -14°C and -28°C
isotherms are determined on SDCTW
days from the
rawinsonde data at 1200 GMT. Mixing ratios are
determined at each of these heights. The mean
height of the noted isotherms are calculated for
each month from May to September.
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Fig.2. The different type of the mean monthly
amount of precipitation
for seeded period
in Loznica.

An equal numberof SDCTWdays per summer
monthas it occurredin the 10-yearseededperiod
were selectedfrom an immediatelypreviousunseeded period.These days selectedfrom DCTW which
occurredin the preceedingunseededperiodwere
notedto have heightsof the significanttemperaturesand mixingratiossimilarto thosenoted
duringthe seedingperiodwith standarddeviations
calculatedfrom (3) and (4).

For the months of May through September,
the coefficient
k has values of 0.54; 0.69;
0.80; 0.74; and 0.57 respectively.
This indicates that 80% of the total precipitation
which
occurred in July fell on days with convective
type weather. In May and September the DCTW
precipitation
amounts are somewhatgreater than
50%. Very often in May there are invasions of
cold fronts, After these invasions, stratiform
clouds occur from which there are no showers or
thunderstorms (Curic, 1979). Stable weather situations dominate the month of September. Inversions
are son, times formed in these subadiabatic atmospheric conditions. On occasions a few cumulonimbus with precipitation
have been noted to
develop when the convection moves upward through
the inversion layer.

In this way, two sets of equalnumberof days
were selected:one from the seededperiod and the
other from the precedingunseededperiod.It has
been assumedthat on days of apparentsimilar
weathertypes,characteristic
parametersare reasonablyequal. Therefore,it is furtherassumed
that for a long time periodit can be expected
that differencesin some precipitation
parameters
due to the seedingmay be detected.
3.

Inasmuch as the purpose of this paper is
to evaluate precipitation
from seeded clouds,
it is most interesting to consider the events
which occur during the SDCTW
days. As noted in
Figure 2, the mean monthly amount of such precipitation is three times less than the total monthly
amounts. Nevertheless, the precipitation
from
SDCTW
days (P ~i ) are significant
so an enhancement of 10% ~ greater is important for agriculture. A coefficient
which expresses the ratio
between the meanmonthly precipitation
amounts
of DCTW
and the SDCTW
is expressed as follows:

DESCRIPTION
OF PRECIPITATION
ANDRESULTS
FROM
COMPARISONS
OF SEEDED
ANDUNSEEDED
PERIODS

The 24-hour precipitation
amounts are considered for the selected day~ from the 1970-1979
period. Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine whichportionof the totalprecipitation
is
from cumulonimbus
or stratifornl
clouds,or from
combinationsof the two cloud forms. However,
measurements
indicatethat the contribution
of
precipitation
from stratiformcloudsduringsummer monthsis small(Fig. 2).

(6)
s

As noted from Figure 2, the ratio between
the mean monthly precipitation
amounts from the
DCTWevents (Pci) during the considered period
and the mean total monthly precipitation
amounts (Pi) are not far from unity.
P.
(5)
k = c~
P.

Psci

For each of the months from May through
September these ratio values are 0.38; 0.44;
0.32; 0.36; and 0.10 respectively.
The smallest
value oF K< noted in September is likely caused
by the staSle weather which does not allow inten-

1
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sive cumulonimbusdevelopments.

and L.J.Radoja for typing the manuscript.

By the same procedure, an equal number of
SDCTW
days per month were tabulated from data
obtained during the immediately preceding lO-year
unseeded period. The mean total monthly precipitation amounts and meanmonthly precipitation
for
DCTWwere reduced from the same length of period.
These comparisons are presented in Figure 3.

The Republic ~ydrometeorological Institute
of SR of Serbia ~as made it possible to utilize
the data.
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The values of the coefficients
from (5) for the
unseeded period are 0.46; 0.74; 0.79; 0.94; and
0.49 respectively from May through September. As
it was for the seeded period, nearly all summer
precipitation
came from convective days during
this period. This is particularly
noted inAugust
with a coefficient
of 0.94. Coefficients
were
also developed from (6) with values of 0.33; 0.21;
0.23; 0.34; and 0.08.
A comparison of the coefficients
from (5)
and (6) for both the seeded period and for the
immediately preceding period suggests an increase
in precipitation
during the seeded period. For
long periods of ten years or more we would expect
that cumulonimbus, in the mean, have characteristics similar to those noted in other similar
periods. Hence, the greater values of coefficient
K~ may result from seeding activities.
This appa.r~nt enhancementexpressed as a percent is 4%,
23%, 10%2%and 4%respectively from May through
September. These values agree reasonably well
with the results of Medvedev (1976). It is interesting that the largest value of apparent enhancement occurs in June, and may be the result of the
larger amounts of seeding material which have been
carried into the cumulonimbus clouds.
4.

M., 1979: Am Ezample of a Waveform of
the Frontal Profi|e.
Arch. Met. Geoph.
Biokl., Ser. A, ~8, 187-193.
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INTRODUCTION
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The problem of devising a reliable method for
estimation of hail suppression economical efficiency is still
standing before the studies in that
field.
Various modifications of the two basic
methods, the so called Control Area (CA) and Time
Series (TS) that have been used in the practical
hail suppression activities
till
now, do not give
promising results in Bulgaria. The major reasons
for that are: large variability
in the hail
damageyearly distribution
with comparatively short
data series, impossibility
in selection of suitable
CA, the hail phenomenafrequency and intensity
variability
during the separate years, variability
of hail damagepercentages on the various crops
etc. Thus, for example, for a aeriod of 15 years
the yearly distribution
variability
of the hail
losses are from 7 to 182%in relation to the mean
annual losses for the territory
of Bulgaria -/7/
and /8/. The modelling of the estimates that have
been carried out recently (Buikow, 1977) by the
use of some of those methods show relatively
great
errors in the hail suppression efficiency calculations.

where ~’ and T are temperatures of the state
and stratification
curves respectively,
for 700
and 500 mb levels. A high correlation
between
~and rainfall
intensity
has been found by
Prof. K. Stanchev et al./6/.

In the determination

of ~T~values the method of Prof. Stanchev, based
on a simplified Cb cloud model is used (1960, 1965,
1970). The temperature stratification
as obtained
from the nearest in time and location radiosonding
ascent is corrected for advection factor. Surface
pressure, humidity and temperature measured on
the site are used. The advection of temperature
and humidity for isobaric levels 850, 700, 500
and 300 mb are accounted for through the use of
synoptic maps.
Next s~age is detection of statistical
relations from the type:

Those facts indicate that a new approach should
be found for the solution of that problem, especially
as regards regions, where no preliminary experiments have been carried out before the actual
organization of the hail suppression activity.

-where hail damaged crop areas p’ , damaged areas
~
p~ reduced to 100% and hail c~op losses S

BASIC PRINCIPLESOF THE PHYSICAL-STATISTICAL
METHOD
(PSM) FORESTIMATION
OF HAIL SUPPRESSION
EFFICIENCY

from every hail day may be used for a predictand
L~
Those data are secured by the State
Insurance Institute
in Bulgaria,

The extent of hail crop damagefrom each
separate hailfall
depends on a number of factors:

and are representative

enougi~

for the insurance system includes

90% from the whole cultivated area. The first
concrete relations
from the type P’f~.T~) and

a) General - climatic,
synoptic, thermodynamical and microphysical factors which determine
the atmospheric conditions for the development of
Cb hail clouds.

S’~) are defined from the historical
data
for a region with 1507 km2 area in North Bulgaria
(Prof. Stanchev and P. Simeonov/8/). Hail
suppression in this region has been carried out
since 1974 (Bardarski Geran Hail Suppression
Site - HSS). Prior to the actual organization of
the hail suppression activity,
insurance and
aerological-synoptical
data for a period of 68
hail days have been used. The regression curves
are obtained separately for May, June, July and
August (Fig. i). In this way the crop phenophases effect on the extent of hail damagesare
accounted for indirectly.
On the other hand, the
influence of the monthly climatic peculiarities
in the stratification
upon the values of

b) Local Specific - number, vertical developmerit and structure of Cb clouds over a given region,
duration and swath length of their hailfall,
hailstone’s size distribution
and concentration,
direction and speed of hail-storm squalls, rainfall
intensity,
crop structure, phenophases, resistance
and cost.
Due to the lack of statistical
information
history, as mentioned above, about the hail processes and the suppression site, we have opted for
a so called physical-statistical
method (PSM) for
hail suppression prevailing in the country the
most suitable factor, on which the method in
question is based, is the atmospheric instability
energy index as analytically
expressed above:

~T~ are accounted for,

as well.

It

has been

found out /8/ that the most probable expected
losses ~" and S~ may be determined by the
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Regression curves obtained from historical
hail days
data (1968-1972) concerning Bardarski Geran HSS
(1507km2 target area)

curves in Fig. 1 L~rougn ,~T~ ~alues witi~ ~elative

of 0,82-0, 95 for the eight different

mean-annual errors of 14%an~ 6% respecuively.

equations.

The effect from ti~e hail suppression activi~y
during a given summerseason on %hedamagedareas
and hail crop losses n~ay be calculated by the
following formulae:

(4)

5p.= ~- bR~- P#
~
#~gression
/ ,/o/
10’

curve

5

¯ - 1.~

m - 1922

b=P/~

8 10 12 14 15 18 20

Insfabilily

wnere

EnerEyIndex PC]

from a

The following indexes for esti~]ation of hail
suppression economic efficiency during a given
season are introduced.

~y means of a regression analysis 8 prediction
equations are obtained for the graphical relations
shown in Fig. i. The equations are of the following
type:

coefficients

(5)

P and V are ~i~e size of crop area and

ti]e mean-annual costs of these entities
historical
period of several years.

This figure presents ~he position of the his~orical points around the June regression curve.

The correlation

and c= V/V

value of to~al crop production, res~#ctive].v during
tile ;~ail suppression season, and F) and -~- are

Fig. 2. June regression curve (from Fig. la)
lhe area of natural variations is enclosed
by broken lines

L’=oo
+o, ~T~+o~&T~#
+~
o~(~T~-)

; i:l,n

where ~ and S~ are the actual damaged areas
and insurance hail crop losses respectively,
and
-number of operational days, ~ and C - corrective
coefficients
accounting for changes in crop areas
and value of crop p~od~ction from one year to
another.

// /Unseededhail days
~J,/
.4 - 1968
~
.- 1969
"’~1_
/
II~
o -- 1970

II;".2
10
~

.
cS~ bR7 ; ~S =~

Z~(cS~,_~,,l
k i
Eb=
R,-+R,

(~)

where ~ is the rely..:..,,:

are of Sne order
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r=l,n

(6)

:L;cnonfic efficiency in
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relation

to the expected losses,

~ - pay-back of

3.

current expenses invested in the hail suppression,
~a - rocket costs and R~. - payment for salaries,

transport,

materials,

insurance coverage of the total

etc.,

PRELIMINARY
ESTIMATES
CARRIEDOUTBY THE PSM
ANDANALYSES

Using PSMthe hail suppression efficiency of
~i~e activities
carrie~ ou~ during ~he period 19741977 at Bardarski Geran kiSS is estimated and the
results are given in publications /9/ and /11/. In
this report we shall dwell on the estimates carried
out for Gelemenovo(South ~ulgaria) experimental
kISS having a target area of 1480km~. In this way
the possibilities
for the Method’s adaptation, as
we mentioned above, will be shown. The regression
relations
from the typep’~)are
adjusted with
a coefficient
~ =0,66, and those from tile type

k - percent

value of production.

In some individual cases a climatic similarity
between the basic region and another nearby region
with HSSmay be found in the space-time distribution of the hail processes and hailfallo
In such
cases the statistical
relations of Fig. 2 are adjusted to the second region, as well. In a first
approximation this is done by multiplying the

S"(~T~ with a coefficient
~. =1,36. The
adjusted curves for July are given on Fig. 3. The
narrow scatter of the historical
cases from 1968
is obvious.

whole range of expected P~" and ~ loss values
from the regression curves of Fig. 2 by the following coefficients
respectively:

The hail suppression efficiency analysis for
the days of July shows that there is no effect for
the three operational days of 1976, which has
fallen in the range of natural variations; a reduction of hail damagesis achieved for 5 days of
1975 and 1976; there is a full effect for the rest
of the days - no ha~l losses are registered.

where ~ is the average crop area in the region,
-~ is the mean total cost of production during
the historical
period, index "i" refers to the
basic region, while index "Z" refers to the region
to which the regression is adjusted. The representativity of this adjustment is checked by working
out historical
~ata from the second region and
examining the deviations from the basic statistical
relations.

The PSMenables tile classification
of the
hail days according to tile value of ~T~energy
index into 3 generalizing groups:

If a high correlation with i~ail losses is
determined, the PSMcould be extended by including
some other predictors,
as well. Such kind of
studies are under development now.

~T~ ~ 9.0

slight

5.5°~

-moderate

9.0 °

-heavy

12.0° ~ z~T~-

~ .~T~ ~ 72.0

~ ~2 !4 16 18 26
EnergyIndex (°C]
Fig. 3 July regression curves adjJsted to Gelemenovo
experimental HSS: unseedeJ (historical
hail
days from 1968 (a); hail s~ppression efficiency
during hail days o~ 1975 (X) and 1976 (*)
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1 974

14

1 975 45
1 976 24
1 977 23

6

6,2

0,6

90

1241

83

93

264

354

68

3,75

17

19,4

5,0

?4

4042

940

77

1440

290

55

3,59

9

8,2

3,8

54

1798

770

57

426

323

22

2,74

34,2

17,5

49

5480

3969

28

844

373

16

2,48

14

Table 1. Hail suppression estimate results
Gelemenovoexperimental HSS

i’,.r~~,nta~e
distrlbu%ion
of
the ~u~mberof seededdays

1

2 3

4

5

6

Est£matesusing time series
method

8

7

obtained from

10

!I

12

6

10,8

72

28

75

90

1975 45 17

12,5

78

20

2

moderate .:8

16

74

77

1976 24

9

11,5

80

16

4

moderate ,;2

31

54

57

1977 23 14

16,2

40

~B

12

heavy

-’!.I

49

28

1974 14

Table 2.

slight

9

~st£matesusin£
phys.-sta~.me±hod

:5

-~

93

Comparison between efficiency estimates obtained
by the two methods - TS and PSM

It is very important to know whether a hail
storm from the heaviest type ( ~.~ from 15o to
18°) has occured during a given year, which causes
60-80%from the total annual losses.

applied for estimation of nail suppression
efficiency.
The hail suppression years are classified according to general aerological-synoptical
criteria
as slight, moderate and heavy hail years.
According to this classification
the minimum,
mediumand maximumvalues of damagedareas are
chosen respectively from the historical
series.
Then this concrete value is compared with the
actual damagearea’s value for the hail suppression
year. Table 2 presents a comparison between efficiency estimates having equal indexes but obtained
through the two methods TS and PSM. The years are
classified
by criteria
(8) and the absolute maximum value of ~Tz in a given year. Greater variability
may be observed in the estimate values
carried out by the TS method - columns 9 and 10.
This is a result of considerable variations in the
extreme values in relation to the mean-annual
value obtained from the historical
series. The

The separate estimated years in Table 1 are
characterized by hail phenomenafrequency and intensity variability.
The high efficiency obtained
in 1975, in spite of the high frequency of hail
days, is due mainly to the high number of slight
and moderate hail processes. There is a rapid
efficiency decrease in 1977. In spite of relatively moderate frequency of hail storms during that
year, the percentage of moderate and heavy storms
is higher and there is a case of i heavy hail storm
o.
wit~m/~ 16,2
Nowin Bulgaria a variant of the TS method is
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application of the TS method in 1977 was quite
complicated. The value of total damaged area in
1977 occured to be higher than the value of the
maximumdamagedarea as obtained from the historical (1957 - 1971) time series. In other words,
there is no guarantee that the new ilail
damagemaximum value will be obtained during hail suppression
seasons within the expected limits.

Stanchev, R. I. and P. Simeonov, 1975: Varhu edin
fiziko-statisticheski
model za otzenka na
efektivnosta ot aktivnite vazdeistvia
sreshtu gradushkite, Hidrologia i Meteorologia,
No. 5.
Stanchev K. I. and P. Simeonov, 1977: Ob otzenke
efektivnosti
vozdeistvia na gradovie protzesi
na dvuh poligonah v Bulgaria, Hidrologia i
Meteorologia, No. i.

4. CONCLUSION

Stanchev, K.
jimosta
otzenka
gradovi
No. 1.

The PSMfor estimation of hail suppression
efficiency which is developed at the Institute
for
Hydrology and Meteorology (ISM) is better grounded
scientifically
in comparison with the TS methods
that have been used till
now. It enables the
classification
of hail days according to the energy
indexes of the atmosphere, examination of hail
suppression efficiency for separate summerseasons
and determination of the effect for separate
operational days. The results obtained by the PSM
single out the cases where no marked effect is
achieved, so that all developing and experimental
activities
could be directed towards the study of
such kinds of hail processes.

Stanchev, K. I. and P. Simeonov, 1979: Fizikostatisticheskii
metod otzenki ekonomicheskoi
efektivnosti
protivogradovoi zashtitisushnost,
primenimos~ i rezultati predvaritelnoi
otzenok, Zbornik dokladi eimpoziuma po
efektivnosti
protiv, zashtitoi Sofia, 26-31
mart.

Our aim is, of course, a further perfection of
the PSMusing a wide range of historical
information.
It would give possibilities
for testing of other
representative predictors. Someof them are already under investigation
and the preliminary results are quite encouraging.
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STUDIESOF THEINFLUENCE
OF EXPLOSION
UPONTHE
DEVELOPMENT
PROCESSES
OF CONVECTIVE
CLOUDS
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He Zhen-zhen, Chen Ying-yi, Xu Nai-zhang
Laboratory of Cloud and Precipitation Physics
Institute
of Atmospheric Physics, Academia Sinica, Beijing,

1.

The equation of the vertical
and below the convective cloud is

INTRODUCTION

Hail suppression by the explosion method has
been used for many years in China. Generally the
small gun, small rocket, and anti-aircraft
gun are
used as delivery systems. According to the analysis of data in some counties of China (1, 2) hail
suppression by the explosion method has obtained
some successes in the reduction of hail damage.
However, the question of the actual influence of
explosions on hail clouds still
remains unknown.
Vittori
(3) noticed the mechanical effect of
shock wave on hailstones (mechanismof cavitation).
Goyer (4) had demonstrated that the mechanical
effect of weak shock waves can induce freezing in
supercooled water. However, the experience of
hail suppression in China indicated that the explosion can rapidly induce the formation of such
phenomenaas precipitation,
hole in the cloud,
weakness of cloud intensity,
etc. (5, 6, and 7).
These phenomenacannot be explained by the above
mentioned mechanism. Since 1972 a series of simulated and field experiments have been conducted
for purposes of clarifying
the physical influence
factors of explosions on the development of convective clouds.
2.

China

motion in

where ~ = vertical velocity, t = time, g =
gravity acceleration,
T and T’ = the temperature
of environmental air and the temperature difference
between the cloud and the environment, k = the
turbulent mixing coefficient,
and F = the external
force.
For the stationary motion of simulated smoke
columns there are two main non-dimensional parameters, namely the Reynolds number ancl the Floude.
The values of these two numbers in atmospheric
convection and in our simulated experiment are
listed in Table I. Here it is shown that the
verge number in the atmosphere and the experiment
is similar, but the magnitudes of the Reynolds
number in the experiment a~e much larger than
unity. For this reason, the second term on the
right side of the equation (i) can be neglected.

SIMULATED
EXPERIMENT
OF EXPLOSION
EFFECTS
ONUPDRAFT
FLOW

Weconsider that convective clouds form and
develop by a continuous updraft flow which could
be influenced by an explosion. In this experiment,
a convective updraft is simulated by a smoke column.
As a point source of explosion, we use the specific
small gun or packet of gun powder. The motion of
the smoke column has been given detailed observation, along with the use of cine cameras.
In these experiments the main similarities
are considered as the geometrical and dynamical
similarities.
For convective clouds, the vertical
dimension of the updraft flow column is an order
larger than the horizontal dimension. The width of
the smoke column of two kinds are taken as 0.5 cm
and 1.0 cm, corresponding to 15 cm and 30 cm in
length within our experiment. The ratio of length
to width is about 30, which is geometrically similar to the cloud updraft flow.

There are still
two non-dimensional parameters.
One is the ratio between non-stationary force and
inertial
force, namely the Strouhal number. The
other is the ratio between inertial
force and
external force. We consider that the effect of
an explosion on a smoke column is an external
force and can be expressed by the gradient force
of super pressure of shock waves produced by the
explosion, namely:
1 &P
~ &H
Where P is superpressure,
is the density
of the air. In such a way this ratio can be
written as the Euler’s number, namely
~,~1-~
p
W~/P

.g/~- = p. ¯

A special small gun which accommodatesone
to two grams of commongun powder is used as an
explosion source in the indoor laboratory. The
intensity of the shock wave (super pressure) was
measured at different distances. The change of
the smoke column after the explosion has been
photographed by cine camera. According to the
~novementof the characteristic
point in the smoke

TABLE1. Values of parameters of convective updraft and smoke column
Atmospheric convective updraft
Smokecolumn

Kind 1
Kind 2

H(m) W(m/s)
~--5
0.15
0.30

0.4
0.7
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k(~/s)
50
0.2x104

T’ (c)
0.5

33
O.2xlO 4 49

__

Fr

100

1.2

3000

1.1

10000

1.0
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column, we can measure the speed of the smoke. The
main results of the experiment are:
A. Reduction of the smokes upward speed and
the oscillation
of the smoke column can be observed
about 0.2 to 0.3 sec. after the explosion. The
smoke column has restored to its original speed
and overall state one second following the explosion. Thus, we obtained a Strouhal number (st)
0.5 to 0.3.
B. Critical
super pressure of the shock wave
which starts to enduce an oscillation
of the smoke
column of type 1 is 2 grams per cm, and for smoke
column type 2 the critical
super pressure is 7 gln
per cm. Therefore, the non-dimensional parameters
for the Euler’s number (E) are 0.8 and 0.7 respectively.

Fig. 1

According to the principle of similarity
we can conclude that the explosion with ordinary
intensity (its super pressure of shock wave is
not less than 54 gm. per cm) can influence the
updraft, if the convective updraft speed in the
atmosphere is not larger than 3 meters per sec.
It is necessary to trigger an explosion with a
large intensity (super pressure larger than 600
gm. per cm) for providing some influence on the
updraft, if the convective updraft speed is greater
than 10 meters per sec.

Time variation of precipitation
intensity
after gunshots (28 July 1973, cu cong)

general, some three to seven minutes after the
gunshots. The period of increase of all rain
parameters after gunshots is very short. The
parameters are usually restored to their initial
states in seven minutes. An example of the time
variation of the rainfall,
and the rain spectrum,
before and after the gunshots are shown in Figs.
2-A and 2-B.

C. Whenthe super pressure is greater than
3 grams per cm, a 20% to 30%reduction of upward
smoke speed has been observed.
The time of unsteady change within the convective updraft following the explosion is about 100260 seconds. Therefore, the effect of the explosion
in and below the convective cloud can be maintained
for several minutes. Continuous gun shots of antiaircraft guns would give a continuous influence on
the convective updraft and, eventually, influence
the process of cloud development.
3.

INFLUENCE
OF EXPLOSION
!GUNSHOTS)
ON
PRECIPITATION
(7)

Fig. 2-A. Time variation of rainfall
before and
after gunshots (21 Aug. 1974 cu cong)

During the two year period 1973-1974, a total
of 44 field experiments were conducted to examine
the influence of explosions (gunshots of anti-aircraft guns) in convective clouds and in altostratus
clouds. The raindrop spectra were observed at
ground level before and after gunshots. The following conclusions can be made from these experiments:
A. Gunshots can produce precipitation
from
cumulus congestus clouds in which precipitation
had not appeared before the gunshots. Within 13
experiments, precipitation
was generated following
the gunshots in i0 cases. One example of an experiment is shown in Figure 1. It is noted that raindrops with diameters of 1-2 mmwere observed three
minutes after the gunshots. Additionally,
the
intensity of precipitation
quickly increased within
six minutes after the gunshots.

Fig. 2-B. Time variation of rain spectrum before
and after gunshots (21 Aug 1974, cu cong)

B. Gunshots on precipitating
cumulus clouds
can enhance precipitation
(21 cases from 26 experiments). The enhancement of precipitation
from altostratus precipitus following gunshots was observed
in six cases from eight experiments. The main rain
parameters (intensity
of precipitation,
concentration and size of raindrop~quickly increased; in

a,
b,
c,
d,
e,
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1 min. 5 sec. before gunshots, I=1.04 mm/hr
0.5 min. after gunshots, I=6.54 mm/hr
2 min after gunshots, I=9.22 mm/hr
6 min. after gunshots, I=2.05 mm/hr
8 min. after gunshots, I=0.59 mm/hr

C. The double maxima in rain spectrum following the gunshots on cumulus and altostratus clouds
was observed. An increase in the concentration
of raindrops with diameters of 1-2 mmis obvious.
The above mentioned phenomenashow that the
effective gunshots may be dynamical. The gunshots
could influence precipitation
through alterations
of the updraft in and below cloud. Preliminary
calculations indicate that once an explosion alters
the convective updraft, the existing raindrops in
the cloud can fall ahead of schedule, or the intensity of precipitation
may suddenly increase,
and the rain spectrum on the ground will be altered
in two-three minutes following the gunshots. The
appearance of a double maxima in the rain spectrum
indicates that the gunshots could promote the coalescence of small droplets as well as shatter
the larger drops.
4.

INFLUENCE
OF EXPLOSIONS
ON THEEVOLUTION
OF CUMULUS
HUMULIS

Fig. 3. Time variation
of elevation (height)
convective bubbles (16 July 1974 Cu hum)

During the 1973-95 period, the experiments of
gunshots on developing cumulus humulis were activated in the field.
The location of gunshots was
generally selected at the top of the cloud tower.
The change of the cloud top and the appearance of
the overall cloud was observed by cine camera,
theodolite, and range finders. In most cases within the 13 experiments, the dispersion of cloud
bubble was observed. The time variation of the
height of the two clouO bubbles is presented in
Figure 3.

Another example of an experiment is presented
in Figure 4. At the cloud top where a gunshot
was administered there appeared a gap with a width
of i00 meters in about two minutes after the gunshot. In three minutes after the gunshot this
gap becomesan obvious hole and then the cloud
disperses. This appears to be another form of the
influence of gunshots on particular parts of the
clouds. The dispersion of small clouds after
gunshots has been observed many times and we consider this an impossible chance variation.

The bubble C. is with gunshots, and the bubble
B. is the control without gunshots. It is noted
that the top of the cloud bubble C. moveddowm~ard
following gunshots while the top of cloud bubble B.
maintains its original tendency upward.

Fig. 4.

Influence of gunshots on the local
a.
c.
e.
g.

0.7 min. before gunshots
1.5 min. after gunshots,
3 min. after gunshots,
The pointed site which shells
cameinto.
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structure
b.
d.
f.

of cumulus humilis

On the time of gunshots.
2 min. after gunshots
3.5 min. after gunshots

(19 July 1974)
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of echo top, a weakness of cloud and split of the
intense echo region following the gunshots. Five
of the hail cloud echo tops from seven experiments
descended in the range from i to 6 km.

It is interesting to note that the shells
had been placed on the median part of the cloud
during experiment of 26 July 1974. Following the
gunshot, the cloud quickly increased in the form
of a thin column with loose structure. This is a
rare phenomenonin natural processes of cloud development.

It was found that the effects are obvious
when the gunshots are concentrated on the updraft
region or echo wall where there is an intense
gradient of reflectivity.
These phenomenasuggest
that the explosion promotes the descent of echo
and raindrops so that an echo hole or weakness in
the echo region quickly appears at the level of
the gunshot. The effect of the explosion appears
to be a trigger mechanismwhere the duration of
the echo hole is only several minutes. The further
extension of the echo hole which causes the reduction in cloud top appears to depend on the downdraft and descent of precipitation
particles.

5. RADAROBSERVATION
OF THEEXPLOSION
EFFECTON
HAIL CLOUDS.
During the 1975-1977 period of hail suppression experiments, 11 hailstorms and thunderstorms
which were treated by anti-aircraft
guns were
observed in detail by radar within the county of
Xiyang of province Shanxi (8). Some notes on the
radar observations in regards the explosion effect
on hail clouds are presented in Table 2. In nine
of the eleven cases some obvious changes occurred
in the main characteristic
of radar echo and its
evolution.

6. SUMMARY
Based on the above mentioned experiments and
observations a physical hypothesis of influence
on convective clouds by explosion:has been proposed. This is noted in Figure 5. The shock
wave produced by the explosion obviously disturbs
and alters the primitive updraft in the cloud.
Above the level in the explosion the more
important effect is the promotion of an updraft
enhancing the development of cloud top.

At the site of the gunshots in the hail clouds
there appeared an echo or weak echo region, then
the echo hole develops and moves downward. Sometimes this hole extends to the base of the cloud
with a diameter usually in the range of 3 to 5
km. The maximumtime of maintaining this effect
is greater than 15 minutes. In seven of the hail
cloud experiments there appeared a descent
Table 2. The situation

No
1

dates
]& July 197S

Aug. 1975

Ju]y ]976

of radar observation

about explosion effect

on hail clouds.

n~berof the
shot shells

main characteristic of radar echo
and its evolution
on the shot site of cloud appeard
obvious echo hole wi~h maximun dismete~" 4-5 Km. top of echo fell down
1.6 Km, cloud ~eakened.

22:OO-22:15

28

on the sho& site of cloud appeared
small hole.

15:50-16:20"

75

on the shot site of cloud appeared
obvloue echo hole wibh diameLer of
3 Kin, top of echo fell down about
~ Kin, cloud weakened.

%Jme of gunshots
i~:!5-18:40
I~:1D-18:40

&

i0 July 1976

19:03-19:10

66

on the shot site of cloud appeared
echo hole, intense echo region split

5

ii July 1976

12:25-12:~5

67

on hhe shot si~e of cloud appearea
a gap of echo.

6

12July 1976

14:20-15:OO

56

on the shot site of cloud appeared
a ~mall hole, but it was not obviou,.

7

22 July 1976

15:37-15:52

2OO

R 25 June 1977

18:30-i~:~0

on the shot si~e of clouo echo weakened, its top fell down 3-4 Kin.

9 29 June

1977

12:37-12:49

on the ,,:hot site of cloud appeared
a~ echo hole wilt di~ne5er of 2-3 Y~

1029 Jume 1977

17:O5-17:30

]74

on the shot site of cloud appeared
obvious echo gap wibh size of 3-4 D
intense echo region weakened.

111 July 1977

16:3S-16:/~2

40

no obvious change
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o~. the shot site of cloud appeared
a echo hole with diameter of 5-O Km
top o!" echo fell down 6 Km after
gunshots, clouq gradually split and
d~ spe rsed.

Fig. 5. A diagramof physicalhypothesisof influenceof explosionon convectivecloud.

7. REFERENCES
Belowthe levelof explosionthe downdraftflow is
enduced.Alterationof the updraftcan destroy
the primitivestatebetweenthe motionof rain
particlesand airflow,then the descentof precipitation particlesis produced.Becausethe drag of
fallingparticlesand evaporation
of raindrops
throughthe path of descentthe downdraftis accelerated.Eventuallythe developmentof this downdraftcan destroythe primitiveprocessof cloud
evolution.Possibly,this can producea rainfall
or hailfallearlierin the life cycleof the cloud
and preventfurtherformationin growth.
Accordingto the hypothesisnotedin Fig. 5,
the effectof an explosionin convectiveclouds
will be larger than in stratiformclouds.The
effect will be much largerin severe storms,provided the intensityof the explosionis large
enoughwithinthe areasof instability
and intense
verticalmotion.Withinconvectiveclouds which
containexistingprecipitation
particles,the
effectof explosionswill be largerthan in those
withoutprecipitation.
Therefore,the more obviouseffectwill be observedin the situationof
gunshotsplacedwithinthe accumulation
zonesof
convectiveclouds.These hypothesesare waiting
for a quantitative
investigation.
The authorswish to expressthanksand deep
appreciation
to the late ProfessorGu Zhen-chaofor
his unforgettable
lead and support.
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"NON-REVIEWED"
PRELIMINARY
ANALYSISOF REPORTED
WEATHER
MODIFICATION
ACTIVITIES IN
THEUNITEDSTATESDURING1980 ANDCOMPARISON
WITHDATAFOR1973-1979
Mason T. Charak, RD-2
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Rockville, MD20852

1.

INTRODUCTION

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has been delegated responsibility
for administering a weather modification reporting
program under Public Law 92-205. The law requires
that all non-Federally sponsored attempts to modify
the weather be reported. Federal agencies also
report their weather modificati.on activities
to
NOAAunder interagency agreements. Since 1972,
the reporting program has b~comethe single,
authoritative
source of data on weather modification
projects carried out in the United States and its
territories.
The reporting procedures include the submittal
of Initial,
Interim, and Final Reports covering
weather modification activities
for individual
target areas. Initial
reports are to be submitted
I0 days or more prior to actual modification
activities.
Interim Reports are required for those
projects active on January 1 of each year and must
be filed within 45 days. A project may be carried
out intermittently
at one location for one or more
years, or a project may begin and end within a
year. Often, projects are completed early in a
year and restarted near the end of that year at
the same location with the same techniques. In
this case, only one project at the one location
would be used in summarizing the number of projects
for the calendar year.
As of the deadline formanuscript submission,
all the required reports for CY 1980 had not been
filed. A complete summaryreport will be published
later by NOAAand will be available from the author.
This paper includes a preliminary analysis of
reported weather modification activities
for most
of CY 1980 and a limited comparison of the results
with some previously published data for prior
years (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1980).

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
and the National Science Foundation. The total
number of sponsored activities
(52) is greater
than 48 (the number of separate locations with
activities)
because several projects had more than
one sponsor.
Table 3 summarizes the number of weather
modification activities
and the target areas for
each State during the year. The total target area
within the 20 states represents 3.2 percent of the
area of the United States. Ninety-six percent of
the activities
were located west of the Mississippi
River.
Table 4 shows that most weather modification
activities
were to increase precipitation.
Seven
activities
had two purposes -- rain increase and
hail alleviation.
Table 5 shows that ground-based Agl burners
were used in 42 percent of the activities
in CY
1980. Aircraft were used in 68 pe~ce~t of the
projects during the year.

3.

COMPARISON
OF DATAREPORTED
SINCE 1973

Table 6 presents weather modification activi.ty
data for CY 1980 and for CY 1973-1979. The data
for CY 1973-1979 were extracted from a previous
report (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
1980). A comparison of the data shows
that weather modification activities
in 1980 were
lowest since the reporting program began in 1973.
Comparedwith CY 1977, the year with the most
activity,
the results for CY 1980 indicate that
there were 47 percent fewer activities,
80 percent
fewer community association sponsors, 13 percent
fewer States with activities,
and a 56 percent
reduction in total target area. However, there
were increases in the categories of municipal
water districts,
university operators, and state
sponsors. The number of commercial modifiers and
utility
sponsors remained constant.

2. ANALYSIS
Table 1 provides information on activities
reported from January-December 10, 1980. Although
61 reports were received, there were only 48
separate locations where attempts to modify the
weather were carried out during the year. The
data show that 19 percent of the nonduplicative
activities
were supported totally or in part by
Federal funds.

4. REFERENCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Summaryof Weather Modification Activities
Reported in 1979, National Oceanlc and
Atmospheric Administration, Rockville, Maryland, July 1980, 42 pp.

Table 2 shows the various types of operators
and sponsors of weather modification activities
in CY 1980. The "Private" category covers individuals such as a ranch owner or farmer. A group
of farmers and others in a county (or counties)
would qualify as a community association. Federal
sponsors were the Air Force, Bureau of Reclamation,
231

Table l

-- WeatherModification
Activitiesin the United
StatesDuring CY 1980

Total reported activities

61

Nonduplicative activities

48

Nonfederal
Federal (all

Table 2.

39
9

or in part)

-- Operators and Sponsors of Weather ~.~odifica%ion
Activities
for CY 1980

Operators/Activities
2

3

4

9

26
17
5
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

44
30
6
6
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

44
0
13
2
3
7
3
I0
l
2
3

43
0
13
2
4
II
3
4
l
2
3

Federal
Nonfederal
Commercial
Water Districts
Universities
Utilities
States
Cities
Airlines
Private
Resorts
Community Associations

Table 3.

-- Activities

Sponsors/Ac
tiviti
es

and Cumulative Target Area, By State

CY 1980
Activities
3
12
3
l
1
2
l
l
l
I.
l
4
3
1
1
1
4
3
5
2

Alaska
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho
Illinois
Kansas
Mass.
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Washi ngton
Wyoming

51"
*Some projects were conducted in
adjoining States and crossed
State Boundaries.
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2)
Area (mi
103
9,276
4,9C0
2,057
4,8G0
160
l,O00
I0,64!
6
28,260
1,200
5,605
15~578
250
2,682
18,5~4
I l, 210
l, 995
655
118,973

"NON-REVIEWED"

Table 4. Purpose of Weather ~lodification

Purpose

CY 1980

Increase precipitation
Alleviate hail
Clear fog
Research/testing

Table 5.

33
7
9
6

-- Weather Modification Apparatus, Seeding Agents
and Activities
in CY 1980
Activities

A_~Dparatusand Agent
Only ground-based Agl generators
(burners)
Ground-based Agl generators and
aircraft Agl pyrotechnics
Ground-based propane dispensers
Agl burners and pyrotechnics on
aircraft
Agl pyrotechnics
Aircraft

Activities

only on aircraft

with CO2 .dispensers

Aircraft with pyrotechnics and CO
2
dispensers
Aircraft with Agl generators and C02
dispensers
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Table 6.--Comparison of weather modification activity data
for calendar yea~ 1973 - 80

CY 1973
Reports received
65
Nonduplicative activities
57
Nonfederal activities
55
Federally sponsored projects
Commercial modifiers
19
University operators
1
Federal operators
_
Community sponsors
14
Municipal sponsors(water dist
9
Utility sponsors
3
State sponsors
1
States with activities
18
2)
Total target area (mi
132,685
Ave. target area
2)
for nonfog activities (mi
3,084.
Modification days (total)
1,810
Modification days (for
precipitation)
1,748"
Modification days (fog)
39
Dry ice used (kg)
8,982
Silver iodide used (kg)
906
Liquid propane used (gal)
Polyelectrolyteused (kg)
399
Hours of operation (air)
1,690
Hours of operation (ground) 34,065

CY 1980 data January through December i0.
~Estimated
-Data incomplete

cY 1980

CY 1974

CY 1975

CY 1976

CY 1977

CY [978

CY 1979

85
71
62
9
19
5
2
23
9
2
2
20
153,039

85
72
58
14
15
5
5
22
8
3
2
25
163,194

74
62
53
9
17
2
4
18
7
4
5
24
198,391

102
90
79
ii
17
2
2
25
7
3
6
23
270,690

73
61
48
13
14
2
2
ii
6
4
8
19
235,519

61
64
49
48
39
39
9
i0
17
15
2
3
2
2
4
5
13
ii
3
3
7
7
2O
19
123,880 118,973

2,637
2,503

2,859
1,783

4,406
1,963

3,469
2,603

4,360
],688

3,095
1,238

2,250*
43
21,055
1,019
13,356
45
4,559
45,986

1,330"
88
20,662
1,587
5,614
1,265
1,662
47,026

1,610
161
48,172
1,031
17,988
5,183
1,791
52,927

2,341
92
48,077
1,412
12,295
2,353
3,309
77,320

~,357
75
19,389
.L,493
17,728
1,575
2,649
78,140

1,087
90
].7,463
902
11,077
641
2,398
15,605

3,042
- -

-

"NON-REVIEWED,,
ANOTHER
FIRST FORWEATHER
MODIFICATION
Glenn W. Brier
Department of Atmospheric Science
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO80523
Weathermodification
studiesthirtyyearsago led to the firstuse in meteorologyof a
new and powerfulstatisticaltechnique,now widelyapplied.This is how it happened.
In 1950 Dr. IrvingLangmuirand his colleagues
in ProjectCirruswere conductingexploratory
experimentsin WeatherModification
in New Mexico.
Afterobservingwhat appearedto him as extended
area effects,Dr. Langmuirdecidedto designa definitiveexperimentby introducing
a periodicsignal throughlocalarea silveriodideseeding.Briefly, by seedingon only a few consecutive
days during a week,he hoped to demonstratethat precipitation (and perhapsotherweatherelements)over
large area would be affected.After severalmonths
of operationon this periodicschedule,his preliminary analysissuggestedthat not only precipitation but generalcirculationindicesover the midwest and easternU.S.A.showeda 7-daycyclein
phase with the silveriodideseedingin New Mexico.
Recognizing
the statisticalaspectsin the problem of analysisand evaluation,
Langmuirapproached
ProfessorSam Wilkesof PrincetonUniversity,
president of the AmericanStatisticalAssociationat
that time. In the meantime,the announcementof
the Lan~muiranalysisproduceda smallshock~ave
(or at leastskepticism)
in the meteorological
community.In any case, it presenteda scientific
challenge,and as a WeatherBureaustatistician
I
was requestedto look at his data and make an independentevaluation
of his claims.
At this time, the latestthingin time series
analysiswas ProfessorM.G..Kendall’s"Contributionsto the Study of OscillatoryTime Series."The
monographwas dedicatedto GeorgeUdney Yule,with
a quotationfrom J.A. Venn’s"The Logicof Chance":
To borrowa strikingillustration
from Abraham Tucker,the substructure
of our convictions is not so much to be comparedto the
solidfoundations
of an ordinarybuilding,
as to the pilesof the housesof Rotterdam
whichrest somehowin a deep bed of soft mud.
Desiringto be up to date,I decidedto use the
techniquesdescribed,and
proceededwith the analysis of the data. My preliminaryresultstendedto
confirmthe claimsof Langmuirand, aftera visit
from Max Woodburyof the StatisticsDepartmentof
PrincetonUniversity,
we soon decidedthat a group
of us at the WeatherBureaushouldvisitPrinceton
to discussmy analysisand the implications
of the
results.I rememberthe train ride to Princeton,
with HarryWexler,JerryNamias,Ben Holzmanand
Joe Fulks.

In attendance at the conference in Princeton
were Julian Bigelow, Jules Charney, John Von Neu~ann, ~x Woodbury, Carl Rossby and John Tukey.
After I presented my analysis and described the
tec~hiq~s used, the young mathematical statistician suggested that this was not the way to analyze
such data. He then described an alternative
method, couched in the jargon of communication theory
with abstract illustrations
about tryi:~g to measure
the movementsof electrons jumping around in an
electric light bulb.
Nobody understood what he was talking about,
with the possible exception of Johnny Von Neumann.
Fortunately, however, the messageeventually got across. It was, of course, the method of spectrum
analysis which since has had such a tremendous impact on meteorology and other sciences. I went ahead to use the method in what was probably the
first application of spectrum analysis to weather
data.
In August 19~I I was invited by Dr. Tukey to
present the results at the Time Series Seminar at
the University of Connecticut at Storrs. Among
the statisticians
in attendance were Chester Bliss,
Churchill Eisenhart, Max Woodbury, and numerous
graduate students. Principal speakers were R. B.
Blackman ("Introduction
to spectra of time series"),
M.G. Kendall ("Testing significance of serial correlations in the general case"), Leo Tick ("Time
Series problems in experimental hydrodynamics"),
and John Tukey ("Simultaneous Analysis of Two or
More Series"). ~¢y presentation followed one by
Kendall, who was very skeptical about the advantages of spectrum analysis. In my introduction I
remarked that I was using the Tukey method of spectrum analysis "which according to Tukey is the best
available method." After the chuckles subsided,
John took his feet from the chair in front of him,
removed a prune seed from his mouth, and interrupted with, "I’m glad you said it is the best
available methodt"
Today we all know what happened with spectrum
analysis after that first use in a weather modification analysis.
*Revised from introductory remarks at Sixth
Conference on Probability and Statistics
in
Atmospheric Science, Banff, I0 Oct. 1979.
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SUMMARY
OF REPORT
ON
CRITERIAFORWEATHER
MODIFICATION
P E R,A3_
..~ F F___E~3
I_V_~..~
T_~
~ O__N.~_.~_D__
F. A. Huff and S. A. Changnon, Jr.
Illinois
State Water Survey
Urbana, lllinois
61801

from which seedability is determined made at a
frequency that permits effective analysis and
assessment of all weather situations during the
operational period. These are basic requirements for all types of weather modification
operations.

Wehave completed a report relating to the
evaluation of future operational modification
projects. This is a short summaryof that report
offered to inform potential interested parties.
Copies of the report can be obtained upon request.
Our report treats the key issues and presents
recommendations for weather modification operations. The primary objective is to provide guidance for achieving effective,
reliable evaluation
of seeding results, and, consequently, to establish credibility
in these evaluations and provide
scientific
information leading to better understanding and greater skills in the future in this
applied field of the atmospheric sciences.

The report points out that basic requirements for carrying out seeding missions will
differ substantialTy depending upon such factors
as the type of operation (com.,mercial or piggyback), the seeding variable (rain, hail, snow),
the climate region in which the target lies,
the time of the year~ and whether aircraft
or
ground generators are used to transport the
seeding material. However, it is stressed that
the primary objective in a|l types of seeding
missions must be to carry out the c|oud treatment by applying those techniques dictated by
the seeding criteria
in use and satisfying any
other requirements of the project design.

Four basic tasks commonto all weather modification operations and that ultimately affect the
quality of the evaluation are discussed. These
include 1) design of operations, 2) selection
of seeding criteria,
3) conduct of seeding
missions, and 4) collection and recording of data.
Operations are divided into two general classes
for specifying operational criteria.
These are
commoncommercial type in which all weather situations satisfying the seeding criteria
are treated,
and the more scientific
piggyback operations in
which somerandomization is applied, and in which
measurementsare more sophisticated and comprehensive. The latter type are envisioned as having
governmental support of the piggybacking scientific
effort.

Radar is viewed as a basic requirement for
all precipitation
modification operations, since
it is an excellent tool for real-time monitoring
to recognize seeding opportunities,
to re-assess
seedability predictions, and to recognize severe
weather events in sufficient
time to abort seeding
missions. Furthermore, .radar is considered
essential to verification
of seeding activities
over the target area.
In piggyback operations in which minimum
needs for commercial-type operations are exceeded,
it is recommendedthat installation
and operation
of precipitation
networks for improving the
measurementaccuracy of the treatment variable
(rain, hail, snowpack) should have top priority.
Second priority
should be aircraft for measuring
key atmospheric variables essential to evaluation of seeding effects and helpful in addressing
the causation problem.

Design recommendations are presented; basic
steps which should be followed in all weather modification operations are listed; potential inputs for
determining seedability discussed; components of
operational systems outlined; and, requirements
for data collection and recording designated.
A number of key issues and recommendations
are presented at the end of the report. For example, atmospheric scientists skilled in synoptic
meteorology and climatology and in cloud physics
and dynamics are considered essential membersor
consultants to the design team for all types of
seeding operations. Also seeding criteria
should
not only be based on acceptable meteorological
concepts, but should take advantage of the
latest advances in seeding technology, and apply
useful information revealed by a review of the
synoptic climatology of clouds, precipitation,
storms systems, and other pertinent weather
factors in the project area. Seeding criteria
should be defined in detail by the operator and
the methods used to recognize cloud seeding
opportunities clearly stated in the design document. Furthermore, it is essential to have routine
measurementsof those meteorological factors

Detailed documentation of data is considered
absolutely essential to reliable evaluation of
seeding operations, and it is stressed that all
data used in any way in the planning a~d execution of operations s~ould be archived in the
most expeditious manner for future use. This
archiving is viewed as accomplished best by a
state or federal depository for essential records.
The report is available at Illinois
State
Water Survey, Box 232, Urbana, ~I 61801.
The report was prepared as part of NSF
Grant ATM79-05007, but this summaryand the report
do not reflect the v~ews or endorsement of the
National Science Foundation.
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MODIFICATION
(1970-1980)
SOMESELECTEDPUBLICATIONSIN WEATHER

CONTROLLING
THEWEATHER.
Howard J. Taubenfeld, 1970. Dunellen Publishing
NewYork, NewYork, 10022
WEATHER
ANDCLIMATEMODIFICATION.Committee on Atmospheric Sciences, National Science
Foundation. Grand River Books, Detroit,
Michigan. 1980
MODIFICATION
IN THE PUBLICINTEREST.Roberg G. Fleagle, James A. Crutchfield,
WEATHER
Ralph W. Johnson, MohamedF. Abdo. American Meteorological Society and the
University of Washington Press. 1974.
MAKINGRAIN IN AMERICA:A HISTORY.Jeff Townsend. Dept. of History, Texas Tech
University,
Lubbock, Texas. ICASALSPublication #75-3. 1975
HAIL SUPPRESSION:
SOCIETYANDENVIRONMENT,
SELECTED
CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THETECHNOLOGY
ASSESSMENT
OF HAIL SUPPRESSION.
Barbara C. Farhar, Institute
of Behavioral
Science, University of Colorado. 1977
LEGALANDSCIENTIFIC UNCERTAINTIES
OF WEATHER
MODIFICATION.Edited by William A.
Thomas, American Bar Foundation for the National Conference of Lawyers and
Scientists.
Proceedings of a symposium convened at Duke University, March
11-12, 1976. Duke University Press, 1977.
HAIL SUPPRESSION
- IMPACTSANDISSUES. Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Ray Jay Davis,
Barbara C. Farhar, J. Eugene Haas, J. Loreena Ivens, Martin V. Jones, Donald
A. Klein, Dean Mann, Griffith
M. Morgan, Jr., Steven T. Sonka, Earl R. Swanson, C. Robert Taylor and Jon Van Blokland. Final report, Technology Assessment of the Suppression of Hail. lllinois
State Water Survey, April 1977.
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTSOF ARTIFICIAL ICE NUCLEATING
AGENTS.Donald A. Klein,
Colorado State University.
Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, Inc. 1978.
THE MANAGEMENT
OF WEATHER
RESOURCES,
VOLUME
I - Proposals for a National Policy and
Program. Report to the Secretary of Commercefrom the Waeather Modification
Advisory Board. 1978.
THEMANAGEMENT
OF WEATHER
RESOURCES,
VOLUME
II - The Role of Statistics
in Weather
Resources Management.Report of the Statistical
Task Force to the Weather
Modification Advisory Board. 1978.
COMMUNICATIONS
IN STATISTICS, THEORY
ANDMETHODS.
Vol. A-8, No. 10 and 11~ 1979.
Special Issue on the Statistical
Analysis of Weather Modification Experiments,
Marcel Dekker, Inc., NewYork.
NATIONALWEATHER
MODIFICATION
POLICIES ANDPROGRAMS.
A report to the President and
Congress. U. S. Department of Commerce,November 1979.
PAPERS
IN METEOROLOGY,
U.S. NATIONALREPORT,1979-1978. 17th General Assembly
International
Union of Geodesyand Geophysics, Canberra, Australia, Dec. 2-15,
1979. American Geophysical Union, Washington, DC 20009.
STATISTICALANALYSISOF WEATHER
MODIFICATION
EXPERIMENTS.
Edited by Edward J. Wegman
and Douglas J. DePriest. Lecture notes in Statistics,
Vol. 3, Marcel Dekker,
Inc., NewYork, 1980.
THESIERRAECOLOGY
PROJECT,Vol. I through 5. James L. Smith and Neal H. Berg, Pacific
Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, 1980. Work performed under contract with the Water and Power Resources Service, Office of Atmospheric Resources
Management,Denver, CO.
WEATHER
MODIFICATION
ANDCLOUDSEEDING.Arnett S. Dennis, International
Series, Vol. 24, Academic Press, NY, 1980.
THE RAINMAKERS.
American "Pluviculture"
of Nebraska Press. 1980.

to World War II.
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Geophysics

Clark C. Spence, University

AN ABBREVIATED
HISTORYOF THE WEATHER
MODIFICATION
ASSOCIATION

Meeting
date
1950

Location
and
Attendance
Bishop
Riverside

High!ights

Bost*

and/or Historic

Items

Original discussion between personnel at the California Electric Power
Companyoffices. Completion of three years of snowpack increase on Bishop
Creek Watershed.
Organizational n~eting: Cundiff (CEPC), Hartman (SCEC), Lang (SCEC)
Battle (WMC), El]loft
(NAWC), Bollay (NAWC).

4 Apr’51

Rivers i de

17 Apr’51

Pasadena

NAWC

Organizational meeting: Namechanged from Artificial
Precipitation
Operators Association to Weather Control Research Association. Articles
of Incorporation organized.

17 May’51 Pasadena
(24)

NAWC

Discussions of legislation,
and $10/year for affiliate).
(Sierra Range).

(6)
(8)

licensing and dues structure ~50/three yea~s
Observations of excessive glaciation at -6Uc

2 Aug’51

Los Angeles SCEC
(10)

Schaefer nuclei
July 1951.

counter discussions.

California

Licensing

Act passed

5 Nov’51

Los Angeles SCEC
(16)

California
California

12 Mar’52

Los Angeles SCEC
(20)

Pending CDWR$50,000 program. WCRAfinancial
statement: Receipts include
three three-year at $50 and four affiliate
at $i0 -- total $190: expenses,
$37.87.

Division of Water Resources $50,000 program on evaluations.
licensees total 7.

10 Deck52 Los Angeles SCEC
(16)

$500,000 appropriation for Department of CommerceACNproject
Proposed California RandomCloud Seeding Project.

18 May’53 Los Angeles SCEC
(18)

Evaluation of the six-year California
Increase Program (Bishop Cups).

9 Dec’53

Los Angeles SCEC
(22)

Electric

(Seattle)

Power CompanySnowpack

Federal Advisory Committee on Weather Control created by Congress on 13
Aug. 1953. Committee appointed 9 Dec. 1953. Approved by Congress 25
January 1954. Howard T. Orville,
Chairman.

10 Jun’54

Los Angeles
(18)

S£EC

Activities
of Advisory Commitee on Weather Control (ACWC)-- Discussion
of "controls"-- evaluationsproposedby CaliforniaDivisionof Water
Resources.

18 Feb’55

Los Angeles
(23)

SCEC

Activitiesof ACWC -- WCRA Committeeto FormulateBy-Laws
(Henderson,
Lewis and Elliott).

23 Mar’55

Los Angeles
(32)

14 Feb’56

Los Angeles
(41)

16 Nov’56

Los Angeles
(16)

SCEC

ProposedSanta Barbararandomizedprogram-- activitiesof ACWC -- New
York hail suppressionprogram.

18 Feb’57

Los Angeles
(25)

SCEC

ACWC extended(S.2913)-- report by ACWC members-- S.86 introduced(Case
-- 3 January1957) -- "Cloud Modification
ResearchAct of 1957"(NR 5232,
a companionbill). Senate hearingson S.86 -- Washington.

Nov. ’57

SCEC
SCEC

Informalmeetingwith the Task Force of ACWC (HowardOrville,Joe George,
Fred Berry, Ken Spengler).First transcriptof a WCRA meeting.
Recommendextensionof ACWC -- approvedthe bylawsof WCPJ~ -- transcript
of meeting-- firstresolutionof WCP~Acon~nendingACWC -- meetingattended
by membersof ACWCo

Meetingpospoteduntilearly 1958 in order to have availablethe finalreport of the
NationalAdvisoryCon~itteeon WeatherControl.

19 Feb.’58

Los Angeles
(21)

SCEC

Report of the NACWC dated 31 December1957 (Berry)-- supportspositive
effectsfrom orographicseedingand recommends"no controls"-- WCRA
resolutioncommendedACWC. (8 corporateand 11 individualmembers).

25 Feb’59

Los Angeles
(21)

SCEC

Firstsuggestionto hold WCP~A meetingelsewhere-- weathermodification
by Departmentof Interior(S.943)-- ForestServiceLightningSuppression
Equipment-- NSF ReportingFunctions.
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19 Dec’59 Los Angeles
(16)

SCEC

10 Mar’60 San Francisco CDWR
(40)
1 Dec’60

Altadena
(26)

MRI

15 Mar’61

Sacramento
(19)

CDWR

13 Dec’61

Altadena
(20)

MRI

26-27 Apr
’62

Fresno
(19)

CDWR

15 Mar’63

3-4 Apr.
’64
10-11Dec
’64

Santa Barbara NAWC
(29)

Reno
(40)
China Lake
(26)

21Jun’65 Los Angeles
(23)

14 Feb’ 66

DRI

Use of WeatherBureau WSR-57Radar System -- Dept. of Interiorprograms
(USBR)-- Developmentof pyrotechniccloudseedingdevices.
Tor Bergeronspeakson "The Possibilityof ArtificialControlof Rainfall
on the Globe"-- SantaBarbaraProjectnow supportedby NSF.
First two-daymeetingof WCRA -- discussionof YellowstoneField Research
Expedition-- strong commentson desirablerelationships
in weathermodificationprojects:Experimentvs. production,scientis~versus operators,
statistician
vs. layman,statistician
vs. physicalscientist.
Joanne (Malkus)Simpsonof UCLA reportson "RainmakingExperimentsWith
Naturaland ArtificialHeat Sources"--Edward Morris discusses"Legal
Aspectsof WeatherModification"
-- St. Amandreportson "Naval Research
in WeatherModification".
Doyne Sartor(NCAR) presents"A CoordinatedApproachto WeatherControl"
Continuedpyrotechnicdevelopment-- Wyomingresearch(Elk Mt. -- Williams)
Historyof pyrotechnicdevelopment-- demonstrations
by Pierre St.-Amand-At this point in WCRA history,no routineprocedurehad ever been set for
dues collection-- presentmembershipincludesfour corporatemembers(AI,
DRI, SCEC, L.A. Flood ControlDistrict)and 29 individualmembers-bank balanceof $355.31.

SCEC

NationalAcademyof SciencePublication1236 (critical)-- Panel on Weather
and ClimateControlmet in Bostonthe previousweek -- WCRA passedresolution to requestNAS to withdrawits preliminaryreport-- Ralph Huschkeof
the Panel attendedmeetingand noted theirffna] reportwill be entirely
new -- Symposiumon Economicand Social Aspectsof WeatherModification,
Boulder,1-3 July 1965.

Reviewof NAS report -- Congressional
bills: InteriorS.2875(Anderson)
CommerceS.23 (Anderson)CommerceS.2916 (Magnuson)-- First consideration of using WCRA as a vehiclefor liabilityinsurance-- 5th Berkeley
Symposiumon Mathematical
Statisticsand Probability,
January1966.

Reorganization
Con~nittee(Mordy,Eberly,Elliott,McCready,and Powers)met to discusspossibilitiesfor upgradingthe entire WCRA organization.

Sacramento
(34)

21-22Sept. Altadena
’67
(53)

26-27Feb.
’68

Californiahas five licensedgroups and 13 projects-- InterimReporton
Santa BarbaraProject-- Radarobservationsand precipitation
measurements-CSU thunderstorm
studies.

Executiveand Policy CommitteesMeetingto formulatea positionstatementon weathermodification legislation.Produceda strong paper urging separateregulatorygroup, utilization
of privatemanpower,encourageprivateindustry,federalprotectionon liability.

7 Nov’66 Los Angeles
(19)
16-17 Mar
’67

Californialong range programscontinue(SCEC on San Joaquinand KRCD on
Kings)-- Santa BarbaraProj. -- requirementfor new evaluationtechnique-Forecasting
difficulties.

NOTS

18 Mar’66 San Francisco CDWR
(23)

0ct.’66

AMS-ASCEmeeting,Denver,Colo. -- controvers~appearsto be diminishing-new dues: Corporate$15.; Individual$2.00. -- SkylineConferenceI-3 May
1969,Virginia.

Logan
(30)

LADWP

First suggestionof a Journal-- most federallegislationdied with adjournment of Congress.

AJG

Legislation at federal level which would license and regulate (both Commerce and Interior)
-- state legislation
on licensing -- WCRAcertification proposed -- ICAS report 10a, "A Recommended
National Program in
Weather Modification",
November1966.

MRI

Continued discussions on a possible Journal -- Committee revised the
Constitution and Bylaws -- organization name changed to Weather Modification Association -- Certification
and Publication Committees appointed -Dues change -- Individual $12.; Association Corporate $24.; Corporate,
$100. Texas Weather Modification Law passed and pronounced that Weather
Modification was not an ultra-hazardous activity.

USU

Themeconcept: "Targeting and Plume Tracing" -- Legislative Committee
working on a model law (first
draft) -- 18 requests for certification
have been received -- the last of the NSF reporting function (1959-68).
WMAbalance of $1,799.77.
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16-17 Sept. Rapid City SDSM
’68
(60)

17-18 Feb Santa Barbara NAWC
’69
(56)
15-16 Sep Ft. Collins
’69
(42)

CSU

Theme: "Generation of Seeding Material" -- Initiated
approval of the first
Journal of Weather Modification -- Review of regulatory legislation:
Colnmerce S.373 (Magnuson),Co~nerceHR 9212 (Staggers),InteriorHR
(Staggers)-- NOAA gets reportingfunction-- evolutionof pyrotechnics--chemistryof Agl production-- Naval WeaponsCenter,ChinaLake, Calif.
Presentationof elementsof a model law for regulationof weathermodificationactivities-- first inputsfrom sociologists.
Establisheda "permanent"mailingaddress:Box 125, Altadena,CA. -presentationof nucleationtheory(St.-Amand,et al) -- Israel program
USBR programs-- WMA balance:$2,965.56.

10 Apr. ’70 Santa Barbara NAWC
(30)

Synopsis of insurance situation -- proposed assemblage of "expert witnesses" -- discussion on possible executive secretary -- distribution
of
WMAsponsored model law -- discussion on first
issue of JWM-- Dr, Vincent J. Schaefer elected an Honorary Memberof WMA.

8-9 Oct.’70

Theme: "Programs for the 70’s" -- USBRprograms -- NSF programs -- Private sector programs -- HR 18180 and S.4091 -- presentation of first
volume of JWM.

18-19Feb.
’71

Las Cruces NMSU
(36)
Riverside
(40)

USFS

Discussions on warm cloud seeding -- ammoniumnitrate and urea -- discussions on cold cloud seeding processes -- consideration of extra area
effects -- further discussion on seeding devices -- explanations of AglNH41solutions (advantage over Agl-Nal) -- WMAbank balance of $4,847.57.

WSI

Most recent Santa Barbara experiment -- Climax experiment -- the status
and desirability
of federal weather modification legislation
-- legal
aspects of weather modification -- role of the federal government in
emergency drought relief programs -- summaryof first
International
Conference on Weather Modification,
Australia, September 1971 -- Federal
role vs. privaterole in appliedweathermodification
for the benefitof
man.
Position statement on drought relief programs -- resolution on NOAAprepa
ration of regulations.
Project Skywater Conferences -- discussions of
ProjectStorm Fury -- environmental
impactstatements.

21-22 Oct
’71

Norman
(69)

24-25 Feb.
’72

Fresno
(60)

AWRR/
AI

28-29 Sep Ft.
’72

Collins
(54)

WSS

Suggested changes in constitution
and bylaws -- preparation of new format -- review of resolutions regarding allocation
of responsibilities
for emergency drought relief measures and the NOAAWeather Modification
Project Reporting requirements under Public Law 92-205.
Texas weather modification programs -- rules and regulations related to
the Act -- WMAbalance of $3,904.52

29-30 Mar.
’73

Austin
(58)

TWDB

13-14 Sep
’73

Champaign
(61)

ISWS

WMA draftof a MilitaryUse Statement-- discussionof Vol. 5 of JWM

DC

Acceptance of new Constitution and Bylaws -- Abolish Association Corporate Member-- opposition to Haskell Bill (S.3028).

WSDC

The North American Interstate Weather Modification Council organized
earlier this year. WMAresolution supporting NAIWMC.

21-22 Mar
’74
2-3 Oct.
’74

Huntington
Beach (63)
Seattle
(54)

20-21 Mar. Santa Barbara NAWC
’75
(57)

Bell m on BillsS.3313,S.3314,S.3315-- Sisk Bill HR 2742 -- proposal
of weathermodification
book.

4-5 Sept.
’75

CDA

Sisk Bill HR2742 (Wilderness/Weather Modification) -- Bellmon Bills,
drought relief research and operations (S.2706, S.2707) and Weather
Modification Council (S.2705) -- discussion of North Dakota and Utah
State Weather Modification Programs -- total WMAmembers152; corporate
10; student 3. Bank balance $10,485.25.

WFtA

The Silver

Calgary
(71)

I-2 Apr.
’76

Los Angeles
(102)

7-8 Oct.
’76

Rapid City
(75)

SDSM

14-15 Apr. Salt Lake City SU
’77

Anniversary Program

JWMinformation brochure - Bellmon Bills $2705, $2706, $2707, and $3383.
Sec. of Commercedevelopment of a National Policy and a research and
development program on weather modification - Technolo~Ly Assessment of
Hail Suppression in the U.S. (TASH).
National Weather Modification Policy Act (PL 94490) still
lacks appropriate
funding - introduction of National Climate Program Act in 95th Congress
(S421)
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10-13 Oct. Champaign/ ISWS
’77
Urbana
6-7 Apr.
’78

Tucson

CLASU

Newport Beach DC

5-6 Oct.
’78

12-13 Apr.
’79

First draft of the new Standards and Ethics Statement - passage of the
National Climate Program Act - National Weather Modification Advisory
Board - first
suggestion of refereed and non-refereed Journal.
Adoption of the new Standards and Ethics Statement - WMAconstitutional
changes - activities
by the National Weather Modification Advisory
Board - development of new type pyrotechnics for Project Storm Fury the WMO
Precipitation EnhancementProgram.
First consideration of Certification
Program revision - draft of the
bill evolving from Weather Modification Advisory Board activities
new California Weather Resources ManagementAct of 1978 - Weather Modification Advisory Board report - Strong WMAworkshop for discussion of
the WMAB
Report - official
WMAstatement on the WMAB
Report.

Reno

MWS

Panel discussion on the final report of the National Weather Modification Advisory Board - Mike Glaser (NOAA) summaryon Status of Secretary
of Colnillerce’s Report in response to National Weather Modification Act of
1976 (PL 94-490). - Stevenson and Bellnlon Bills in response to WMAB
Report and CommerceReport - WMAfinal resolution on the WMAB
Report Recommendationsfor revisions in the WN~ACertification
Program.

8-9 Oct.
’79

Banff,
Alberta

WMA

Final modifications to the new WMACertification
Qualifications
and
Procedures - progress of Stevenson and Bellmon Bills in regards National
Weather Modification Research and Development Program- Ferris Webster
presentation of NOAAposition - Bank balance $10,026.43.

24-15 Apr
’80

Santa Barbara NAWC Newcertification
program has continued discussion and ready for final
draft under Keith Brown’s chairmanship. WMAArticles of Incorporation
finalized.
At the federal level a new 13-member Advisory Board to the
Subcommittee on Atmospheres and Oceans, Science, Technology and Space
Committee is currently under organization. New format proposals for the
JWMwere approved to be effective with Volume 13, No. 1.

2-3 Oct.
’80

Albany, NY SUNY

*AI
NAWC
SCEC
CDWR
MRI
CSU
USFS
AWRR
TWDB
DC
CDA
SU
MWS

The theme of "The Langmuir Connection" produced historic overviews from
Vincent Schaefer, Ray Falconer, Bernard Vonnegut and Duncan Blanchard.
Important commentsfrom these persons who were an active part of the
actual historic development of weather modification did muchto correct
the record of the science and technology. Whiteface Mountain field trip
provided further insight to the importance of early experiments in cloud
modification and basic cloud physics.

Atmospherics Incorporated
North American Weather Consultants
Southern California Edison Company
California Dept. of Water Resources
Meteorology Research Incorporated
Colorado State University
U.S. Forest Service
Atmospheric Water Resources Research
Texas Water Development Board
Deepwater Chemical Company,Ltd.
Canadian Dept. of Agriculture
State of Utah
Mountain Weather Service

DRI
Desert Research Institute
~OTS Naval Ordnance Test Station
LADWPL.A. Department of Water and Power
AJG
Aerojet General
USU Utah State University
SDS~I South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
WSI
Weather Science Incorprorated
WSS Weather Scientific
Services
ISWS lllinois
State Water Survey
WSDC Washington State Dept. of Conservation
CEPC Calif. Electric Power Company
CLASU College of Law - Arizona State University
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